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'uhi, ma na suinamo, ma na tango, ma na Ill/ti.
ma na beetape, ma /la abubu .. .'.
(... 'and all things there were: coconut trees, and
betel palms, and pepper plants, and breadfruits,
and 'uhingaba yams, and 'uhi yams, and suinamo
yams, and taro, and bananas, and beetape yams,
and abubu yams .. .'
Elbelt and Monberg, 1965: 'From the Two Ca
noes' - text 8 'Nukuabea' - concerning the heav
enly abode of the great god Tehu'aingabenga and
his store of all good things. Monberg's translation;
plant names slightly modified.
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Notes to the reader
1) All measures (except local Bellonese ones) are

given in the MKSA system; in this, abbrevia
tions are standardized as for example:
cm, rn, km for centimetre(s), metre(s), and
kilometre(s) ;
m2, km2, ha for square metre(s), sq.kilo
metre(s), and hectares (a 10,000 m2).

m3 for cubic metre(s).
g, kg, t for gramme(s), kilograrnroe(s), and
metric tones).
Temperature is in degrees centigrades (CC).
Energy figures are in kJ for kilojoule or MJ for
Megajoule (= lOG Joule); the alternative units
kcal and Mcal for kilocalories and megacalories
(= 100cal) were initially used and have been
retained for convenience (lkcal ~ 4.1840 kJ).

2) Other abbreviations:
per cent is written %. Australian Dollars =

Aus.$.
Bellona, Bellonese, and Rennell, RenneIlese
are written Be., Re. in appendices.
SDA is Seventh Day Adventist Mission.
SSEC means South Seas Evangelical Church.
References to S. H. Elbert and T. Monberg,
1965: "From the Two Canoes" are given as

e.g. Canoes T277 or Canoes N216, referring tn
text 277 or note to text 216 respectively.
Other references are given with author's name
and year of printing; a fuller list is found at
the back of the volume.

3) On the use of Be. words:
Be. words except names are in italics. Long
vowels are written with double letters: 'long a'
is thus 'aa'. In the appendices the reader should
look for entries with double vowels, if an entry
with single vowel is not found.
Alphabetization in appendices has been a pro
blem since 'ng' and 'gh' both designate a single
sound in Be., 'og' is a sound similar to 'ng' in
'singer' - 'gh' is a hard 'g' as in 'grave'. magi
cally, but conveniently it is hoped, 'ng' and 'gh'
have been alphabetized as if part of normal
spelling: initial letters 'gh' have been entered
under 'g', and 'ng' under 'n'.
Apart from this digression, it has been tried
to bring the Be. words used in correspondance
with S. H. Elbert, 1975: "Dictionary of the
language of Rennell and Bellona". To this
book the reader is referred for further informa
tion.
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o. Introduction
0.1 Objects of the research
From the outset the intention behind the research
reported in this book has been to investigate, de
scribe in detail, and attempt an evaluation of the
'rationality' of the functions on a local subsistence
basis of a shifting cultivation type of agriculture,
here plainly understood as agriculture or horticul
ture employing a fallow period long enough to al
low regrowth of scrub or trees for the restoration
of fertility. This definition does not, contrary to
some commonly held beliefs, imply that shifting
cultivators use fire to turn fallows into fields/
gardens, nor the question of permanency or non
permanency of settlements of the cultivators. It is
felt that a shifting cultivation definition based
solely on land use is advantageous, in accordance
with more recent views (R. F. Watters 1960, H. C.
Conklin 1963, E. Boserup 1965, H. Ruthenberg
1971).

The detailed description should encompass
plants utilized, cultivation techniques applied, pat
terns of fields/gardens, seasonal cycle, and if pos
sible, reconstruction of a full cycle of cultivation,
as inspired by the brilliant example set by P. de
Schlippe's early work (P. de Schlippe 1956). Also
the intentions were, wherever possible, to add
quantitative aspects of production (as amounts of
labour used and yields achieved).

Evaluation of 'rationality' of function presents
the difficult question of which yard-sticks to use:
rationality according to Western scientific con
cepts, or to local concepts. The problem is dealt
with in chapter 0.5, but logically the Western con
cepts have been inevitably dominant.

For the analyses an ecological framework of
concepts has been attempted with emphasis on
such concepts as 'carrying capacity', 'adaptation to
environment', and 'stability', though difficulties in
doing so were envisaged from the beginning.

Without penetrating deeply into the subject, a
few lines on the historical background for the use
of ecological concepts in description of traditional
(agricultural) societies may be inserted here. - For
fuller bibliographies, see J. Helm (1962), M. Bates
(1962), and S. Christiansen (1967).

In cultural geography there has been an early
tradition of using ecological ideas, even though
theories have been only vaguely expressed and
often had a form approaching an environmental

determinism. Continental European geography has
fostered schools based on such ideas, notably in
France about 1920 (V. de la Blache, J. Brunhes,
M. Sorre), but also in Denmark (H. P. Steensby
and G. Hatt). Apart from C. O. Sauer and his
followers, ecology was only hesitantly accepted as
a basis for their subject by American geographers;
an exception was H. Barrows, but his attempt was
without immediate consequences.

Within social anthropology a tradition for well
documented analyses of local societies always had
an ecological notation (R. Firth, E. Evans-Prit
chard); a later train of thought (J. Steward, C.
Geertz, M. Sahlins, F. Barth) expressly applied
analogies to biological ecology.

Perhaps the present work has been even more
inspired by such modem biologists as E. Odum
and R. Fosberg, as seems to be the case with
otller scientists working in the Pacific area (H. C.
Brookfield, P. Vayda, R. Rappaport). In Odum's
and Fosberg's works key notions have been the
essential ecological concepts referred to in the
following paragraphs.

'Carrying capacity' has also been used in earlier
works, especially by Trapnell, All an, and their
East African School (see W. AlIan 1949 and
1965). Carrying capacity may simply be under
stood as the maximum population able to Jive at
a minimum standard on a definite area by a cer
tain type of production, external conditions being
stable. The concept is closely related to a funda
mental geographic term, the maximum density of
population for an area (P. Gourou 1953). Even
where agricultural production is constant, tlle
maximum density is difficult to assess as it applies
only for an area where the 'subsistence law' is
valid; local production +storage must equal local
consumption, excepting a certain subsistence sur
plus to meet production risks (W. AlIan 1965).

Adaptation to environment is naturally achieved
by some degree for any society living on local
resources. Ambitions for the survey were to ascer
tain if adaptation could at least partly be made
measurable. If a local limit of biological produc
tion could be assessed, the performance of local
subsistence production could be related to the
limit, thus giving a rough approximation of 'adap
tation', understood as efficiency of the local pro
ductive system.
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Fig, J. The steep cliffs of Bellona, about
50 rn high, display a series of wave-cut
notches. Several trails give access to the
sea for the Bellonese; these trails are all
but impassable for aliens.

In fact, stability may be conceived as another
aspect of adaptation; it is the proof of the local
productive system, teI1ing whether this may go on
infinitely or not. For societies living on a subsist
ence basis, stability and efficiency are intimately
connected or should be. li, in case of increased
population pressure, efficiency should be increas
ed, stability may be threatened. It was already
initially imagined that assessment of stability could
only be very approximate.

The balance between increase in population
pressure and increase in efficiency of the produc
tive system was considered of interest. An area
for the field work where population was growing
was hence given high priority. On the other hand
no great time depth might be attached to the
survey. In most former subsistence societies this
may only be acquired by archaeological means.
Still it was hoped that observations, even if in
direct, might add an understanding of some causes
and effects to the research, at least the common
idea of a static character of subsistence societies
might by chance be studied. The way cultivation
techniques change was considered worth observ
ing. To evaluate geographical methods where
changes in land utilization are emphasized, it was
intended to reconsider these on a background
where many phenomena should be simultaneously
recorded.

Though many of the assumptions mentioned
may indicate the contrary, the project was not
planned to be of practical consequences except by
adding to general knowledge which may be of
later use in developmental research.

To sum up: for the field work an area with
shifting cultivation, with a self-sustained but

changing population, should be found. For easing
the survey an isolated area making imports and
exports negligible, and also stressing the adapta
tive aspect would be preferable. It goes without
saying that size of area and population"to be sur
veyed should be kept as small as possible but still
largely acting as a self-contained unit. To choose
an island as the area to investigate would be at
tractive for: 'One cannot help but suspect that
small, insular populations are either consciollsly
more aware of resource needs, or have developed
necessarily good cultural adaptations to resource
development! (M. Bates 1963).

0.2 Bellona (Mungiki):
the area selected for field work
On the following pages a description of some re
levant properties of the island Bellona is given
with some of the reasons for its selection for the
field work. Quite early the island seemed to fulfill
the requirements previously listed, but also some
additional advantageous aspects are referred to.

Bellona is a fonner atoll, nearly elliptical in
shape, being about 10 km by 2 km in extent. Its
area from available mapping was estimated to be
about 20 km2, a handy size for area surveys with
limited resources of time and labour involved.

It lies in the Western Pacific within Melanesia
in the British Solomon Protectorate: position ap
proximately 11 0 11' S.1at., 159 0 15' E.1ong. The
elevation of the fonner atoll rim is about 55 m
above sea level. It appears that the elevation took
place after late Tertiary. As sea level changes in
terfered with tectonic movements, the process of
elevation was quite complicated, which can be
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Fig. 2. The interior of Bellona seen west
wards from an isolated hillock, Te ongo
i Tengauase, in the eastern part of the
island. Far back the coral rim encircling
the whole island may be discerned.

seen from a series of wave-cut notches in the up
lifted coral rim (fig. 1). The former lagoon floor is
now a fertile plain (lowest point about 7 m) above
sea level protected by the high coral rim of the
former reefs (fig. 2). Encircling the plain are
found terraces at slightly higher elevation, which
widen into plateaus at the two ends of the island.
The plateau surfaces are covered with quite coarse
material (oolithic sand), whereas the central plain
is covered with fine materials, in places with high
phosphatic contents (see White & Warin, 1965).
The soils of the plain are usually very fertile, part
ly because of better hydraulic conditions; the ter
races are less fertile, more 'karst' like, and the
elevated rims are quite stony except for small
pockets of fertile materials, (for a general account
of geology see: J. C. Graver, 1957 and 1960).
These variations of landscape were found an ad
vantage as they pennit observation of adaptations
if any to different milieus.

Climate on Bellona is of a low-latitude tropical
type with high humidity. The daily temperature
varies from 17 to 34 QC. Seasonal changes are
relatively slight; usually there are periods of strong
trade winds with weather patterns dominated by
radiation: cool nights, very hot, cloudless and dry
days, but even the dominant trade wind periods
are broken by spells of changing winds, resulting
in more monsoon-like weather patterns. The latter
result in humid, rainy, even torrential weather
with almost constant temperatures. Anybody fa
miliar with the climate in the doldrums will re
cognise this climate; it needs only to be added
that annual precipitation (from 2 years' observa
tions) is more than 3 m. As the BeIIonese soils
are low in water retention capacity, this precipita-

tion is, however, not always adequate for culti
vated vegetation.

The natural vegetation is a lush growth of
multi-storied trocipal forest. It must be remember
ed, however, that the flora of the small oceanic
islands in the Western Pacific is an impoverished
one, compared with the abundance of species of
the Indo-Malaysian flora. The same may be said
of the fauna; except for some species of bats, the
Pacific rat and a rare, irregularly sighted whale,
no mammals are found on or off Bellona. For a
fuller account of the wild Bellonese flora and
fauna, the reader is referred to T. Wolff (1969 and
1973), B. Hansen and S. E. Sandermann Olsen
(1967); for utilized plants and animals see appen
dices BI-B5.

The biological paucity is of course related to
the isolation of Bellona and its neighbouring
island, Rennel!. The distances between islands do
not reveal the isolation in full; they must be con
sidered with the predominant ocean currents and
winds in mind.

One of the desirable properties of the field
work area was isolation, mainly understood as a
state in which cultural and technical development
has taken place on a local base of knowledge and
resources. Foreign influences on development
should at least be easily identifiable and non
dominant.

To judge from BelIonese lore, the island has
been isolated for long periods, that is, if the neigh
bouring island, Rennell, is excepted. In appendix
A, an outline of the geographical knowledge con
tained in traditions, perhaps in a disguised form,
has been summed up. A majority of the islands
known on traditional Bellona seem not to be
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Fig. 3. Directions to some nearby islands (see also table 1). Almost due east of Bellona (in "the 90-100° corridor") a string
of islands is found with closely related cultures such as Tikopia, Rotuma, Futuna, Wall is, and Samoa.

known because of direct proximity. In fact remark
ably few contacts are reported from the island
umbrella stretching from N 78 0 to N 315 0 (turn
ing clockwise) though some are as near as 89 nau
tical miles (fig. 3 and table 1). On the contrary
most islands frequently recorded in traditions are
found in the angular gap from about N 90° to
N 1000

; these '900 -1000 corridor' islands are
closely culturally related, according to K. Birket
Smith (1956). One must consider prevalent winds
and currents as aids in establishing these contacts.
For the purpose of the research it is important to
note that traditional contacts all seem to stem
from communities with basically identical types
of subsistence techniques as the island to be in
vestigated. From Birket-Smith (1956) it may also
be inferred that these in the Bellonese form seem
to be of a more 5imple type than found on the
neighbouring islands (except Rennell). This fact
seems to testify to the scarcity of contacts report
ed in traditions, and consequently a development
on local resources.

The most stable ocean current comes from the
vast islands-empty spaces of the Pacific. Probably
this accounts for the fact that the BelIonese are of
Polynesian culture, even though they are found
almost in the heart of Melanesia. An admixture of
Melanesian elements seems probable. This goes
also for the language, 'one of the most difficult
and aberrant Polynesian languages', S. H. Elbert

(1962), but still it is definitely Polynesian with
many archaic features, as are other cultural fea
tures (religion, see T. Monberg 1966).

Recently the population totalled about 780,
though usually only about 550 reside on the
island. The proximity of RenneII is of great im
portance because of exogamous rules, which add
a population of more than 1200 to the genetical
unit of which the BelIonese are a part.

The BeIIonese contacts with the outside world
are reflected in the local history and at least four
periods may be separated (see further appendix
D). The first was the period of the hili, according
to oral traditions the original population of Bel
Iona (Canoes, chapter 9).

Archaeological evidence is still unable to give
clues as to the origin of the hili aT the BelIonese,
but radio carbon dating of excavated items dates
habitation as early as about 1500 b.p. See J. Poul
sen (1972).

The present population is said to stem from one
great migration from 'Ubea (presumably Wallis
Island, Uvea) 24 generations back (Canoes, chap
ter 8). There are no outstanding historical events
by which to differentiate the period of the Bel
louese until the time of the first European con
tacts. In this context the European discovery was
an insignificant feature; it seems to have been
made March 4th, 1793, at 1 a.m. by M. Boyd,
captain on the East Indiaman 'Bellona'. The first
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TABLE 1.

ApPJ'oximatt: c!l"ections and dislances from Bcllona (Mungikt)
to oUler islilndR and Auslral1a (nearest points.).

Bl.!llonese name in brackets.

13

F~om Bcllona 10:
Contacts Direclion:
repOl'ted dcgrcf's from km MilCl:i N. Miles

N. through E.

Rcn:ocll 15. [Mugo.b~]

Guo.dnlcnnal [Kcnga]

San Chrislobal (Makira. Bau"o) [Pallngo1
nuss(!llls. Cape M'\I"ch [Kepumasc)

StewLiI"t Is .• SikiLiima [Sikaiana]

Santa Cruz, Xdendi [Teni]

~cw lJebridcs. 8!:ipcrilu Santa

Heef Is .• Swallow Group [NupamJ

Liuilniua, Lord Bowe. Onton~ Ja\'n. [Ngunniun)

Duff Is., Taumnko (TDumnkoJ

Woodlark Is .• Murua [MullJ.{uaJ

'l'ilcopi<J (Kopiil J
~ew Gu;nc:l

Cherry, Anulil Viil Vilnikoro [Anutn]

j\1ill~C. Fatal;a

New Britain, Habaul

Luyally Is .• Ubca, via Hl'nnl'll

l\ustl~ah.J.1l I\·lainland

Ilotuma [Ngotuma]

Australi<:l. Bri!;lJiln~

Fiji, ViLl Lc\.'u [Bili]

JIoorn Is. lIorne Is, J Fut1JOOl [lIutun,,~

WalJis Is .. Uvea ['Ubca}

Tonga Is. J Tong~t(lbu (Tong-a]

SanlOIl Is., Savaii [S.i1nmoil]

Cook Is .• fiarolonga

Society ]5 .• Tahiti

l\;TarqueSi15 Is. J Hi"<l-Oil [Sibn?]

+ Contact
No coulaL:t

? Possibly cont<.lct

+

+

+

+

+

138 ~:1.5 14 l::.!.:!

2
,

164 102 08.5

63' 191 119 103

356' 246 153 133

41 452 281 ~H

U4 656 4UO 355

117 6115 ·l2lj 370

76 ' 6!.1ti 433 37r.
{indirect

750 41i8 405
cours"C!sI

78 777 ·\U4 420

288 796 ·1~5 430

~O ' 963 590 520

97 982 611 530

~ I 1048 05~ 565

U::l · 1070 668 580

313 1nO 7~D G6U

IH· 1:!52 770 675

:130 1455 905 705

94· In!}::! 1173 1020

338' 11165 12~2 1060

I11 2005 1.~·12 1000

97 2420 1508 1310

~15 2G50 1621 1410

112- ~gln 18 \ 3 1575

95 2!lU 1030 1590

105 4300 2710 2362

97· 5375 3340 2900

UO G650 ·1150 3600

VISIts of white men were possibly in 1856, when
Bishop Selwyn and Bishop Patteson of the Mela
nesian Mission visited at least Rennell. Probably
visits were made by whalers before, but only con
tacts with labour-recruiting ships from Queens
land in the 18801'. or 18901'. seem to have resulted
in introductions of significant cultivated plants
and artifacts (iron), see Canoes, T232.

The 'early' period with only Polynesian (and
casual Melanesian?) contacts was not very dif
ferent from the first part of the post (European)
contact period. Visits were infrequent and im
ports quite few, hardly enough to change the Bel
lonese ways of life to any extent. A great change

occurred, on the contrary, when Christianity was
introduced 1938, and it seems reasonable to date
recent history of Bellona from that time of pro
found changes. Even so, more intimate contacts
with the modern world took place only after the
end of WW 11, or rather after 1947 when a native
Melanesian teacher Gheela came to Bellona. Still,
the changes of the original Bellonese ways of sub
sisting did not occur to be more than superficial.
The desire to investigate into a locally developed,
self-sustained productive system with few and
traceable cultural imports could be reasonably
fulfilled with Bellona selected for the survey; in
fact even modern BeIIonese rarely saw more than
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TABLE 2

Field work on Rcnnell (R) and Bellona (13). 1951 -I %5.

XIII

1951

1957-58

1958- 59

1%2

The Danish
Gabthea Deep
Sea Expedition

The Danish
Noona-Dan
E:)(p~dition

Dr. K. Birket-Smith, ethnologist \ViUl

Zl photogrLlpher-

Dr. T. Wolfr. zoologist

H. Knudscn, 'Zoologist

Pror. S. Elb I::.' rt . American. linguist

Dr. T. Monberg. anthropologist

Dr. T. Wolff, zoologist

Wil1iam Buch, technical cnlomologisl

Henr'y Dis6ing, botOlnist

SoCus Christiansen, gcographf"I'

5 .weeks, Ocl. -Nov.

(j monU1S

~ manU,s. act. -reb.

3 weeks. Aug. -Sep.

11

R&B

I1&B

R

Prof. S. Elborl. linguist

Dr. T. {"Ionberg-. anthropotogi!::il

Le-if Chrislensen, culturul !iociolog:i~t

~ manU's, ,\ug. -Ooc. R&8

:.! monLhs, Aug. -Oct.

1963 Dr. T. M onbC'r~. anlhropologu:;l Oct. -No..... B

one ship a month at the most, when the author's
field work started in 1965.

The short description of some features of the
area selected for field work contains only a frac
tion of the background knowledge acquired of the
island. One of the most important reasons to se
lect Bellona for the research was that up to 1965
several Danish and other scientists had been work
ing on Rennell or Bellona, see table 2 compiled
by Dr, C. Ralston, 1972. It goes almost without
saying that the already acquired lmowledge was
considered a necessity without which field work
would be impossible within the limits set by time
and labour force.

An additional fact making the island attractive
for the investigation was that the presence of
Pidgin-English speakers in the local population
did away with the necessity of investing an un
known amount of time in acquiring knowledge of
the essentials of the local language. Further the
islanders were known to make good informants
and to be easy to communicate with. This last
was overwhelmingly true, but to learn a basic
Bellonese proved indispensable!

0.3 A brief field work diary
1965: K. Dalsgaard and the author left Copen
hagen 3 March, and arrived in Honiara 10 March.
Taupongi, who had been 9 months in Denmark
working with Elbert and Monberg, came back
with us. We joined Dr. Torben Wolff, who had

arranged our transfer to Bellona with tne 'Cono
lis'. We arrived on Bellona March 13. Thanks to
Taupongi we were given a grand reception, were
swiftly installed in his house, and had no difficul
ties in starting work immediately. We used ap
proximately one week to set up meteorological
equipment and to run a levelling line along the
main track of the island in very bad weather,
usually more than 50 mm of rain every day. Wc
conducted interviews on land tenure, and studied
gardens. These differed quite a lot from what we
had expected. Necessarily we started a botanical
collection. Dalsgaard sampled soil for me on land
which was used under a rotation system; doing
an excellent job, he was left with very little time
for his own soil studies. It was attempted to sur
vey every garden cultivated that year, but many
were left undiscovered as the owners were away.
Sengeika, Baiabe, and Haikiu of Sa'aiho were
very helpful with work in this district. In Ghon
gau, Philip Tuhaika, R. Puia and Haman Sau
proved indispensable. Also Sa'engeika solved
many problems. In his quiet way A. Mau'eha re
vealed a great fund of knowledge. In Matangi
district, dresser Tongaka was our main source of
information. Unfortunately, many people were
sick from influenza, which had a tendency to de
velop into pneumonia. We were chocked by the
effects of this disease on the Bellonese, as were
the Bellonese themselves, and tried to do the little
we could to relieve them. Quite apart from human
itarian aspects, the outbreak of sickness reduced
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our working possibilities considerably. Still, we
managed to plot nearly all gardens presently cul
tivated, and to get a rough idea of land tenure.
The questionnaires we brought with us proved
nearly useless, since ownership and use were not
directly coherent. Everybody was lending or bor
rowing garden areas. An attempt to investigate
property other than land proved easier. Land is
certainly a crucial issue; because of questioning
about the ownership of a certain plot, a duel with
bush-knife and axe was barely avoided. Dals
gaard and I left Bellona in a 90 mm shower caus
ing water to drip from our eyes, on May 26th.
After about a week's work in Honiara, we return
ed to Copenhagen.

J966: The first period of field work had left us
with two serious problems: the need to be sure no
gardens were overlooked in the survey, and the
need to see what conditions were like in a dif
ferent season. To remedy tllese a second field trip
was felt necessary. To solve the 'detective problem'
aerial photography was obviously the easiest so
lution, especially if combined with a ground fol
lOW-Up. However, this proved difficult to arrange.
An effective ally was found in the Department of
Lands and Surveys, Honiara. Megapode Airways
converted one of their planes into a temporary
air-reconnaissance plane using an adapted, Fijian
owned, Wild Aviogon camera. Because of bad
weather the actual flying was, however, postponed
for a long~time. On 9 September Hearne Pardee,
Torben Monberg, and the author arrived on Bel
Iona without photographs, but cheered by a festive
assembly on the beach. The collecting of plants
for our herbarium of utilized plants, and weighing
people was immediately started. The weighing was
regarded as another of the white man's incredible
fancies to the extent that it hampered the enter
prise, as people could barely sit upon the swing
attached to the scales because of laughing. Hearne
Pardee (who' was given leave to join the work by
Dr. J. Barrau, whom we had the good luck to meet
in Homara) did an excellent job collecting plants
and even became involved in the ethno-botanical
problems himself. On the 21st, the KOYALA
arrived with the photographs, which were better
than we had dared to expect. Torben Monberg
left with the ship, so afterwards translation and
many other problems were much harder to solve.
Hard work to get all the gardens mapped and

to trace the development of fallow areas en
sued. The religious division on Bellona into two
churches proved to be advantageous for field
work; workless days could be avoided, as Saturday
was observed by the SDA's and Sunday by the
SSEC's. Torben Monberg's census, based on line
age, gave a total number of BelIonese exactly
equalling the number found by a household check
of the island, when migrations were considered.
Pardee left Bellona on 21 October on the KWAI.
The last period on Bellona was one of strenuous
hard work to get everything finished. Almost
everybody assisted in some way or another. We
left Bellona 30 October and arrived at Honiara
after a short stay in western Rennell, which was
more different from Bellona than expected. I stay
ed in Honiara from 4--9 November, doing some
office work, and then returned to Copenhagen.

1969.' During a brief visit to the Solomons a sur
vey was made of a village, Hatagua, in western
Rennell, in cooperation with Torben Monberg.
There was no chance to revisit Bellona. Some of
the findings were of relevance to the work on Bel
Iona. The Rennellese gardening for instance, ap
pears to be more archaic than the Bellonese;
major differences are probably due to a quite dif
ferent milieu, e.g. small isolated garden areas,
rather than to differences in cultural background.

0.4 Data collecting in the field.
The informants
Clearly the objectives sketched in the preceding
paragraphs required data collecting in the field.
Many data could naturally be obtained by direct
observation, either during field work or later in
the laboratory. Generally observations on environ
ment presented no other problems than adaptation
to sometimes rather primitive field work condi
tions. An extension of such observations to en
compass periods where no 'alien' observers were
available did not present serious obstacles, as the
training of local assistants was quite easy.

A lot of information was obtained by inter
viewing. Often this presented serious problems of
translation. Where concepts of subject matters
match exactly between Bellonese and Europeans,
the problems were usually overcome with little
effort. With some questions a type of participant
observation could be used: a description of an
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agricultural technique could be verified by the ob
server by attempting to apply the technique in the
field according to local instructions. Some in
formants very soon grasped the idea of 'trans
lating' in this way. Though it is not included in a
normal Bellonese education, some of our in
formants developed a skill in drawing. Even
though practically everybody on Bellona delivered
some kind of information and as a rule many in
formants worked together, often in large assemb
lies, it must be admitted that the most active in
formants deserve the label of research assistants,
or even researchers rather than informants. Two
outstanding examples of this were Taupongi Ngi
bauika and Sengeika Tepuke, both of Matahenua,
Sa'aiho.

A few informants must be noted separately (for
details on some of the informants, see Canoes,
chapter 2). Specialists in traditional subsistence
techniques included Matiu Sa'omoana, Polo
Sa'engeika, and Sanga'eha; also YOWlger men in
cluding R. Puia, Takiika, Phi lip Tuhaika, Andrew
Mau'eha, Naiham Tamua, Tongaka, and Kumi
ngau contributed a wealth of information. StiJ1
younger people, as Taupongi, Sengeika, W. Bai
abe, Haikiu, Tepaikea, Haman Sau and others
were in some respects still learners but within
their special areas of interests fully fledged ex
perts. Performance of the informants was really
amazing: A few samples may suffice: Taupongi
reconstructed detailed censuses of the population
as of 1938 and 1943, each encompassing more
than 400 persons, within few days. After months
of cross-checking and endless interviews only
minor corrections were necessary; Nathan Tamua
gave a detailed list of his 27 changing gardens
back to about 1950. The gaps in his list coincided
exactly with his stays in Honiara, which were
later confirmed. Such skills may be understood
only because historical knowledge on Bellona al
most solely relied on oral traclition.

One serious restriction to informants must be
noticed: their information is only valid if the con
cepts of the informant correspond to those of the
informed, i.e. that 'translation' is of concept to
concept type. Some of the differences are of the
type met, for example when translating words for
wood and trees from English to German or vice
versa (forest, wood, tree - Wald, Holz, Baum). By
gradually applying more and more Bellonese
words in interviews and making sure of the trans-

lations, this problem was gradually overcome.
Most interviews were totally in a primitive (but
technically specialized) Bellonese in the later pe
riod of field work, which added much to speed
and exactness. However, many problems remained
because of more fundamental differences in con
cepts. A rough sketch of some local concepts
within the subjects of the investigation is attempted
in the following paragraph to give a general back
ground and to shed light on some of the areas in
which concepts are at variance.

0.5 Some BeIJonese measures and concepts
of physical environment
The objects set for the research were found to
have no direct equivalents in Bellonese concepts,
but the difficulties in making them comprehensible
for informants varied widely. 'Carrying capacity'
finds a parallel concept on Tikopia,~where R.
Firth (1939) described a principle of balancing
population with available resources, locally named
'fakatau ki te kai' (making [the population] appro
priate to the food [available]). It is interesting that
the same concept never seems to have been for
mulated on Bellona otherwise in many ways so
similar to Tikopia. Of course the absence of a
short formulation does not mean that the idea in
disguised form may not be found, nor that it is
incomprehensible for a Bellonese mind! General
concepts as ecological adaptation and stability
seem similarly to be lacking, but there is on the
other hand a body of empirical knowledge on such
matters as fitness of crops to soils, or indications
of even a faint depletion of soil, Often generaliza
tions differ in Bellonese from those customary in
Western languages; there are no specific word for
'weather' or 'plant'. To achieve the objects of this
survey it was often necessary to collect specific
information and try to fit it into a general frame
work of ideas alien to the locally used.

Some of the main ideas of the investigation do
at least contain an abstraction not fOWld in Bel
lonese, but the following short survey may show
also that what might be termed basic elements are
differently conceived. This applies to such sub
stantial subjects as measures, so basic to convey
quantitative information.

Following this a survey of some basic concepts
withi.n environmental subjects shall be given.
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f---- ngahnlnsi --j
~ halulunci -----4

~ngimo kotoo1

I- logMi 'eumo-1

f-Iogh ho'oho'o-1 !--ngoko----j

Fig. 4. Some traditional Bellonese measures of length.

Some common measures of length (ngangaha,
ngakangaka) referring to fig. 4 are mentioned be
low:

The problems arising from use of the local mea
sures of length are similar to those of many
ancient European measures. Definition is weak,
but within limits measures are usable; much
more difficult problems arise from the fact that
measures of area are not commonly used in Bel-

)

irregular mats, such as
made for white people

0.5.1 Measures
(lengths, volumes, weight, time)

Most fundamental is a system of numbers. The
Bellonese system is basically a decimal one. Num
bers from 1 to 10 are similar to those generally
used in Polynesia.

Further numerals are generated in a way also
similar to that in Polynesia, analogous to the de
cimal system. Difficulty occurs because the nu
merals in some respects differ according to cate
gory of the objects enumerated. These have been
described by S. H. Elbert (1975) in his dictionary.
It seems that distinctions are related mainly to
form; round objects and flat objects are thus
classed separately. The difficulties of this problem
will not be entered into here, but it may be added
that a further problem arises from the custom of
differential counting of aggregated objects; it is
possibly derived from an old system of equivalent
'values'.

Two 'uhi yams are counted as one.
Ten (or sometimes eight) 'uhingaba yams are

counted as one.
Twelve (or sometimes twenty-two) taros are

counted as one.
The type of counting is often marked by adding

a prefix to the numeral; with taro: mata tast ('one'
= twelve taro), matangua; ('two' = twenty four
taro) etc. (See table 3).

A fundamental issue in the problems of mea
sures is if concepts of length, weight, and time
exist. From these units most others are easily de
rived. On BeIIona a variety of measures for length
exist, but they are almost unconnected; no general
difinitions are found by which one measure can
be related to another. Further the measures are
not standardized, as they are taken from body
dimensions of any grown man.
2

Measures
1) ngaka

measuring by steps
2) ngangaha

measuring by
'fathoms'

3) hatl/tungi
measuring by 'bow
spans' cf. fig. 4

4) probably new expres
sion: nga'alzinga mea
suring
from one shoulder to
outstretched fingers
on opposite arm

5) toglri Iratahata
.measuring by 'half
fathoms'

6) tllnga ghupo
full length of arm

7) tau hillgihingi
measuring from
fingertip to elbow

8) anga tasi
fingerspao.

Used for
gardens, walking distan
ces, etc.
canoes, fishing lines,
trees, fine sleeping mats

small mats, etc., when
whole ngaha cannot be
applied

same objects as 3)

for width of regular
sized malikope mats

no specific uses, but be
coming more and more
generally used as for
floors, canoes, etc.
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TABLE 3.

XIII

Some Bellonese counllng systems. (Informants: Taikonn, Sengeika Tepuke l Sa'cngcika).

Counl of: Count of: Count of:
Common system poru rurnnnga 'uhi and beetDpe Yilms 'uhingnba yll":,S

(garden divisions) and mei (breadfrulls)

1 tus! do do " -- c:= =0
2 ~ .. il ...

~= =
3 ~ ".<> Oa>t-

4 haa · · § "

5 ul "" '"" "5 nglm. ~ 0-
~ :5'""'-

6 ono " . o to
]~~

:I~hllu ~ "7 · c: • r--
~ ~I'~Ia ~ ·

9 ib. · ·- -
10 kaloa nngilhungu knu'uhi lini

1\ - mn tnsi - ma laSt · mn bsi . mn tasi--- --- --
20 n~al[otoa nsuahun~ nguilng-akl!u

30 longukaloa lon~ungahungu lonJ::un~nktl.u-
40 haakaloa hanngahunJ{U hnnn~nkQu--- .

100 ahe bangoahe kauhusi (. ahe) ahe- -
1000 ? non noa- -

100000 banc (that many polu banc
(same as used . do nol exist! ) --
by hili)

lonese. Usually comparisons are made with objects
fairly well-known, as palms of hands, sleeping
mats, etc. Areas of gardens can often be approxi
mately found by their number of divisions, but
still actual areas vary widely.

Weights are almost impossible to assess in Bel
lonese; they may be given in comparison ·t6every
day objects but no generalization and standardiza
tion has taken place until recently. Sometimes
weight of one item is rougWy estimated by refer
ring to normal burdens, carried by women or men,
or by the number of persons necessary to lift the
item. Now British weights are gradually being in
troduced; pounds are used now and then, and
also the metric weights are getting known.

Determination of time was made by means of
the most obvious units, day ('aso) and night (poo)
as almost everywhere on earth. But a further di
vision of the day was difficul t except for distinc
tion between early in the day, before noon (maho
'ata) and late afternoon (nga'aa pange) about 2 to
5 p.m. An approximate height of the sun is some
times used to give a better defined time, but small
er units of time than half-days are difficult in tra
ditional Bellonese terms. Two expressions, gho-

loba and mi'igholoba are used commonly. The
first is used for any period of time, and the last
for short periods. Nowadays many persons on
Bellona have acquired watches. 'Bells' of the
churches annOWlce services morning and after
noon.

The division of the year into months was made
by watching the cycles of the moon. Some details
may be seen from the 'agricultural calendar'
(chapter 2.1.6). Like all moon calendars this meth
od gave rise to difficulties because twelve moons
are not equivalent to a solar year. This was com
pensated for by the insertion of an extra month,
when it was felt necessary. No general agreement,
except with the gods, was required to do this. At
the time of the introduction of Christianity the
question of the date was said to have given rise
to special trouble since 'personal' calendars were
used. Later the Council of Rennell and Bellona
specifically forbade this 'changing time'.

The year was also used as a unit, or rather the
interval from harvest to harvest (glzapu). No pre
cise length of the year was defined, as may be ga
thered from the note on the moon calendar, but
corrections were applied by watching arrival of
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Count ot: Count of: Count of: Count of:
tango (taro). aasabe ~ (bananas) palito ~ (coco-nuls)
(Dying flah) (sweet polaloP-s) Or olher round objects

~ C;

matnngua "i5. C;

'"

T
matntongu

~ 0. 0
0

~ l-
Q>

e~-'",,- " ..,,-

;"
'<:'0 E §r " '".. '" "'- '0'0

~ 6 " '" ~ ..
:;'0 .0 g " ~

o~ o~
.,. u

~§

II
o 0

~~ aN _u
~N

matangahun f1U ~nnBea linl heniu

mstangnhunl(U mB tasl rna last mu tnsi
nguangahcntu

mntatengnu mano hun

noa non rnuno-
bane \du
-

migratory birds (especially the sibiu, Pacific Gol
den Plover). The changes of season are rather un
defined, so the sibiu marked the time when plant
ing of crops should be started.

Larger spans of time than years were measured
with life time of persons; genealogies were ap
parently well-established and sometimes used for
rough chronologies. An attempt to establish a
chronology of recent history may be seen in ap
pendix. E. As a basis was used generally known
features as killing of the missionaries (1910) and
adoption of Christianity (1938).

Already from these notes on measures it may
be gathered that BeIlonese ideas comparable to
carrying capacity are not derived from measurable
units, but rather from empirical findings of a
number of people able to make a living on a given
piece of land.

Though measures were faintly developed and
would be rather dissatisfying to a European mind,
it may be borne in mind that there were probably
no demand in BeIlonese traditional daily life for
improvements in units of measures until contacts
with European civilization began.
2'

0.5.2 Land classes
On Bellona concepts of environmental features
differ in many respects from usual scientific or
even popular Western ones. From the following
paragraphs attempting to describe briefly land,
soils, weather, and vegetation in BeIIonese terms,
some points of variance may be illustrated.

Bellonese terms describing land focus on fea
tures of importance for sustenance. Considering
landscape, its use in the subsistence cycle evident
ly stamps the descriptive vocabulary; this is not
to say that other factors are totally disregarded.
In fact, intangibles play a great part in the life of
the BeIIonese; great attention is given to places
mentioned in traditions. Still subsistence produc
tion has an especially rich associated vocabulary.
It conveys meanings on any relevant subject with
a precision and economy that defies direct trans
lation into English.

Bellona is by its inhabitants apparently con
ceived as a huge canoe heading into the waves of
the southeast trade wind. At least the southeastern
point (mu'a te henua) is the 'fore' and the north
western cape (mungi te henua) the 'aft'. BelIona
is considered to consist of two symmetrical parts.
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General land-classes according to Bellonese concepts' teaus are called kenge mahonga, such as that near
Ghongau).

Sometimes small areas of cultivable soils appear
in ngaoa'anga which are usually called ngaohie.
Another term customarily applied to such places
is abaaba, lit., valley. Pot-holed land of distinct
'karst' character is usually called /tepll'apu'a'aki.
For the utilized land the term kunga henua is often
employed.

The hilly rims of calcareous rocks (no doubt a
former series of reefs), ongo'eha, are found sea
wards from ngaoa'anga. In most places there are
two such rims encircling the entire island except
at the two ends where they are replaced by high
lying plateaus. The greater altitude of the inner
rim is the only feature which distinguishes it from
the outer one. Usually the separation of the two is
clearly marked by a depression, a trough-like val
ley called abanga if uncultivated and abaaba if
homesteads have been established in it. Often the
term uso mouku is applied to the inner rim (lit.,
the core of the forest). Mouku is sometimes used
to designate both rims and valley although it lit.
means 'wild, uncultivated growth'. The term usual
ly suggests the idea of very rough country:
/teo'ao'a'aki.

From the outer rim the sea can be seen. In front
of it a terrace-like land form is usually found.
Sometimes it is called abanga, but the proper term
is hongaa tiha or hongaa ngenge (the top of the
cliff). Some small plots are cultivated on this ter
race. The coastal trails (anga ki tal) are of great
importance to the Bellonese.

Very often the sea can only be reached, if at
all, by descending the very steep cliff face (ngenge,
'the top of the cliff', or tiha, meaning the cliff it
self). In the cliff face many traces of former po
sitions of sea level are seen. These are most con
spicuous where caves Cana) have been formed.

At the base of the cliffs (tungi ngenge) a well
developed coastal terrace is usually found, or in
some places a series of two or three terraces.
Where accessible, this coastal ledge is important
as a fishing place. If a little soil is found, it may
be cultivated and is then termed abatai. The non
cultivable part is called apata. Often access to the
sea is hampered by the presence of a low rocky
ledge ((lInga) the place where land and sea meet.
Only in a few places is a beach Cone) found where
canoe landing is easy.

In front of the ledge, there is usually a shallow-
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divided by the permanent trail (angatu'u) running
from Ahanga bay to Tingoa. Therefore in fig. 5
showing a section of the island with landscape
terms according to BelIonese concepts only one
part of the section from angatu'u to the sea has
been shown. The elements sketched are briefly
discussed below in an attempt to explore the
semantics of the terms used.

Together the main trail, the homesteads (ma
naha) and the garden areas (ma'anga) bordering
the trail, form what is called 'the body of the land'
(tino henua). The last term (also uso henua, 'the
core of the land') usually includes the garden areas
immediately behind the manaha area proper: tau
mungi is the collective term for the garden areas
between the houses and the main trail. As a land
form tino henua appears as an almost level plain,
but the fact that it is flat (papa) is not of major
interest to the Bellonese. It is primarily charac
terized by its good soils and is the largest homo
geneous land area suited for gardening on Bel
Iona. The highly fertile core land is the light of the
eye of every Bellonese, and proudly demonstrated
to any visitor. Tino henua was originally the bot
tom of a lagoon with its sedimentary cover.

The ngaoa'anga borders the plain on both sides.
It rises often gently from a level of 8-12 m above
sea level to heights of about 20 m or more (it
should probably be identified as the lagoonward
parts of the inner reefs). This, however, is of no
relevance to the Bellonese, since there is no local
understanding of the origin of the landscapes.
Ngaoa'anga means a place too stony to be culti
vated with traditional crops. Here and there in the
ngaoa'anga some hillocks (ongo) may be found.
These appear to be remnants of former solitary
patch-reefs or coral knolls. Although very much
eroded, some of the hiJls stand tower-like and
overgrown, almost inaccessible. (Larger level pla-

Fig. 5. Idealized cross section from the central trail to the
sea showing general land classes.
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watered reef flat (ngoto). The outermost part of
the reef flat shows a slight rise of algal origin, the
grooved front ('ungu'ungu) of which descends
swiftly to the great depths of the ocean.

It would be meaningless for the Bellonese to
stop here. The sea (moana or tal) is part of their
living space. The refraction pattern of waves
formed round BeIlona gives rise to certain areas
of interlerence (moa) recognizable by their short
crested, toppled seas. According to modem geo
physists as W. Pierson (1951) the crossing of
wave-orthogonals in the lee of an island causes
an 'envelope' of breaking waves to develop in
specific locations. These are familiar to Bellonese
who use them as reference places for navigation.
It seems that fishing is only done within a modest
radius off BeIlona. No special fishing banks are
lmown other than Indispensable Reefs far to the
south, and off Bellona depths are soon of oceanic
character, offering neither reasons nor means to
differentiate in terminology.

The distinctions in landscape terminology used
by the Bellonese coincide with the differences in
modes of utilization. rino henua is the area used
for housing, for gardening, and for most transpor
tation; ngaoa'anga is used mainly for collecting
and only in rather restricted areas for gardening.

Mouku (forest) should not be ignored as a pro
vider of important edibles for the Bellonese: in
the abaaba gardens can be made, often providing
earlier planting than in the tino henua. But of
equal if not greater importance is the mouku as
a provider of coUected food (utunga mouku). In
times of food shortage (kangakanga) the forest is
indispensable. Besides providing emergency food
the forest yields almost all the timber available.
This fact all grown-up male Bellonese fully re
cognize and their timber reserves for canoe hulls
are evidence of their quite conservationist meth
ods.

Since the locations of dwellings have changed
greatly through time, and traditions adequately
preserve knowledge of the quality of formerly cul
tivated areas BelIonese find it unlikely that new
cultivable land can be found. Of the total land
area, approx. 60 % is forest, about one third of
which reveals traces of the use of fire and axe,
while the remaining two thirds are virgin. An addi
tional 10 % is occupied by old fallow (bao matu'a
or baoa'a). These 'old fallow' areas are of rather
limited utility; most of them were only used under

special circumstances and have remained unused
since 1943. They can only be regarded as a mar
ginalland reserve under present conditions. If the
areas were cultivated, tlley would demand more
effort in cultivation and also a longer period of
fallow - up to 15-20 years would not be unusual
- which means that these areas compared with
others are of a very reduced, almost negligible
utility.

The usable land amounts to about 26 % of the
total land area. Village areas (manaha kakal) oc
cupy less than 1 % of the total. They cannot be
considered as horticultural reserve for the follow
ing reasons: the fruit trees and other cultivated
trees have been excluded from the total given
which means that village areas are occupied by
houses, trails, or village greens only. Village
greens are - when of some age - uncultivable be
cause the soil is 'dead'. An example is seen in the
former site of the village Kapata which existed
between 1940-1957. The village area has still not
recovered its fertility and it looks as if at least part
of it will remain infertile. The BelIonese say that
the soils have beeo turned into dust (tobeabu). On
ilie coastal terrace some usable areas are found;
presently about 5 % of ilie terrace areas are cul
tivated with coconuts. Under prevailing conditions
further cultivation even of coconuts would be un
profitable, though transport conditions make coco
nuts the best adapted crop. To sum up, it can be
estimated that about 420 ha. of good land and the
equivalent of an additional 45 ha. (totalling about
465 ha.) were accessible for subsistence crops on
Bellona in 1965-66, according to local classifica
tion of land (for details on land use, see table 12).

0.5.3 Soils
The most important and sought after qualities in
land is, naturally enough, whether it has enough
soil. Any land with top soil that can be dug is
termed kenge ngau; fue rest is mouku 'atua or
mouku rnaase'i, lit., 'useless or bad' wilderness.
The major divisions of soils are kenge and ma
fanga, a distinction based on size of grains. Kenge
has invisible individual grains, and mafanga visible
ones. Roughly the division coincides with the
common one made between silt/clay, and sand.
(For an analysis of BeIlonese soils, see Kr. Dals
gaard 1970.) Besides tllese classes of soils, there
is also 'one, beach sand, which the Bellonese do
not consider a soil type at all, as it is oat found
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in the interior of the island except where it has
been put on old graves. What is usually termed
'sand' may be found there, but is then called
malanga 'one. Another type of malanga is also
distinguished as malanga ahatu 'stony malanga';
it has coarser grains.

Within the kenge-cIass at least five types of top
soils are classified:
1) kenge tanahu, whitish and sandy type consider

ed of low fertility.
2) kenge lanoaka, soil of mixed colours.
3) kenge toaha 'hard soil', stiff and clayey, hard

to dig, fertile.
4) kenge mea 'red soil', usually only found fur

ther down.
5) kenge tobeabu 'dusty soil' e.g., overcultivated.

An additional soil type (kenge pis!) which looks
as though it has been burst by fire, is thought by
some to be the result of too hot garden fires and
is considered of low value. People are ashamed if
accused of producing kenge pisi or kenge tobeabu.
Another term, ghinaghina, designates not a soil
type in the usual sense, but should rather be trans
lated 'barren', and can thus be used for any soil
type bereft of fertility.

Kenge ngau or kenge 'ungi (dark soil) is regard
ed as a sixth, 'normal' type of usable soil, besides
being a general name for all cultivable soils.
Kenge hingo 'mixed' soil is something between a
kenge and a malanga type, having both coarse
particles and fine invisible particles. The Bello
nese, it must be added, rely not only on visible
qualities (grain-size, colour) when evaluating soils.
Tactile properties of grains (rounded or angular
forms) are considered and also other qualities
such as smell.

The qualifications on which the soil types are
distinguished are very similar to those used by
farmers of the industrialized parts of the world;
without technical apparatus they seem difficult to
improve further.

Further the Bellonese keenly observe stratifica
tion of soils. The top soil proper is called kenge
pingo, below this is found a kenge mea horizon of
red soil, and sometimes a mixed layer kenge hingo
between the two. Kenge hingo is here understood
in the literal meaning of 'mixed soil', the mixing
occurring, according to the Bellonese, by modern
cultivation practices. Below the red kenge mea
horizon is often seen an irregular layer of kenge
tanahu, considered to be the softened upper sur-

face of the rock below, hatu. A few BeIlonese
have used the name kenge meenga for everything
between the hard rock and the top soil, but this
usage must at present stand unverified.

The distinctions in soil types made by the Bel
lonese are based on easily distinguishable proper
ties and are of relevance to cultivation. The divi
sion into kenge and malanga types is decisive with
regard to the development of various crops. In
malanga. for instance, the bulbil-developing yam
types grow better than in kenge soils, whereas the
contrary is the case with tuber-developing yam
types. This is not an isolated case of the distinct
growing potentialities of the two kinds of soil.

The different water-retention capacities of the
two soil types are easily recognized. In heavy,
long lasting rains the malanga crops develop
better, since these soils are better naturally drain
ed. When droughts threaten the crops, the kenge
soils reveal the importance of their available water
resources. Taros grown on malanga are said to
wither more than a week earlier than those on
kenge in droughts. Generally kenge is considered
more valuable than malanga, largely because fal
low regrowth is faster, and therefore kenge can
grow crops more frequently.

In general traditional Bellonese knowledge of
local soils seems to correspond in kind to what
was known by practical fanners in the Western
world before about 1850. Interest is evidently
focused on cultivation quality. It is noticable that
BeIlonese often associate soil quality and vegeta
tive cover; 'Fertility' is clearly considered a quali
ty partly based on soil, partly on development of
vegetative cover.

0.5.4 Weather
Of course the Bellonese, like all of us, live sur
rounded by unexplained daily weather phenomena.
They have probably no less desire for explana
tions and coherence in their mental world than
we in the Westem world have, but coherence is
difficult to create without a scientific basis. In the
end myths, legends, and religious beliefs offer ex
planations for the most peculiar or important daily
riddles. Similarly, animal peculiarities are some
times explained by deeds of gods or heroes. Each
of the wind directions 'belonged' to a god(dess),
Canoes T28. Some directions were associated with
the places where gods were believed to live. These
matters are beyond the scope of this work and are
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mentioned only because they reveal the BeIIonese
in a light other than the breadwinning, empirical
sceptic who is usually met with in this book.

Regarding the weather, the Bellonese realize
that experience is a good teacher. The seasonal
changes have been and are carefully observed. It
is traditional knowledge that when the hetu'u tata
(lit. [specific] stars coming down slowly) appear
in the sky, the rainy and windy season begins.
Afterwards the season of easterly, steady trades
comes and this again is followed by a season of
calms, the season for fishing, ta'uika, with warm
water on the sea surface and great abundance of
flying fish. (See the Bellonese agricultural calendar
2.1.6.) Such knowledge is precious; even though
phenomena are left unexplained they permit ra
tional planning; as when to have ready new canoes
for fishing and for voyaging (hongau).

Daily wind behaviour is also keenly observed
by the Bellonese. The trade (tonga tu'u) has its
special ways. Literally the term means 'steady
southeaster', but in the mind of every Bellonese
much more is conveyed. In fact it brings to mind
a whole weather pattern; a steady wind, both in
direction and force, a few high white clouds, little
or no rain, opportunity for burning.

By Bellonese observers it has been noted that
wind directions tend to change systematically and
tend to be deflected more and more to the left.
This coincides with Buy-Ballot's law for wind in
the southern hemisphere, and is a remarkable ex
ample of empiricism resulting in fonnulation of a
general principle.

Naturally precise descriptions of wind easily
lead to a definition of terms for wind directions.
Apparently directional terms are referring to two
different systems (see fig. 6). One relates winds to
the axis of the island: winds from behind (matangi
tu'a henua) in front, i.e. against the eastern cape
of the island (mu'atootonu or matangi ki mu'a).
The other system of reference is to the seasonal
globe winds: the southeastern trade, tonga tu'u,
and a monsooolike tokengau. A more southerly
trade is called tonga ngango, lit., a low trade.

It is considered important to distinguish winds
with a steady direction from those changing. On
Bellqna a steady easterly with increasing force is
matangi ngaoa'a; a wind usually starting from the
east turning all tbe way round is described la
conically as ngibu te matangi, turning wind. Left
turns by the wind is called ngibu hakasema,

"91.1.8'\1'1.1 kJ mule

Fig. 6. Local terms for wind directions. Apparently one
set of terms refers to the island, another (with bold-faced
letters) refers to prominent, seasonal winds.

right turns (rare) ngibu hakamaui. A wind turn
ing (as from mu'atootonu to the tonga ngango
direction) anti-clockwise and expected to turn
back again within a day is termed songo mungi
(te matangi), a term also applied when a tonga ki
mu,a is turning to mu'atootonu. If a wind turns all
the way round and dies down it is said to be hano
hiti, or hano hakasema 0 hiti.

Winds are conceived as 'bad' or 'good', de
pending mainly on their effects on fishing. Tonga
ngango is a bad wind because: 'cold water will
come up, making the flying fish leave the northern
coast' where they otherwise could have been
caught in the shelter of the island. The tonga tu'u
is regarded good (if not too strong) as is nguatu'u.
Both are usually rather constant and allow fishing.

In 1965 the cups of the anemometer were bare
ly moved by the wind. There were consequently
little opportunity to collect terminology of wind
forces, comparing them to measurements. A quiet
sea in no wind is mangino, a strong wind is hungi,
and a hurricane is hungi kenge. Squalls are termed
angomaka.

Clouds are thought to be steam as is formed
when hot stones are put into water, hakatio. The
clouds are keenly observed because of their con
nection with precipitation. Like all agricultural
people, the Bellonese are deeply concerned with
sufficiency of rain. White clouds ('ao tea) are
known as relatively stable, whereas dark clouds
('ao 'ungi or 'ao hatu) may produce rain. Also
fog or ground mist (usa'O rising like smoke from
the sea or wet ground is of some importance for
the crops, as is dew (sau).
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most = screwpines), 'aoa (almost = ficus trees).
Such local distinctions are often at variance with
scientific systematics; e.g. two screwpines kie and
baghu are considered only distantly related to
other screwpines; ist and ist 'atua are two trees lo
cally considered closely related, but actually be
longing to different families (admittedly within
the difficult LEGUMINOSAE). On the other hand
it is amazing how often Bellonese classifications
at the species level fit into the scientific one. Bel
lonese systematic basic units especially with cul
tivated plants often equal the scientific subspecies
or varietas level. See appendix B-2 for examples,
easily found within DIOSCOREACEAE and
ARACEAE. Bellonese systematics differ from
Western taxonomies by basing categories on
growth fonn and usefulness of the plants. In table
4 is sketched a division of food crops in which
these features are evident.

The classification in table 4 reveals~that plants
closely related according to scientific taxonomy
may be put into widely separated divisions. For
example two types of Dioscorea bulbifera, abubu
and soi are placed with me'a sanga and me'a mou
ku respectively because of relatively slight dif
ferencies in concentration of a toxic element, dio
scorein.

Sometimes the Bellonese are aware of genetical
relations between cultivars, because they have ob
served the origin of new kinds. This was record
ed by T. Monberg in a small report, directly
translated: 'Pongi (Ngikobaka lineage, generation
19) planted bootebo yam, watched it, and some
thing different came of it. It was red inside, both
[new and old were] long, but bootebo white. The
red one is called 'uhi a Pongi [Pongi's Dioscorea
alata-yam]. It [still] has red tubers'. Words in
brackets have been added for clarification; the
sequence 'something different came of it' is ex
pressed with a single Bellonese word: ngingiu,
which contains the equivalent of 'to mutate'. For
some varieties of yams relations are well known,
as in the example of singasinga, a coarse variety
of the alata yam. Observed development of mu
tants are shown below:

A rich vocabulary exists for rain ('ua). Gentle
rain with tiny, almost invisible drops is 'ua a pingi
koke (for origin of the term see Canoes T58); a
little rain is gholigholi 'ua. Heavy rain ('ua mama
ha or hr/ai 'ua) is feared because of its harm to
crops. Long-lasting drenching rain is known to
cause rot in yams. Just right for crops is toota'eba
sa, mixed rain and sun.

Air temperatures are beyond observation of the
Bellonese, but it is observed and often commented
upon how air temperature (including effects of
humidity) is felt.

0.5.5 Plants, especially cultivated plants

For scientific classification and identification of
plants the fundamental criteria of Linne still apply.
According to Linne, any classification is based on
morphology, specifically of sexual organs, and
classes are arranged in an encompassing hierarchi
cal system. Recent developments have allowed an
additional genetical analysis, at least of some parts
of the plant world. Application of Linnean con
cepts have led to remarkable advances in botany,
obvious when more and more data indicated a
meaningful correlation between Linnean systema
tics and phylogeny: closely classified forms are
actually closely related genetically.

Before Linne made his significant contributions,
classifications were both in science and in popular
knowledge based on criteria as form of growth,
utility and general morphology. The still useful
divisions into trees, bushes, and herbs, and into
herbs and weeds are of this ancient type.

Bellonese taxonomy of plants shows similarities
to the popular European concepts, but has also
elements of an application of genetical principles.
This makes identification of plants only approxi
mately transferable from BeIlonese to systematic
concepts.

Some of the conspicuous features of Bellonese
classification of plants will be discussed a little
further. Although some general classes are distin
guished it seems obvious that interest in forming
a coherent system is lacking. A word for 'plant'
is not found, but some general names at about the
'class' or 'order' level do exist, e.g. ngimu (algae),
taanginga (mushrooms), muningobo (mosses), sa
nisani (Lycopodiaceae, club mosses), mutie (grass
es), bungu (rushes). General names are also found
describing units of lower rank, e.g. ghasughui (al
most = orchids), 'uhi (almost = yams), hanga (al-

jkakenuku
singasinga

'uhi a Tepuke

rpangighisll
J (or pangingisu)

lmaingenuku
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TABLE 4.

A tentative classification of food plilnls.
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2)~ (Dioscorea lJulbifcra, several Iclnds)

boiato (Dioscorea pentaphylla. seyeral Icinds)
-- etc.

I) mc'a sanJ:n. tubers of cultivated yams

'uhi (Dioscorea Ol.lata yam5~ severnJ kinds)

Buinnmo (Dioscorea nummu};1ria, several kinds)

IUhingaba (Dioscoreil <!sculenta. severlll kinds)

Selfpropngnllng: malubu,

mnaUka

utun£Ll mOli mouku

(food from Corests)

n) nga'akau !cai to"<1 hUOl

(t~ccs with edible fruit)

b) kaubango

(yines)

c) me1n mouku

(wild plants with tubers)

'uhi Tonga } (types oC

manungaghe Dioscorea nummularia.)

soi (Dioscoren bulbifera)
etc.

Cultivated:~

utunga 'umangCl

(food Crom gnrdens)

n) ghaingi. kai (ann me1a

(vines. esp. of yams)

b Dioecorea nummularia?
cc tape Dioscorea alilta?

meleni {melons)

~ (pumpkins)

b) utunga lumanga, hCI~ ghaingi

(non-vine gDr-den crops)

1) tango (laro)

~ (Giant Dry-land taro)

hull (bannna)

aka (Pueraria triloba)
- etc.

2) koni (maize. corn)
ete.

one species

Probably the 'ngingiu' concept also encompasses
changes dfie to bastardization through cross polli
nation. Such bastardizations cannot occur with
most yams which develop no flowers or infertile
ones.

Referring to the list of used well known plants
it may be underscored that those Bellonese who
have acquired traditional skills are expert botanists
capable of distinguishing at least 250 utilized
plants. Their taxonomic criteria are based on pro
perties bearing on the practical use of plants. The
taxonomy can efficiently be used at a variety/sub
species level, of primary interest for the native
grower, whereas differentiation within plant groups
of no practical use is rudimentary. There seems to
be little interest for or necessity of establishing an
encompassing system nor to base it on generally
applicable criteria. For the botanical field work it
was therefore necessary to collect specimens of
utilized plants identified by their vernacular names
for a later application of scientific identification.

In this field work scientific identifications would
not have been adequate, whereas Bellonese names
were; use of these alone would, however, have
precluded any possibility of comparison of loca!
material with the flora of other islands. Lists of
Bellonese utilized plants are found in appendices
B 1-3. In list B-1 the plants are arranged after
BelIonese names with no loca! systematics applied
except for a few general names. List B-2 is based
on systematic species; it is evident from this that
Bellonese basic taxa are at a finer level of sub
division.

0.6 Conclusion on applicability of
local information for the investigation
From the short outline of local knowledge on the
subjects briefly given in the preceding paragraphs
(0.5.1-0.5.5) only some tentative conclusions can
be drawn on applicability.

Bellonese information often lacks quantitative
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dimensions. As shown, it has not a general basis
of reference in standardized measures. There are
no units enabling us to measure yields per ha. or
amount of work done per ha. For the assessing of
carrying capacity, adaptation and stability local
information is hence of no direct utility.

For a detailed description of subsistence pro
duction field experience proves that local informa
tion is eminently and directly useful for the in
vestigator. Descriptions of land classes and cul-

tivated plants can be made by far more accurate
and appropriate when related to local concepts.

With other subjects, as soils and weather, local
information may be used as an appropriate basis
for further analyses on a scientific basis. This is
almost to say that subsistence societies must be
investigated in a cognitive way, 'on their own
terms', but that the limits for such investigations
set by local concepts can be surmounted only by
application of scientific methods.



1. The 'subsistence syndrome'
1.0 Subsistence production of Bellona
as 'material base' for society
In the introduction the classic geographical man
land relationships (or society-nature theme) was
reformulated to accord with the objects of this
research: detailed functional description of a so
ciety under subsistence conditions in an ecological,
theoretical framework. The theoretical aspects of
the objects shall here be further analysed to ex
plain which subjects were included in the field
work and why the way of presenting the results
in this book was chosen.

Tradition in geography at least since the appear
ance of Malbrun's 'Traite de la Geographie Uni
verselIe' (1810-29), has been to start geographical
descriptions with chapters on the natural environ
ment. This has become increasingly difficult be
cause it raises the question of selecting relevant
material. If relevance here means 'of importance
as to material base of societallife', environmental
qualities have relevance mainly if they are re
source bases conditioning societal production and
life. As natural resources only may be defined in
relation to (local) applicable means of production,
it is necessary to investigate Oocal) techniques and
know-how before defining resources. Based on an
understanding of functions of local means of pro
duction, tlle limits set by local natural resources
may then be analysed, as well as the implications
for a local society of the maximum available pro
duction for consumption by a certain work-force.

Hence the difference from traditional geo
graphical thought lies mainly in the central posi
tion assigned to the mode of production: the tech
nical and organizational side of the productive
processes, and the importance assigned to produc
tion as material base for society. A similar theore
tical importance is ascribed to productive pro
cesses in historical materialism, where they are
thought to set the limits for and incentives to
societal development, influencing both its direc
tion and ensuing form. These considerations were
expressed by K. Marx both by himself and his fol
lowers (e.g. K. A. Wittfogel 1932). Marx assigns
fundamental importance to mode of production,
'the real process of production' or 'the metabolism
between societal man and nature', by which both

societal, produced and natural, non-produced pro
ductive forces cooperate.

In modem sociology the idea of an intimate
interplay between the elements 'milieu', 'organiza
tion', 'technology' and 'population' has been ad
vocated by Otis D. Duncan (1959). His well
know diagram was modified by the author as
shown in fig. 7.

In modem concepts of ecosystems, analogous
themes are dealt with. To every population or
single species apply functional characteristics de
scribing the ability to exploit the environment and
how the environment is transformed by this. Any
given environment sets limits to and influences in
many ways a population because functional abili
ties allow people only to draw on specific natural
resources (niches).

A society living on a subsistence basis may be
conceived as analogous to the ecological element,
population, if its productive abilities acquired by
training are treated as if they were 'specific inhe
rited abilities' of a population. The concept is
mainly applicable to subsistence societies when
their means of production, techniques, are remain
ing constant during the period observed.

If changes in production techniques occur, the
ecosystem analogue may still be applied. But then
it must be known how such changes induce further
changes. The model changes from a static to a
dynamic model which is much more difficult to
handle.

In consequence of the above, the productive
processes in subsistence context are analysed in
some detail in the following chapter, where the
processes have been separated into food produc
tion, food processing, and production of other
necessities (or subsistence goods as 'climatic shel
ter', canoes, and implements). For a single year
total production is then analysed. Further, the
constraints on production set by properties of po
pulation and environment are considered, together
with some aspects of the interplay between societal
organization and productive processes.

The connections between elements as produc
tive processes, environment, and society (especial
ly population and some organizational aspects)
may be conceived as forming a whole, here termed
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TECHNOLOGY

/!~
ENVIRONMENT _PRODUCTION __ POPULATION

~!~
SOCIOLOGY

Fig. 7. Diagrams illustrating some aspects of the land/man theme.
a) Modified after O. Duncan. The social aspect is stressed b) As treated in the present 'volume: the importance of
by isolation of the element "sociology". subsistence production is stressed. Sociology is considered

an aspect inherent in population.

the 'subsistence syndrome'. For a given static so
ciety the 'subsistence syndrome' is an important
property; this implies some essential characteristics
to be known as 'efficiency' (expressed as 'carrying
capacity for population') and 'stability'; both com
bined express the otherwise unquantifiable 'adap
tation to milieu', if related to some kind of 'cost
of operation'.

The utility of applying the 'syndrome' concept
lies mainly in its ability to supply a survey and a
necessary clarification of elements and their con
nections; for practical purposes it may ease diag
nostication of 'bottle-necks' in production.

It may be added that the idea of treating ne
cessities understood as the basic needs for food
and shelter was included in B. Malinowski's list of
needs (1944) which also includes cultural and psy
chological needs not dealt with here.

It was tempting to apply the idea of a 'human
ecosystem' instead. This has here been avoided.
'System' as used in systems analysis necessitates
establishment of a matrix of a set of elements
interrelated through a set of quantitatively de
scribed functions each of which describes how the
change in the state of one element will influence
each of the others. Briefly it may be said that an
ecosystem description includes a very desirable
dynamic aspect presently beyond feasability,
whereas the 'syndrome' only encompasses a static
description. To apply the ecosystem idea is very
exacting, and the present inability to use it does
not invalidate it as a tool for future research.

To trace the causes for some recent changes in
Bellonese society, some static comparisons are
finally made of the Bellona 'subsistence syndrome'
as it was in some selected years after the introduc
tion of Christianity.
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[Market production, see chapter 3.]

A few main features of the subsistence produc
tion may be outlined here. The general food gain
ing strategy is aiming at an exploitation of a mul
titude of niches by the application of a simple
technology. This has lead to development of a

2. Bellonese subsistence production
2.0 Some general remarks is quite low. Of course there is no market function
on subsistence production in an economy as sketched, hence there is no con-
Usually a production is described in relation to the cept in analogue to 'price'. Tentatively value of
technology applied and in economic terms. Inputs an object can be expressed by the amount of work
and outputs are measured in monetary values, as used in producing the unit.
are balances. Subsistence economies are difficult Recently a certain trade with the rest of the
to describe on a basis of conventional economic Solomon Islands has been developed. Of course
concepts because such economies are basically prices of export goods could be used for calcu
non-monetary. An alternative conceptual frame- lating a 'shadow price system', especially as some
work is not easily at hand. As analysed by of the items are also identical with articles of
M. Nash (1968), 'economy' in a description of tra- everyday consumption. But such prices have not
ditional societies is therefore often reduced to been used, as Bellonese exports of these articles
mean 'rationality' in a broad sense. are quite marginal (see chapter 3.2); their applica-

Here an attempt is made to use an ecological tion would lead to a gross underevaluation of ge
instead of an economic framework, as explained neralliving standards or, at least to a conflict be
earlier. Since the larger part of Bellonese produc- tween different prices as on labour expended on
tion is non-monetarian by tradition, it seems the plantations and on Bellona. Similarly wages at
more feasible to concentrate on energy and matter. tained by plantation work might have been used
Essential needs such as food and fire are freely as a monetary measure for price of local work on
given and freely received, never bought or sold. BelIona. Evidently working conditions differed
Even so ecological ideas do not immediately vastly between the two kinds; a direct comparison
supply an alternative set of concepts and measures. was therefore felt inappropriate.
If certain basic items such as land, work, and The Bellonese draw mainly their livelihood
capital are considered in a subsistence context, from what may be termed a 'manipulated eco
some differences between economy and ecology system' (see chapter 8) and also to some degree
must be noted. from a 'natural ecosystem'. Gardening refers to

Instead of a generally applicable monetary unit, the first mentioned system, and gathering, collect
one of 'amount of work' or 'energy' may be used ing, and fishing to the latter one.
as the most universal, but it must be noted that For convenience, Bellonese subsistence production
the basic assets are measurable only with severe has been divided into two main classes, which are
limitations. Land can hardly be bought on Bel- again subdivided as below (ciphers refer to follow
Iona, and could definitely not be so in the tradi- ing paragraph)
tional society. In the production process, land of
course can be substituted by work to some degree,
e.g. lack of land area can be counterset by apply
ing higher inputs of labour. Another peculiarity is
the very restricted possibility for accumulation of Subsistence
capital, here to be understood as 'stored energy or production
matter'. Very few items in traditional society were
non-perishable or long-lasting enough to deserve
the name of capital goods. The few available,
houses and canoes for example, were of little im
portance as savings because demands to quantities
were low as were keeping qualities. On Bellona
today some items as knives, axes and calico can
be termed 'capital goods'; still they mean little in
the total economy. In general the degree to which
values can be compared from category to category
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Fig. 8. One of the numerous kinds of Winged Yam, Dios
corea alata L.. ardently cultivated on Bellona.

large quantity DE cultivated plants, and the use of
a variety of fishing methods. The knowledge ne
cessary to apply such strategies must be consider
ed well developed, as may be demonstrated in the
following. Inputs of labour have been found to be
low and 'rational' (lower in gardening than in fish
ing if considered in relation to outputs). The pro~

duction is not only economical, but has also
achieved a level sufficient for local needs, as is de
monstrated in chapter 4. Utilization of natural
potential is, on the other hand, rather inefficient,
but of great stability. This may be inferred from
chapter 5.

2.1 lIornculture:
Bellonese agriculture is considered a type of 'gar
dening' for the following reasons: tilling is not
practised, plants are individually placed in indivi
dually treated sites, the areas planted are usually
small, and generally the plants used in these areas

Fig. 9.• Uhingaba mai Laapalli, a kind of Lesser Yam.
Dioscorea esculcDta (Lour.) Burk. In 1966 this was perhaps
the most widely cultivated yam.

are annuals, vegetatively propagated (corms, tu
bers, bulbils, cuttings) and are thus not sown, but
laid/planted. These elements are usually compo
nents in the accepted definitions of 'gardening'.

On Bellona, gardening is in principle a con
version of the forest into clearings very much like
those nature herself produces when hurricanes hit,
looking apart from aesthetic qualities. Local gar
dening is a rejuvenation of a natural ecosystem.
According to ecological principles (E. Odum,
1969) juvenile ecosystems are characterized by
their high production of biomass achieved by Iow
diversity, i.e. relatively few species form the living
part of the ecosystem. Even the multitude of cul
tivated plants are few compared with the number
of species in the primary forest. To uphold soil
fertility, a long fallow period is used during which
wild plants extract plant nutrition ions from the
soil and concentrate them in the tissues of the
plants. From these reservoirs the ions may again
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Fig. 10. Boiato. an ancient Five-finger-leaved Yam with
only three-fingered leaves, Dioscorea pentaphylla L., now
rarely cultivated. The edge of tbe photo in the fig. is about
24 cm. .

be set into circulation by burning or rotting for the
use of a new crop. This is the principle of shifting
cultivation. Bellonese shifting cultivation is of the
forest or bush fallowing type, here requiring a
fallow period from three and up to more than
fifteen years.

In his important contribution on Zande agri
culture de Schlippe (1956) made a distinction be
tween the 'elements' and the 'structure' of an agri
cultural system. 'Elements' included ecological
knowledge, crops, tools, field work, and crop
processing; 'structure' the combination, interaction
and succession of elements. His inspiring arrange
ment is not followed here, as it has been found
difficult to sustain his rather rigid division of
matters. Instead, utilized plants are dealt with
separately, then their combination into garden
types on a background of local knowledge of en
vironmental qualities. Horticultural procedures
with the few implements involved are described in
'gardening procedures', followed by a calendar of
gardening, and finally an evaluation of the garden
ing economy is given.

Fig. 11. Taro, Colocasia esculenta (L.) Schott, is wid~ly
cultivated. The variety shown, tallgo ngeka, is considered
both palatable and beautiful.

2.1.1 Cultivated plants
According to principles previously mentioned,
Bellonese gardening depends on use of a multitude
of cultivated plants, necessary to utilize different
types of milieus. Some of the plants are related to
those invading and occupying openings in the
forests made by hurricanes or fires. For a more
detailed description of utilized plants see appen
dices B 1 to 3. Here only the most important
groups, yams, taros, bananas, and a few more
shall be mentioned with some major cultivation
characteristics.

Among the herbaceous plants cultivated yams,
'uhi. are probably the most important in food pro
duction. Five species of yams (family DIOSCO
REACEAE) are found: Dioscorea alata L. [Water
or Winged Yam], D. nummularia Lamk., D. bul
bifera L. [Bulbil-bearing or Potato Yam], D. escu
lenta (Lour.) Burk. [Chinese or Lesser Yam], and
D. pentaphylla L. [Five-finger Leaved Yam], see
fig. 8-10. On Bellona several genetically different
varieties are recognized, forming two groups: 'fe
male' and 'male' yams (see appendix B-2); their
tubers attain a multitude of forms making them
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usable in' both deep and shallow soils. 'Female'
yams are generally small and slowly growing, while
'male' yams are large, coarse, and fast-growing.
Yams are usually planted in fertile soils after a
fallow period of more than five years. The Winged
Yam is the most demanding, whereas Bulbil-bear
ing Yam and Five-finger Leaved Yam grow well
also in poor soils. Yams thrive in well-drained
loose soils and resist droughts exceeding a couple
of weeks, probably because of the water reserve
of the tuber. To judge from yam types now grow
ing wild in forests but said to have been cultivated
earlier, the proportion of tuber weight to total
weight of plant has been increased conspicuously
through selection. Tubers of modem yams may
weigh more than 20 kg each against a total weight
of less than one single kg for the root-like tuber
of the ancient types. Cultivated areas of yam
types propagated by means of seed tubers are
usually difficult to increase; with these, special
methods are applied.

Nearly all yams develop enormous foliage; least
so for Lesser Yam and Five-finger Leaved Yam.
The last one has a tendency to spread the vines
flatly on the ground. It must be staked, like any
yam, to develop normally. Especially the Bulbil
bearing Yams develop edible bulbils, but these are
usually only given full development when the
tuber remains small, which is often the case in
poor soils.

From the preceding it may be seen that cultiva
tion potential of yams is great on Bellona. Only
few disagreeable properties attach to this crop be
sides its demand for high fertility: it is vulnerable
to high winds and it is a seasonal crop. If a storm
breaks the supporting stakes, the crop may be
severely damaged; but fortunately storms are rare.
The seasonality of yams allows them to be planted
within a period of about three months (August
October). Most yams are propagated by seed
tubers, or bulbils. The tubers may be divided and
left to sprout before planting. After planting a
rapid development of the vine follows; most of the
foliage is developed in a little more than two
months after which the tuber starts to develop.
Fast growing yams take about 4 months to develop
tubers; the slowly growing take at least from 6
and up to 9 months to develop. The Bellonese
have acquired a knowledge of properties of yams
too profound to describe in detail here; generally
it seems to be in accordance with that described

Fig. 12. Kape, Giant Dry-land Taro, Alocasia macrorhiza
(L) G. Don. is grown for its edible stalk and corm. It is
biannual and hence often cultivated with bananas that
grow equally long.

by D. G. Coursey (1967). Yams seem to have
received little attention from researchers, and may
still have potential development reserves for high
er yields. The Bellonese seem on the other hand
to exploit their limited access to varying forms of
yams to the full. They watch their crops keenly
and make selections of seed material to acquire
crops of desired properties without losing diversi
ty. Often methods similar to those used by plant
breeders are applied, as for instance growing com
parative material. Local knowledge of mutations
has been mentioned in a preceding paragraph.

Both yam tubers and bulbiIs contain poisonous,
bitter elements that are removed by cooking be
fore eating. Both tubers and bulbils may keep for
more than a month after digging.

Within the family ARACEAE cultivation of the
species Common Taro, tango, Colocasia esculenta
(L.) Schott, and the Giant Dry-land Taro, kape,
are of importance (fig. 11 and 12). The two spe-
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cies mentioned are locally divided into several va
rieties (see appendix B 1 to 3). Within Colocasia
esculenta two groups, a 'female' and 'male' are
distinguished, mainly by length of growing period;
the first group takes 3 months to develop their
corms whereas the last one takes about 6 months.
The soil fertility requirements of taro are low, but
the soil must be humid without being wet. Usually
three years of fallow build up a store of plant nu
trients sufficient for the development of a good
taro crop. Taro corms usually weigh about one
kg; also the leaves form an important part of
daily diet. Propagation is by means of the cut-off
top of the corm with a few small leaves remain
ing; this way of propagation means that taro areas
remain almost constant. Fortunately the taro plant
sometimes develop extra layers. Planting is almost
non-seasonal, but only successful if humidity is
sufficient. To prevent drying, taros are planted in
the shade of left-over, killed trees, often of small
size. When taros are planted with other crops, they
are usually found in the most shady parts of the
garden, at the edges of the gardens, or beneath
other crops. Taro is a very valuable crop, yielding
palatable food and a fine staple in the yam-less
seasons. It yields less than yams but is easier to
grow. Though appreciated for food, it confers less
prestige to its successful grower than does yam.
This is shown in part by less florescence of voca
bulary describing the growth stages and techno
logies.

The Giant Dry-land Taro is largely cultivated
similarly to taro, but takes almost two years to
develop. It grows vigorously and the edible lower
part of the, stem attains a spectacular size. The
plants need little care and are hardy, especially in
wet weather. Cultivation is decreasing, mainly be
cause the tiny needle-like crystals cause sore
throats.

The botany of bananas MUSACEAE is diffi
cult, but nearly all cultivated bananas seem to be
long either to the species Musa acuminata or to
the species M. balbisiana or possibly to hybrids
between the two, according to N. W. Simmonds
(1966). In fact the combined sexual and vegeta
tive reproduction of bananas has led to the forma
tion of a wealth of clones, the interrelations of
which are difficult to trace. In appendices B 1 to 3
the Linnean names applied to the bananas culti
vated on Bellona are not strictly correct. The true
genetical relationships of BeIlonese bananas are
1

I

Fig. 13. Saukaba, a plantain type of banana, develops
short thick fruils; normally they are eaten cooked. Notice
the leaves, torn by torrentuous rainfall.

unknown, and the Linnean names are given in the
appendices merely to give aD idea of a grouping
based on superficial likenesses. It may be noted
that the conventional idea of dividing bananas
into 'true bananas' and 'plantains' finds no support
in an existence of 'banana species' and 'plantain
species'; within a given botanical species it seems
that both bananas (with sweet fruit flesh) and
plantains (with mealy fruit flesh) may occur. With
in the multitude of Bellonese bananas a 'female'
division and a 'male' one are distinguished, refer
ring mainly to length of growing period. This is
important; 'female' bananas length of growing is
up to two years, whereas 'male' bananas are pe
rennial. Hence 'female' bananas are grown in gar
dens; 'male' bananas are unsuitable for this pur
pose because garden areas are soon depleted of
fertility. Instead they are often grown in village
areas, especially behind kitchen houses, nourished
by ashes and refuse (fig. 13).

All types of bananas demand high soil fertility.
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Fig. 14. Sweet Potato or Batate, Ipomoea
batatas (L.) Lamk., is a late introduction
increasingly cultivated. It develops a uni
form cover over the garden area, unlike
most other Bellonese crops.

They are seldom cultivated with less than six
preceding fallow-years; often bananas are grown
only when mature fallow (bao matu'a) is available.
~ch a 'mature' fallow has conspicuous trees that
have been growing for at least twelve to fifteen
years. For propagation, cuttings are made from the
stems (ratoons), or natural suckers are used. Ba
nanas are risky crops; yields fluctuate heavily, but
they require little work for their cultivation. From
these reasons they are well suited for cultivation
in remote plots. They are a popular food but of
low keeping qualities; they often fill a gap in sea
sonal provisions, as they are partly harvested in
December-February. The fruits are often attacked
by flying foxes.

Among the other crops cultivated, Sweet Potato
or Batate, CONVOLVULACEAE is of increasing
importance. The sweet potato is a crop of short
tradition on Bellona, evidently introduced in the
18805 or 1890s. With more recent additions, there
are several cultivated types on Bellona, mainly
distinguished by differing tubers, colours, and
leaf-forms. Sweet potatoes have low soil fertility
requirements. A preceding fallow period of less
than three years seems to be sufficient. Often the
crop is planted immediately after yams with ex
cellent results, but the regrowth of fallow vegeta
tion seems to be hampered by this practice. Sweet
potatoes require direct sunlight and endure pro
longed droughts. The gardens are therefore open

and bare (fig. 14); all fallow vegetation is cut and
burnt before planting. For propagation, parts of
vine with a few leaves are cut and stuck into the
ground; nearly all will grow. The cost of 'seed'
material is thus negligible. Sweet potatoes may be
planted at almost any time of the year and har
vested about three months later. They require
much less work than yams do, but also yield less.
The greatest advantage lies probably in the ability
to provide food at all times of the year from al
most any type of soil that is not too stony and has
ample sunshine. Both tubers and leaves are appre
ciated but, like most Bellonese foods, are perish
able.

Another major crop plant on Bellona is the
Coconut Palm, Cocos nucifer L., PALMAE. It
exists in many varieties on Bellona, most of which
develop exceedingly large nuts compared with
those of commercially grown palms in almost all
of the world (fig. 15). Most Bellonese palms de
velop the usual high trunks with a crown of feathery
leaves; dwarf varieties have only been recently in
troduced in small quantities. Almost all, if not all,
palms have been planted; most grow inland. The
palm cannot be vegetatively propagated. A palm
takes about five years to start bearing and seems
to attain an age of more than eighty years. Most
Bellonese palms have been planted after 1947.
Coconuts may grow almost everywhere, even in
meagre soil, provided it is well-drained. The palm
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Fig. 15. Some of the most important types
of coconuts produced on Rennell and
Bellona. Especially niu tea and 11. 'ui grow
to enormous dimensions. The yardstick
is 40 cm.

requires plenty of sunlight and must be kept free
of shade when young. On an average Bellonese
palms are estimated to bear between 75 and 100
nuts a year, a normal figure also in the Solomons
(fig. 16). There is no special season for harvesting,
but unfortunately yields drop sharply after a
drought exceeding a few weeks. This is unfor
tunate as one of the main uses is for drinking.
Sometimes hurricanes are very destructive to the
palms, but usually they display great resistance to
damage by high winds. BelIonese palms are only
lightly attacked by the diseases and pests common
ly found with coconuts.

Besides the major crops already described at
least some minor groups including herbs and trees
must be mentioned; they include traditionally cul
tivated and' recently introduced taros and sweet
potatoes.

Of traditional cultivation were also Pueraria

Fig. J6. The Coconut Palm, a plant of thousand uses,
develops from 50 to 75 nuts a year. Its importance is seen
alone from its use for demarcating rights in land.

triloba (Lour.) Makino, a leguminous plant, Amor,"
phophallus campanulatus (Roxb.) BI., ARACEA,
and Tacca leontopetaloides (L.) Kuntze, TACCA
CEAE. (The two latter plants deliver 'arrowroot'
flour.) These plants grow in rather rich soils and
as to yields cannot compete with yams. Their
tubers are, however, of outstanding keeping quali
ties; hence they represented a reliable extra supply
during scarcities (fig. 17). A recent introduction,
Manioc or Cassava, Manihot utilissima Pohl, fits
into the same pattern. Its tubers develop in rather
poor soils and have even more outstanding keep-

Fig. 17. Soi tea, Tacca leontopetaloides (L.) O. Kuntze, of
former cultivation but now growing wild, is eaten during
scarcities.
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Fig. 18, Corn, Zea mays L., can be grown
on even very stony areas. It is a recent in
troduction, but has been rapidly accepted
though it requires a cultivation technique
widely differing from that of the traditio
nal crops.

ing qualities than their traditional counterparts.
Still, manioc occupies only a modest position in
BelIonese provisions because its taste is disliked.

Among the herbaceous crops traditionally cul
t.iyated only a few besides yams were vines. Ap
parently some cucurbits were cultivated as Cu
cumis melo L., Canavalia microcarpa (DC) Men.
and evidently Trichosanthes ovigera BI. None of
them were of great importance. Non-vine herba
ceous crop plants were of little use; one of the few
was the sugar cane, Saccharum officinarium L.,
GRAMINAE.

The number of herbs cultivated were sharply
increased when a Melanesian SDA missionary
Gheela arrived in 1947 as can be seen from ap
pendix B. Some additional herbs were introduced

I
L '"
Fig. 19. Papaya or Melon Tree, Cacarica papaya L., is
an example of the vast group of semicultivated plants.
The mamiapu is usually (eft growing when vegetation is
cleared. The photo shows a male plant.

more recently. Almost all the introductions receive
little attention. This goes for cucurbits (cucumber,
pumpkin, watermelon) for leguminoses (Brown
Bean, Soy Bean, Peanut) and some SOLANA
CEAE (Eggplant, Tomato). Pineapple, Ananas
cOmosus L., is cultivated more seriously, but still
on a very small scale. Also corn, Zea mays L. is
cultivated and seems to gain in interest, mainly
because it will grow on very stony land (fig. 18).
Probably the Papaya, Carica papaya L., introdu
ced in the 1880s or 1890s, is still the most success
ful post-contact introduction. Papaya will grow
on almost any type of cleared land with little or
no care (fig. 19). It is doubtful if the papaya on
Bellona can be termed 'cultivated' at all, since it
usually is unintentionally sown; seeds are simply
spat on the ground. Similarly great many plants
are semicultivated. They are to some degree kept
free of weeds and are left when the surrounding
bush is cut.

Among the trees and bushes traditionally uti
lized for food, many are semicultivated in the
sense mentioned above. Trees from some of the
large tropical families deliver fruits; almost all are
eaten raw. Some of the most notable families are
briefly mentioned here (details to be found in
appendix B-3): ANACARDIACEAE (Mangifera
sp. [Mango trees]; Spondias sp. [Tahitian Apple]);
APOCYNACEAE (Ochrosia sp.); BARRING
TONIACEAE (Barringtonia sp. ['bango']); BUR
SERACEAE (Canarium and Haplolobus sp. [call
ed ngali in the SoIomons]); CAESALPINACEAE
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Fig. 20. Several kinds of Pandanus are utilized on Bellona.
The one shown, /tunga Ngotl/ma, is used for thatch and the
fibrous fruits (keys) are chewed as a sweet.

(Afzelia sp. ['isi']; MORACEAE (Artocarpus sp.
[Breadfruit Tree; fruits eaten baked] and many
Ficus spp.); MYRTACEAE (Syzygium spp. [Ma
lay or Mountain Apple)); PANDANACEAE
(pandanus spp. [Screw Pines, fruits are often only
chewed (fig. 20)]); RUBIACEAE (Morinda sp.
[Indian Mulberry]; SAPOTACEAE (Burckella
sp.). Besides these fruits seeds or kernels contain
ing bitter elements were used after extraction with
water. After removal of the oily skin the seeds
within drupes of BURSERACEAE (Canarium sp.,
[Canarium Almond] Haplolobus sp.) are edible.
Similar treatment was given the acrid seeds of
some COMBRETACEAE (Terminalia sp.), CY
CADACEiffi (Cycas sp. [Malayan Palm-fern]),
FLACOURTIACEAE (Xylosma sp.), GNETA
CEAE (Gnetum sp.), and SAPOTACEAE (Burck
ella sp.). The number of fruit trees has been in
creased by recent imports; the most important
Papaya has already been mentioned. Nearly all of
the RUTACEAE common in the tropics have
been imported but lack interest among the Bel
lonese; (Citrus spp. [Grapefruit, Lemon, Manda
rin, Orange, Pomelo]), and also a few others as
ANONACEAE (Anona sp. [Soursop]), and BOM
BACACEAE (Ceiba pentandra Gaertn. [Kapoke]).

There is no sharp line of division between col
lected and semicultivated plants. When a plant
(of old cultivation) is considered inferior to anoth
er of similar use, its cultivation is gradually
abolished. Such plants usually do not disappear,
but are often found wild, at least in remote places
of former cultivation. Traditions of former culti
vation remain attached to them. Such information

is compiled in appendix D, where an attempt is
made to arrange the plants in historical strata to
give a picture of a possible development of Bel
lonese cultivation.

The semicultivated plants, most of which are
trees and bushes are the most numerous of the
utilized plants. Because of the great number of
food plants it is possible to find suitable plants
for any type of soil.

An interesting selective principle is fundamental
with the semicultivated plants. Every time forests
or fallows are turned into gardens the strongest of
the usable food trees are left uncut in the places
they have invaded and occupied in competition
with wild plants. Over centuries a selection along
these lines may have sorted out trees capable of
yielding heavily in spite of almost total neglect;
further, they have sorted out some of the most
suitable places for growth. The effects of the prin
ciple of selection in semicultivation are similar to
those inherent in Bellonese cultivation of garden
crops; the selection is efficient even if the 'semi
cultivators' are unaware of the long-term effects.
Possibly semicultivation has played an important
part in domestication of plants. Both cultivated
and semicultivated plants tend to be put into pla
ces suitable for their growth on Bellona; this is
important since possibilities of homogenizing the
soil are small because of inadequate technology.
Also variations in soil thickness and fertility are
great enough as to make any homogenization of
soil an exasperating work. With this background,
distinguishing of a total of more than 250 varieties
of food plants is important; the Iow keeping quali
ties of much food and the varying seasons for
harvesting tend also to turn attention to a large
number of food plants instead of concentrating
on a few.

2.1.2 Garden types,
combination of plnnts in gardens

Gardens are classified by time of planting. When
planted in the main planting season, launga 'eha
of the local calendar, gardens such as yam gar
dens are termed 'umanga ghapu; if planted in the
lean season, gardens are termed 'umanga kanga
kanga.

Gardens may also be distinguished by plants
used. The main types are: yam gardens ('umanga
'uhf), taro gardens ('umanga tango) and banana
gardens ('zmgu hUff); more types with recently in-
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!
sweet

potatoes
taroIbananas I yams I

man types of interplanting are given below, ar
ranged in order of decreasing fertility demands:

Choice of crop to be interplanted depends on
milieu of the main crop, and also on the time
needed for full development. Kape goes well with
in a banana garden because both kape and bana
nas take two years to mature, whereas taro de
velops in three to five months; hence taro is
harvested at a stage when the bananas require
little space. For the same reason taro is excellent
as a mixture in yam gardens, especially in dark
corners. Kape is usable because it is still small
when the yams are harvested, after that it may
take the area over alone. When yams are planted
in an area where big trees are left over in a burnt
state, even bananas are suitable as an intercrop
because they develop a year after the yams have
been harvested; the garden is then a wilderness of
regrowing trees. It is difficult in a taro garden to
interplant anything when it has been made from a
young fallow area, as it usually is. If taros are
planted below larger trees, bananas are suitable
for interplanting, but yams can hardly be planted
because the fallow has not been burnt. Sometimes
an area fertile enough to be planted with bananas
is used for a taro garden because of a need for
extra supplies within a short period. In such gar
dens an interplanting with bananas is often seen.
The low fertility and different microclimatic con
ditions of sweet potato gardens make them useless
for interplanting with traditional crops. Now and
then coconuts are planted in such gardens to save
the young palms from competition from a vigorous
wild fallow regrowtb.

If analysed on a subspecies/variety level of
taxonomy, most banana and yam gardens may be
perceived as 'mixed-planted'. Some yam gardens
were examined, and it was found that gardens
termed 'umanga beetape (beetape yam gardens) in
fact contained less than 20 per cent beetape yams.
Diversity within yam gardens is normally quite
high, mainly because the areas are too heteroge-

Main crop
of garden:

Possible crops kape, taro, bananas nothing
for interplan- taro kape, else
ting arranged bananas
in order of
'fitness'.

beefape, slIinamo

Vernacular name:
tanu Izonga (lit., planted

spread or evenly)

'uhingaba
D. esculenta Burk.

Cllhingaba):
D. nummularia Lam!:.

(beetape, suinamo
etc.):

D. pentaphylla L.
(boiato):

D. bulbifera L. (abubll):
baakingi
'llmanga abubll or tu'u

nganga abllbll Ca small
a.garden)

Generally a single species or monocrop garden
is named for its crop; in addition to the excep~

tions already listed are the taro gardens; they are
termed tango tanu honga (lit., taro evenly planted).
For gardens planted with bananas (huti) and Giant
Dry-land Taro (kape) the term 'umanga is not ap
plied. The general term for such gardens is 'ungu
(lit., planted in clumps or clusters).

Usually different crops are planted together in
gardens. Often such interplanting is called tanu
PUUPUU, another term for 'mixed planting', tanu
hingohingo perhaps additionally indicates an ir
regular planting pattern. One of the most common
interplanted types of 'uhingaba yam gardens is
termed baatunge. Only 'uhi or beetape yams may
be used for interplanting in such gardens. Inter
planting helps to utilize different soils in a garden
and has several additional advantages. A mix of
plants may grow more efficiently than single spe
cies because different species may create a local
milieu and exploit it better. Taros and kape thrive
in subdued light and in a damp environment such
as exists below banana plants and give additional
yields without much extra work. Because of re
quirements of plants and of differences in pre
paration of gardens, mixing of plants is practiced
in gardens only in a restricted way. The most com-

troduced crops exist, notably those planted with
sweet potato ('umanga pateto) or sown with corn,
but also smaller patches such as of cabbages or
pineapples.

Gardens planted with only one kind of crop
(tanu hange tas£) are rare. Traditionally prestige is
attached to planting such gardens, probably be
cause of the necessity of having a nearly homo
geneous planting area and this is difficult to find.
Monocrop yam gardens are distinguished by the
following terminology:

Planted solely with:
Dioscorea alata L. CU/ll):
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Fig. 21. Planting patterns on Bellona. Pattern A is not
materialized in gardens with annual crops. The idea in
pattern B was accepted by some informants, but is probably
never used. Pattern C is commonly seen. Numbers indicate
order of planting. Regularity of pattern is maintained
while planting by keeping puke bango and p. tingiba straight.
An alternative pattern (not shown) displays plants aligned
in twos and threes athwarth the seed bed, potu 'umanga.

rational distribution of plants to practical ex
perience alone. In practice the hexagonal pattern
is often barely recognizable. It is probably too
inflexible to use, and is certainly very hard to
mark off in the field. Instead plants are placed as
shown in fig. 21 c. The 'planting hills' (puke me'a)
are dug successively as indicated by the numbers.
The Bellonese constantly check that the plants
are parallel to the division lines between garden
parts if such are present or are at right angles to
the garden front, and at the same time in oblique
rows (tillgiba). If the distances between puke me'a
are kept constant, these practices will result in a
regular hexagonal pattern. If distances are at va
riance (produced by irregularities in the ground),
the impression of regularity will be very little af
fected. This planting method seems thus to ensure
regularity, as long as the site is homogeneous
enough, and at the same time to fullfil aesthetic
requirements. Further these planting practices
result in economical land use; distances between
plants may be varied according to soil fertility,
with little land wasted.

If this theory of economy in land use seems to
contradict the fact that land lies fallow for several
years, it must be remembered that the Bellonese
have no real substitute for the fallowing technique
to restore soil fertility. The value of land ready
for planting after a long fallow is accordingly high
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neous to be planted thoroughly with one crop,
sometimes also because too few seed yams have
been available. In taro gardens this problem is
small; homogeneity is generally high in this type
of gardens. Very often all taros in a garden are
of the same kind (most commonly the tango ngeka
variety of taro). Other crops may be grown with
perennial crops only when they are young. Coco
nut groves (kiu) , and pandanus groves (maalu),
are hence normally monocrop areas.

The traditional principles involved in combining
plants to form a garden tend to lead a Bellonese
gardener to make his gardens similar to natural
ecosystems found in clearings of the forest. In
some parts of the world (as Sudan; see de Schlip
pe 1956) development of gardens into multi
storied, multi-niched ecosystems has achieved
more refinement, possibly because of greater va
riety of available plant material. The constant in
terest in new plants of potentials for cultivation
may lead the Bellonese to further future develop
ment along the inherent lines.

2.1.3 Planting patterns within garden types
Distribution of plants within areas prepared for
gardening follows one of two systems: a regular
one or a more haphazard one. Regular planting
is controlled by the dividing (tohitohz) of the gar
den area into garden sections (potu), established
according to soil fertility. Irregular gardens have
no such divisions; they are 'planted everywhere'
(tanu katoa); this does not mean however, that
rules of planting are not observed.

In fact simple rules of distribution govern all
Bellonese planting, whether gardens are tohitolzi
or tanu katoa. These rules are of interest when
determining yields.

When interviewed the Bellonese claimed that
in a homogeneous garden area they aimed at
planting 'with regular intervals, the plants stand
ing in lines'. Such gardens may be arranged in
several ways. A quadrangular system was pro
posed as a solution by the author (see fig. 21 a),
but this was firmly rejected as not 'the way of Bel
Iona here'. That pattern is only used when plant
ing coconut groves. A hexagonal or triangular
system (fig. 21 b), was without hesitation claimed
to be 'right way of planting'. Theoretical know
ledge of geometry is almost totally absent among
the Bellonese. The pattern can therefore not have
been calculated, so one has to explain this most
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further divided into parts (pa'asl), equalling the
BeIlonese potu.

The boundary lines used in garden division
either run parallel to the long axis of the indivi
dual seedbeds or orthogonally to them and are
distinctly termed accordingly. An elaborate ar
rangement similar to that of the large Rennellese
gardens is found in many Melanesian islands. The
arrangement as seen in the Rennellese 'big gar
dens' (hu'ai'umanga) shows similarities with that
demonstrated by B. Malinowski (1935) in Kiri
wina (cf fig. 22, with Malinowski's fig. 4, p. 89).
Possibly this indicates a forgotten cultural con
nection between Rennell and Bellona and Mela
nesia, also supported by the great importance of
yams. Both features seem to be unusual in the
parts of Polynesia closest to Rennell and Bellona:
Tikopia, Sikaiana, Ongtong Jawa, Samoa.

pa'asi 'umanga

ma'anga

,

~

Fig. 22. Divisions of a large garden as sometimes seen on
Bellona. On Rennell large gardens are frequently made;
they are often planted in a more complicated pattem than
shown here.

enough to promote economical handling. Land va
lue rests primarily on productivity of land. The
distribution of plants in gardens as described
above is best suited to the divided gardens ('uma
nga tohitohO, but most gardens are, in fact, planted
according to similar rules. The system of divi
sions however, serves other more important pur
poses than acting as a guideline for the distribu
tion of plants over an area.

Although mainly based on oral information and
few direct observations a plan of a slightly more
intricately divided garden area Cumanga tohinga),
is shown in fig. 22. Nowadays such gardens are
commonly seen on Rennell; similar small arrange
ments may be seen occasionally on Bellona. They
were previously seen more often when larger gar
den areas were cultivated, but nowadays the tra
dition for such mainly survive on Rennel!. This
may be due to the concentration of property on
fewer landed 'big men' (hakahua) on Rennell, al
though the damper soils on RenneU also favour
larger clearings.

The garden in fig. 22 was divided into five
parts, but the number of divisions varies. The
middle part (uso 'umallga) was cultivated by the
owner of the garden, the other divisions (tohinga)
by relatives or friends. Each of the divisions was

2.1.4 Gardening procedures

(sanga 'umanga)
For convenience the making of one type of gar
den - an 'uhij'uhingaba yam garden (baatunge), 
is dealt with first. Afterwards a comparison will
be made with other types of gardens.

The making of a garden starts with the planting
season which is determined, at least partly, by the
local moon calendar (see paragraph 2.1.6). For
yams, planting usually begins in 'May' and 'June'
the early planting season (launga mu'a), although
they also belong to the yam harvest period
(ghapu). Apart from astronomical indications, the
time of planting is marked by the arrival of the
Pacific Golden Plover (sibiu), a migrating bird not
nesting on BeUona.

The search for a garden area (lingo)

If land is available on the would-be planter's own
property he starts looking (lingo) for a suitable
place. If the presumptive planter has no land him
self, he must ask for permission to use another's
land. Such a permission is readily given by rela
tives, the easier the closer the relationship. The
most important factor indicating that an area is in
a suitable state for new cultivation, is a certain mi
nimum height of fallow vegetation of normal com
position, together with a reasonably stoneless soil.
A fallow which has reached a stage where it is
well overgrown with high trees (tangutallgu matu'a)
is developed about five years after the last harvest
(tangipou ngimanga ghapu). It is usable for making
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a 'uhij'uhingaba garden. A slightly less mature
stage, overgrown but without large trees, (tangu
tangu moto), is usually reached a year before, but
it is considered bad management to use such a
fallow for baatunge gardens. On the other hand,
older and better developed fallows are preferred
if available, unless they have been set aside for
planting of banana gardens ('ungu huti). When too
stony (hatuhatu), an area is avoided, even if the
vegetation is well developed. Also a soil too com
pact is deemed less desirable. This is tested by
pulling sungu plants (an unidentified small tree
with white flowers); if this is hard to pull up, the
ground should be avoided. The quality of fallow
vegetation (the most important indication of suita
bility) is, judged more from the volume of vege
tation than from its composition, as long as the
composition appears normal. Composition of fal
low vegetation will be discussed later, so here only
the two most predominant species in a 'good' fal
law vegetation will be mentioned: hau (Hibiscus
tiliaceus L.) and ngaupata (Maccaranga tanarius
Muell. Arg.). The ghali (Breynia cernua MueH.
Arg.) is said to spoil gardens. All species are fast
growing trees, quick-maturing and with low re
quirements in regard to soil fertility. These plants
must have reached a height, exceeding about 3-4
fathoms, and their trunks must be thicker than a
man's thigh before the fallow can be considered
mature. If in addition to this, specific indicators
of fertility like the tU plant (Cordyline terminalis
Kunth) are-found, the man looking for a garden
site is convinced of the area's suitability. On the
other hand he will probably take a careful second
look at the land if he should find nguna plants
(Morinda citrifolia L.). Usually it is hard even for
the expert gardener to specify any single feature
indicating a 'good' area: he assures himself of its
fertility by observing its overall appearance. When
a place has been found, it is usually tukumaka or
sangosango Le. reserved as by leaning a branch
against a tree in the front of the area or by start
ing cut the bush.

Measuring of the garden (Ilgangaha)

Assuming the right to use the area has been ob
tained if necessary, the gardener now goes to
'measure' (ngallgaha) the area for his garden.

The foremost idea implied in this action of
measuring is not merely to determine the size of
the future garden, but also to mark off its position

in the forest. Often this is determined by the shape
of the existing fallow; the garden is usually placed
within a fallow area (ma'anga) of homogenous
appearance making the form of the new garden a
replica of a former one (except perhaps of a some
what smaller size). If an entirely new garden is to
be established, first taking of land (toghi) is said
to take place. In these rare cases the rules for the
orientation of a garden can be seen. Generally a
garden is rectangular and is placed with its greatest
extent at right angles to a trail to the sea (anga ki
taz), or parallel to the permanent trail (anga tu'u),
or - which means the same - parallel to one of
the side trails (anga baasi'a) , which in turn runs
nearly parallel to the main trail either to the north
or south of it. (See maps of land utilization, pI. 2
to 5.) The Bellonese explain that this is the cor
rect way to place a garden 'because of the sun
light'. One advantage of this orientation of the
gardens is that only small areas are wasted and
shaded, and future gardens may keep a regular
fonn. Further the orientation fits into BeIlonese
pattern of landholding since properties usually
comprise strips of land (huka) from the main trail
to the coast, nearly parallel to the trails to the sea.
(This is a very widespread type.)

The factors regulating the size of planted areas
are not as yet fully analysed. On the basis of col
lected information it seems that the areas for yam
gardens are determined every year by the popula
tion th.en present in the following simple way:
every grown-up male (matu'a) will plant about two
potu (basic unit of garden measure) per adult and
one per child in his household. However, when the
number of persons present in the household chan
ges, this is not a serious problem, since the gar
dener easily can add more potu to his gardens,
which are often measured off rather generously.
(The problem with other gardens is not so press
ing, because they mature in 3-6 months, against
6-9 months and up to 2 years for banana/kape
gardens.)

It is difficult to establish a standard size for
BeIlonese gardens in spite of their regular forma
tion. The difficulty arises from the fact that a
potu is not a fixed area. A potu for 'uhi and 'uhi
ngaba yams is usually about 20 paces long (approx.
16 ID.), and this does not vary much, since 'stan
dard' walking paces are used (any trained surveyor
will know how measuring by pacing can give
amazingly reliable results). The width of the potu
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is also measured by pacing (ngakangaka), but here
the standard is intentionally varied: if the soil is
good, paces are made small, if poor (thin), paces
are made longer. These decisions concerning the
quality of the soil make possible a normal develop
ment of the planted crop and thus indirectly en
sure smaller variations in the yields of the garden
units.

From the above description, it should not be
deduced that all Bellonese gardens are cultivated
according to a rigid plan of food production. It
must be emphasized that gardens are often made
for another important side of Bellonese life: great
communal feasts. Every year gardens (especially
baatunge or beetape yam gardens) are set aside to
be harvested for the celebration of some important
events as New Year, marriages ... Several of this
kind were pointed out with pride to the author in
1965 and 1966. Communal celebrations are im
portant for the BeIlonese and it is felt to be an un
bearable shame if one is unable to provide some
thing on such occasions. (T. Monberg and the
author have witnessed such rare instances.)

A typical garden will be from 5-12 potu and
thus occupy an area of 16 m. by about 20-60 m.,
the area varying with soil quality.

When the garden's position and size have been
finally determined, the gardener cuts small foot
paths (if none are already present) along the front
of the garden ('ungu 'umanga) and along the two
sides (taha) as well. The back (tu'a 'umanga) is
less clearly marked, if marked at all; this is un
necessary because of the recognized standard
length of the potu. Whereas the reconnaissance
(lingo) may take a long time, measuring off (nga
ngaha) takes less than one working day even for a
gardener working alone.

Clearing of gardens (bonga)

When it appears that the weather will remain dry
for some time, the brushing (bonga) is started.
This is usually done only by men, who use bush
knives (kiba) and axes Caakisl) with great energy.
Normally it takes about one day. The man starts
from the permanent trail or from a side trail side
of the garden cutting down most shrubs and small
trees. However, those trees which are located in
suitable places for use as climbing poles for yams
are often left standing, although they are cut to
about a man's height. Though rare on Bellona,
yam garden areas have been observed in which

everything was brushed (sungl) , or cleared (sau
ngatia). In one case this was said to be because
more 'old-fashioned' Rennellese help was used,
but it is, beyond doubt, an accepted procedure on
Bellona too, especially when yam types with less
vigorous growth are planted. In such cases tripod
like stakes (beeghal) are used, as is often the case
with 'uhingaba. Larger trees are left standing in
the normal bonga-operation, or more often, cut
down in a presumptive garden area a year ahead
to have time to dry or rot, which eases the cutting
up. Helpers, usually men, receive a fine meal as a
reward for their work ('oso hekau).

Preparation of seed material
(tapasi, hakapungapunga)

When the brushing has been done, the gardener
starts preparing his seed yams (pungapunga). For
merly they were kept in a special yam house
(hange baka, lit. canoe house). In modem times
the use of a special small house has been almost
totally given up and an unoccupied living house
(hange ti'akt) is used instead. This makes no dif
ference, except for aesthetic reasons, as the modem
hOUSes, built on poles, are airy and dark enough
to keep the yams intact and to allow them to
sprout without damage. Instead of using a sprout
ing house, tubers are sometimes planted in home
steads or gardens to sprout. Such tubers are called
lapenga. Small tubers or, when only large ones are
available (as from the single-tubered yam types),
cut-off tuber ends with 'eyes' enough to ensure
sprouting, are used for pungapunga. These pieces
are prepared by cutting with clean knives, after
which the usable piece is left to regenerate its sur
face for about two weeks. Tapasi is the name for
such prepared pieces. The Bellonese are careful
not to waste food unnecessarily by using too large
pieces for pungapunga; with yam types develop
ing bulbils, these are usually preferred to cuttings.
It is very important that a careful selection of
yams be made to ensure that yams with the desired
genetical properties will be propagated. If an at
tack of sickness had been experienced among only
a small group, an old practice was to bum all the
foliage and tubers of the seed yams, since it was
believed that they could have been the cause. Seed
yams are ready for use when they have developed
sprouts of about balf a metre in length. If a gar
dener has not enough seed yams or he wishes to
use different stock for a particular soil, he ex~
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changes seed yams usually with kinsmen. A gift of
seed yams has been observed quite often. Seed
yams are sometimes kept in the usual plaited coco
nut-leaf baskets (kete), and always carried in them.
Their transport to the planting area must await the
completion of seed-bed preparations to avoid
damaging the seed yams.

Drying of a garden (maamala)

The drying of the woody material of the cut gar
den is one phase causing much trouble in garden
making. Usually it takes from a few days up to
one month depending on the weather. Though the
Bellonese can light a fire even with very wet wood,
they prefer to wait until the cut material is reason
ably dry, othelWise they say the work of firing will
be too tiring and the results unsatisfactory. Be
tween July and the end of August drying is usually
completed. When sufficiently dry the material is
dragged together (ase) into small heaps.

Burning (baakani)

Burning is usually the next operation. Generally
two purposes are fulfilled by burning. Firstly, fires'
killing action is of great importance. The remain
ing trees are killed by firing a pile of twigs and
cut branches at the base of their trunks. Further
the weed-killing action of fire should not be over
looked. Some anthropologists have maintained
that the most important aspect of burning is the
weed-killing action. From BeIlonese experience it
is clear that burnt fields are almost weedless for
a long time, but it is not quite clear if this is
solely the result of burning. From observations of
Bellonese gardens it is evident that burnt fields are
clean from weeds for a long time, but so are un
burnt fields. After a couple of months, however,
it seems that the growth of weeds is most vigorous
in an unburnt area. The explanation is probably
that the development of weeds after clearing of an
area takes some time; in a burnt area, further,
most of the weed seeds have been killed by the
fire, meaning that a growth of weeds depends on
invasions from nearby areas. Some few weeds
seem to increase their competitiveness after burn
ing; it appears that the wild sDi yam (Dioscorea
bulbifera L.) grows vigorously in burnt areas. This
lends support to the hypothesis that yam-garden
ing was 'naturally developed' from a practice of
clearing forests by fire for other purposes. (See
appendix D.)

r "'"t·Ji·iRid·'",,~

Fig. 23. Women killing trees by fire. Only pateto and koni
gardens are burnt totally. In this yam garden the trees are
left standing in order to yield support and shade for the
growing crop. A rich mulch of dead leaves covers the soil,
preventing dessiccation and extreme soil temperatures.

In the works of Nye and Greenland (1960) and
of others, the value of releasing the nutritious
material stored in fallow regrowth for the new
crops, by the use of fire, has been demonstrated. (In
chapter 5.3 this point is further dealt with.) Since
garden yields would be drastically reduced with
out this burning operation, it may be fairly judged
that ash production during the firing of gardens is
the most important aspect of the operation. How
ever, this does not preclude the benefit of fire for
weed control and tree-killing. In Bellonese garden
ing tree-killing and weed-killing are separate
operations. When the trees have been killed, the
many small heaps of wood spread over the garden
area are fired (lunu). When burning is finished,
the owner of the garden gives again a meal of
reward for his helpers, who are usually predo
minantly women in this operation. Practically all
of the firing is done by women (fig. 23); the men's
part of the work is usually splitting firewood
(baakai) and, sometimes, to bum out the big trees.
The burning operation takes from one day to a
week, depending on the manpower available, the
size and age of the fallow, and the drying weather.
It requires a good deal of knowledge to burn a
garden properly. In European eyes the most
serious difficulty is to get the firewood to burn
initially, but the delicacy of the job is really to
tend the fires so they are kept burning, and in the
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proper way. This means that the fire must be
neither too intense (damaging the soil), nor too
weak. If the latter is the case, the soil is left black
with too much charcoal and unburnt wood. On
the contrary, the well-burnt garden has a greyish
white colour with ashes in the proper places, and
with all the remaining large trees dead. The wither
ing leaves of these trees are very important as
providers of fertilizing material and as a soil cover
to prevent too rapid evaporation" in the coming
months. Usually the Bellonese get good results
from their burning, but it takes varying amounts
of work. The skilled people, taking advantage of
the wind, will start from the windward, which
makes it look as though the work goes by itself.
Learners have a hard time, their fires tend to go
out. (The author's shirt burnt before the fire
wood!). After the burning the subsequent stages in
garden work are rushed. The weather is anxiously
watched. Rain is a constant menace. Heavy show
ers are said to reduce garden yields by as much as
half. A prolonged period of rain may make the
area unusable for yams, and thus suited only for
taro, if for anything at all.

Dividing of the garden (tohitohi te 'umanga)

If not done before burning, as is sometimes the
case, dividing is now performed. Tohitohi, or to
hinga, requires very little labour; it is usually done
by the planter alone because it is considered im
portant. The first act is to place small sticks (puke)
at intervals of about three paces along the path
closest to the main trail. As mentioned before, the
art of tohitohi is to choose the correct intervals.
The planter must have a sharp eye to analyse his
garden area. In fig. 24 it can be observed how in
tervals between puke vary, evidently determined
by changes in soil depth and the occurrence of
large trees. With good soil (kenge nga'u), two large
steps (ngaka ngua) are spacing enough, but three
(ngaka tongu), or even four (ngaka haa) large steps
are seen in infertile soil. When the widths of the
divisions have been decided the next action is to
mark off the divisions by stretching vines (haka
tenge bango) along the ground at right angles to
the front path from the puke sticks. For this pur
pose rattan cane (bae ue) or some other suitable
bush vine is used. Care is taken that the lines are
visible and neatly arranged. The divisions are re
ferred to by counting from the corner next to the
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Fig. 24. A garden area behind Ngotokanaba, cultivated
1966. E,<planation of symbols: a: Killed tree. b: Shallow soil.
e: Rock outcrop. d: Limit of garden division. The width
of the seed beds is seen to vary according to soil quality.
The same garden is shown in figs. 27a and 2B.

most important trail or from the east. To aid rapid
identification every tenth marking stick has a small
additional stick. To the Bellonese a well made
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Fig. 25. A divided garden. The bango lines
are marked by vines, and the neatly dug
yam hills, pI/Ice mea. are ready for plan
ting.

garden at this stage is considered beautiful (fig. 25)
and full of promise.

The purposes of dividing the gardens, are mul
tiple. Social and religious aspects are beyond doubt
significant. From a materialistic point of view the
dividing of the garden is also important because it
facilitates a rapid completion of the next stage in
the garden work; the success of the whole garden
enterprise depends on speed. Great anxiety be
cause of the unpredictability of the weather and
great expectations concerning the digging of the
garden fill the mind of the gardener, who often
spends a restless rught after the dividing. The
gardener has sent word to his relatives and friends
('apt), that ,he is going to dig his garden of so
many potu at such and such a place the next day.
Most of the people involved have heard by
rumours already and are anxious to be asked to
join. The gardener's wife and other women of his
household have also been busy collecting food
and preparing for the rewarding meal of the next
day.

The digging of the garden (nganga te 'umanga)
Digging is performed in less than half a day (al
most without exceptions). The garden workers
(kano hekau) gather very early in the morning,
while it is still cool. When a man of prestige (ha
kalzua) is digging his garden a huge crowd may
gather, including people only distantly related to
the hakahua to whom they will probably pay their
homage by offering their help. It is usually gladly
received, largely because it adds very much to the
hakahua's prestige to have many helpers; it also

adds to his obligations. Many of the people
coming to help ('aabaki hekau) bring digging
sticks or dibbles (koso) with them. If not, they
hastily cut new ones of suitable hardwood, often
manguka or malanga from the nearby bush. These
useful implements look very coarse, but in fact
their utility stems from the selection of the right
material rather than from elaborate cutting. Often
the end of the stick is pointed and the bark is re
moved. With the digging stick, the planting hills
for the yams (puke me'a) are dug. A properly dug
hill is about two feet in diameter and formed like
a flat dome up to one foot in height. Recently
there has been a tendency to make the seed hills
smaller - 'everything is less well done nowadays'
as an elderly gentleman remarked. Everybody is
greatly concerned that the puke me'a are wen dug.
The digging stick is used with great force, driven
deeply into the ground, and afterwards used like
a crowban to break the strong network of roots
found in every inch of BeIIonese soil (fig. 26).
Comments on the work are shouted while the
people are digging. 'Plenty of stones here' (e hatu
hatua te kunga neil) - 'This soil is good smelling'
(ngaoi te sa'ango 0 the kenge neil) Besides its use
as a crowbar, the digging stick is used as a probe.
The thickness of soil determines the type of yam
that can be planted. 'Uhi yams with their single,
often deep-going tuber demand a soil thickness
sometimes exceeding a full m. (three feet). When
a yam hill with this soil depth has been completed
it is marked by putting a small stick into it (suki
te puke 'uhf). No such marking is made for 'uhi
ngaba yams.
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Fig. 26. Use of the digging stick, koso.
Here the web of roots is broken by using
the stick as a crow-bar. Note the position
of the gardener's hands. The digging stick
is also used for estimating soil thickness,
but rarely for turning soil as with a spade.

The digging of the puke me'a proceeds in a very
orderly fashion. From the previous fig.21 the
order may be seen: first the front row Catu puke)
is dug, then the yam hill next to the bango-lines
(puke 'ango bango); then the middle hill in front
(puke tingiba). When interplanting is planned,
places 'in between' (puke 'onga) are dug. The out
side poles (puke taha), and the bango-lines are al
ways sighted as the digging proceeds. The distances
between the mid-row hills ('ango la'a) are always
regulated to guarantee the individual plant the
best opportunities for its proper development.

The result of the digging of our sample garden
is shown in fig. 27. It is seen that planting distan
ces vary, and that some of the variations probably
are determined by the distribution of soil depth
and of remaining trees. In larger gardens, especial
lyon Rennell, the middle part of a garden ('uso
Jumanga) is dug by the gardener himself; this is
completed first. Afterwards the other parts (pa'asi)
are dug.

Great speed and energy are displayed during
the digging; small competitions take place between
the men. Sometimes a digging stick breaks, and
the pieces are thrown away with laughter ('too
weak for a strong man'). The yam hills are com
mented upon, sometimes jokingly. Most commonly
the work is fast and well done. Often it is finished
by ten o'clock; then the food rewards are given,
and the drinking nuts (polo) handed out are espe
cially appreciated. The festivity of garden work is
important for all BeIlonese.

Sometimes the next phase of work is carried

out on the same day as the digging, but usually
this and the next procedures are carned out to
gether, after a short rest.

Carrying of seed material (to'o pungapunga)
The seed material from the sprouting house is
carried by the gardener, sometimes assisted by his
wife. Because of the long sprouts, which at this
stage are quite tender, the seed yams must be
handled very carefully. The best time for the
carrying is the early morning, while the dew is
still present. Direct sun and desiccation are quite
harmful to the young sprouts.

Planting (ngongomi, sanga)
The 'putting in' of the yams is usually done by the
gardener. Women were not seen assisting in
ngongomi, except where they had been responsible
for the whole garden work, which sometimes
happens. Very much depends on the planter's skill
in deciding how to distribute his seed tubers pro
perlyover the area. There is a tendency, when 'uhi
ngaba yams are interplanted with 'uhi yams (baa
tunge), to put 'uhingaba yams in the more open
parts of the area, and to reserve the dead trees
for the big 'uhi types. As seen from our sample
garden (fig. 28), which is slightly more compli
cated than a typical baatunge garden, but shows
the details better, beetape yams are planted under
the same conditions as 'uhingaba. The 'uhi yams
ar usually more demanding, thus best suited to
places with deep soil, which is often where trees
have reached spectacular heights. This is quite
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convenient, as the falling leaves of these now dead
trees provide nutriment and the trees themselves

A

B

c

can be used as climbing poles for the luxuriant
foliage of the yams. In Sa'omoana's garden, il
lustrated, the beetape, 'uhingaba, and 'uhi yams
were planted first, in the order mentioned. After
wards bananas, taro, and kape (Giant Dry-land
Taro) were implanted. The term 'implanted' is
proper here, as these last plants are often - as in
this garden - planted puupuu (inserted) between
the regular planting spots. Section 9 was planted
last - some days later - and the seed yams were
not observed by the author; probably they were
nearly all 'uhingaba yams because of the rather
shallow soil on this site (see fig. 29). Section 10
was used mainly for tare and was planted about
a week later than the rest. Sa'omoana explained
that taro had been chosen, because all the yams
he needed were now planted (Sa'omoana had
several gardens) and because this place was damp
enough for them. Section 11 was to be planted
with tare too, but he was not sure whether he
would plant section 12; he believed it would pos
sibly be too leached at that time.

The concentration of varying kinds of yams in
the deep-soiled part of the garden is conspicuous.
Sa'omoana stated that such places were good for
the development of the tubers of abubu yams
(Dioscorea bulbifera L.), which are also seen
growing around big trees near the village. A
wealth of rules governs the planting. One-tubered
yam types (some with giant tubers) are, within
certain species, planted one at a time (tanu tas!),
while others are planted in pairs (tanu ngua).
Some of the red yams known to develop rather
weak vines are always planted together with a
'normal' yam to gain support. In case the sensitive

Fig. 27b. Planting a yam hill, puke me'a. Sketch by Sen
geika Tepuke.

a) Breaking the roots (lingibonga).
b) Preparing the peripheri (sua).
c) Deepening the centre Cnganga).
d) Removing smaIl stones ('au 'au na bianaku).
e) The planted yam hill with its long sprout ("gangomi).
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Fig. 27a. Digging of the garden area shown in fig. 24. Ex
planation of symbols: a, b, c, and d: see fig. 24. e: Planted
yam hill. f: Yam hill, not yet planted. g: Planted yam hill,
crop unidentified. The density of yam hills is largely de
pendent on the presence of dead trees and/or deep soil; the
planting patlern is constantly modified to suit local condi
tions.
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red yam does not grow, a good spot is not wasted.
Red yams are possibly planted because they are
considered more tasty than the normal big yams,
which are rather coarse. Yams are usually planted
with the long axis of the tubers horizontal, but
with some kinds this is said to be disastrous (the
tua type of yam has to be planted vertically with
the upper green end of the tuber visible.) Boiato

10

9

J

2

5", 10",

I11

Fig. 28. Planting of the garden area shown in figs. 24 and
27a. Explanation of symbols: see fig. 27a. To utilize the
area fully, a variety of plants has been used for planting
this garden: B = bee/ape (type of D. alata or D. nummula
ria), P = 'lIhil/gaba (D. esculenta), U = '1I11i (D. alata types
except u'") thus: VL = moal/a, U' = 'lIhi a Timotfry. U' =
'uhi a Pal/oa. U~ = 'IIM mea, U· = kakel/ukll, U' = sil/ga
singa, U' = bootebo, ue - 'uhi a Keiai, UD = /lIa, VID =

'ufri Kel/ga. UU = 'uhi/al/gi, Vn - kllmala (a D. esculenta),
VL' = sui/aI/go, Vu = 'lIhl /00, UI. = pangigfrisu, VID 
'"hi a Temasi. A = abllba (D. bulbifera), T = tango (Cola
casia esculenta), K = kape (Alocasia macrorhiza), H =

hllti, esp. baebae 'tmgi (a kind of banana).

yarns are usually propagated by bulbils. Planting
of such is called hinginga.

In the planting operation the digging stick is
again used. Its importance in this operation should
not be stressed, however. The planter's hands
alone play the greater role. When the soil is mixed
with pebbles these are sorted out to"a depth of a
full arm's length by means of the hands alone.
Also roots are removed Cau'au na bianaku). For
the proper development of tubers a loose soil with
out sharp coral fragments is aimed at. Gardener's
hands are hence constantly soiled in the planting
season and their finger nails are worn down.

When the weather is right - alternating sun and
rain (toota'ebasa) - the development of the plants
(tupu me'a) from the mother tubers (langa me'a) is
quite fast. At the time of planting the seed yams
have attained various lengths of sprouts; sound
sprouts (kaahakl) have long live sprouts (fig. 30).
A week after planting the sprout is visible above
ground level. The garden is soon sprouting every
where (maalubu). Then the time is ripe for further
garden work, which must be done about the time
when the shoot begins to twine (hakangabu).

To ensure high yields the heavy yam vines need
support. If they are left unsupported, the vines
creep along the ground (seseke), they get too little
development and cannot utilize the sunlight prop
erly. Different supporting arrangements are used
(see fig. 31).

The simplest way to solve the problem of sup
port is to leave convenient trees uncut in the gar
den area. They may be damaged or killed by burn
ing to avoid undesirable competition to the crop.
Usually the natural spacing of trees is not uniform
enough for this purpose, however. When the soil
is deep, poles are driven into the ground besides
the yam hill. Such poles (bongoghm) may be taken
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Fig. 29. Yam tubers (rhizomes) arranged
to show variation of forms and size. The
small types, ball-shaped or curved can be
utilized even in shallow soils whereas the
giant or pole-like types require deep and
loose ground. Thc kinds of yams dis
played are: 1) singasinga. 2) Ilia songo,
3) 'lIhi malapoko. 4) 11I0 kan ngaa, 5) ka
kenllkl/, 6) 'I/hi a Keisoea. 7) '/llti a POlla.
B) ,/llringaba mai Laopa/li. 9) 'I/Itilol/gi.
10) 'ulli/lgaba aI/go.

from the previously cut fallow vegetation. Some
times branches are left on the pole to facilitate the
climbing of the yams. Bongoghai staking gives
problems. In strong wind the poles may break
under the weight of the heavy foliage. To give

Fig. 30. Planting of yams. A small seed tuber or cutting
is carefully set after some weeks sprouting. The metre-long
sprout is extremely vulnerable; hence interring of yams is
only entrusted experienced planters.

4

more stability, the single pole is often supported
by a big cut-off branch placed head-down leaning
to it; such branches are termed saangoi. They are
only used in the middle of the garden divisions.

On shallow soils tripodlike supports (beeghaz)
are used. Sometimes whole gardens are beeghai
staked, even though pockets of deep soil are pres
ent, possibly for aesthetic reasons. Commonly
beeghai are found mainly in the middle part of
garden divisions.

In the most elaborate systems of staking also
kauhange is employed, a handrail-like arrange-

Fig. 31. Various forms of yam supports/staking. A) Poles
driven into the ground or cut trees, bongoglrai. previously
growing on the spot, are used for support where the soil
is deep. B) The simple pole supplemented with a lean-to
branch, saangol. C) A tripod-like arrangement, a bangoghai
with beeghai, used on shallow soils and in the middle of
gardens. D) A rail-like support, kauhal/ge, often used along
the sides of a garden.
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Fig. 32. An old expert planter leaning to
his katlltunge yam support. Plans of the
garden shown are found in figs. 34, 37 a,
and 38. The planter is Matiu Sa'omoana,
deceased 1967, who supplied much infor
mation on traditional horticulture.

ment of beams, often placed on forked poles. To
the kauhange 'rail' some poles are leaning. The
slanting poles are placed at the planting hills.
This supporting system is only used at the sides
of the garden divisions, thus forming neat dividing
lines. It is considered a very beautiful arrangement
by the Bellonese; also it is very stable.

Some more special supports are used now and
then. For a special crop as boiato yams (Dioscorea
pentaphylla L.) short beeghai stakes are used. On
Rennell a special grid-like horizontal supporting
system is still but rarely used for this yarn type,
which is low-growing; the grid was said to pro
mote development of bulbils (hua).

Both the 'rail' and the 'grid' are said to have
counterparts in Melanesia (Murua, Woodlark
Island?), but seem without parallels in Polyne
sia (?) (See J. Barrau 1958 and 1961.)

At the same time as the staking work, the gar
den area gets a final going-over; the garden peri
meter is checked and protruding wild trees from
the sides are cleared away to give more light
(hakabasa). Afterwards the garden is left to grow
for about a month without further work, except
for visits to watch progress, to twine a vine here
and there, rearrange a support, or the like (fig. 32).

An excerpt of the rich vocabulary describing
the development of the yam vines comparing this
with other garden crops is brought at the end of
paragraph 2.1.4.

The growing period of a yam garden is general
ly abollt six months. During this time two, three,
or more weedings (kangaghl) have been made.
The first weeding, after abollt one month, requires

a day's work or possibly two. Expert gardeners
use much more weeding than others because
prestige is attached to the tidy look of the garden.
In early weedings all non-crop plants are re
moved; in the last one the weeds considered good
for the fallow regrowth are left undisturbed.

Harvesting (ghapu)

Harvesting is carried out either completely at one
time, as is usually done in divided gardens, or over
a prolonged period which is done in gardens cul
tivated by an individual family. A multi-stage
harvest is advantageous, because it allows a better
development of the individual tubers, since these
are removed one at a time and the smallest left to
grow further. 'Uhingaba yam is a crop well suited
to this procedure.

When the harvest is completed at one time it
is usually because the crop is to be used for a
communal feast. For every participant in the pre
vious garden work who is present in person a
small pole (puke) is erected in a nearby ritual
place (ngotomanga'e), and against this a pile of
yams is heaped up (fig. 33). The distribution as
observed on Bellona is reminiscent of elaborate
rituals now only remembered by a few. If the
owner of the garden does not own the land on
which it was grown, one or more baskets are
sometimes sent to the landowner (lzakahua 0 te
kenge), as a token gift. The amount of the gift is
not determined by the area or yield of garden, and
its significance is probably only as recognition of
the ownership of the land, a matter formerly of
deep concern to all BelIonese. TIle ancient custom
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Fig. 33. A distribution of harvcsted yams.
For each of the participants a small stick
has been put into the ground; against this
his share of yams is piled. Most of the
yams seen on the photo are of thc "I!linga
ba mai Laapalli-type.

of sending gifts to the owner (hakahitinga ma'anga)
is becoming rare nowadays.

Planting a sweet potato garden (sanga patito)

Since about 1947 the fallow (tangipou) of newly
harvested yam gardens has with increasing fre
quency been cleared and all litter burnt (hakapuu).
(See fig. 34). This involves little work, which is
also true for the subsequent planting (suki) of
sweet potatoes (Ipomoea batatas L.; patito) in the
newly cleared field. Such gardens yield an addi
tional harvest about three months later in a period
of potenti,!! scarcity (kangakanga). Yields are
greatly inferior to that of a yarn garden, but as so
little work is involved in the cultivation and the
areas seem better utilized than when just left fal
low, the planting of patito has increased rapidly.
The speed with which this practice has spread is

partly accounted for by the existence on BeIlona
of an old tradition of cultivating Ipomoea species
(notably bunge, Ipomoea congesta R.Br.) that
were very similar to the present-day patito, parti
cularly in their simple cultivation requirements.
Little care need be taken of a patito crop - no
stakes are necessary and little, if any weeding is
done. But the benefit of the crop is stilI a matter
of discussion on BelIona, because of some of its
drawbacks. Very conspicuous is the fact that the
normal regrowth of fallow is delayed more than a
year. As this is partially compensated for by extra
output, it may be acceptable. The real problem is
whether the stability of the gardens' pseudo-rota
tion is threatened by the planting of patito. Alarm
ingly some fallow areas have recently developed a
vegetation containing more and more grasses and
ferns, and a decreasing number of the normal

Fig. 34. Freshly prepared sweet potato
garden. All trees have been cut down and
all litter burnt; this impedes regrowth of
a normal fallow. The two fallows in the
background are of similar age, but one is
after yams and the low one after sweet
potatoes.

4"
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trees. Will Bellona be changed into a savannah?
If this happens, yam gardening will be thoroughly
changed. The clearing of forest will no longer be
necessary; the much more arduous task of re
moving perennial grasses and other weeds will
take its place. In all, the cultivation of yams will
demand greatly increased amounts of work for the
same yields in a savannah environment. Also a
profound change of techniques will be necessary:
hoes instead of digging sticks. This has already
been the experience of some Solomon Islanders.

It has been proposed to grow sweet potatoes
similarly as taro i.e. on fallow areas of three years
age or more. From trials it appears that this me
thod does not affect fallow regrowth, while it re
tains the advantage of filling the gap in provisions,
with a plant of greater drought resistance than
taro.

Garden work in non-yam gardens
For gardens other than the 'uhingabaj'uhi yam
gardens the cultivation procedure is somewhat
simpler than that described above. The differences
may be seen from table 5, where the three 'clas
sical' BeIIonese garden types are listed. Some
modern types display a reduced number of opera
tions. Except for the variations stemming from
differences in form of crop growth (obviously sup
porting poles are necessary only for the twining
yams) the change of work lies mainly in a new
sequence of similar operations. In banana and taro
gardens the burning is postponed until after plant
ing. Details in work are also different, as for ex
ample a period of about a week as recovery time
(mangai) for taro after it has been cut (hasi) to be
llsed for replanting. It may be noticed that general
ly the more recently introduced crops (sweet po
tatoes, corn, melons, pineapples) are given a simple
summary procedure; they are alien to traditional
BeIIonese garden work and not always successfully
cultivated. There are, in fact, signs of a new de
velopment of better adapted methods for these
crops.

Terms referring to the stages of
growth in gardens
A detailed description of these terms is beyond
the scope of this work, but there is in the Bel
lonese vocabulary an abundance of descriptive

terms on the development of gardens. This proves
the watchfulness, which is the natural attitude of
the Bellonese towards their gardens. Such a voca
bulary is useful in its own right since it permits
short and precise formulation of information on
garden matters. Just as, for instance, the Eskimo
have specialized terms concerning ice and snow,
the BeIIonese may describe in one word a gar
den's conditions, which in equivalent English
would demand several sentences. It should be
added here that very many garden sites carry their
own name, which further adds to the ease with
which a BeIlonese can discuss garden matters with
precision and speculate on the likely state of food
provisions in the near future. A survey of garden
ing operations has been given by Sengeika Tepuke,
fig. 35. It is analogous to the flow chart given in
fig. 36.

Fig. 35. A sketch summing up the main stages of garden
making (l to 9). Drawn by Sengcika Tepuke.
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same stage

Development of tubers are especially described:
hakahua glzaapoli, tubers developed like glzaapoli

fruits ('uhingaba only)
sisina, tubers looking whitish (early stnge as of

'uhi, beetape, abubu, boia/o)
Izakalzua /aghoa, tubers developed to resemble

ibis-eggs
motol11%, no longer young
hua malu'a, mature fruits
kingi moll/, skin of tuber drying up
nwimlli, tubers numerous (especially 'uhingaba)

Table 5

Terms describing stages of garden development.
(Na kupu 0 /e /upu 'anga 'rll7wnga)
a) Yam-gardens, ('lIlnanga 'lIhi, 'uhingaba, bee/ape,

and abubll, boiato, ...)
bonga, brushing
baakani, burning, especially large trees
sUlzgi, clearing of undergrowth
Izaka/ellge bOllgo, stretching of dividing vines
nganga, digging with digging stick (koso)
ngol/gomi, interring of seed tubers -
beeglzai, saal/goi,
Izakakaulzallge, putting up

climbing poles of different types _
sosomo na /upu, shoots beginning to be visible
I/gabu, shoots beginning to twine
baangabll, shoots twined [by the ]

gardener] same stage
lallgo, first weeding
ngazmgau, developing leaves, leafing out
ngaubai lama, leaf forming, young stage
/lgaubai 'eha = ngaubai malu'a, leaf-forming,

mature stage
"aka/u'u /lga'a, branches forming
Pl/llllgOIl (sing. = pllllllgormgou), vines climbing

stakes
heta/lgo/ango!laki, vines making a mesh,

entangling
kangaghi, (second) weeding
ngaul1lainge
ngaul11emea, leaves changing colours
mo/u, withered garden
la IIge , tubers mature, vines tough, dried out
langipoll, harvested garden, first year of fallow

permission
given

permission
nDt given

SOCIETY'S
ACTIVITIES

gift Df fODd
10 landDwner

ask landowner
10 lend land

harvest

PLANTER's
ACTIVITIES

Iask lor assistance L----...

1

. ~ assistance

I
L.o.. given'--__,.....__..L-----C.I reward r-- ---=------

Iask fDr assistance~ I
assistance

I
L-----... given

'----.....---'--1~ reward r-- ----

Iask fDr assistancel "'1
~ assIstance
L-----... given

"---.....----'----'., reward r-- ------'

Fig, 36. Flow chart showing the work of a gardener plant
ing a yam garden and his dependency on assistance. Some
times minor changes will take place in the order of opera
tions.

The following lists (table 5) are summary; trans
lations are not litteral but aim at expressing essen
tial meaning. Interested readers are referred to
S. H. Elbert (1975): Dictionary of the Language
of Rennell and Bellona.

Development of bulbils are especially described
(for abubu, boiato, glzope, soi ...):

pelini, beginning to develop
sisina, whitish
tauhua, hanging
hua maw'a, mature ] t. same sage
kengr, dug [planted]
NB. Propagation of yams is by means of smnll

seed tubers (pungapunga) or by pieces of larger
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tubers (Iapasi). These are either sprouted in a
house or planted temporarily to sprout.

malllbu, beginning to sprout
soosopu IlIpu, sprouted to the length required for

planting
kaahaki, sprout developed too much for planting

b) Taro gardens Cumanga tango)
'umanga sanga ho'DU, newly planted garden
ngaangili, beginning to unfold leaves
ngallngau, developing new leaves (lzakalungi,

making young plants)
ghape lea, taro with two to four leaves
lighapanga lama, new shoots developing
lighapanga malll'a, new shoots fully developed
ullgiungi, 'becoming greener', developing new

leaves (main stage of growth?)
ghape 'ungi, taro with five to seven leaves
mata'atea, leaves of light colour, garden just ready

for first harvest
malll'a, mature plants ready for harvest
molu, fallen garden
NB. Taros are propagated by replanting of cut-off

top of the mature plant; most leaves are re
moved first.

c) Banana gardens CIIngu Illllt)
soka, preparing of the ground and planting of

bananas
ngangi/i, leaves beginning to unfold [non-specific

term]
hakahalll, stem having developed
hOD/IOW llllgi, sprouting from bottom of stem
ngall ingi, small leaves 'fanning out', flowering

begins
IU'U moa, upright fruit stalk forming
sillga fe l1loamoa, bending down of fruit stalk (ex

cept for tongaka bananas and related kinds)
sueslIe aiD, very slight spreading of small fingers

(of fruits) (aiD = flower petal or fruit sheath)
matallgafanga, fruits are fingersized, the fruit

sheath (alo) has fallen off
mimingo, fruits clenched as a fist
mimingo 'atua, still somewhat clenched, but start-

ing to open
sakasaka, opening a little (as a hand)
maamaangoo, fruits becoming larger
hai ke ngengell, fruits about to ripen
lapongaponga, fully grown )

fruits, but still raw taste I
g/wbengangi, slightly ripened a most same stage

(but still green)
somosomo, almost ripe; yellowing
ngengeu, fully ripe, colour of mature fruit

Bananas arc propagated in two different ways:
young suckers from the basis of the stem are

freed (papao) to form seedlings (ungi hllli); be
fore planting the leaf area is reduced (ghangi
lae) to prevent withering. Also stems may be
chopped into 'ratoons' (Iapasz) about a foot
long to be planted after some days in sprouting
house.

cl) Giant dry-land taro ClImanga kape)
ngangili, unfolding leaves
Ilgaullgall, leaf forming
lI1asenge, edible part of stem (lil10 kape) develop

ing; lit., cutting through ground
fi110 'ungi, darkening of stem
Illolu, withering garden

2.1.5 The fal10w period

The harvested garden (tangipou) usually has a
well-developed cover of weeds; these are in the last
stages of garden development considered to have
little effect on the yields. An exception to this is
the sweet potato garden, where weed growth is
almost absent. Disregarding left-over or self-re
generating crop plants (hetm), the differences be
tween fallow areas following diverse crops are not
very marked except for the fallow after bananas,
which looks very different because of its luxurious
growth, and probably after sweet potatoes. Minor
differences may be observed between other fallow
areas, but they are said to be of no importance
with regard to the level of fertility, at least if the
soil type is identical. During the fallow period
vegetation of the area is gradually built up, first
very fast but soon at a decreasing rate. In the
vegetation of the fallow area the 'fertility' of the
area is thought to be contained - a perception of
much realism as plant nutrients are actually stored
in the fallow regrowth.

A first year fallow (tangipou tasinga ghapu) is
said to be unusable for cultivation except, perhaps,
for sweet potatoes (fig. 37). On rare occasions taro
may be planted. This has happened within the life
time of some Bellonese who said that the taro was
planted reluctantly, simply because the people,
after a long period of hunger, were too weak to
clear new land. The two-year fallow (tangipou
llguanga ghapu) is also spared (fig. 38), but by the
next year fallow (tangipou tongunga ghapu), ferti
lity has risen to a level that is suitable for replant
ing with taro. The stage is sometimes termed moto
moto (fig. 39). Experienced Bellonese horticultur
ists hesitate to call this stage a mature fallow.
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Fig. 37. A regrown fallow about one year after harvest.
Most of the plants identifiable on the photo are !tall, Hibis
cus tiliaceus L.

Early maturity is reached the following year
(haanga ghapu), if the soil is not especially barren
or thin (ghinaghina). The four-year fallow is often
called tangutangu moto, or if properly developed,
kae tanu 'uhi or kae tanu 'uhingaba. (There are
severe doubts if the terms 'kae tanu ...:' are pro
perly reproduced.) Only after five years of fallow
(tangipou ngimanga ghapu) on normal, good soil,
can the area be termed mature (tangipoll or ma'a
nga matu'a). Such a fallow is ready to be cut and
planted with any crop, even that of the highest de
mands: banana. The term, kae tanu huti, is thus
appropriate though even older fallows are pre
ferred for bananas. After about 15-20 years a fal
low merges gradually into secondary forest (bao
singi or bao matuJa).

From the above it seems obvious that the Bel
lonese cODcept of recovery of fertility in a fallow
area means that the level of fertility after harvest
ing is independent of the crops as long as normal
cultivation rules are obeyed. Only if a non-suffi
cient fallow period has been allowed will fertility
decline. Bellonese also state that even though fer
tility is higher with longer fallow period it is ad
vantageous with the present shortage of land to
use minimum lengths of fallow periods. (These

Fig. 38. A garden fallow for two years with bananas read)'
for harvesting. The regrowth encompasses both !tall and
g!tallgaapllli. Acalypha grandis Benth.

concepts are coincident with theories of modern
science; se chapter 6.3.)

Fig. 39. A three year fallow with IlGu and, in the under-
growth, ban/:iria ferns (Nephrolepis sp.). f.!
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TABLE 6.

Sofus Christiansen

Suc:cessions of fallow plants after tradilianill and modern cultiviltion

XIIl

Tr.dltional Modern

Esp. in sweel-polato follows

first year f;lllow hau (Hibiscus tiliaceus L.) hau (bul poorly growing)

langipou ghangapUli bnn,t::itia
(Accalypha grandis BenLh.) INephrolepis sp.?)

n~tlupata ngel
(Maeearang. lannrius Muel!. Arg. I IPasp.lum conjug.lurn Berg.)

bugho (Meloehi. odor.la L.) mill (Passionora sr-)
(sometimes)

second yeilr fallow Silme as above. further developed ~ still small

lanf:!ipou ngu~n~;]~hilpU
plus

or ~ (Nephrolepis sp_?) n~ci

malan~a nguanqa~hapu
'la loka (not det.)

ghali (Breynla eernua MueII.Arg.)
if tilis dominales, maturity is delayed

third year fallow Snm c as above. furlher developed hau-
tiln,qipou tongung':I/::~hapu new trees invading fp.rns, various vines invading:

(several possibilities)
ilghaa.j:!ha (lpomoca congcslil R. Br. I
soapi latua
(Mcrremia peltat. (L.) Merr.)

mootomoOlo - malure fOI' laro bangunl::'o
{Canavalia microcarpa Men-.}
nOl mature excepl for sweel-polato

(ourUl yeD.r fallow snme as above, (u rther developed trees gradually tuJdng the lenrl

langipou haangnghapu ~ {Cordylino frutleo6. (L.) A. Chevall miti and~, uften declining
LCordyline terminalis KunU1J

m3l11re for taro, but yams must be
matu1a: mature for ynms postponed

fifth year fall ow hau, ghangapull, ngaup.la. bU!:ho same

tangipou rlj:l'imllngashilpu ofton declinincr.
other trees tnking grndu<1l1y IQod

ma tu la: mature for bananas mnture for yams, but .staking i1

problem_ Usunlly another YCilr
necessary b(\for'e planting

A boo matu'o is a fallow old enough to re
semble forests mainly because of size of trees; the
true primary forest differs markedly by composi
tion of vegetation.

The development of the fallow
From interviews it is easy to gain an impression of
the kinds of plants which form the fast-developing
cover of the fallow. There seem to be two trains
of development: one with trees dominant, especial
ly Hibiscus tiliaceus L. (hau), and one with grass
es and ferns, notably ngei and bangitia, domi
nating. These are probably later succeeded by
trees, but it takes trees a much longer time to de
velop (table 6).

The differences between the two developments

described are partly due to inherent differences in
soil fertility, but may also be caused by the greater
demands on fertility resulting from cultivating two
consecutive crops from the same piece of land,
which frequently occurs since the establishment of
the mission. But the introduction of new plants is
also partly responsible. Here ngei (Paspalum con
jugatum Berg) and miti, a passionflower, are men
tioned. Ngei is considered an especially hannful
weed in the fallow areas, capable of delaying the
maturity of the fallow by some years. MW is also
stated to be annoying, but is usually killed by com
petition from the nonnal fallow plants at an early
stage of development. This however, is not the
case on meagre soils (tanahu or ghinaghina) , where
miti may completely stop development. In 1966
none of the feared Imperata-grasses had reached
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Bellona, but they could easily be accidentally in
troduced as the ngei was in 1956 (probably ad
hering to a sleeping mat, previously used in a
plantation and brought to Bellona via Teaoa, Ren
nell). The miti was possibly introduced from Ro
niara in 1942 and spread fast from its first grow
ing place, Ranaakaba. Still another weed, kangibi
(Euphorbia hirta) is reported to have spread all
over the island. It was used as medicine against
diarrhoea and is said to have come from Onepusu,
Malaita, the SDA mission centre, in 1948. Start
ing from Ghongau it spread slowly at first, but had
reached almost every part of the island by 1957.
While the spread of miti and kangibi was observed
without much concern, the spread of ngei was
soon discovered to cany serious implications,
especially as it usually invades good soils. Brush
ing (sasall) of homesteads was earlier considered
a light job, but the expansion of ngei made it more
time-consuming.

To check information concerning weeds it was
decided to make a series of plant counts in fallow
areas up to about five years of age. TillS would
provide a fuller knowledge of the fallow plants,
and possibly reveal differential development on
different soil types. Ten-metre sguares were chosen
at random in places where aU stages of the fallow
evolutional cycle could be found. Edges of fallow
areas (i.e. areas within a distance of less than two
m. from the boundary) were ignored. The material
collected is too limited for a thorough statistical
treatment.- It is presented in appendix C and re
cords a variety of plants found in young fallows.
Most frequently found are ghangaapllli (Acalypha
grandis Benth.), hau (Hibiscus tiliaceus L.) and
ngaupata (Maccaranga tanarius (L.) MueJI. Arg.),
all fast-growing trees. On poor soils ghangaapllli
and hau very often take over and dominate the
whole area; better soils also carry ghangaaplIli,
but combined with the fern bangitia. The older
fallow areas, and among them particularly those
with good soil, tend to carry a most diversified
array of fallow plants with trees dominating the
area. Richer fallows have a number of vines and
herbs, not only the fern bangitia, of differing spe
cies. The oldest fallow areas surveyed were do
minated by unusual trees, but this should not lead
one to draw any rash conclusions: these fallow
areas are rare, and often guite limited in extent.
Special reasons may have influenced their survival
(those with nguna are perhaps saved because of

the presence of these trees, which have edible
fruits).

Statements from the Bellonese that fallow fer
tility is better judged from the volume of vegeta
tion than from the invasion of special indicator
plants, seem to be tenable. At least variation in
the composition of vegetation on a given soil type
regardless of fallow age is slight, while the height
and volume of vegetative cover varies conspi
cuously. Nonnally the dominant trees grow about
1.5 m. on a rough average during each of the first
five years and trunk diameters increase about the
same amount in centimetres per year. This obser
vation is of special interest, as the height of vege
tation can be estimated from aerial photographs,
at least by comparison, using the proper apparatus.
The fallow areas investigated and counted could
be used together with others of known age for
assessment of fallows of unknown age.

Old utilized plants like soi, mangaghai, and aka
develop very well in the fallow areas, as mention
ed elsewhere. The search for food in fallow areas
during times of scarcity is understandable when it
is realized that not only left-over garden plants
but also other edible plants are found there.

Finally the fallow areas were analysed to gauge
whether any effect of growing sweet potatoes in
yam fallows could be seen. The material is too
meagre to allow firm conclusions (e.g. sample 7
and 11), but a delay in the development of fallow
growth did seem apparent. On poor soils the early
invading ferns remain dominant for long, retard
ing development of the woody regrowth, facili
tating cultivation of popular crops as bananas or
yams.

It was intended to investigate more faIIow
areas, especially larger and older ones, but this
proved to be impossible. It is to be particularly
regretted that so little is recorded about secondary
forest vegetation. For comparative purposes the
virgin forest should also have been sampled. This
was not done because primary forests on Bellona
are generally only found in special circumstances
and on special soils (see chapter 0.5), this may
preclude the making of significant comparisons.

2.1.6 Calendar of gardening

The temporal aspect of gardening activities is im
portant for several reasons. First the inputs in
gardening must be geared to activities; areas must
be available for cultivation according to the re-
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TABLE 7.

Sofus Christiansen XIII

Calendar of gardening and

Months of the
April

I
May

I
June I July

I
August I Septembel'

Itropic year

'NI Dons' ) angahungu
synodic months ngima (5) ono (6) hitu (7) bangu (8) iba (9) (10)

Indicator hetu u ++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++ ----------------------------------------
stars ghapu ascending Southern Cross, Kaukupenga descending Southe"n CI'OSS

or

constel- hetutu ++++++++++++++++++++++++-H-H-+++++++-I+++++ - _- - - - - - •• _____________
laUons kangakanga ascending The Altar? , Tetoki deseending

...

lean season, ko.ngakango.
Seasons

laufnga 'ehaharvest, ghapu planting,

Weather regime rain and sun; trade wind dominating

Crops:

'uhingaba
1)

harvest 1)
planting 2)

'.
'uhi 2) hat'vest 2)-
suino.mo 3)

harvest 3)

abubu 4)
harvest (tubel's) 4) plant (tubers) 4)--

i.aro planted any month, harvest 3-6 months after

bo.nanas
5)

breadfruit
main harvest 6)5)

coconuts

Fishing

Note to the calendar
Time of the year was traditionally found by count
ing the moons (synodic months), and by counting the
days from each new moon. As one tropic year*) has
about eleven days more than the normal twelve
synodic months together (365.24 days against 12 X
29.53 days = 354.36 days), the calendar had to be
regulated at intervals of about three years. On Rennell
this was done by inserting an extra month, /zaa (lit.,
the fourth); on Bellona no special name for the extra
month seems to have been used.

To achieve a correction, coincidence of given po-

quirements of crops at the proper seasons and the
necessary labour force must be reserved for the
cultivation work. Secondly, proper timing of har
vests is necessary to avoid food shortages. As
there are few technical possibilities of storing food
on Bellona the latter point means that harvests

sitions of certain stars and consteHations to time of
harvest (ghapll) and to the lean period (kangakanga)
was observed, and possibly also the beginning of the
flying fish season (ta'lI ika).

The stars and constellations of the lean period
were: Bulibuli, Kaukupenga (lit., net-handle=South
em Cross), Ma'ukoma'a, Tetoki (lit., the adze = pos
sibly the Southern Triangle), Tungaangupe (lit., flock
of doves), Baisakunga, Kaabei.

The stars and constellations of the harvest period
were: Matangiki (lit., small eyes = Pleiades), Tongun
ga Maaui (lit., Three Maaw's (brothers)=Orion's

ideally should be taken at equally spaced intervals
throughout the year.

Information on the gardening calendar was ob
tained by interviewing and by registration of actual
events. The interviews were planned to yield in
formation on general features of the calendar. It
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other subsist<mce activities,
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1
October

I
November

I
DecembeJ' I January

I
Feb,'uary

I
Mal'ch I

ango ma taki- ango i ngoto ango langighi lan):;i,:.:hi langighi
taki tu'a ngi- (12) haka 1oti (1) matakitaki ngoto (3) haka' oti (4) *)
Id penga (11) (2)

++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++-----------------------------
ascending Pleiades, Matangiki descending Pleiades

The Altar

s"ason of the c "ab, ango

doldrum weather dominating

planting 1)

planting 3)

harvest (some kinds) 5)

+ +++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++.f-+ - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 
ascending Odon's Belt, Tongunga Maaui descending Orion's Bel

fishing for flying fish, ta'uika

season of bananas and fish, langighi

occasional hurricanes

harvest (bulbils), plant (bulbUs)

harvest (some kinds) 5)

flying jish, sasabe sharks, mangoo surgeonfish, pongo

*) To overcome difference of 11 days, an
extra month is inserted occasionally.

Belt), Tango (lit., taro=possibly Sirius), Ngekee (lit.,
net= possibly Gemini, Te Ngaa 0 Matangiki (lit., the
'sail' of Pleiades), Tupu'a Tetinomanu (lit., the bird
body), Kingikaa, Tangapongu, Tupa.

The experts keenly watched to note whether stars
were ascending or descending in the early morning.

The time for the yarn planting seems to have been
indicated when the harvest stars, especiaIly the Pleiad
es, appeared in the early morning. This happens in
June to September. In the same way the lean period
seems to have begun when the first hunger stars ap-

proved practical to relate all events to the tradi
tional moon calendar. By'the registration method
it was intended to check the information previous
ly collected. As direct observations by the author
could only be made during the field work periods,
registrations were additionally made by Bellonese

peared in October, and to have lasted until the last
of the succession of hunger stars stopped to ascend in
the eastern horizon in the last hours of darkness; this
was possibly at the end of January,

*) A tropic year is the period (365.2422 average
days) between two successive passages of the Earth of
a point in its orbit from which the sun is sighted in
identical positions between the stars. The tropic year
is slightly shorter than the time for a full orbital re
volution of the Earth, a sidereal year, which is
365.2564 average days.

assistants. For every village a diary was kept for
as long as two years in which daily activities of
every adult female and male inhabitant present
were recorded. Through the diary method the
actual cultivation during the period became well
known, but whether events were recurrent could
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of course only be guessed upon. Diary-keeping
involved several problems. A detailed recording
of any activity implied too much supervision.
Hence only main activity during the two normal
daily periods of work were of only 3 to maximum
4 hours duration each, interrupted by a siesta
period. Registration of only one activity per period
involves sometimes a gross inaccuracy, but usually
activities including transport actually extend to
full half-day periods; much work implies an
amount of walking, probably included in a plan
ned use of time by the BelIonese. After some ad
vising the reporters in the villages quickly caught
the idea of recording the most time-consuming
activity per period. Later the 'village diaries' were
collected, the entries translated and analysed and
finally classed into broad categories; see appendix
J. In the 'activity charts' the amount of work
exerted per category of work is expressed in per
cent of total normal working hours by the female
or male persons present. There were two reasons
to enter weekly averages instead of daily ones: the
generally rough nature of data (not truly quanti
tative, but rather qualified estimates) and also the
problem of sabbaths. From the charts it is impos
sible to read off total amounts of workhours per
category directly, because the number of active
persons varies during recorded periods. Bellonese
migrate considerably: they visit other villages,
sometimes Rennell Island and other Solomon
Islands. TIle charts show 'intensities' of working
in the different classes of work, intended to yield
a basis for a calendar. (The charts can, however,
easily be translated into 'amounts' of work, be
cause the inhabitants present were recorded.)

The calendar based on interviews is shown in
table 7. Traditionally garden activities were related
to the now obsolete lunar calendar. As no simple
relation can be given between the Gregorian and
the traditional calendar, the columns of the table
only give an occasional coincidence of lunar and
solar months.

The usual problem with moon calendars - that
of making them fit into a solar year - was also
solved on Bellona. Apparently certain consteJ1a
tions were observable within definite lunar months;
if this did not happen, an extra month, called haa
on Rennell, was inserted. Details on the Bellona
calendar shall not be referred here; only it might
be added that seasonal change of weather pattern
is a gradual one, hence 'ecological timing' is in-

accurate, even compared with that of the tradition
al calendar. Ecological observations, as of the
seasonal arrival of the Golden Pacific Plover, were
used for making crude corrections to the calendar.

From two years' observations (see appendix H)
seasonality of weather changes cannot be de
scribed with any acuracy, but there is good evi
dence for dividing the year roughly into two
seasons, one of trade winds (tonga tll'lI) and one
of monsoon or rather doldrum-like weather. Some
time in April the trade usually begins to dominate,
bringing a change of weather with more sun and a
little less rain. The trades blow until September,
at which time they become very unsteady. In Oc
tober, November, and December there are many
calm days. At the end of this doldrum period, high
winds often occur. In January, February, and even
in March hurricanes with truly devastating force
may strike the island.

The weather governs most Bellonese' activities;
the garden work is largely determined by humidity.
The yam of all crops is the most seasonally fixed.
It must be planted in a burnt field, hence cultiva
tion is best started in the last part of the trade
wind season. By this procedure it will usually
grow under convenient conditions with changing
rain and sun during the monsoon-like period and
be harvested when the trades start blowing again.
Bananas are usually planted in the calm period
when humidity is higher; the harvest after up to
two years' growth takes place a little later in the
year. Taro is different: it may be planted any
month and harvested 3 to 6 months later, but the
yield depends very much on the weather. Fishing
also depend on the weather. There is a peak sea
son in the calm period when flying fish (sasabe)
are caught (October and November mainly). Reef
fish like surgeon fish (pongo) are mainly caught
in February and March. Sharks were traditionally
caught mainly in November. Information on these
food supplies is combined in fig. 40 which, how
ever, is non-quantitative.

TIle names in the BelIonese calendar reflect
some of the important events of a productive year;
thus: harvest season (ghapu); season of bananas
and fish (langiglu); season of crabs (ango). Several
additional names exist for seasons, but most seem
less related to the lunar calendar; fishing season
(ta'uika); lean season (kallgakallga) usually coin
ciding with main planting season July to October
(launga'eha). The months January and February
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Fig. 40. Food supply calendar. Not quanti
tatively drawn. The supplies of yams and fish
are seasonally very important. Taros and
sweet potatoes show less seasonal variation
in amounts supplied. Gathering is esp. im
portant just before the yam harvest; col
lecting of left-over garden products. !tetlli.
is made at every time of the year but most
eagerly before the new harvest.
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FOOD SUPPLY CALENDAR

100% suff iciencv _
(calories only)

gathered wild
produce
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especially are often Iow in food supplies. They are
off-seasons for most crops and people have often
to start a systematic gathering - better termed col
lecting - of non-cultivated produce. The off-sea
sons contrast very much with the happy days of
abundance during the yam harvest and also later
when tara. bananas and fish may be combined as
'supplementary food' (kai kiki), which naturally is
appreciated as a healthy diet.

The picture of activities obtained by the diary
method does not deviate essentially from that de
scribed above. If differs mainly by dissolving the
rigidly outlined seasons of cultivation into several
smaller periods with changing main activities.
From the two years observed it is clear, for instan
ce that yam planting depends more on preceding
spells of dry weather than on a definite date or
rather lunar period; the same goes for fishing.

No direct observation of variations in food
supplies were made; the rough estimate in fig. 40
is given on the basis of distribution of activities.
In chapter 4 a further estimate of food supplies
and demand of labour for subsistence activities is
given.

2.1.7 Yields and labour requirements
for some garden types
An assessment of yields and labour for at least
the most important types of gardens was included
in even the earliest plans for field work on Bel
Iona. The difficulties of such a task were at first
greatly underestimated. Two reasons must be men
tioned briefly: 1) Any assessment must consider
that no fixed relation exists between the work
spent in a garden and the resulting yield. The re
lations between work and yields are ideally de
scribed by a function; this is best determined by
field experiments or by collecting a large amount
of controlled material. Neither method could be
used on Bellona. 2) Due to the gardening methods
applied, Bellonese gardens show large individual

variations in both yields and expenditure of work
per ha.

One of the points complicating a generaliza
tion from Bellonese garden data is the variation
of planting material, to which is related a similar
variation in labour requirements.

Though the first gardens observed were almost
monocultures regarding species, it was soon dis
covered that a variety of plants was used in them
and in most other gardens. The exact composition
of planted material is thus of great concern for
assessment of yields. Further great care had to be
taken in estimating the areas of gardens, because
of their frequent irregular shapes and - even
more difficult - indistinct boundaries. Another
serious problem remained to be solved: the gar
dens are usually not harvested within a definite
short interval of time; rather, food is taken from
them over a period of one, two or even tluee
months, even when they are monocultures. How
ever convenient this may be for the Bellonese, it
means for the investigator that the yield is iIl
defined; yield of a fully mature garden is of course
larger than that of a very young one. The difficul
ty is hard to sunnount because food may be
fetched from a garden at almost any hour of the
day and hence may be unnoticed. This rule is
broken when feasts are given: many gardens are
dug simultaneously and the food is piled up for
display. It is thus tempting to wait for such an
occasion, but this does not give a proper picture
of normal garden production. Frequently the gar
dens providing daily food yield more because only
the fully grown roots are removed; the smaller
ones are left to develop further (a method observ
able also in potato gardens in northern Europe).
In the following assessment, a correction for post
sampling development of roots has been added to
the estimates of yields from harvests that were
dug up all at once.

As no feasts were definitely to be held within
the period of investigation, a sampling system had
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TABLE 8.

Sofus Christiansen

Estimated ttdenl' yields per ha. of some crOfJs.
Clllcul3.ted from average ,Yield per plant ~'( 'ideal number of plants' per ha.

xm

Crop No. of samples Yield/plant Plants/ha. Yield/ha.
kg: lons:

'uhingnba yams
(DioBcorea esculenta)

'u. ~nso J 2. !10~

·u. Ken~a 3 3.310
- 5. UOO-5. 250 14.5- 17. ·1

'u. mat Laapa.n:l 34 3.25:.!

·u. laulu 2 2. ~ I ~---
'u. mol Lnapani 3.252 16.3- I 7.1

~ynms

(Dioscoren alata)

beetape 23 5.234

bootebo 3 6.186

kakenuku 2 2.710---
maingoto 3 4.925

- 4, 500-5. 250 12.2-41. 6
singasin,qn 3 2.693

soosopu 11 4. t 70

'uhi n Pa"nn. 3 2.725

'uht Il Panic 1 7.915

SOO50PU 11 4.178 10.8-21.9

~ynms (D. alatn) for comparison

"HeT D. G. CouTsey 1967

West ACTic" 7.5-18,0

South Enst Asin 12.5-25.0

West Indies 20.0-30.0

laTa
(ColocaS"in esculenta)

tango Sa.ngi 63 0.489
- 12,000-15.000 (5.9)-7.3

tan,go sun 3 0.943 11.3-(14.1)

b"nanas (Musa sp.)
variou6 Icinds, maLnly
huti mongi 7 9.283 - 3.500 32.5

coconuts (Coprn)
(Cocos nucifera) 10 -15kilo6 - 150 - 2. 2

(from - 70 nuLs)

to be used. To dig large amounts, even in mature
gardens, would have been wasteful because dug
food will not keep. We had therefore to use samp
les as small as possible as 11 basis for assessment.
Normally only about 5 % of the total number of
plants were dug in each garden, but these were
chosen to represent variations in proportions
estimated to resemble those of the total garden.
Fortunately the central parts of gardens usually
display little variation. The edges of the gardens
being of limited influence on the final estimates,

the most serious problem remaining was to judge
variations in soils and plants material. One limita
tion of the sampling system is that the area oc
cupied by a single plant is hard to assess. Where
possible therefore we sampled whole garden divi
sions. It is thought that this sampling method is
the best available, though it barely achieves results
with an error of less than 10 %. Results of samp
ling of individual kinds are entered into table 8.

When people became aware of our interest in
yields and food plants they became most informa-
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tive. Quite clearly yield was a matter of intense
concern. Much additional information was obtain
ed as on counting systems, details of gardening
techniques, and on competitiveness. The Bellonese's
awareness of the quantities harvested is of funda
mental importance in any comparison of BeIlonese
and Western economic concerns. There is a similar
awareness of the quality of the food harvested.
Tubers especially are keenly observed: are they
nice looking and tasty? How is their size? The
usual Melanesian regard for enormous tubers was
clearly present. We were presented with several
yam tubers of weights exceeding 10, even 20 kg,
far more than we could possibly consume. Pride
in presenting the giant tubers was prominent.
Custom on Bellona luckily permits a further giving
away of food received without arousing bad feel
ings among the original givers - in fact to the con
trary.

The outburst of informative zeal was used to
ask people of Matahenua village to keep tubers
harvested from each plant separate and to let
them be weighed. Much material was collected on
the tuber yields of the most common crops. From
the averaged weights and areas found from the
ideal planting patterns, 'ideal yields' were then
estimated. Results are shown in table 8. It is seen
that yields of Bellonese gardens compare favour
ably with those of Southeast Asia. As the basic
material is too scanty for regular statistical treat
ment, it must be used accordingly; still it is thought
to demonstrate the approximate yields fairly well.
For 'uht yams the planting densities do not apply
factually to the largest and smallest types of
tubers. Practical yields may not fall short of the
yields of soosopu, one of the most commonly
planted 'uht yams. The same may be remarked of
'uhtngaba mai Laapani within the 'uhingaba group.
A major source of error stems from the ill-defined
garden peripheries that make area assessments dif
ficult. Results are shown in table 9. Compared
with directly assessed yields those of table 8 are
generally high. As the method assumes that all
plants yield successfully, it tends to estimate 'maxi
mum obtainable yield' as under conditions resemb
ling those in 1965-66.

Further attempts were made to guarantee sound
estimates of yields. In a period of competitive
planting (sanga hetau)* people carefully counted
and remembered how many baskets of food were
harvested from individual gardens. The size of

gardens could be determined in situ and by ana
lysing aerial photographs with reasonable ac
curacy.

Later it was discovered that though yields of
some competition gardens compared nicely to
those of recent gardens, others had quite fantastic
yields. Further interviews revealed that some com
petitors to impress people had diminished their
'basketfuls' to the extent that sometimes a 'basket'
was only one single yam. The historical material
is therefore left disregarded. With such correc
tions, an estimate of recent yields could be made,
but the problem remained of checking the 'mea
sure': basket (kete). We first tried to check the
weight equivalent of current baskets of food.
Several baskets were weighed, and as expected,
weights fluctuated somewhat. The weights of 'nice'
baskets, as used in everyday life, fluctuated only
slightly, however.

Other ways to assess yields were tried, but near
ly all proved useless. Like some ethnologists we
planned a 'besieged town' strategy: to guard the
trails into the vjJlage, try to weigh all food being
carried in and ask questions concerning its origin.
This procedure seemed ridiculous in the eyes of
the BelIonese; it would still have been difficult to
assess which areas had been harvested to produce
each basketful, and it would have meant constant
guarding for at least three months until the yam
gardens were totally harvested. As a means of
assessing consumption it would have been of in
terest, but it was judged to be a method far too
costly in time for our limited programme.

From the two tables (8 and 9) it is seen that
yields of the actual gardens sampled fall within
the maximum limit calculated from 'ideal' yields.
Sample No. 1 of table 9 has a yield only possible
because it combines 'uhingaba yams with some
high yielding 'uhi yams. Nos. 1 and 2 show clearly

*) Sanga hetau (competitive planting) occurred
once in 1942-43 and again in about 1954 and is said
to have taken place as early as 1925. Individuals,
assisted by relatives and friends, tried to win reputa
tion by planting vast gardens. When a SQnga hetau
garden was harvested, crowds of people watched
heaps of roots being counted. After display and distri
bution, most of the harvest was left to rot. Such Me
lanesian-stylc competitions inferred future periods of
land shortage and have been condemned by missions
working on Bellona.
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Yields and work for some

I- , 3.

Crop 'uhirlgaba. nnd ·uhingaba and 'uhi 'uhin~a.ba and
'uhi yams yams \\1'101 kapc 'uhi yams
-

District Ghongilu
I

GhongrlU So laiho_.
i

_. ,
Nnmt of place Tnllllmoann

i
Te Alcau.l abailba Bilin(fallt I

I ---
matilnga tu1iJ. j Mangokunil ma langa baasia

... -- IPlanter Tupuia Topuc Tckiuniu Michael Tongnka

Type of soil kenge hin~ohin~o kcngc nj:!,au mnlan~a 'onc

Years or fano\\' abt. 10 > 10 G

bQOmiltu'a baomalu1a.,
Area of gardc:n m H90 485 (7~) lGl0(15E':!)

Sampled area. 50/0 stratified \ 4'ro s tra lificd 4% slriHificd
. -

13.2 l/ha +*)5 l/haDi reel assessment 18.4 l/lla 10.8 l/ha

Corrcclcd estimate 22.4 t 1. i l/ha H. 2tO. 2+5 l/ha = 12.0 t O.G l/ha

(of· unhar'\'ested plants + seed material} - 19. 4 l/h."t 2 l/ha (harvested ::111 at once)

Yield in lons per haIYr 2.0 l/ha/yl' 2.2+ 0.4 l/ha/yr = 1.7 l/I',;/yr

(fallolV ~re~ included) - 2. G l/hafyr

Clellring. bonga 7>: J h = 21 h 16 x 4 h = 64 h

Burning. baalcani 2,4xOh·48h 10, 5 h 80 h

Digging, n.l!iln~il 5 x 3 h 5 x 3 h = 1511 16 x 4 h = 64 h

Plonl1ng, sangll, tanu not specified 1 x 6 h . 6 h 2 x 0 h = 1G h--
St<llcing. beeghai. 5Qngoi - 2 x 8 h ~ 1G h

Weeding, kong.ghi 1>:3x3h= 9 h :!xO+2h~ 18 h

H.1.rv~stingJ ~ ? large 14 x 3 h = 42 h

TOlal workhours of gnrden - 196 h !J!) h+ 300 h

Worltliours per ho/yr - 2200 h 2041 h+ 1900 h

lVorlthours pcr ho/yr - 200 h 10511+ 2G6 h .

(fallow included)

Yield pet' hour - 10.2 kg < 7. I + 2. 4 Ic~ ;;;; 6. J kg

0.5 Iq,

WOd' and area combined to produce o. OH ha/97 11 0.050 ha/ I 05 h+ 0.08 ha/161 It

1 l/yr (fallow exclUded)

Work and area. combined to produce 0.40 hn/n h O. 5G ha/l05 h+ 0.50h./1G1 h

1 l/yr (fallow included;

..... ) Unharvested part of garden. **) Bananas nat all bearing. *'**) Labour willl swc~l poli1l0 js lower,

higher yields than do Nos. 3 and 4; the difference
may be explained by fertility of the soils. Sample
No.3 was said to yield unexpectedly little. Probab
ly tb.is was because of shallow soil, but it may
have been less effectively cultivated than was
customary because the owner lived far away. Bee
tape yams are said to produce more than 'lIhi
ngaba on malanga soils. This seems to be verified
by comparing 3 and 4. Yields of bananas seem
high, but it should be kept in mind that bananas
are difficult because of frequent crop failures.

Taros and sweet potatoes are low-yielding com
pared with the yams. They are, however, almost
non-seasonal and hence necessary for provisions
in periods without yam or banana crops. Sweet
potatoes, sample 7, were cultivated continously
with some occasional fallowing. It was not known
whether the yield of 6.5 tons/year could be re
gularly achieved, but a fallow followed by a yam
crop was planned for the future. In 8 a yam/
sweet potato rotation is considered; it extends
over 8 years. Not even such a rotation seems to
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-
4. ~. 6. 7. 8.

beetapc-~..am5 bananas, taro, tan,go ngcka, Sweet pol.-lo, plllito SWCC'l potato, palito
huli mongi tango sua (il~ SOHlar)- cr""OP) (4.:ombincrl with ynm5)

--."
Sa1alha Ghongnu Sa 'aillo Ghongau

Balngau. Tcmanu Ngotum n KU;lngua i tu'a I-Inngelcunai t'sUmo,tl'

mOl 'nngn tu ILl. ma'anga

Hemlln Halklu R. Puia Matiu Sa1omoana mission

malnn~a lone kenge ngau malanga hin~ohingo kcnge n~:lU

G > 10 3 no fallow la fter

baOmi'ltu'n tangunl0oto 'uhi, 'uhingllba) !
2G60 (20 x 2 potul B40 114~) - 300

I
1400

5'70 strntificd different mcU\od IOert; Sr;c

1~.4t/h. 15.5 L/h. - 0 L/h. 6. ~ tIll. 14+G.51/ha

13. 3 ~ 0.5 L/ha max. cstimOlle **) - 10 ~ 1 t/ha *) G.5 ! 0.3 t/ha 20.5 t/ha

(harvested all at once)
I

1.9 t/ha/yr 2.~ '/yr - 2. 0 t/ha!."r
6.5 '/ha {after yaml

~.5t/ha
(continuous possibly
C. ~ t/ha/p')

18 x 3 h · G4 h 7 .x 2 h . 14 h 2.,,2x3h; I:! h 10" ·1 h . 40 It

22 x 8 h '1 iG h 7 -'" 2 h - 14 h 1 x 1 x U h < 8 h ...j,O."( :? h ao h
2 x U h < 16 h

1-:1 x :2 11 · 20 h 7 x 2 h -Hh I x 4 " 3 h :; 12 h 50 " 4 h '200 h

2 x -! h · 811 2 x 411 . 8 h lax ·1 It < 40 h

1 " { " 5 h - 20 h

1,,3x9h' '27 h 1 x3x3h' 9h 1 x3x3h< 911 40 x I x 1 it ~ BO 11

2~ x 3 h • GG h ? la.rge ? lr.rge 40 x 2 h . 80 h
. _---.

405 h 5~ h+ 41 h+ 520 h 2000 (yams) + 1000 -

1525 h 702 11+ 1365 h+ 2166 h 2200 (S'","C<l1 pot<\ to)

21D h 64 h+ 342 h+ 1300 with ya.m ***)

I

,
722 h (continuously) 450-600 h

8.7 kg < 22.1 kg .c:::: 7. 3 Irg ...... 3. 0 kg (continuollsly) ~5.0-G.OI{g

O.0751cg/115h 0.045 ha/42 h+ 0.100 hall 37 h+ 0.154 ha/3J4 h O. 3V ha/46-210 h

0.531>a /115h 0.50 ha/42 h+ 0.40 hall n h+

in practice hnrdly more tilan 3000.

be able to yield unvaryingly. At least it was said
that the size of yams was on the decline.

It is regretted that enough samples were not
collected to make an estimate of the influence of
soil types, fallow lengths, and crop types, but this
proved impossible. The time required to establish
samples on a sound basis was considerable. The
difficulties to make sure that all tubers of a certain
area were dug were amazing. Often small tubers
(taaghub£) are deliberately left in the ground as
spare provisions and for use as seed tubers.
5

It is also difficult to know if 1965-66 was a
typical year. Much evidence indicates that the Bel
lonese expect large variations in yields; in fact the
harvest varies enough to make it a question of
good or bad life every year. Locally it was said
to be a fairly good year for yams. Taros did less
well; their yields vary much with the seasons and
are said to be best around November. On Bel
Iona banana yields are hard to assess, especially
with bananas cultivated in gardens. Those grown
near villages are higher yielders, but their number
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is small and they were hence left without assessing
yields.

Labour requirements
The assessed garden yields, described in table 9,
were also analysed in terms of the amount of
work invested in their cultivation. For the entries
of one of the 'uhingaba yam gardens of the table
(in Tahamoana), no specified data could be ob
tained for the labour used; for the banana and
taro gardens it was necessary to reconstruct data
to some extent. Generally it is difficult to assess
labour inputs in detail, because many individual
variations occur from garden to garden and from
planter to planter. The burning of an enormous
tree in one of the taro gardens sampled was
unusually time-consuming; the labour involved in
harvesting a banana garden may be difficult to
estimate because the period of ripening is indeter
minate. These two examples should be taken as a
warning against treating the ciphers too seriously.
From various sources it is still possible to arrive at
a number of rather rough assessments of working
hours for different crops. Data taken from work
journals that were kept locally for nearly two
years, give reason to believe that the gardens de
scribed had work inputs within 'normal' variations.

Working hours for yam gardens, be they 'uhin
gaba-'uhi gardens or planted with a mixture in
cluding taro (both normal and kape) are similar to
those for sweet potato gardens. Large sweet potato
gardens - the easiest to analyse - like the one de
scribed, have comparatively high work inputs. The
garden sampled was a mission garden, in which
most of the planters were young people who work
less efficiently than mature workers. The normal
amount of work for such a garden is probably be
tween half and three quarters of the amount used
here. However, the hours of work per ha. is similar
for both yam and sweet potato gardens. The more
uniform the area to be planted and the greater the
homogeneity of the crop, the faster the work is.
If only a few big trees are to be killed or cleared,
the work is less. Although the fertility of virgin
forest is good, the Bellonese prefer secondary
growth for planting. As long as the areas look
'strong', even young fallows are sometimes pre
ferred to old ones, particularly if there is labour
shortage. Yields per hour of labour input are
highest for bananas because the labour input is

especially Iow, but this only holds if the banana
cultivation is successful.

Frequently failures occur for both bananas and
taros. Next come the yam gardens, which in the
samples have a greater variation in yield than is
usual. This is largely due to the low yields of the
mixed yam garden sampled.

A more humid weather pattern would have re
sulted in higher yields of the taro-kape part of the
garden, but possibly a lower yield of the yam part.
The strategy behind the mixed BelIonese gardens
is to ensure a yield of some size regardless of nor
mal changes in weather pattern. This strategy is
similar to that formerly used in Scandinavia where
fields sometimes were sown with a mixture of
barley and oats: in drier weather barley has the
advantage, in wetter the oats. It has been demon
strated repeatedly that a combination of single
crop fields of the two cereals yields better than a
mixture of the two on a single area. In~Bellonese

gardening this drawback is of little importance
compared with the advantage of extending the
period in which food may be had from the garden.

Another factor interfering with gardening ef
ficiency per hectare is the size of the garden area
cultivated. The usual benefits of large-scale opera
tion are observable in Bellonese gardening; large
gardens demand less labour per ha. than do small
ones. Unless its area exceeds about 200 m2., an
isolated garden is usually not cleared if in an old
fallow area. Felled trees tend to be kept standing
by surrounding ones, making clearing an arduous
job; for yams the climate of a tiny garden tends
to be too damp and shady. The soil is said to im
prove when clearings are large enough to let air
and sun in. On the other hand, the advantages
with larger areas soon diminish. High winds tend
to become more dangerous for the crops. An op
timal size of garden area is difficult to assess with
out prolonged observations, but in practice areas
of gardens were usually within an area of 200
1000 rn2• though extremely large gardens are re
ported to have ocurred.

The various operations of the gardening proce
dure require varying amounts of labour, briefly
considered below.

Clearing the land usually involves 10-20 % of
the total work of a garden, - the older the fallow
the greater the work. Sometimes the planter works
alone, but usually a group (tau) assists. Compe
titiveness often results in the group working faster
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Yields/work for some gardens
yield

tons/ha planled {excluding fallow)

Yields/work per ha. total area in rotation

yield
lonsjhjJ

Ir'- rotatiol'l

than would usually be expected, except when the
group is large as in mission school's gardens. On
the same type of fallow the preparation for the
same kind of garden takes an almost fixed amount
of work, regardless of the size of the working
group.

Burning operations take as much as double the
amount of labour used in clearing. As this is a
women's job, the Bellonese men claim it is natural
ly a somewhat slow phase of the work.

Splitting the firewood for killing trees is a bard,
but necessary task. Skill plays an enormous role
in the expenditure of labour used in burning. Ex
perienced people use similar labour hours in burn
ing, claiming that rushing endangers the quality
of burning, so decisive for good results.

Digging and planting must be assessed together.
They are often undertaken the same day and are
carried out in largely similar ways. Strong, ex
perienced people are capable of digging twice as
fast as others. Usually the composition of groups
is rather similar. Labour spent on digging and
planting therefore varies only little per ha. Plant
ing must take place before rain washes away any
of the valuable ashes left from the burning. This
point is very important as a background to under
standing why the total work force must be large
when planting. As the success of a yam garden
depends on the speed of work when planting, a
large working capacity is decisive for the final
results.

Staking and trailing vines on stakes, are always
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Fig. 41. Yield and work figures for the gardens of table 9.
To the left is shown figures disregarding fallows; these are
included in the diagrams to the right.

The numbers in the diagrams refer to the samples of table 9.
I = 'lIlu'lIgaha and '1I1ti yams; 2 = same with taro and kape;
3 = 1; 4 = beetape yams; 5 = bananas; 6 = taro; 7 = bata
les, sweet potato; 8 = batates, sweet potato combined
with yams.
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done for certain crops. Failure to do this seriously
effects a yam harvest (yields are said to be halved).
Staldng and trailing involve aesthetic considera
tions which are important enough to induce extra
efforts. Undoubtedly weeding represents the great
est variable in labour input. The weeding of the
taro gardens sampled (see table 9 column 6) was
in excess of normal. Even the planter himself ad
mitted that the extra work would probably not
payoff in a larger yield, but be correctly added
that his chances to remedy damages as by insect
attacks were better. The young generation is weed
ing less than more mature gardeners.

All reservations considered, a few features may
be summed up concerning labour requirements:
1) Yam gardens require from 1500 to more than
2000 hours of work per ha. i a relative high de
mand for work. 2) Taro possibly requires less
work per ha. and 3) Bananas require very little
work per ha. 4) With sweet potatoes it may look
as if work requirements are very Iow, namely if
they are cultivated immediately after yams. If cul
tivated 'alone', sweet potatoes demand as much
work as do yams. From these observations it is
seen how tempting it is to cultivate sweet potatoes
in the yam fallows.

To ease interpretations, the data have been
presented graphically (figs.41 a and b). In fig.41 a
fallow areas are not considered, whereas they are
included in fig. 41 b. As yields of the different

work hours/ha
2500 plan led200015001000500o
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Fig. 42. Input-combination figures for the gardens of table 9.
Diagram to the left shows figures disregarding fallows, these
arc included in the diagram to the right. The numbers in the
diagrams refer to the samples of table9. See also text to fig. 41. ork
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garden vary, data are hard to compare for further
analysis based on the graphs.

Areas and work inputs combined to produce a
ton per year are shown in fig. 42 a and b. As com
position of the different crops is similar, it is
permissible to compare raw weights, at least if
they are regarded solely as calorific sources. As
suming no land shortage occurs it may be adequate
to consider fig. 42 a. Banana seems the most eco
nomical crop under this assumption, taro and
sweet potato the least economical ones. The dif
ferences between the yams in the gardens analysed
are only small.

In fig. 42 b fallow areas have also been con
sidered. From the figure it seems that differences
in total land requirements are small. Most de
manding are bananas and some yam gardens, least
so sweet potatoes. Variations in work inputs are
more conspicuous with sweet potatoes as the most
intensive cultivation and bananas as the most ex
tensive. Yams are most rewarding on good soils,
even better than taros; on less fertile soils the op
posite may occur. Sweet potatoes are found to be
choice if land shortage is pronounced. Combined
with yams they are very labour intensive.

It is interesting that bananas, taros, yams, and
sweet potatoes historically have been introduced
into BelIonese gardening in that sequence (see
appendix D). This may be interpreted as represent
ing a development in gardening towards greater
labour intensity and more continuous land use.

The trend in fig. 42 b is even more evident if it is
remembered that the area requirements of bananas
possibly are underestimated, and that sample 3
was considered aberrant. On the other hand, the
scanty material does not allow for safe conclu
sions. A comparison between different crops is
difficult to make because the soil factor has to be
kept constant, as well as other environmental
factors. Such demands can hardly be satisfied on
Bellona, because a given type of soil usually is
planted with a predetermined type of crop. Con
trolled field experiments are probably the only
way to solve the question.

2.2 Gathering, collecting, and hunting
It was not included in the early plans to investigate
the extraction of wild food on BelIona. Soon after
the field work was started, it became evident,
however, that wild food could not be left un
considered as it contributed significantly to the
total supply of food. There were two reasons for
this: 1) Gathering, collecting, and hunting fill tem
poral gaps in food supplies; occasionally they have
an important function as part of a survival tech
nique that is vital on an isolated island. 2) Even
with other supplies available, some amounts of
wild food are procured because they are appre
ciated and easily at hand at certain times.

There are some serious obstacles when wild
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foods are surveyed. To identify the kinds of plants
and animals of interest has its problems. Far from
all Bellonese are experts in this branch of food
production. Especially with the plants and animals
used in extreme food shortages, the number who
really know is very limited. Bel10na had not ex
perienced a prolonged scarcity since the 19305, so
the young generation had felt no strong incentive
to learn as had the old one. With the help of some
skilled informants lists were, however, soon estab
lished together with specimens of a large number
of wild foods.

Another problem was to assess the volume of
food gathered and collected. This proved very dif
ficult. Estimates were based on reported number
of days that wild foods were eaten and with
normal consumption.

If the investigation is followed by 'participant
observation' great care is necessary. Wild foods
are sometimes obtained from difficult terrains, and
in some cases it is difficult to distinguish edible
plants from inedible ones. Local assistance is
especially important because many poisonous
plants may be mistaken for similar-looking food
plants, as hutu for banga hutu, and soi for abubu
yams.

A few words may be added on the terms de
scribing 'extraction of wild food'. The Bellonese
use the general word haiba for gathering, collect
ing, hunting, and fishing; these are sharply distin
guished from cultivation and harvesting food. The
prolific vocabulary specifying various forms of
extraction of wild food includes words for snaring
of flying foxes (kamo), netting of lobsters (unga
unga), of fruit doves (senge), of Pacific doves (seu).

In Western science interest concerns descrip
tions of other aspects of 'extraction'; but the voca
bulary is (at present?) much less developed. There
are terms for animal extraction (hunting and fish
ing), for non-systematic extraction (gathering)
against systematic (collecting). The latter distinc
tion, introduced by Braidwood (1960) is not of
general use, neither is 'foraging' for extraction for
immediate consumption.

2.2.1 Gathering and collecting of food

Gathering is according to Braidwood understood
as an irregular use of nature's diverse edible ma
terials, whereas collecting is more developed, in
volving a recurring regular use of natural food

resources following a planned, seasonal pattern.
Both gathering and collecting are practised on
Bellona. Apart from theoretical interest, gathering
and collecting deserve to be mentioned here, be
cause almost every year for a month or more these
activities provide the bulk of available food. Even
in the months when the yam harvest is reasonably
good some wild produce is used either together
with yams or separately. Acquiring this produce
often has the characteristics of gathering since it
simply consists in picking fruit, as papaya (mami
apu), Morinda (nguna), and Spondias fruits (bil).
Usually the fruit is picked haphazardly when it
appears to be ripe by anyone passing by.

Many edible fruits are gathered in this way.
Immediately before and after the yam-harvesting
season one may refer to the utilization of wild
produce as collecting. Several months after a yam
garden has been harvested the germinated tubers
or bulbils (lzetuz) left over from the harvest are
collected. Because the Bellonese tend to leave
small tubers unharvested, the quantities collected
from such a garden can be quite large. No specific
counts of yams thus collected were made because
of the difficulties of surveying a stream of supplies
of such an intermittant character, but on one oc
casion it was noted that children collected four
baskets of small tubers (about 80 kg) from a re
cently fallowed garden of 12 potu (approx. 720
m2). Experience from surveying yields of gardens
was similar in that large amounts of tubers were
normalIy left undug.

The activities just mentioned continue through
the fishing season and are very much appreciated
then, since the demand for mixed 'supplementary'
food (kai kiki) is great.

When the garden supplies run Iow, and especial
ly when a real scarcity (kangakanga) begins, the
search (nguki or haiba) for wild supplies again
changes character. Some supplies are still collected,
such as ghape vines that may yield a major part of
the food consumed for several weeks; also the
left-over cultivated food plants are still collected.
But the search grows more intense. Gardens which
have lain fallow a long time, are now revisited for
self-regenerated food plants which may have de
veloped new tubers. As the period of scarcity
lengthens more and more of the supplies are taken
from the forest. See appendix B for the names of
most exploited plants during scarcity times. Nor
mally many oE these are not eaten because they
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are less palatable, or more ofte because they re
quire special treatment to remove toxic contents.
Bellonese activities may be said to become in
creasingly archaic as a famine develops. Almost
forgotten plants have to be brought to mind, and
cooking techniques have to be re-learned. For
example the use of bulbils of Dioscorea bulbifera
L. (bulbil-bearing yams) has not been practiced
since the 1930s but is still remembered.

The extraction of wild food becomes more and
more improvised during scarcities, in contrast to
the regular seasonal collecting. Even when suf
ficient garden produce is available, the collecting
of food is seasonally sustained. Possibly this is due
to the high nutritional value of the collected food.
The change of diet means probably an extra supply
of minerals, vitamins and proteins with different
amino-acid patterns. From the extended list of
collected plants this explanation may find support,
but quantitative analyses are still unavailable in
the area.

For many of the scarcity/gathering activities
there is a very specific, traditional terminology.
For instance picking kala nuts is called 'uinga
kala, and cutting ngeemungi branches in order to
pick the fruits is hati ngeemungi. The young,
edible vines of the ghasigho plant are called by
the special name pulo, and the edible stage of the
mango plant is beeghini. The vocabulary has its
origin in an earlier culture stratum where emphasis
on gathering was greater. Possibly the existence
of a specialized terminology helps to fix elements
of the gathering techniques in the minds of the
Bellonese and helps to make the knowledge ready
at hand during scarcities.

2.2.2 Hunting

Animals also are important on the Bellonese list
of food supplies. Both terrestrial and marine
animals are gathered/collected. See appendix B 4
for a survey of major utilized species.

The terrestrial fauna is poor as to number of
species, hence both gathering/collecting and hunt
ing of land animals are much less inviting than
similar activities preying on marine animals.

The largest land animals gathered and eaten are
various crustaceae. Both the Coconut Crab (akw),
the Great Land-crab (ango) , and the Hermit Crab
('unga), were eaten on Bellona traditionally; now
adays they are tabooed by one of the missions on

the island. Especially the Coconut Crab is, how
ever, still eaten by many people and considered a
delicacy. Besides the gathering of crabs, only that
of insect larvae was of some importance tradition
ally. Still the longicom larvae (ahato) are eaten by
some Bellonese, but apparently the number of
suitable old trees for the wood-boring insect lar
vae is rather small nowadays. Such trees were
climbed with climbers, and thoroughly inspected
by tapping (lapa).

The number of land animals hunted is almost
as modest as that of those gathered. Flying foxes
(peka and puli) were occasionally hunted, and
peka still are. Simple but efficient hunting methods
were used. An implement (kama) was described
by Birket-Smith (1956 p. 80). It resembles a giant
brush with a 3-4 m long handle, and ue brambles
at its end to entangle the prey. Flying foxes are
now hunted very little even though they take a
heavy toll of the papayas of Bellona, as the SDA
mission does not permit them to be eaten. Also
some birds are hunted: doves and pigeons, lories
(sibinge) together with some marine birds. Most
important were and are doves. They were netted
with large hand nets (sell) from platforms (hata)
made in strategically placed trees. Great prestige
was attached to netting; the fortunate netter often
secured himself some doves for his perches (sa
kanga). Doves were a food reserve and a symbol
of status. Traditions of large catches generally re
late to remote ancestors (Canoes T66). Nowadays
birds are more often hunted with shotguns or cata
pults. No land mammals and reptiles are hunted,
and the importance of hunting is quite insignificant
in total food provisions and almost nil as to both
doves and flying foxes. At least during about one
year's reported activities, hunting was not report
ed in a single case as 'main activity during half-a
day'.

Marine fishing is as difficult to distinguish from
gathering/collecting as is terrestrial gathering from
hunting. The main difference is that fishing rests
heavily on the use of implements developed for
that particular use. (For fishing see paragraph 2.3.)

Marine gathering activities are almost all pro
perly termed collecting, because they involve a
planned search, often in a routine pattern, of the
reefs usually at low tide. The main yield is mol
luscs, crustacea, and a few kinds of echinoderms.
A long list was easily made encompassing these
animals, but their identification has proved to be
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difficult since no accompanying species collection
was made simultaneously. The lists in appendix
B-4 mention only some of the most remarkable
species.

Collecting by patrolling the reef (haangota) is
especially performed by women. Before the advent
of the SDA mission, some of the most appreciated
animals collected were crustacea, as Spiny Lobster
(tapatapa), and molluscs as Turbo Shell (angingl),
and Horseshoe Clam (haasua). Also octopuses and
squids (heke and nguuheke) were taken when pos
sible. Many shells were gathered for later use for
utensils as scrapers.

On present-day Bellona marine collecting has
lost some of its importance. There is certainly a
rather large potential: a couple of men were able
to collect a bag of crayfish weighing more than
10 kg in about five hours night work on about two
kilometres of reef length. If distribution of cray
fish is even, total yearly catch may attain between
5 and 10 tons per year for Bellona, assuming 2-4
hours a night for catching. If the stock of crayfish
is stable under such heavy taxing is, however,
questionable. It is presently a question of academic
interest only, as catches are much lower because
of the religious taboos already mentioned.

To evaluate the economy of gathering/collect
ing only little material is available. The work
diaries cOntain an approximate record of the time
spent in such activities. Estimates are based on
records of work and information on yields of a
few collecting trips. No great accuracy may be
achieved in this way; but as the total output of
collecting is quite limited, the errors of the estimate
cannot influence essentially the estimates of total
food production.

With the more haphazard gathering - as picking
and eating on the spot of any available fruit 
data are totally absent. Even though some Bel
lonese are seen eating a lot of gathered fruit during
a day's work, the total amounts are believed to be
small. At least the extra time spent with such
gathering is apparently quite insignificant. An ex
ception is the contribution to food supplies by the
highly esteemed ngeemungi trees (various kinds:
Santiria, Haplolobus, Canarium?). Such yields
have not been estimated because they are infre
quent and nonseasonal: in fact no observations of
harvests were made during the two field work
periods. Still, the total output is small compared
with that of other sources, aside from the fact that

only about two hundred mature ngeemungi trees
were noted. (Total amount of fruit trees in 1965
was about one thousand, excluding coconut palms.)

2.3 Fishing:
(tautai, haallgota)

2.3.1 Scope of the investigation of fishing
No evaluation of the fishery resources available
for exploitation by the BeIIonese is at hand. Cal
culations can be made for the area accessible for
Bellonese fishing by analogy with the productivity
of similar ocean areas. The area to be considered
is limited to a maximum of about 4,500 km2,

since canoes are paddled to the fishing places and
back, and the duration of a single expedition rare
ly exceeds 12 hours.

Even if an assessment of fishery resources were
available, it would probably be of limited value
unless it were very specific. Many of the important
species in BeIIonese catches are migrant species
of which it is hard to assess potential catches.
Further it would be interesting to know the poten
tial catches of those specific kinds of fish that Bel
lonese fishermen may actually catch. From the
occurring potential and actual catches fishing ef
ficiency could be evaluated; this, however, would
be possible only where intensive fishery research
had been carried out through long periods. Pre
sently only modest information has been obtained
on fishing in places similar to Bellona.

On BelIona information has been collected
concerning kinds of fish caught and fishing tech
niques applied. It has further been attempted to
assess the amounts of fish caught in a few sample
periods. Combined with the time spent with fish
ing, an estimate may be made of total catches.

2.3.2 Kinds of fishes caught

In 'Natural History of Rennell Island', vol. 1, T.
Wolff (1958) gave a list of systematic and verna
cular names of some Rennellese fishes. In 1965
66 it was attempted to ascertain that the list was
usable also on Bellona, and possibly to extend it.
Unfortunately, we had to realize from the start
that safe identificatiOns could only be made if
collected specimens could be brought back for
further examination by experts. As that was im
possible, we had to rely on another, less satis
factory method: identifications on the spot from
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printed sources. To that end, Titcomb and Pukui's
'Native Use of Fish in Hawaii' (Titcomb & Pukui,
1953) was used. Some species were identified
when caught, but others had to be identified from
illustrations by local people. The illustrations were
without colours, but they were apparently not
missed by the Bellonese assistants. (R. Kuschel &
T. Monberg, 1974, have shown that colour in fact
is rather unimportant locally for characterizing
objects.) Later R. Kuschel, using a far more en
compassing book on the fishes of the Great Bar
rier Reef, did the matter over again and added
many identifications and gave corrections to
others. In appendix B-5 the resulting list is given.

2.3.3 Fishing techniques

Bellonese distinguish between day and night fish
ing according to the implements used and further
according to the mode of transport used as canoe,
walking on reef, or swimming. AI; usual on Bel
Iona it is hard to find general classifications, but
the specific terms concerning fishing methods,
make possible a high degree of accuracy in the
description of individual methods. Although many
of the implements used are relatively simple, the
great variety of techniques suggest a long period
of differentiation. Several similarities with other
Polynesian fishing techniques can be pointed out
(see B. Anen 1955), but it is evident that Bel
lonese fishing methods lack some of the refine
ments of nearby Melanesian and Polynesian islands
(Ruvettus hooks, kite fishing, etc.) However, Bel
lonese fishing techniques include some of those
classed as the oldest in Ocenia, for example shark
snaring. Seen from a phylogenetic point of view,
Bellonese fishing may be characterized as com
prising a great variety of techniques, but in old
forms with little specialization.

The distinction between day fishing (tautai 'ao)
and night fishing (tautai pOD) is used in the follow
ing brief outline with a further sub-classification
based on the equipment used.

Day fishing (tautai 'ao)

On Bellona fishing from the reef is mainly done
when the sea is calm; the slightly developed reef
has few fish itself, but they can usually be spotted
along the outer edge of the reef when the surf is
not too strong.

A person picking up molluscs on the reef (haa-

ngota) can sometimes catch a few small fish with
his or her hands (ngangao). This type of fishing
can be combined with the use of poison. However,
fishing with poison (PUllu) is usually carried out
with a net, which is put over holes in the coral,
where leaves of Derris (luba) have been placed.
When - as is often seen - the hand net (kupenga)
and other nets are used for fishing on the reef with
poison, the activity is termed sunaghi. AI; the reef
flat is very irregular and limited, the large seine
nets (bugho) are not used on them. A popular
piece of fishing gear is the multi-pronged fishing
spear (tao muungui), or the wooden spear with
out barbs (tao hua). When the Bellonese go spear
fishing (bengobengo), goggles (ghaasz) are often
used advantageously because many fish hide be
neath the overhanging reef edge. Sometimes hook
and line are used from the reef, as from a canoe
in the fishing technique called aho 'angunga, in
which the hook is jiggled up and down. Fishing
while walking on the reef is called hakamatinga.
Very often reef-walking is interrupted by long in
tervals of swimming. Nowadays a common equip
ment while swimming consists of rather cheap and
primitive goggles. Spear fishing with goggles and
swimming (ghaasi hanahana) can go on for hours
without interruption; the Bellonese have been
trained since early childhood in swimming ex
pertise.

Now and then they get sunburnt from exposure
to the strong sun, and they can get very serious
cuts from the coral. The traditional sandals (taka
ba'e) used for reef-walking, and the old sunshields
are now rarely seen.

Diving with the kupenga hand net also occurs.
This operation, sunaghi and ungaunga, demands
extraordinary swimming skill. Fishing with bow
and arrow is never used, whereas its use is wide
spread in the nearby Melanesian islands.

Some types of hook and line fishing (alzo and
hakamatinga) are practised from the reef. To make
it possible to throw the hook and bait far enough
out, a sinker is often attached to the line. An in
teresting fishing method is haamoe uka; by this
method a fishing pole is put on the shore, and the
baited hook (uka, ghau) is taken beyond the reef
by a swimmer. The hook is placed in the wanted
position attached to the sea bottom, and the swim
mer returns to the shore and waits.

Daytime fishing from a canoe may involve a
net; the type of net employed is usually the large
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buglzo net used in the same way as a seine or ring
net, i.e. as a means of fencing in the fish. It may
also be used as a giJlnet in which the fish get
stuck while trying to pass through the mesh. Very
few large nets are used nowadays on Bellona and
then mostly for pongo fish or for catching flying
fish in the daytime (tangu). More individualistic
types of fishing are preferred, mainly because of
the high cost of making and maintaining the bugho
nets. Diving with swimming goggles is common;
the spear is the most papillar implement used in
such fishing. Above all, the canoe is used for hook
fishing (hai uka) during the day. Such fishing is
termed maata'u. In aho baka fishing the line and
hook are used trolling behind the canoe. The hook
used is small in this type of fishing, but normally
large hooks are preferred by the Bellonese. In
modern times steel hooks are used. Traditionally
sharks were caught with large wooden hooks
(ghau nga'akau). This fishing type was called
a'allgo; shark fishing has now totally ceased be
cause SDA does not permit shark meat to be con
sumed. The reason why hook and line is so popu
lar is no doubt the possibility of catching large
fish such as sailfish (ika lallgi), Barracuda (angu),
Bonito (bangukango), Horse Mackerel (hu'aaika),
Small Bonito Catu), and others. Formerly the line
used was always sennit (kaha), but now nylonline
is almost the only type seen. To prevent losing the
line, and to keep it orderly, it is wound on a piece
of log. Even though the lines are handled with
great care, when large fish are hooked, the hands
of the fishermen often get desperately cut by the
line.

When a short line and small hook are used, as
is often the case, the fishing is termed siisii; it is
performed both from the reef or from canoe and
day or night. Most refined is Izatuangi fishing, in
which the hook has a special wrapping (ngaukei)
to protect the baits until it has reached its posi
tion. Usually this type of fishing is done from
canoes. The leaves used for the wrapping unfold
slowly, and the baits are released when on the
bottom. Only one of the baits is attached to the
hook, the others serve to attract large bottom fish
such as bonito and trevallies.

Night fishing (tautai pOD)

This way of fishing is considered most effective on
moonless nights when the sea is calm. Very often
during the season (ta'uika), fishing continues night

-'. -----

Fig. 43. A fleet of canoes, kallbaka, for catching flying fish.
The large canoe A carries the torches; only A is allowed to
catch to its starboard side and its fore. Three small canoes
B utilize the torch light behind and to the outrigger side
(port) of A.

after night usually with the aid of torches (ngaa
ma). Often fishing is done by walking on the reef,
using a kupenga net for catching small fish as
nga'ea; such fishing is cal1ed baaloaglzi. Crustacea
are also caught in this way, a fishing technique
called ungaunga. Also hook and line fishing (sii
sit} is practised from the reefs, though usually
from canoes (siisii baka). The largest catches on
BelIona are obtained from torch-light fishing from
canoes for flying fish. On nights of suitable wind
direction, or better of quite calm weather, relative
high temperatures and no moon, many torches
may be seen flaring over the pitch-dark water.
Around the torch-carrying canoes of the large
baka 'elza type there is usually a company of three
smaller canoes (hUG). This arrangement (see fig.
43) utilizes the expensive torches to the full. A set
of special rules regulates the behaviour of the
canoe men to avoid quarrels; for example the area
in front of the baka 'eha canoe is taboo for the
hua canoes. With hand nets, two kupenga hanga
Izanga nets at the ends, and one shorter kupenga
kaumatu'a net at the middle, the three members
of the crew of the big canoe shovel flying fish
int~ the canoe. A fourth member of the crew is
fully engaged in firing the torches. The small ca
noes are manned by crews of one or two men and
cannot accomodate torches.

Several other variations of the methods men
tioned above exist, but the types described are
those of greatest importance. Individual catches
are intermittent, although sometimes comprising
spectacillar weights, but on the whole the co
operative flying fish catches are great enough to
change the normal pattern of village life, usually
for an interval of a week or more.
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2.3.4 Importance of fishing

From the preceding paragraph and from work
diaries it can be seen that the Bellonese devote a
conspicuous part of their working hours to fishing.
Still it appears that the amount of fish caught is
quite small, especially if the seasonal catches of
flying fish are disregarded. Undoubtedly the return
in weight of food from fishing compares unfavour
ably with that from work in horticulture. The
interest in fishing must then be explained by the
fun and sport of fishing and the chance to gain
prestige. Also the special nutritive value of fish
with its high protein content (including many dif
ferent amino acids) immediately comes to mind as
a special incitement to go fishing. Further, fish is
considered delicious food. It must be added that
in fishing the basic costs of manufacturing equip
ment and its upkeep (foremost canoes) diminish
returns further.

2.4 Food processing
From remarks added to the list of food plants (see
appendix B-3 on utilized plants arranged after
uses) it may be inferred that food (utunga) general
ly is cooked before being eaten. Exceptions from
this rule are mainly the many kinds of fruits from
trees, but they form only a fraction of the total
food supply. The predominance of cooked food
may partly be explained by the fact that much
Bellonese raw food material contains throat-irri
tating or toxic elements. Often the poisonous con
tents are easily destroyed by heating; also a tech
nique learnt from the hiti is used. By this the food
is soaked for a period up to a month, sometimes
after initial and nearly always with a final thorough
baking. Apart from its use as a detoxicant, baking
naturally makes food more palatable. Even sweet
fruits such as papaya are often cooked to be tender
(moso) , a much desired quality. In contrast to
elsewhere in Polynesia, fish are never eaten raw.

The importance of kitchen work is obvious from
the fact that it occupies more than 25 % of the
Bellonese women's total working hours. Part of the
preparation is easy. Most of the root crops are not
peeled, but merely cleaned by wiping or by slight
scraping with the scraper (tuai, see Birket-Smith,
1956, fig. 41). Some of the seldom used, emer
gency foods must not only be peeled but also
sliced, placed in baskets, and soaked (usually in

the sea) for one to ten days before they are ready
for cooking. Some fruits receive pre-treatment be
fore baking; with some of them the kernels are
cracked, but as a rule preparing food for cooking
means little work.

Cooking takes place in a separate but called
paito. It involves three different types of 'ovens';
'umu tanu, the traditional Polynesian earth oven;
'umu ta'ota'o, a variety of the earth oven i which
the earth cover is replaced by other material, now
adays often a sack, and 'umu tini which is the
modem European type of boiling meals in cooking
pots, or using frying pans. Other methods of long
tradition are a way of roasting on a controlled fire
(tunu), and smoking (nganga).

The earth oven is made by heating suitable
coral chips on a fire and placing them in a pit by
means of primitive tongs. Food wrapped in large
often fragrant leaves is then placed on the stones,
some sea water poured on, and the whole covered
up with earth. Mer steaming for up to 6 hours,
some food parcels ('ahii) are unwrapped and test
ed to make sure the food is properly cooked.
Normally it is, for long experience has taught the
Bellonese women to start at the right time, just
after midday, to have food ready for everybody
an hour or two after sunset.

Some of the most common Bellonese dishes
Pota, a traditional dish of cooked leaves especially
taro leaves (ngau tango), hibiscus leaves (koo
kona), leaves of a wild vine (ghape), or manongi
leaves (young shoots of the ghaapoli-type of Ficus),
again wrapped in banana or tU-leaves. Some pota
types are especially delicious, as one made of
young, tender taro shoots (ungz); it is an ex
pensive dish. Nowadays pota is made with coco
nut cream, which adds greatly to the taste. Also
other foods are now often mixed into the pota.
Among the newly introduced plants, sweet potato
is one of the few whose leaves are considered
good for pota.

Lengalenga, a taro dish in which both roots
and leaves of taro are used. It was probably intro
duced from Malaita after World War 11 and is
very popular.

Tokonaki, a kind of pudding, made from raw,
grated taro (see songo) mixed with coconut cream,
and when baked, wrapped in large banana leaves.

Apart from these dishes, the earth oven is used
for cooking almost any type of food: fish (kaui) ,
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poultry (paulo), and even foods like papaya and
bananas which can also be eaten raw.

The 'umu ta'ota'o is seen most frequently. It is
said to produce somewhat drier meals, and to be
especially suitable for cooking oily fish, probably
because the light cover allows vapours to escape.

'Umu tini. food cooked in aluminium pots and
frying pans, is considered inferior to that from the
traditional ovens, but much easier to make, and
the method is especially good for boiling corn
cobs.

Some traditional food recipes do not require the
use of an oven. All foods to be roasted in a small
fire or on the glowing charcoals belong to this
group. Flying fish and other fat animals, including
the Coconut Crab, are preferred roasted, since this
method retains more of their fats. Such foods are
considered especially delicious by the Bellonese
(and by some Euro-Americans too).

SOllgO (pudding) is one of the few traditional
dishes made without heating; it is almost an es
sential ingredient of communal feasts, as at the
New Year. Raw materials are pre-cooked taro- or
yam-roots and coconut cream. The taro is grated
and mixed in a great wooden bowl (kumete, see
Birket-Smith, fig. 45). The grating of the coconut
endosperm, and the subsequent wringing out in
bundles of hau fibres or coconut cloth must have
been an arduous task before iron graters were in
troduced, although shell graters (tuai hasi), are
said to have been quite efficient. Previously taro
was almost solely used for the traditional puddings,
now not only the recently introduced maniac
(lioka) , but also old tubers including the various
yam types are accepted as ingredients.

For preparation of ngeemungi oil a special tech
nique is used. The drupes are placed in a bowl of
boiling water heated by the immersion of hot
stones, a process called tio. The extracted oil can
be decanted after some time into the usual coco
nut containers in which it will keep for several
years. Afterwards the skin can be removed from
the stones, pounded into a pudding and eaten, and
even the kernels can be utilized after cracking the
hard shells.

Apart from making ngeemungi oil, no preserved
foods are made on present-day Bellona. An an
cient preservational technique, the preparation of
sour taro paste (pllke masi) is now obsolete. Only
few living Bellonese have ever tasted it. Pits, about
one metre in diameter, were dug in the ground,

furnished with a lining of banana leaves, and a
paste of cooked taro was placed within. After
wards coconut cream was poured upon it, and the
pit sealed with leaves.

Losses during food preparation
Losses during the preparation of yam or taro
tubers are normally less than a few per cent.
These losses were determined in a few cases, but
only from the scraping process, since only changes
in water content seem to occur during cooking.
An attempt was made to weigh the renmants left
after eating the same food stuffs. Almost every
thing was eaten, the exception being when the
skin had been baked too hard or was blackened
by direct contact with the hot stones. Such left
over pieces were thrown to the chickens. Still it
seeIIlB clear that usually less than 5 % of the raw
weight of edible tubers was lost!

Losses for other food stuffs were definitely
greater. This is especially true for fish and chickens,
the unedible remains of which were estimated to
be about 20 %. Internationally 20 % is a Iow
cipher; the general percentage of losses on Bel
Iona of round 10 % is therefore modest.

Food-processing work
One of the hallmarks of an independent house
hold is that it eats from its own oven. When a
household, even temporarily, is without housewife
or husband, it often stops to make ovens. Also
aged people eat from others' ovens. Thus the
number of ovens made per day is usually much
less than the number of households.

Also the making of an earth oven usually in
volves cooperation among a number of house
holds. The working groups appear to consist of
two to four women, wives and grown-up girls of
the same village, but others may join in, for ex
ample the bands of young girls wandering between
the villages. In a few observed cases the prepara
tion of an oven took about four hours for four
women, occasionally assisted by conversating vi
sitors. The work included the heavy task of pro
viding an adequate supply of firewood, which is
usually a hard job, even though men supplied
fuel. The preparation of the oven itself took about
an hour's cooperative labour, the least part being
the ignition, the arrangement of the food parcels
in the oven and the covering up. Heating the
stones took less than half an hour, but it required
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constant attention. Usually people only eat hot
food once a day, most often in the evening. In
the morning only cold food is taken, and there is
no lunch.

From the diaries the hours spent in food pre
paration seem to be greater than when estimated
from the number of ovens likely to be made in the
villages concerned. Over-estimation is highly
probable for major tasks, like making ovens, be
cause the reporters tend to concentrate on 'im
portant works'. However, the numerous tasks in
volved in, but not directly classed as oven making,
should at least partially make up for this tendency
towards overestimation. A more accurate deter
mination of the time spent in food preparation will
require a better classification of the work involved,
which was beyond the scope of the simplified
method used in the 'work-diaries'. The average
Bellonese housewoman seems to use about two
hours per day to prepare food, which is consider
ably less than the housework hours found from
the diaries.

To conclude this brief survey of food prepara
tion it should be pointed out that the whole cook
ing process seems to be remarkably well planned.
The cooperation between households economizes
on the heat required, and just as important as
this, it economizes on the hard labour and the fuel
involved in making an earth oven. Since losses in
food preparation are so small, it seems rational
to carry the food to the homestead for prepara
tion. The greatest transport problem is the carry
ing of firewood, which might be lessened, although
at the expense of the benefit of having a good
supply of ashes for the bananas and other plants
growing around the homesteads.

2.5 Production of technical
accessories to subsistence
At the outset of chapter 2.0 'technical accessories
to subsistence' were described as non-food material
necessities of the Bellonese society. Of course the
scope of the concept 'necessity' is somewhat ar
bitrary; it depends on acceptable standard of
living, which is difficult to define. In the present
work 'necessity' is taken as similar to what the
Bellonese generally live by and accept. In a rela
tively primitive society few luxuries occur, and
they may be disinguished from necessities without
too much difficulty. The making of climatic shelter

of accepted standard and of the implements ne
cessary to produce food at the accepted level of
work inputs are considered to substantiate 'tech
nical accessories to subsistence'.

It goes almost without saying that only the most
important items of BeIIonese material culture have
been mentioned in the following.

2.5.1 'Climatic shelter'

Previously firemaking was achieved by means of
the fireplow (nganiabi). Although the art is still
widely known and leads to the desired results
within a few minutes, matches are greatly pre
ferred; though inirequently used because fire
usually may be borrowed from a neighbour. Light
ing of fires for bodily comfort is still done on Bel
Iona, possibly les frequently than before the in
troduction of better clothing and houses. As fires
are often of multiple uses, their making is here
disregarded.

Before World War II clothing was of the usual
Oceanic tapa (bark cloth) type: a loin cloth (lcon
goa) and little more, except for a turban occasion
ally worn by the men. The last man to use tapa
regularly on Bellona, Tango'eha, died about 1963,
and since then tapa has rarely been made. Manu
facturing methods are still known, however, so it
was easy to collect details about it and about the
raw materials used (see appendix B-3). Nowadays
the materials for the scanty clothing worn by the
Bellonese, shorts and shirts by the men, dresses
by the women, and very little by the children, are
always imported. One informant claimed that the
import of cloth was one of the most labour-saving
innovations in modern time, almost as important
as the introduction of steel axes and knives. Be
fore, he said, the strokes of the tapa beaters were
heard almost all the time, and people were always
on the search for trees from which to take bark
for tapa. The reason was that tapa could not be
washed; it was thrown away when dirty. Now,
usually only dresses are sewn on Bellona, since
men's clothing is bought ready-to-wear abroad,
most frequently in the Chinese stores in Roniara.
To cut and sew a dress is.a quick affair, completed
by two women in between a half to one day's
work, using calico worth about 5 $. Clothes are
very rarely repaired, and are literally worn to
threads before being thrown away.

Other 'climatic shelters' are used at night, which
are locally considered rather cold (sometimes 17
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Fig. 44. The different parts of a living
house: I) Main pole, pall rl/'I/, 2) Corner
pole, pal/ talra. 3) Gable pole, pal/ tal/go,
4) Ridge pole or purlin, to 'a/Ill/Ill , 5) Roof
beam, kOl/kol/i, 6) Head beam, kOllkolli
I1gongo or sasango, 1) Wall pole, koso,
8) Spar, hlloo koso. 9) Upper ridge pole,
to'opo/I/, 10) Wall stringer, kOlJkolJi. 11)
Floor, sangiki, often made of rattan cane,
'lie. 12) Floor beam, kau p%a, 13) Sill
beam, kOI/ 0 popa, 14) Thatch panel, ma/o
allgoll.
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to 19°C). Although the use of 'European bedding'
is well known to the Bellonese, sheets and 'boy's
blankets' have far from displaced traditional sleep
ing mats on the island. As a mattress almost all
Bellonese use a pandanus leaf mat (baghu) sewn
together. It is cheap to use, takes only a few hours
to make, and is decidedly comfortable since it
offers some insulation from the occasionally damp
and draughty floors of the houses. Every Bellonese
owns at least one bag/m, which is kept dry by
sunning and sometimes by heating over a fire.
While sleeping the Bellonese like to wrap them
selves (tubi) in soft mats (malikope). These mats
are plaited and like the bag/m type (discussed in
Birket-Srnith, 1956 p. 98 if) made from the leaves
of the small pandanus palm (kie) fig. 52. People
of status sleep under large malikope mats (always
at least a full fathom (ngoha tast) long and a half
fathom (toghi hatahata) wide, ~ometimes with ela
borate designs of in-woven black strips of tai ba
nana fibres. A normal-size mat takes about a full
week for at trained woman to make: collecting
leaves (saasanga ngalt kie) drying them over a fire
(baafui kie) , and plaiting them (nganganga mali-

kope). Fortunately malikope mats last for several
years. Many Bellonese have such mats; possibly
about 200 mats are used throughout the island.
Bellonese abroad often use European bed clothes,
which are also more and more common 00 the
island. The mats last about 10 years, much longer
than imported bed clothes.

Housing
In principle all Bellonese houses are constructed
in a similar way the basic element being a roof
supported by a set of poles. Two large poles (pou)
are dug into the ground, after the house site
('atinga) has been measured off. The poles are
concave at their upper ends to form a solid base
for the ridgepole (ta'ohuhu). The foundations for
the two long walls of the house are made from two
set of poles carrying the beams. This stage (ha
kaekeeke) is illustrated in fig. 45 a. A number of
spars (kaso) are then placed on the ridgepole rest
ing on each of the beams (sasallga) , and finally a
layer of laths (kaukaui) is securely tied to this
construction (fig. 45 b). Traditionally ridgepole
and beams are fixed in position without the use
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Fig. 46. Taupongl's house in Matabenua
of a construction similar to the house in
fig. 45. Note the kitchen house, paito. be
hind and the usi bush in front. This small
bush conveniently growing below the win
dow has fragrant leaves used for rubbing
hands after eating fish.

of nails; elaborate lashings of sennit or rattan cane
connected the elements in a strong, yet flexible
way. Nowadays nails are commonly used. If a
floor platform is included, as it usually is, it is
installed at this stage. (Sometimes it is indepen
dently built initially.) The finished house frame is
often left for a long period. The roof is thatched
with numerous sticks of pandanus leaf thatch
panels (mataangau) tied to the laths row by row
beginning at the eaves and going up to the top
(fig. 47). Roof ridges are secured by special thatch,
usually held in place by half-cut-through coconut
leaf stalks (ta'ota'o) placed athwart the ridge, or
by small piercing sticks. Sometimes coconut fronds
are put oh top of the normal thatch as a reinfor
cement or as a semi-permanent repair. The house
ridge is difficult to make both lasting and leak
proof. An extra small ridgepole (ta'opatu) over the
main one protects this and helps to fix thatch.

Up to this point all Bellonese houses are made
in similar ways. The traditional house (hata) had
no side walls (paangaba), but was in principle just
a roof (tu'aa Izange) with closed gables placed on
a slightly elevated platform ('atinga). Inside the
hata bad a ceiling on which the owner sometimes
slept. Part of the owner's few possessions were put
on the shelf, part hung on strings and part simply
stuck into the thatch of the roof. Only a few hata
are left now (fig. 48 and 49) and new ones are
very rarely built (one in 1972). More elements
have been added to the Bellonese house, especial
ly since 1938. First walls came into use. These
were easily fitted into the traditional building me
thods by making the sides of the house higher.

This simple type of house is now used almost
commonly for kitchen houses (paito, fig. 48 c).
Once walls were made, doors naturally had to
follow, and later windows. After World War II it
became fashionable to build houses 'on poles'. The
traditional construction has been modified by
erecting a raised floor platform (sangiki) inside as
seen from fig. 48. Often this is still an independent
element unconnected to the rest of the house. The
floor is usually made from imported rattan canes

Fig. 47. A thatch panel, mataallgall, is made by folding
pandanus leaves over a stick. The leaves are firmly secured
by being pierced with a midrib from a coconut palm leaf.
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(ue), tied to the floor beams. Although the houses
become rather rickety through the elongation of
the poles, few attempts have been made to rein
force the construction by integrating the floor

Fig. 48. House types from Bellona. a: A traditional house,
Ilata. about 2 m high. The interior shelf was used for sleep
ing. b: A chief's house, !lange 'e/IQ; its curved rafters were a
sign of high status. c: A house type similar to modern Bel
lonese kitcbens, paito. with high walls. Temporarily families
may live in a kitchen house. d: Hange p%a (yoloa = floor,
from English). Such houses have often iron roofs.

construction or by the addition of oblique braces.
On the contrary, the construction has been widely
accepted with all its drawbacks. Recent building
innovations include the use of corrugated iron for
the roof. These also have been accepted although
their complete lack of insulation make the houses
less comfortable to live in.

Apart from the types of houses mentioned
above, some variations must be mentioned. Even
before Christianity prestige houses were built. A
large house indicated many inhabitants or sup
porters and was thus respected. Normally nobody
would enlarge his house beyond what was strictly
necessary because of the big expense of upkeep.
An alternative way of expressing or establishing
superior status was by owning a hange hakahua
hua house, which had curved rafters (see fig.48
and 50). Since the rafters had to acquire the
curved shape by natural growth, they had to be
carefully selected. Often they were presented as
gifts by the builder's kinsmen. The prestige house
had additional comfort, since its single room had
better head room thus allowing people to walk up
right for nearly the whole floor. Further its cost
and upkeep were only slightly more than for a
common house, always provided that the builder's
enterprise was matched by sufficient observant
people to supply the proper rafters.

Another type of bouse, of ancient origin, but
still much used, is the small leaf house (hange
ngau niu or hange kaunga) with thatch of coconut
leaves or baghu pandanus respectively. As report
ed by Birket-Smith, this is a temporary structure

":It.,
n

Fig. 49. A traditional settlement 1966:
a /rata seen from the main trail along
the coconut palm-Ranked side trail, anga
singa.
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Fig. 50. A stately hallge hakahuahua 1966;
Polo Sa'engeika's house in Kapata stan
ding in a most impressive coconut grove.

often reduced to a simple lean-to made of coconut
fronds. The leaf houses are often built for sick
people and burnt after their use, a very sanitary
procedure.

The changes from the hata type of house to the
usual modem Bellonese house are multiple. Mo
dem houses are larger, they have higher walls,
doors, windows, and usally a raised floor platform
and iron roof (fig. 51). All these innovations were
introduced very fast, most of them from about
1947 to 1960. It is still uncertain what motivated
the rapid changes in housing, although not in the
basic principles of construction. The explanation
offered by the Bellonese themselves suggests that
the introi:1uction of kerosene lamps was an im
portant element. They created a possibility for in
door life in the evenings never thought of pre-

Fig. 51. Modem house 1966; it has an
iron roof and is built on poles. Shutters
and door are made from plywood.
6

viously, and this again created the demand for
dwellings in which it was easy to walk erect. Fur
ther the peaceful and more permanent settlement
pattern which evolved after Christianity is part of
the explanation. But the soil-floored, high-walled
houses first introduced had very obvious draw
backs as living areas. In periods of moist weather
these houses were damp, and the newly introduced
tuberculosis found easy prey in such conditions.
Houses built on poles are much better in this
respect. In fact they are as good as the old hata,
but they are very much more expensive to build
and keep up. Their early success was partly due to
their value as status symbols. They were soon
associated with high rank, because the alien mis
sionaries recommended them. Now almost all
Bellonese live in houses built on poles Change
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TABLE IQ.

Sofus Christiansen

Work expenditure in m~klng n hDuse

XIII

ND. Df men Time spent Total nD. of
(day units) workdays

Making house frame, hange ngungu:

FeUing (laa) :md preliminary preparation of
pDles (pDU tu'u) I 1 1

Carrying of pal es G t 3

Digging holes for poles llnd thefr Insertion 6 ~ 3,
Putling up rldgepDle (la'o huhul,
rafters (kaso), and laths 2 I 2

Tltatchlng rODf:

Preparing thalch p~nels (mat~~ngau) 12 I 12

Thatching ('~tD han~e) 12 1 12

Tying small sticks tD rODf and CDver (tubi)
and (tubi hange) 1 1 1

CUlling off thalch ~t eaves (toghl) - - -

Making nOOl":

Erecling the floor pIll Harm,
cutting vines in proper lengths 2 2 44

Tying floDr (s~mu snngikl) 2 1 2

Pu ttin" up wall thatch:

Making U,"tch panels 12 1 12

Putting Up vertical supporls (nguumutu) 2 2 4
and horizontal supports (~) 2 2 4

Thatching walls (~) 12 1 12

Tying small sticks to thatch 1 1 \

lolal wDrkd~Y8 69

(The adding oC a lndder, doors. windows. etc.
"'. :rJl:

was done over n long period. )

pOU), even though many are of modest dimen
sions.

The higher standard of housing has resulted in
a sharp rise in housing costs for the Bellonese.
The amount of materials used in house construc
tion has increased, and the best types of trees for
poles, as ghaimenga and tabai, are in short supply.
Even the pandanus leaves used for thatch can be
a little difficult to get, as the areas for its cultiva
tion are often needed for food production.

On almost every area near the villages suitable
for pandanus growing, but too stony for food
cropping, thatchbearing palms are now planted.
As thatch is heavy to carry, areas close to settle
ment are always preferred for its cultivation. Na
turally, the islanders are eager to rationalize house
construction. The use of corrugated iron reduces
upkeep by about one fourth, as far as the replace
ment of roof thatch is concerned, but has the
severe drawbacks mentioned before. It may be

added that iron roofs make any inhabitant fully
aware of even a few drops of rain falling on his
roof, not to mention high winds!

The various changes in Bellonese housing have
greatly influenced the cost of houses. Still they
are, however, relatively cheap if materials and
work for a 'normal' house are considered.

The sample construction was a 4-fathom (ngaho
ngima) house in Matahenua, the labour figures
for which are roughly given in table 10. Half days
were used as time units, since work is often limited
to that time span. Other samples closely resemble
the one shown; a similar house built at Hatagua,
on RenneIl, took 66 workdays. It is interesting to
note that making thatch sticks takes roughly a
fifth of all the work invested, and the thatching
operation another fifth. If the life of the house
frame is approx. ten years, at least two roof re
thatching operations can be avoided if corrugated
iron is used (fixing the sheets takes only a trifle
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Fig. 52. a) Plaiting of a coarse floor mat from a coconut
palm leaf.

of time compared with the thatching). An iron
roof can thus save approximately 30-40 workdays
on a house that lasts ten years, and this from a
total of less than 100 workdays spent on it. Cor
rugated iron is thus worth at least 50-100 work
days, as it can be re-used on other frames, since
the iron lasts for more than twenty years on Bel
Iona. From this it may be inferred that the use of
iron roofs cuts expenditure of housing by more
than one third. To this saving of work must be
added the saving of land space used for growing,
carrying, and preparation of the pandanus leaves.
Further iron roofs are often used as catchment
areas for watertanks, which adds to their useful
ness. No~ doubt an iron roof also adds to the
owner's prestige. The disadvantage of iron roofs
is the price, about 50 $ per house. As the normal
income a Bellonese could earn by working copra
locally was (1966) about a dollar or less a day,
the values of work saved and the cost of the iron
roof were almost equal. Possibly the use of iron
roofs was economically of little advantage, except
as a means for accumulating wealth, and most
people agree that leaf roofs are more comfortable.

In fact most iron roofs are bought with money
earned by working in plantations abroad. In addi
tion to the drawbacks mentioned above, another
seems to follow the introduction of iron roofs: the
need for 'sawn' timber. The sawing of timber
would help to utilize forest resources better, but
since sawing is not done yet, sawn timber is imi
tated by planing full timber, which leads to
enormous losses of valuable hardwood. This oc
curs on an island where greater economy in ex-
6·

b) Plaiting of a modern, fine sleeping mat, malikope, from
Pandanus leaves with some banana leaf strips.

plaiting vanishing timber resources is highly de
sirable (see note on ghaimenga timber in appendix
B-1).

2.5.2 Means for production:
implements and canoes
Implements for gardening
Implements used in horticulture are nowadays
mostly of foreign make. From their introduction
in the 1890s steel axes {'aakisl} especially the 'sai
nama'-make of axes ('Chinaman'?) and bush knives
(kiba) have, since World War 11 totally replaced
the former stone or shell adzes (toki 'ungi and toki
susungu). This resulted in a great saving of labour
according to local information, parallel to that
demonstrated in New Guinea by Salisbury (1962).
Also in firemaking, imported matches have almost
totally replaced the traditional firemaking tool,
the fireplow. However, the most characteristic
implement in horticulture, the digging stick (koso)
has withstood all attempts at replacement. As
previously mentioned, the digging stick functions
well in the present type of horticulture. E. Bose
rup (1965) draws a connection between intensity
in agricultural practices and simplicity of imple
ments used; this finds support in Bellonese ex
perience. Probably the invading grasses will put
an end to the use of the digging stick, but such an
occurrence seems to lie in the more remote future.
The koso and its manufacture are discussed under
horticulture. Because the work involved in making
a koso is negligible, it is only occasionally reused.
Of other manufactures used in horticulture, the
making of leaf baskets (pongaponga, see fig. 52)
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Fig. 53. A baka 'eha canoe; it is indispensable for catching flying fish because it is large enough to carry the necessary
torches. To prevent cracking the hull is covered with coconut palm leaves. Two kJlpenga hand nets are also shown.

deserves mentioning, but since they too take so
little effort to make (5-10 minutes) and their ma
nufacture may more aptly be included with the
relevant horticultural process, they shall not be
discussed here.

Implements for fishing
As in horticulture, the post-war period has witness
ed great changes in the use of fishing gear. Birket
Smith, during his stay on Rennell in 1952 was one
of the last to see almost all the traditional gear
still in use (Birket-Smith 1956). As mentioned
previously the great wooden shark hooks are now
obsolete as also the traditional small hooks (ghau
ngoku) which have been replaced by the more ef
fective barbed steel hook. Senmt fishing lines
(kaka) and common lines (uka) have all been re
placed by nylon lines, no doubt because of the
outstanding amount of work involved in the ma
nufacture of sennit. Spears (tao) for fishing are
still made locally, but usually with iron prongs.
The large seine nets (bugho) are now seldom seen;
they are still widely used on the reefs at Rennell,
there being about one per village. Those observed
in 1965-66 were in a state of disrepair and no
opportunity occurred to see the manufacture of

such nets. In contrast the racket-like, smaller nets
(kupenga) are still widely used. Hand nets are of
three types: long-handled (hangahanga), short
handled (kau matu'a), and without handle (ku
penga ungaunga, fig. 53). These nets are often
seen being repaired. From the repair work ob
served, it is estimated that it would take at least
three working days to make a new net. Nets need
continued repair when in constant use, and it ap
peared that a complete replacement occurred
every second year. Upkeep of a single net will
thus amount to 11/2 workday per annum. There
are about 80 kupenga nets on Bellona, which in
volve a total annual upkeep of 120 workdays.

The torches (ngama) used for catching flying
fish must not be forgotten, since they are indispens
able in this important fishery. For the sake of
economy they are made to bum intensively only
in intermittant short periods, to give 'flares' (see
fig. 54). A night's fishing will require about five
torches per team of canoes, each representing half
a day's work for one adult man, this including
other preparations.

On any potentially good night up to twenty fish
ing expeditions will be operating. li about 20
nights a year are fully exploited, the work ex-
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Fig. 54. Sketch by Sengeika Tepuke to show the making
of a large canoe. In the middle is illustrated how rollers,
toso, were used to transport the dug out to a settlement.
On the 8th day the maiden voyage was made; several
torches (as shown below, right) were used to attract flying
fish.

4 '"day

5 '"day
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the tree were removed to make the hull acquire
the desired length (potof) and to shape the ends
finely (sema). Together with the preliminary hol
lowing made the same morning, this serves to
ease the transport of the heavy hull. The early
morning work force of ten was increased to thir
teen, a convenient number for dragging the trunk
on rollers (toso) from the forest down to Kapata
(Sa'eogeika's principal settlement). The half-days
work ended with a food gift of 100 drinking nuts.

Second day. The first shaping of the hull (lino
baka) took place. Adzes (toki and sou) were used
almost exclusively to form the interior; the fine
grained wood gives rise to a remarkably smooth
finish. The two ends (ngu potu) of the canoe de
mand great care in shaping. At the ends the hull
is only sparingly hollowed to give needed strength
at these potentially weak points in a dugout canoe.
Two seat-like platforms (manu) are thus formed.
The sides of the hull are then made even, an
operation called tu'uti. Seven people participated
in the full day's work. As is usual, at least one old

penditure on torches amounts to about 20 X 5 X
20 X lh = about 1000 workdays annually for the
whole fleet. Understandably high-pressure kero
sene lanterns are in vogue, but they are still too
expensive to operate for most Bellonese, especial
ly since their mantles are fragile and must be fre
quently replaced.

Canoe building
Canoes are indispensable for all the more econo
mic Bellonese fishing methods. It is therefore not
surprising that canoe construction is one of the
subjects much planned and discussed on Bellona.

The two types of canoes built on Bellona differ
more in size than in general principles of con
struction. The 'flagship' for catching flying fish
(baka 'eha) requires much work to build (fig. 53
and 54).

The building of a new baka 'eha in 1966 for
Sengeika Tepuke is described in detail. It does not
deviate much from similar descriptions of Tesua
tai's and Temasi's canoes and field observations
(among others of Sanga'eha's new hua built in
1966). It took seven days to build the three-and
three quarters fathom (ngoha tongu hatutungi)
canoe. Often building takes longer, but the fish
ing season was approaching, so the work pace
was a bit forced. Many men were employed in the
construction. How such large work forces can be
enlisted is explained in paragraph 5.3. The com
mander (te hakahua 0 te baka) of that canoe,
Sengeik<rTepuke, has illustrated the various stages
of the construction in fig. 54.

First day (1). A great ghaimenga tree near the
Manakau trail in Ghongau had been selected for
the canoe (Sa'aiho district had few suitable ghai
menga trees at that time, and the consent of the
land owner to fell it, Paul Sa'engeika, had been
acquired.) Ghaimenga trees have enormous plank
buttresses, making them difficult to fell (tua). The
cut was placed almost a fathom above ground. Ten
men assisted in the felling, which occurred just
after sunrise. Once the tree had fallen (too), it was
partially barked and outlined (tiu), and some pre
liminary hollowing (all) was done. Already at
6.30 a.m. this part of the work was completed,
and the work party was served food ('050 hekau).
Drinking nuts (polo) were also given to the thirsty
men.

Same day (2). A preliminary shaping of the ex
terior was made at the stern and great masses of
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Fig 55. Baka 'ella canoe on its landing place. The hull is
protected against sun by a coconut leaf cover. Notice the
strong, yet flexible fastening of tile outrigger float to the
booms by means of sticks. A short- and a long-handled
kllpenga-net is also seen.

man with acknowledged expertise participated in
this important phase of the construction.

Third day. The last details of the hull were
worked out: lashing holes (ha'o) for the gunwale
poles were cut, and the hull was given a final
going over. Eight men participated and received
a rewarding meal (3 bags of 'uhingaba yams, and
1 bag of tara).

Fourth day. The finished hull was partly hauled
on rollers (toso) sometimes on coasters, partly
carried by means of attached poles to the sea.
Eleven men took part in this back-breaking work.
The weight of the hull was so great that the men
almost staggered beneath it, but they went on and
00, almost running all of the two km. to the coast
at Ahanga, the first destination of the canoe, and
they only stopped a few times to gain breath. One
of the worst parts of the job was to lower the

canoe down to the beach from the cliff; many
ropes were used for this task. Such a feat of
strength was not ignored by the islanders. Loud
shouts of pride and joy abounded, and everybody
started for the trail to admire the new canoe. Ac
cording to custom a new food gift was served,
this time with fish and 'uhingaba yams. No more
work was performed that day by the carriers!

Fifth day. This was the day for lashing the gun
wale (toto'o) and fixing the thwarts (loghuloghu).
This is a time consuming task but is not regarded
as hard work. Much skill goes into making the
lashings strong enough, yet flexible. Nine men par
ticipated for about half a day (Sengeika, Kaitu'u,
Sau'eha, Momoka, Temasu'u, Baiabe, Saobaa,
'Uku'uku, and Taupongi). No food present is
served on such an occasion.

Sixth day. This day was spent attaching the out
rigger to the hull (hakaama). The three outrigger
booms (kiato) are indirectly fastened to the hull
through the gunwalepoles; if this were not done
the great forces exerted on the float would easily
break either hull or booms. Fastening the out
rigger float (ama) to the booms is also indirect
through a set of connective sticks (baato) ham
mered into the float and lashed to the booms. On
top of the booms a platform (hata) is made from
a set of sticks (kau hala). Finally the gunwale
lashings are protected by the application of a
brim of coconut leaves (hakatapia). At every stage
great care is taken to avoid damaging the canoe
through the continual change from wet to dry
states. Sengeika alone took care of the final details
on the canoe, which was completed at the end of
this, the sixth day.

Seventh day. The day of the first trip. Sengeika,
the commander of the canoe, prepared everything
for this maiden voyage (bengo), particularly the
torches. Before the start of the first fishing expe
dition a special meal (hakaanga) was served by
Sengeika (a basket of 'uhingaba yams and a basket
of 'uhi yams). At night the canoe went to sea with
a crew of four. 1) Sengeika: mataabaka (in the
fore with a hangahanga net), 2) Kaitu'u: peba
(steersman, aft), 3) Sa'obaa: mungikatea (fisher
man with round net), and 4) Kaipua: tu'uahi (car
rier of the torches). They sat in the canoe in this
sequence 1), 4), 3), 2) as always in a baka'eha
with a crew of four.

The total expenditure of work on this particular
canoe was 43 workdays, a total which deviates less
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than 10 % from two other estimates of work for
the same type of canoe (baka 'eha). Smaller canoes
(hua) require less work; sometimes a single person
makes the canoe except for the carrying. Only
fragmentary records of the construction of a hua
canoe have been compiled; it is estimated that
about 25 workdays are required to build one.
Possibly small canoes generally only 'cost' from
50-60 % of the work input for a large canoe.

One may wonder why with this background the
large canoes are built. Their advantages are better
seaworthiness and capacity. The last aspect is im
portant because it enables the canoe to fish flying
fish by torch light, accomodating one person to
tend the torches. With most other fishing opera
tions the chances of a good catch are about the
same for the two types of canoes. This may ex-

plain why only a minimum number of baka 'eha
canoes are built.

The amount of labour involved to make a canoe
is remarkably low. Compared with other Polyne
sian craft the BeIlonese canoe seems rough and
clumsy and without decorations; it is a boat of
utility with little non-functional adornment. Prob
ably this has to do with the short life span of Bel
lonese canoes. Ageing, through cracking, causes
early destruction. Few attempts are made to pro
tect the canoes. No paint is used and they are only
shaded from the sun by placing a few coconut
fronds over them. Hurricanes do away with many
canoes; often the efforts to pull them beyond the
reach of storm waves are in vain. Canoes rarely
remain in use for more than a couple of years.



3.1-3.5 Subsistence production 196~6
3.1 Gardening production:
The essential inputs in this are land, seed ma
terials, and work; necessary implements are treat
ed in 3.5.

3.1.1 Assessment of land utilization 1965--66

Methods of the survey
BeIIona was photographed from the air and a
chain and compass traverse was made in con
nection with a geological field campaign and a
phosphate survey (T. A. Adams 1961). This re
sulted in a scale-determined outline map presently
kept in the BSIP Geological Survey Department.
In 1965 we resurveyed the traverse, which result
ed in negligible corrections to the map scale. Some
of the verified distances on the ground were later
used for the detennination of scale of air photo
graphs taken in 1962. These were kindly set at our
disposal and were used to produce a map (pI. 1
accompanying this volume). The map was pre-

3. A survey of total Bellonese material production 1955-66
3.0 The subdivisions of material production pared by the Danish Geodetic Institute using ste
In the following survey only some characteristics reophotogrammetry; topographical names were
of Bellonese material production are treated, added by Taupongi of Matahenua. Naturally the
mainly inputs as land materials and work, outputs map was of much assistance in the field work and
as harvest, catch of fish, implements, and canoes. also to scale later maps produced from photo
First subsistence production is surveyed (3.1-3.5), graphs taken in 1943, 1947, and 1966. The last
then production for export, i.e. market produc- photography was taken by the kind assistance of
tion (3.6). To find a common denominator by British authorities and the Megapode Airways. It
which values can be described of both inputs and has been used for a base in estimating areas of
outputs and subsistence as well as market sector various types of use on Bellona.
of the economy is difficult. Monetary units are Total area, excluding dry parts of the reef, was
only partly applicable because of the severe limi- first found by square counting and later by plotting
tations for exchange and substitution of factors of outlines on an electronic plotting board feeding a
production and consumption. The export produc- computer programme. The last device quite over
tion is viewed on a background of terms of trade shot the limits of accuracy set by scale determina
and finally an attempt is made to estimate the tion, but did away with the accumulation of er
subsistence production in terms of energy. The rors by adding up tiny areas. Bellona's -area was
subsistence production is analysed in sections si- found to be 16.97 km2 (equalling 6.6 sq.miles),
milar to those used in the preceding chapter; the error probably less than 2 %. Considering the
numbers of paragraphs of the two chapters cor- difficulties in defining the outline of the area, it
respond to facilitate comparisons: the paragraph is reasonably given as 17.0 km2

•

describing gardening in general is found in 2.1, To identify major land uses a field survey was
and the estimate of gardening inputs and outputs conducted March-April 1965. It was attempted to
in 1965-66 is in 3.1. inspect all areas and village areas at least to the

extent of making possible identification from air
photographs of those non-inspected. Further inter
views were made concerning all utilized areas to
assure that no areas would be omitted in the sur
vey, and to furnish data on inputs of work. A
fairly good coverage was attained (about 90 % of
all gardens) but it proved difficult to estimate
areas with adequate accuracy; also it proved ne
cessary to give the survey a greater time depth.
Bellonese gardening relied heavily but not ex
clusively on yams, and the taro, banana, and
sweet potato areas utilized in a full year could
hardly be assessed in March-April. Another prob
lem was that the scale on the photomaps prepared
for the field work was far too small (about
1:20,000) for the diminutive Bellonese garden
plots.

The second field work period, September-Oc
tober 1966, utilized a first rate airphotographic
coverage of the total area, helping to keep sur
veying proper at a minimum. Photographs were
taken on the 22nd of August, in time to let us
have the pictures available in the field, but too
early to let them depict all yam gardens planted
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for the 1966 harvest. These had to be sketched for
later addition to a map of land utilization.

For the final analyses of land utilization a pho
tographic map was prepared from the 1966 air
photographs at a scale of approximately 1:2,500.
The camera type (Wild Aviogon) and flying height
applied had resulted in a negative scale of about
1:11,000, and this together with a normal black
and-white film easily allowed the desired enlarge
ments to be adequately detailed.

The gardens found by the ground survey were
identified or plotted on the photographic map.
Missing ones discovered on the photographs were
classed to type by comparison with those already
known. Following characteristics proved instru
mental in identifying area types: grey-tone, 'tex
ture' of area, and height of vegetation together
with more special features as contours of garden
areas. The features resemble closely those recom
mended by P. Koch (1970) in a survey of African
land usage.

Recognition of garden types proved fairly easy
from the photographs; the permanent crops were
easiest to identify. An estimate of fallow areas is
important in ascertaining whether land use is
stable or not. Some efforts were made to identify
fallow areas of different age on the basis of field
mapping of sample areas in both 1965 and 1966.

Some of the characteristics of various areas are
given below in table 11. The 'key' gives only a
coarse description and will probably require adap
tation fof use in milieus other than the Bellonese.
It has been applied to other BeUonese airphoto
graphs (see chapter 7) with fairly few complica
tions, but application of this key or similar ones
depends greatly on seasonal development of areas
for success. It must be admitted that a number of
gardens could not have been identified solely by
using the key. Safer evaluation requires the use
of at least two yearly photographs: one to show
yam gardens (to be taken about March) and ano
ther to show non-yam gardens (possibly to be
taken about October).

Generally assessing of permanently cultivated
areas were without problems. Coconut palm and
pandanus groves were easily distinguished, except
when very young. Bellonese coconuts yield at an
age of about five years; before that they are of
little productive interest, which tends to diminish
the importance of errors. Pandanus groves yield
quickly and are interpreted from the photos with

few sources of error. Only one category of perma
nent crops implies serious difficulty for interpre
tation: the tree crops of the village areas. The
reason is that the functional connection between
tree crop and area is hard to define. Is it an area
of the village green or do the trees really occupy
an area equalling that of their crowns? Conven
tionally tree crop areas have been defined as the
crown areas.

The fallow areas are always difficult to assess:
old ones are sometimes similar to virgin forest
and the difference between ages of regrowth is the
harder to determine the older the stage. The young
stages (1-6 years fallows) were distinguished by
a grey-tone strip compiled from the photograph
analysed from various well-identified sample areas.
Comparing samples it was possible to distinguish
young/mature fallows (younger than 6 years age
less than about 12-15 years) and mature fallows/
secondary growth. The last distinction is slightly
arbitrary, as mature fallows are considered fallow
areas recently involved in the rotation of garden
areas whereas secondary forest has not been so.
Possibly secondary forests are of limited interest
as garden areas. Virgin forests in the proper sense
of the word are probably non-existent on Bellona,
some trees have been cut almost everywhere. The
concept of virgin forest is here restricted to areas
from which the forest has never been cleared. Be
cause even very ancient clearings can be traced,
there are probably few chances for mistakes. Func
tionally a forest mistakenly considered virgin may
resemble a true virgin forest very much (i.e. by
delivering a diversity of timber trees).

Reef areas (ngoto) were also evaluated together
with coastal terraces. These have been divided into
unusable land (apata) , and 'coastal places' (aba
taz). The latter are partly cultivable, often planted
with coconut palms and usually important as land
ing places for canoes.

The maps resulting from the interpretation de
scribed above are found as plates 2-5 (land utili
zation 1966), accompanying this volume.

When the interpretation of the photographic
map was completed the areas of the different land
use types were determined. As with the total area
of BelIona, a plotting machine (a Coradograph
coordinatographer) automatically punched coor
dinate-codes on a tape which in turn was fed to a
preprogrammed computer. The areas were deter
mined within tens of m2 at the given map scale
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Main characteristics used for interpretation

Typ~ or area Grey lones Texture

Village arell (manaha) Very Ught, uniform-blotched Fine, uniform

Pandanus groves (mllalu) Very dark Coarse, individual tree-crowns
distinguishable. smalllell!
roseHes (diam~ler f~w m.)

Coconut groves (klu) M~dlum light. speckled Coo.rsc~ individual tree-crowns
distinguishable. lllrge leaf
rosettes (diameter> 5 m.)

Yam garden6 (lumnngB 'uh1) Dark, speckled Coarse

Banana gardens ('ungu huUl M edlum dark. speckled Coarse

Ta.ro gardens ('umanga tango) Medium light Medium

-,

Sweet-polalo gardens Ughl. uniform Fine, uniform
('umanga patHo)

Fallow. (ma'anga) Light dark Increasingly coarse. finally
'cauliOore-lilcc' a

Uniform - heterogeneous

Secondary growth (bao mlltu'll) Medium. speckled Coo.rse

Virgin forest (mouku) Light. medium speckled Coarse. often ttcrrazt.o-llke '

COilstal ten"nce Varying Varying
(aapata ma Ilbalal)

(l :2,880), easily yielding an accuracy within
± 1 %, by far smaller than the errors caused
by ill-defined boundaries of areas. In fact the
method was extremely accurate, but the apparatus
proved rather vulnerable. The areas of single
parts of area types were therefore determined
otherwise. From a map replica on plastic foil the
areas to be determined were cut out and weighed.
This method yielded an accuracy of about ±
2 %. To achieve this accuracy control weighing
of samples had to be performed. (The reason
seems to be that humidity is adsorbed to the foil
sUIfaces.) Adding nearly thousand part-areas could
lead to an undesirable loss of accuracy. To prevent
this, the total area of Bellona was divided into
'strips' orientated orthogonally to a straight line
found as 'best fit' to the main trail (sum of squares
of distances was minimized by calculation). In

this way very few boundary lines between garden
areas were found to be cut by the strip boundaries.
Naturally, the strip areas were used to control
sums of their included part areas and, later, also
for comparisons between 1965-66 areas and pre
vious owners.

The garden areas assessed are not, however,
similar to those actually planted. From the sample
previously discussed (Matiu Sa'omoana's garden
figs. 27, 28, and 29) it can be seen that prepared
garden areas are kept as a reserve. As much as
15 % of gardens are sometimes left unplanted. It
is therefore often of little consequence to aim at
too high accuracies in area determinations.

The general results obtained are shown in table
12, and fig. 56. Perhaps the most remarkable
findings are that the areas regularly exploited (vil
lage areas and cultivated land including fallows)
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of area Iypes from airpholo~raphs (scale 1'2 500}

Slereosc opic hei.~ht Other char-ac lera

0-0.5 m. Trnils, houses, single trees. Detached setUemenls: 'key-hole'
shaped

3-5 m. Sub-reclan!:Ular conIlgurallon oi plots

"10 m. Solitary; irregular Or sub-rectangular plots

1-4 m., varying within plot Usually with large dead trees, stakes, visIble indIvidual plants

1-2 m., varying withIn plol Usually with large dear trees. Individual plants with large, shiny
leaves

0.5 m. Usually with small dead trees, Individual plant. hardly
dislin!:Ulshable

0.5 m., ve ry unHarm Resemble village greens

Increasing from Llboul 1. 5-10 m. A grey-tone scale of considernble assistance in cenlrol parts of
photography, combined with stereoscopic height Dssessments.
Fallows gradually emerging into forest

About 10 m. and more indtvidual trees distinguishable, few kinds, oHen traces of
clco.rings

High, varying Individual Iree crowns distinguishable especially of 'emergent'
trees. Mnny kinds, SOme very chnract~rietic (e. g. Ficus Bp.).
No traces of clearings

Varying

~

add up to less than 37 % of the total land area.
If the baD matu'u fallow areas are regarded as a
sort of area reserved rather than as an exploited
area, less than 27 % of the total land area is pro
ductive with food crops. Of the food crop land
about one third is in perennial crops; thus barely
one fifth (1 8 %) of the total area is utilized as
garden land, including the necessary fallow areas.

For further analysis the garden areas of the
preceding years were assessed, They were identi
fied by their later fallows. Results are given in
table 13. In 1966 planting of the yam gardens was
hardly begun, hence the area is not comparable
with that of the preceding years. The older fallow
areas (stemming from preceding garden areas) are
larger. Of course the figures are influenced by er
rors, but these are estimated to be less than 10 %.
For a control, the 1962 fallow areas deduced from

the 1966 photographs were compared with garden
areas found on a photographic map from 1962;
the coincidence was remarkably good - only about
5 % of the fallows dated from 1962 could not be
referred to their relevant gardens, identified by
local people (especially Taupongi of Matahenua).
Another interesting finding was that areas classed
as 'old fallows' on the 1966 map in fact seem to
stem from only two years' garden areas. This sup
ports the idea that old fallows - of the baD matu'u
stage - really are reserves rather than parts of
normal rotation. The development is illustrated
in fig. 57.

The decrease of garden areas during the period
considered can easily be explained from the fact
that large areas were subsequently planted with
coconut palms. Garden areas have been reduced
at varying rates in the three districts. In Ghongau
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TABLE 12.

Land utilization, Bellona 1965-1966.

Arens In hn. Figures in parentheses: percentages of loWland nrea (of district or lotal).

SA'AIHO GHONGAU MATANGI BELLONA

nccr areas :!1.4 36.0 28.9 86.~

Coastal terrace 10.1 (4.0) 19.7 (I. 9) 11. 5 (3.4) 41.2 (2.5)

cultivnted, abalal 0.7 1.7 0.5 2.9

Wild ~rowth land 148.3 (58. D) 748.2 (72.0) 255.5 (75.4) 1152.0 (70.7)

Primary forest 89.4 (35.4) 405.2 (39.0) 100.4 (53.2) 674.9 (41.4)

Secondnry foresl t 3. 8 (5.5) 254.3 (24.5) 46.G (r3. B) 314.B (19.3)

(In tino henu .. ) D.2 (3.3) 254.3 (24.5) 37.0 {I I. O} 299.5

Old fallo'vs 45.1 (17.9) BB.7 (8.5) 28.5 (8.4) IG2.4 (IO.O)

(in tino henu.) 41.3 (16.n 79.3 (7.6) 24.0 (7. n 144.6 (8.9)

Horticultural land 6B.9 (27.3) 179.8 (17.3) 44.6 (13.2) 293.3 (17.9)

(in tino henua) G3.7 (25.3) 175.8 (16.9) 42.4 (12.5) 281.9 (17.3)

Cultivnted 19G2 14.3 54.5 12.6 81.4 (5.0)

(in tlno henua) 13.2' 54.4 12.5 80.0 (4.9)

Cultivnted 19G3 18.1 51.6 10.6 80.3 (4.9)

(in tino henua) 1G. 4 50.1 10.5 76.9 (4.7)

Culli va ted 1964 17.1 37.6 9. 9 64.G (4.0)

(in lino henua) 15.0 36.6 9.5 61.6 (3.6)

Cu] tiva ted I 965 13.G 28.4 10.4 52.4 (3.2)

(In tino hcnua) 13.1 27.3 8.9 49.3(3.0)

Cultivated·IOG6 5.9 7.7 1.0 14.6 (0. B)

(in lino henual 5.3 7.5 1.0 13.8 (0.6)

Perennial crop land 21,3 (8.5) 77.8 [7.5) 24. B (7.3) 123.9 (7. G)

C OC onuts lotal 20.2 75.6 23.6 119. G (7.4)

ben ring 17.1 73.1 21. 3 111. 5 (6.9)

(in lino henual \6.0 73.0 21. 3 110.3 (G. B)

Coconuts, not bearing 3.0 2.5 2.6 8.1 (0.5)

Pandnnus 0.7 0.7 O. I 1. 4 (0. I)

Other fruiHrees 0.4 1.5 0.9 2.9 (0.2)

AgrJ cullural land 90.2 (36.0) 257.6 (24. B) 69.4 (20.5) 417. 2 (25.5)

Village area· 3',4 (1.4) 13.8 (1.3) 2.5 (0.7) 19.7 (1. 2)

Land aren 252.0 (100.0) 1039.3 (100.0) 338.8 (100.0) IG30.1 (IOO.O)

Toialnren 273.4 1075.2 367.8 1716,'4

XIII

the decrease has been largest but this district has
still the most available land per inhabitant and
has planted most coconuts. (Differences between
districts are treated in chapter 7.)

Reduction of area does not necessarily imply a
similar reduction of cropped areas. From records
of gardens planted it appears that two crops per
rotation instead of one have with increasing fr~

quency been taken, at least from yam garden land
(see table 14). The additional areas cropped per
annum have been estimated from recorded r~

planting rates of yam gardens. For the estimate it
has been assumed that the yam area percentage of
the annual garden area was constant during the
period analysed. The assumption is only partly
valid; with more double cropping less taro-banana
areas are necessary, because the 'fallow crop' r~
places them. Hence the yam percentage of garden
land increases slightly if 'fallow cropping' increas
es. This means that the maximum total 'cropped'
areas of table 13 should be slightly larger for the
most recent years (about 4.5 % for 1965). Still,
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a considerable reduction of the garden plus fallow
areas has taken place. The reduction has been
largely offset by a reduction of the duration of
fallow periods. The duration seems noW to ap
proach the minimum length of fallowing required
according to traditions to obtain 'sustained yields'.

Areas fallowed more than 5-6 years are be
coming increasingly rare except on poor or in
accessible soils.

For the last year with fully recorded garden
areas, 1965-66, the inputs were found from the
photographic map to be about 52.4 ha. To find
the area harvested during that year (from the yam
harvest 1965 until the beginning of harvest 1966)
about 15 ha. must be added. The total area was
thus about 67.5 ha.

It now remains to find with which crops this
area was planted. About 60 % of the yam area
may be estimated from observation as planted
with sweet potatoes; the sweet potato area was
measured from the photographic map. Normally
annual taro/banana and yam areas are of about
same size; this also has been verified from obser
vations. The areas found are shown in table 15.

More detailed distribution data in areas have
been found from analyses of the field work re
cords for 1965; they are roughly in accordance
with those above - in fact they convey little extra
accuracy because the crop composition of gardens
widely varies.

The areas annually cultivated are modest, at
least if campared with total land area. However,
it must be borne in mind that if stable yields are
aimed at, the necessary fallow areas must be add
ed. If the annually cultivated yam area is A, the

TABLE 13.

"coastal terrace

.... '0
:::::::::::::::::::.:~~<fl

:-: : : : . ~ :
-.. ............ ' .

Fig. 56. Land utilization 1966. Including necessary fallows,
about one fourth of the area is cultivated. Old fallows
are often in marginal lands; they represent a reserve for
cultivation. Most of the forest and the coastal terrace are
uDcultivable.

total necessary area for yam including fallows is
6 A. Similarly taro requires 4 B, bananas 7 C, and
sweet potatoes 3 D, when the annual area for each
of the crops are B, C, and D relatively. Sweet
potatoes are assumed as planted in yam fallows,
using it for one year and prolonging the fallow
period for at least two years.

If the minimum fallowing periods are observed,
it is seen that the present garden land (27.9 % of
the land area) does permit stability to be main
tained; but the possibilities of acquiring old fal
lows for cultivation are restricted within normal
garden Jand.

Garden areas 1966 and fnllow areas 1966 urranlled aHer alle

1st year 2nd year 3rd year 4th year 5th year
Ga.rden area fallow fallow fallow fallow fallow tol.&.l

1966 (. gardens (. gardens (0 gardens (= gardens and older
1965) 1964) 1963) 1962)

Percentage of O. Do/. *) 3.2'1. 4.01fo 4.9"/. 5.0,," 10.0"/0 27.9'0total lund il rea

in ha. 14.6 *) 52.4 64.6 00.3 81.4 162.4 4SS. ?

totLlll area cropped
- o. n!f'g 1.1'r1l 1. 3 '1. 1. 3 '1. ?twice in rol.1.Uon -

rnn..x. tolal cropped
nreas in ,~ of 1010.1 - 4.1'1. 5.1 % 6.2'1. 6.2 'le ? -
area

*) As from photograph taken August 22nd. 1D66 ;
only gardens planted after the yam harvest (March-May) have been included.
Total planted area 1966 was said la be sirnllnr to Utat of 1965.
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Bellona, agricultural cycle

19651964196319621961 1966 ==-t 1967

'----;-;~_-----'I[> ~ []~'_9._--_: "_"':'(1: ~ :IL-_-?~-_-:II:10% 162,4 ha . 5% - 81,4 ha r> 4,9%. - 8~,3 ha [> 4% ~ 64,6ha [) 3,+'5.2h: V ~ V

old fa~lIo=W~S ~'I3~~11~3='~/J~==~IIJ~~\/J~~113~===='~IJ~1IJ~I~IJ===I~IJ~'/J~IIJ~=~.~: .~~• :

Fig. 57. Diagram showing the reduction of garden land on Hellona. Most of the areas lost for gardening are planted with
coconut palms. In 1966 observations encompass the first eight months.

3.1.2 Inputs oC garden work
The total amount of labour necessary to cultivate
the areas found above can be estimated from the
figures of labour expenditure for the various crops
(see paragraph 2.1.7). Rounded figures for total
estimated work in gardens are shown in table 15.

It takes more than land and labour to produce
a garden. Seed tubers for yam gardens are im
portant and very valuable whereas the other gar
dens are propagated with less valuable material,
as tare tops, banana cuttings or suckers, and sweet
potato cuttings. Seed tubers for one hectare of
yam garden amount to as much as from 200 to
500 kg per ha., varying with the seed weight of the
tuber or the part of tuber used (bulbils are rarely
used). The weight of seed tubers has been sub
tracted from yields. In all, seed tubers represent
an input of from about 5 to 13 1. for the total
garden area per annum, most probably is a cipher
from the lower end of the range. From preceding
paragraphs (2.1.4-2.1.7) it is seen that very little

equipment is used for production. Most of this
stems from the monetary part of the economy
(see 3.6).

The total yields have been estimated from the
area data previously referred to and from the yield
per ha. shown previously in table 9. From
questionnaire data concerning all 1965-66 gar
dens it has been found that half of the yam gar
dens are of the 'uhingabal'uhi type; the remaining
half is represented by a variety of yam combina
tions. Hence it has been assumed that half of the
yam garden area yielded about 20.7 1. per ha. and
the other half about 12.71. per ha. The average
yields are thought to represent yields resulting
from different types of soils. The last cipher has
been taken as an average from available ciphers;
taros and sweet potato averages have been taken
also. Total outputs are given in table 15.

The accuracy of the different estimates referred
to is highly varying. Areas may safely be assessed
within 2-3 % of error through analyses of aerial

TABU: 14.

No of yAm gn.1"dens replanted WiUl awaet potntoes

1966 1065 1064 1963 1962

Tolal Rep!. Total Rep!. TOlal Rep!. Tolal Rep!. Total Rep!.

Matilhenua 15 9 18 11 24 17 5 3 12 8

Ngotolcanab a 13 8 14 7 21 10 8 3 12 3

Sa'aiho: 28 17 32 18 45 27 \ 3*) 6 24 11

Pnula 15 14 13 0 14 7 20 17 16· 10

Ngongona 18 8 44 27 49 29 44 24 39 24

Tnhnldngolo 5 5 14 11 14 6 13 11 9 7

Ghongnu: 38 27 71 46 77 41 77 52 64 41

Ahen + Matangi 26 8 43 21 36 17 30 14 26 10

Bellonn: 72 42 146 B5 180 96 137 75 131 65

*) or 41 personB 18 were absent 10 work In planlaUons.
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TABLE ,15.

Subsistence on BelIona Island

Estimated inputs and outputs oC BeUQn~.sc subsist.ence production 1965 1966

95

FOOD PRODUCTION lnpu ts Outpu ts

Gardening land oreas ('l'. of total area) work:--
excl. fallow Inc!' (allow

workhoui9 total
Annual crops: ha. 'ha. ha. per ha. worlc.hours ha. tons per ha. totnl tons.

yam gardens 26 (1. 6'l',) 156 (9.6'l',) 26 1,925 50.050 26' 1G. 7 635'

taro gardens 13 (0. B'l'.) 52 (3.2,\,.) 13 1.365 23.745 13 10 130

bnnonn ga.rdens 13 {0.8,\,.} 91 (5.6'l'.) 13 725 9.425 13 15.5 202

sweet pota to 15 (0.9,\,.) 45 (2.70/,) 15 2.200 33,000 15 6.5 98
{replanting}

r 52 (3.2').) 299 (I B. 4':'.) 67 116,220 I, 065

other crop6, leaves
and cabba ges 25

1.090

Perennial crops:

coconuts*\bearing 100 (6.2':',) 100 100 .1.0 • 000 100 1 100

no"·bearlng a (0.5':'.)

pnndanus .1. 4 (0.1'l'.) 1.4 70 100

mlscellnne"Dus fruit tree 2.9 (0.2,\,,) 2.9 lOO 300 5 15

...} 112.3 (7.0"70) 10,400 115
excl. coconuts for
C oprn export

Foral(ing

(gathering, collecting)

terrestrial total land 150 persons
- villase ilrcaB 1,610 ha.

in 30 days/3 hr~ 13,500 rough estimate 40
ma.rine reel 86.3 ha ..

Fishing landing areas (abalai) 60 men fish,

implements. sce below on 45 occaslons/B hrs 21,600 other marine animals about 60

canoes, ace below

~

forest .and fallow areasFood preparation

for Cirewood:

45 fire. pcr day o( about 10 kg 90 women detoxication and incren.aed

- 165··tons of firewood in 300 days/3 hrs 81,000 pala tabill ty of Iood

- 15 ha. ol forest

Total (ood production tall of 13ellona incl. reef' 243,000 prepnred food from:
--- 1, 090 t of garden produce

115 t of cocoa

40 t or wild lood

60 t of fish

..

continued

photographs. Difficulties arise, however, when
distribution of kinds of crops is considered. It is
possible to identify main types of crops from pho.
tographs, but the problem must be parallelled with
that of assessing yields per ha. of the same crop
combinations. In some gardens the crop combina
tion may even change during the period of culti-

vation. The sources of error from the two assess
ments last mentioned greatly exceed those stem
ming from measurements of areas; together the
errors can hardly be kept below + 10 %. It must
be noted that the influence of variations in type of
soil was included in the assessed yields, but also
that they refer to a single year; variations stem-
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TABLE 15 continued

·ACCESSORY SUBSISTENCE PRODUCTION

Sofus Christiansen

total

XIII

workhours

P!a1tlnr: of mats ]c<lves from vnrLous pandanus trees abaul 500 bar:hu , . 1,000 replacement ·of mats

and some bananas - 200 malikopc , , 1,000

Housing thatoh: 1.3 ha. of panda~us about 150 !lving houses , 15,000 replacement oC houges

per year - 150 kitohen. = 6,000

timber from 6 ~a. of forest - 13 public houses = 3,200

(50';', usable timber)

Canoes wood for \".epla.ccmcnt: work for construction of rcplncement of canocs-- 3
7 bnka'chn = 26 m 7 bnka'eha = 2,410

17 hua , 39 m
3

14 hun = 3,360- --
62 m 3 5,770

= 4.5 ha. of selected forcst

I
Implements

net9, spears .. negligible about GOO workdD.Y~ = 4,800 '.

bcrches, repairs
.

Total accessory replacement of ma.ts. houses

subsistence production about 12 hll. 37,000 canoes and implements
--

ToW subsistence All of Bellonll at varying rood 243,000 food for subsistence + surplus

production intensities nccessories 37,000 replacement of flubsistence goods

260,000
---

ming from climatic differences have been left un
considered. Together this means that only an ela
borate sampling system may significantly improve
the accurac.y of production data. Another way to
assess yields that was considered was to ask every
household or some selected ones to weigh food
for daily consumption, but the plan was thought
too difficult to accomplish especially as yields
could not safely be referred to definite gardens.

For perennial crops 1965-66 inputs of land and
labour are more easily found. The land used for
coconuts, the most important perennial crop, was
found to be about 110 ha. of bearing palms with
additional 8.1 ha. of palms coming into bearing
within the next five years. It must be noted that
the land planted with coconuts not only forms a
large share of cultivable land (almost 21 %) but
that it is of the best quality found on the island.

It is more difficult to assess the yields of coco
nuts. Bellonese coconuts are often irregularly
spaced; a spacing of about 8 m. or less is often
seen on Bellona - against 9 to 10 m. in commer
cial plantations. Calculation of number of palms
from the area planted and normal Bellonese spa-

cing gives a total of about 16,500 palms. In fact
a conservative count came to more than 22,000
palms actually grown. This gives roughly 200
palms per ha. against only 150 on commercial
plantations.

Of great interest is usually also the age of the
stock of palms. Fortunately most palms were
planted after 1947 and are within the stage of full
bearing. Some reduction of potential must be
ascribed to the fact that some palms grow on
poor soil (especially on the coastal terrace). Also
ill-tending of the coconut groves is widespread, a
theme of many reports from agricultural extension
officers. In 1965 more than half of the coconut
groves in the central part of the island were all
but totally neglected except for incidental harvest
ing.

However, Bellonese palms do apparently not
yield less than commercially grown ones; rather
the contrary. About 50 to 80 nuts are harvested
per palm per annum on Bellona, approximately
the same yield as in the Solomons, but the average
weight of Bellonese nuts is greater than normal,
namely about 0.8 kg per husked nut.
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Perennial crops other than coconuts include
pandanus and miscellaneous fruit trees. Pandanus
groves (maalu) cover an acreage of about 1.4 ha.
The yield of nutritive material from pandanus is
insignificant, since currently the palms are mainly
used for thatch material, and hence discussed
later.

Other trees producing edible fruits cover only
about 2.9 ha. of land (the estimate includes only
trees properly identified.) Among the most valu
able trees are ngeemungi (Santiria, Haplolobus,
and Canarium spp.), but many other deserve men
tioning. (See appendix B-3.) The total input of
land for perennial crops is shown in table 15.

Inputs of labour with perennial crops are ge
nerally very low, mainly because the initial work
of planting is an investment of utility lasting more
than sixty years. It is estimated that the planting
of one ha. with coconuts requires about 600 work
ing hours if the seed nuts are available and - as
usually seen - a young fallow with little clearing
work is used for planting. Planting of a pandanus
grove takes a similar amount of work, but the in
vestment lasts only about 10 years.

A coconut grove may function according to at
least two different strategies. It may deliver food
and drink for local use, that is work on a sub
sistence basis, and it may be used for the produc
tion of copra. Bellonese groves served both func
tions. From the copra export amounting to 18 t.
1965-66, it is estimated that only roughly 10 ha.
of coco palm land were used. The labour required
for export production was about 3,500 workhours.
(See paragraph 3.5.)

For the approximate 100 ha. of coconut palms
labour inputs are estimated to be about 100 hours
per ha. - the same as for semicultivated tree crops
- resulting in a total input of about 7,000 work
hours per annum.

The other tree crops mentioned require from
about 70 hours per ha. for pandanus to about 100
hours for semicultivated tree crops; the extra
hours encompass the difficult occasional picking
of fruit.

The yields of coconut groves have been esti
mated from the areas planted with bearing palms,
the average planting density (about 150 palms per
ha.), average harvest of nuts (about 70 per palm
per annum), and average weight per nut. To re
duce the weight to dry copra basis, corresponding
data on Strait-Settlement nuts have been used;
7

these resemble BelIonese nuts as to size. This cal
culation gives a maximum yield of 2.2 1. of copra
per ha. Probably the estimate thus arrived at must
be regarded as a potential yield never actually
harvested*); the estimate is interesting because
slight improvements of transport and processing
arrangements may rapidly increase Bellonese co
pra production, especially if prices remain at the
present level or rise.

Non-edible materials stemming from coconut
palms have been disregarded as outputs here, also
the small amounts of edible material produced by
pandanus groves have been disregarded; their use
is very restricted anyway.

For trees, annual production of edible fruits
has been estimated at about 50 kg. of fruit per
tree, assuming about 100 trees per ha. Undoubted
ly some trees, as ngeemungi, are capable of spec
tacular yields, exceeding 100 kg. per tree, but the
harvests are irregular. Possibly the harvest is
slightly overestimated, but it deserves mentioning
because of the high-calorie and vitamin-rich con
tents.

3.2 Gathering/collecting, and hunting
The area inputs in gathering/collecting and hunt
ing are hardly assessable in detail. For the ter
restral part of these activities almost every area
may be used, possibly except village areas (totally
about 1610 ha.). Even garden areas may occasion
ally be included, namely when self-propagated,
edible plants appear. Marine collecting is on the
contrary quite sharply confined to the fringing
reef (86.3 ha.); the reef area of Bellona is quite
small compared to that of most Pacific islands of
comparable land area, and it is further reduced as
to utility because of prevailing religious taboos.

In paragraphs 2.2.1 and 2.2.2 the foraging acti
vities were estimated to be the main food pro
duction for about one month of the year. This
seems to correspond fairly well to the data of the
'diary survey', although the latter records a shorter
amount of time. Possibly this stems from the dif
ficulties of distinguishing marine collecting from
fishing, often carried out on the same occasions.
RougWy estimated every grown-up Bellonese
spends 3 hours a day during one month for gath
ering/collecting.

*) In 1965-66 according to official records a total
of only 18 t. of copra was exported; se table 24.
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Outputs have been estimated rougWy from the
food quantities necessary to supply the population
for approximately one month. The scant existing
information on results of reef-collecting expedi
tions seems to indicate that sufficient food is gain
ed for sustenance, but that work requirements are
high. The relatively small output is acceptable be
cause of the difficulties of gaining food in other
ways.

Hunting has here been completely disregarded
(see paragraph 2.2.1). The estimates for 'foraging'
activities are entered in table 15.

3.3 Fishing
Since each village uses its own beaches as fishing
bases, and its crews and catches are transported
to and from the sea via special trails (anga ki tal)
belonging to people of the village, the inputs and
outputs are easiest to record per village. An at
tempt was made in 1966 to evaluate fishing by
observing crews participating and resulting catches
in Matahenua village. During September and Oc
tober the fishing season was at its highest. Nine to
ten men were on the sea every possible night, that
is until to about one week before new moons. The
intervening pauses were used for rest. The fishing
methods were constantly changing. When only
few flying fish were caught, they were normally
used for bait to catch larger fish.

The main input in fishing is work. In the peak
season about a fifth of the male population from
the age of abollt fifteen was observed fishing re
gularly except sabbaths, but during a full year the
average BeIIonese man is estimated to fish only
about 45 times, using up to 8 hours on each oc
casion. This may include smaller trips, but does
not consider the hours used for rest when fishing
is over. (These were classed as 'no work' in the
diaries.) In some villages people fish a lot more
than the average here estimated, in others con
siderably less apparently related to access to the
sea and the land areas available for cultivation.

The inputs of vessels and gear are considered
in a later paragraph concerning accessories to sub
sistence production.

Outputs were greatly changing, especiaIIy with
hook and line fisheries. The estimate is very
hazardeous; it is founded on quite few recorded
catches, although from different seasons. Per event
about 20 kg were landed per fisherman in Mata-

henua in 1966, but the results varied from nothing
to more than 70 kg, the last because of catching
of three extremely large fish. Still the total annual
catches on Bellona are believed not to be less
than about 60 t.

3.4 Production of technical
accessories to subsistence

(fue, clothing, houses, canoes, and implements)
It proved impossible to assess the scope of using
fire for comfort because fires often are lit for
multiple purposes. As mentioned previously, cloth
ing is nowadays of imported materials, the time
used to sew them is almost negligible when con
sidered over a period because most clothes are
worn to the last shred. Locally made mats, both
bag/m and malikope mats, are still widely used,
although the malikope is increasingly used for ex
port. The materials for the mats stem~both from
the cultivated pandanus patches and from wild
material. Women spend considerable amounts of
work sewing and plaiting mats. Baghu mats will
last for about two years; there seem to be about
500 on the island, and it takes from four to five
hours to make one. As previously mentioned,
malikope mats will keep for up to 10 years; these
is a stock of about 200 on the island and they talce
up to 50 hours. to plait. From these ciphers the
total yearly cost of mats has been estimated. The
ciphers include work with normal drying and
IDamtenance.

Housing
To assess the annual cost of housing the houses
had to be classed and counted; also an idea on
general durability had to be developed.

On Bellona there were in 1966 about 150 dwell
ing houses, about the same number of kitchen
houses (paito) , and 13 houses for public purposes
(council houses, churches, schools, and houses for
the sick). The distribution is given in table 16.

The average Iifespan/durability of BeIlonese
houses was difficult to estimate because of the 150
living houses listed, some were quite new due to
the recent formation of two villages (Tahakingoto
and Ahenoa) which had split off from their
original villages. To calculate the average age of
'normal dwellings' of normal durability, houses of
the new villages should be ignored, and also spe
cial types of houses. The average age of the re-
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TABLE 16.

Houses on Bellona 1965-1966.

Subsistence on BeIloDa Island

TABLE 17

Distribution of houses according to age classes.

99

District
Living (Disused Kitchen Public
housc:s houses) houses houses

Sa laiho 30 (\) 29 2

Ghongau 98*1 (17) 78 8

Matangi 22 (3) 19 (3)

Bellonn 150 (2 t) 12G 13

*~ including: schoi?Lhouscs used as living houses.

maining 95 houses was detennined by interviewing
owners, and by inspection (table 17).

The oldest house of the sample was a !lata
owned by one of the elderly men on Bellona. This
Izata was the only one used as a dwelling in 1966.
Great age is evidently exceptional for Bellonese
houses, and it is only possible if extensive repairs
are done regularly. In Sa'aiho information was
also gathered concerning large-scale repairs that
had been carried out.

The generally held Bellonese ideas about houses
are reflected in table 18 showing re-thatching;
only small repairs are necessary in the first 3 years
of a house's lifespan, but after that repairs become
more and more frequent, since thatchwork will
only last for about 3 years. After 3-4 years,
damage to the frame work of the house becomes
more frequent, due mainly to rot, which apparent
ly depends on the type of soil into which the poles
are dug. Final abandonment of a house usually
occurs because the heavy supporting poles are fall
ing to pieces, whereas the thatch can be rejuvena
ted up to four times. (Extra repairs may occur if
a house has been disused for some time and is
afterwards reoccupied.) Obviously, corrugated
iron does away with a lot of repair work. (Any
further prolongation of the lifespan of Bellonese
houses must await the introduction of some means
of preserving the poles.)

TABLE 18.

Age in years SOl'aiho Ngongona Tolal

0-1 12 18

1-2 4 18 22

2-3 10 13

3-4 16 17

4-5

5-6

G-7 6

7-0

8-9

9-10

10-11

1 1_12

12- )3

13-14

14-15

Totnl 32 G3 95

Mean age Sa'niho 5 1/2 years

TIt ean age Ngongona yenrs

Over:.ll ;:werage 3 3/4 years

When the number of houses necessary to sustain
living standard on Bellona and their durability
were found, the total annual cost of housing could
be estimated from the expenditure of work on the
'normal' house described in paragraph 2.5.3. The
average-sized Bellonese home is slightly smaller
than the sample house described; it costs about
the same amount of work as for the sample if
window shutters, door, stairs, and other details
are included. A house of normal lifespan (10
years) will require a total of about 140 working
days, an average of 14 days per annum.

Work expenditure for a kitchen house (paito)
was estimated roughly on the same lines; deduc
tions were made for size, and absence of elevated
floor and reduced length of valuable poles. Usual
ly kitchens last a liUe longer than ordinary houses,

Number of complele re-lhalchln~s in Sa'aiho, distrlbuled according 10 age of house.

Age in years 0-1 1-2 2-3 3-4 4-5 5-6 6-7 7-0 6- 9 9-10 10-11 11-12

No. of houses
6 6 0

considered

No. of complete
3*1 G*) 4*1 3*) 2*) 6*)repairs on 0 0 0 0

nbove houses

*) Some hOU6CS rethtllchcd morC U1Bn oncc.'.
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possibly because of the preseIVing effect of the
smoke. It was estimated that a kitchen costs be
tween 25 and 35 workdays to build. The yearly
upkeep was estimated to be about 5 days per
house, assumed the frame lasts about 10 years
with two renewals of thatch during that period.
Each home has normally an attached kitchen
house, but in some cases - as when a house is
inhabited by a single, male person - no kitchen
is built.

Each of the few public buildings was estimated
as requiring about three times the amount of work
to build as a common house and about the same
amount to keep up as living houses. That is, about
30 working days per unit per annum. The reason
for this was that public houses were about double
the size of living houses. On the other hand the
figure takes no account of the elaborate furniture
often found in these, but not in private houses. An
estimate of the work used to furnish churches was
almost impossible; it was probably better classed
with social work than with materially productive
labour. Given the assumptions previously outlined,
the yearly expenditure on housing can be estimated
for the 150 living houses, 126 kitchens and 13
public buildings.

A special category of buildings, the copra dryers
(hange kapala or hange baalui kapala) has not
been discussed here since it belongs under copra
production.

For all Bellonese houses an additional require
ment must be considered, the need for land on
which to grow the necessary pandanus leaves for
thatch. The sample house described above re
quired about 500 thatch panels. Twelve leaves are
necessary for one panel. Sixty leaves form a
bunch (kapita), and a fully grown pandanus may

hnb 'eha hun

a 19

3 5

4 11

produce 2 bunches or 10 panels a year. Thus the
thatch for a 5-fathom house will take the haIVest
of 50 pandanus palms. Normally the thatch will
keep for about 3 years, which means that a normal
house will need the output of 66 m2 of pandanus
grove for upkeep. The total sum of a BeIIonese
house will thus require an area of approximately
1.3 ha. of pandanus for its upkeep (which com
pares favourably with the 1.4 ha. of pandanus cal
culated from aerial photographs.) It was also at
tempted to estimate the amount of wood used for
timber. The sample house took about 2 m3 of
round wood for its frame, but if the logs are dress
ed as to look like sawn timber much more is used.
From the amount of wood a corresponding area of
productive forest was estimated; this is shown in
table 15.

Canoes are some of the valuable assets owned
by the BeUonese. The cost to maintain the fleet
was estimated in much the same way as the cost
of housing: the size of the fleet was found and
the average lifespan per canoe, and the data were
combined with the figures of expenditure in build
ing a standard canoe of each type.

The total stock of canoes October 1966 was
found from inspection and by inteIViews (table
19); some canoes were found on almost inaccess
ible landing places only because we had been told
where to find them.

The keeping qualities of canoes are low: of the
48 seaworthy canoes on Bellona in 1965 only one
was more than two years old; of the rest roughly
50 % were less than one year and 50 % between
one and two years old. Very few had drifted away
in the recent past, so it seems that ageing (usually
through cracking) causes early destruction. No
attempt is made to protect them, such as with
paint. The only care given these crafts is some pro
tection from the sun by placing a few coconut
fronds over them, and attempts to pull them high
enough on the beaches to be beyond the reach of
storm waves.

The total expenditure to build canoes and keep
them in a fairly good state of repair was then
estimated on the basis of a labour cost of 43 work
days for a baka 'eha canoe and 25 workdays for
the smaller hua canoes, and assuming a 1i£espan
of two years.

Consumption of wood for canoe construction is
very great, mainly because less than one third of
a canoe tree can be utilized with the building

4

13

2

34

o

Type of canoe

TABLE 19.

Total Beilon"

{
Matahcnua

Sa 'aiho
Ngotoknn~b.

Matangi Matangl. + Ahoa

{

paUlaelC.

Ghongau Ngongonn

Ghongau
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TABLE 20.

'Capital': acc.umulated work invested in the subsistcnce seclor.
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Housing

150 living houses

150 kitchens

13 public houses

Canoes

14 baIca 'eha

34 hua

Mats

200 molikope

500 baghu

N(!ls and impl~ments

Totol Investment:

wood from GO ha. of forest

thatch from 4 ha. pandOlnus grove

wood from 14 ha. of forest

unasscssed

salcclcd wood Lrom 78 ha. of forest

Workhours

83.000

3G.000

21.500

140.000

4.800

6.800

11,600

10.000

2.500

12.500

5.000

~ 170,000

method employed. A baka 'eha consumes easily a
tree of about 4 m3 of selected wood, whereas a
hua may use only about 2 m3• It is interesting to
observe that hua canoes take much more work
to construct, but waste considerably less wood.
This is possibly the strategy behind the hesitation
to build more baka 'eha than absolutely necessary.

Nets, torches, and other utensils in fishing were
estimated to consume about 300 workdays per
annum, the same amount was believed used for
repair of various implements. The estimate is only
founded upon the impression that about every
day the equivalent of two Bellonese on an average
are employed to repair implements. Before the in
troduction of modem material the amount of work
spent is reported to have been much larger.

3.5 Subsistence service
The field investigation was concentrated on ma
terial production. It would be unjust, however, not
to mention the non-salaried service works, be
cause they actually occupy the Bellonese for a
considerable part of their time.

Normal household work others than food pre
paration seems to occupy at least one woman per
household at least for about four hours a day, to
talling about 22,500 workhours per annum. Such
work encompasses laundry work, cleaning and ti
dying the house and settlement, repairing of
clothes, and nursing of cblldren. The estimate is
a low one, but most of the activities mentioned re
quire much less time in the Bellonese society com
pared with a Westem one: children take care of

other cblldren and the few clothes and furniture
make most household work relatively simple,
though modem household machinery is totally
lacking except sewing machines.

Teaching children takes a lot of time, but as
instruction normally is by demonstrating work
procedures during normal work, the time used for
the purpose has not been assessed separately. It
is felt that teaching taken in the widest sense is by
far the largest single non-material investment in
the Bellonese society. A remarkably large part of
the life of a Bellonese is spent learning the crafts
of subsistence production.

Time expenditure tending sick people and other
social activities has likewise not been assessed.
From the diary investigation it is evidently very
important, possibly occupying the Bellonese in up
to one third of total working time. A further ana
lysis of the social activities has not been aimed at
in this work.

3.6 'Capital': accumulated work
invested in subsistence
It was mentioned previously that there is little of
equivalence to 'capital' in the non-monetarian
aspects of Bellonese economic life. The accu
mulated work in existing 'capital' goods has been
estimated for various items; see table 20.

Invested work amounted to only about 60 % of
yearly work in the subsistence sector, with housing
as the largest single asset. Work accumulation in
housing was about 3~ times the annual upkeep.
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TABLE 21.

Approximate number of Belloncse employed 'outside Helicon 1944-1 96S.

1944 1945 1946 1947 1940 1049 1950 1951 1952 1953 \954 1955 1956 1957

Sn1niho 2~ 4~

Ghongau 2~ 0+ 9+ 5! 7~

M.tong! 22

Total 5} 3~ lq 1')! O~ IS~ , 31

Estimated totnl
earnings 100 100 100 100 600 360 12S0 1350 10S0 1560 1620

(converted into Aus. Dollars)

parl
of

1958 1959 1960 1961 1962 1963 1964 1965

10 21 5 11 ~ 3

lIt 4~ at 17~ 5! 2
total,

70
4 4 6 4t 12 3

25t 8 11-}- 14 17 23~ 26~

7350 1150 1660 2020 3675 5075 5725

(market prices)

XIII

The high rate of depreciation in housing, or the
short life of houses, was one of the problems in
BeIlonese subsistence. There was a marked ten
dency in 1965-66 to improve the quality of houses
with resulting increased investment of work, but
decreasing yearly expenses of work. Another re
markable feature was the low investment in canoes.
As mentioned previously, the rational background
was possibly the low life-expectancy of canoes.
The large investment in mats was less definitely
assessed, but the magnitude is believed to be cor
rect. Malikope mats were, however, used more
and more for trading only, as 'Western' bedding
substituted for them. There seemed to be a ten
dency to make malikope mats in idle seasons with
the purpose of selling them, but the resulting in
come was low. The mats were used intra-island
for some exchanges and functioned occasionally
as a sort of money, having an almost fixed price
(Aus. $ 2 each).

3.7 Inputs and outputs of the monetary sector
of BeUonese economy 1965-66
The monetary sector of the Bellonese economy
was only weakly developed in 1965-66. In daily
life on the island money played an insignificant
part; most elementary needs were not valued in or
paid with money; food and housing were never

paid for. But for a few things only payment in
money was accepted. Tithes demanded by the
churches, taxes, school fees and all imported
Western goods. The Bellonese had a growing de
mand to acquire money for all this, but in 1966
it could hardly be said that money was integrated
in daily Bellonese life. The monetary and the
subsistence sectors co-existed, but few transfers
between the sectors took place or even could take
place.

Roughly there were two ways to earn money in
1966: by the export of labour or locally produced
copra. Apart from that a few other sources of in
come were found: a headman and dresser (local
medical assistant), a radiooperator and a few other
official servants were paid modest wages (from
Aus. $ 10-$ 50 a year) from 'abroad'. There had
also been attempts to export other goods than
copra: carvings and plaitings were occasionally
sold, but such sales remained unimportant in 1966.

Export of labour was largely directed to planta
tions, but also some Bellonese worked in Honiara.
Most Bellonese employed abroad had started to
work 00 plantations of which those at Teoaru and
Yandina were especially preferred because families
could be taken along and management was con
sidered fair. Almost all Bellonese working on
plantations were unskilled workers, but a few had
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been trained there to acquire skilled or semi-skill
ed jobs as carpenters, bricklayers, and plumbers.
Some trained as craftsmen remained on planta
tions, but most took jobs later in Honiara, the
capital of the Solomon Islands. Plantation work
was generally considered to add to experience by
the Bellonese (travelling is highly esteemed), it
meant a way to acquire skills, and it gave an op
portunity to raise a small fund of money or goods.
Possibly only the plantations offered a chance to
survive for those Bellonese who had little oppor
tunity to acquire gardenland on their own island.
At least the standard of living (housing and food)
was lower on Bellona.

All Bellonese who had worked abroad in the
period 1950-66 were interviewed concerning their
place of work, working period, incomes and goods/
cash transferred to Bellona. In table 21 the total
number working abroad is shown. Salaries were
usually from Aus. $ 12 to 20 per month, plus the
value of board and lodging. In BeIlonese opinion
the wages were reasonable, especially as they were
increased in the last part of the period (as were
prices). Usually there was a possibility for saving
in the plantation jobs; in this context the main in
terest is to estimate the resulting returns to Bel
Iona from the export of labour.

Some Bellonese labourers sent money back to
Bellona during their working period abroad, but
often the only gain for the island community was
the things they brought back when returning. Typ
ically the returning labourer had with him the
clothes he wore plus a 'boy's box' with contents.
Often the clothes were impressive, being brand
new with gay colours and exotic patterns, but they
seldom included more than a pair of shorts and a
shirt, sometimes plastic sandals. The labourer
often brought back a good bush knife and an axe.
In his box he had about tluee yards of calico for
gifts, pencils and exercise books as a token of
newly acquired education, some matches, a few
fancy things, and the accumulated capital; all of
this was safely kept under a heavy padlock.
About 1963 the fashion was to acquire small
kerosene lamps with a four gallon drum of kero
sene and, for married men: a hand-sewing machine
(locally: le singa) for his wife. The machines were
bought at an average price of Aus. $ 20-$ 30;
about the same was paid for a bicycle. Bicycles
were more and more frequently brought back as
were house building materials, notably corrugated

TABLE 22.

Most frequent imports by plnnlation wor)ccrs,

distributed after value.

PcrsonLl,l .r;:ear: 'l'.

trousers 10.4

shirls 7.1

lowels 0 ..9

powder 0.5

bed sheets 0.9

19.0

bicycles 5.2

watches 0.6

JJ.6

Foods:

rice 11. 7

biscuils 1.7

1J.4

Implements:

bush knives 4.J

nxes 2.6

fish line 1.9

0.0

OU,er items:

soap 7.0

calico 24. I (gifts)

kerosene 10.6

matches 1. J

tobacco I.J

44. J

Values of tile clothes, calico and hygiene make

50. n,;. of total value of goods brought with

labour.

iron for roofs, and watertanks. Some even had
saved to buy a radio and a watch.

From a sample of about 50 returns from plan
tations the items most frequently taken back were
the following during the period 1950-66:

Money (90 %), bar soap (80 %), calico (70 %),
extra trousers (60 %), extra shirt (55 %), bush
knives (50 %), fishing line (45 %), one or more
bags of rice (35 %), matches (30 %), kerosene
(25 %), towels, baby powder, axes, exercise books
(20 % each), tobacco (15 %), watches (15 %),
biscuits and tinned fish (10 %), underwear and
bed sheets (10 %), lamps, fish hooks, ink, sugar,
bicycles (about 5 % each). In table 22 the approx
imate distribution after value is given.

It may be noted that most items imported meet
rational needs; there is little background for the
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TABLE 23. TAJ3LE 24.

often heard statement that 'natives fritter away
their money'. Tbis is underscored by the remain
ing of the import-list items. Among these there
are found extremely valuable longterm invest
ments as corrugated iron for two houses and two
watertanks. The ready money brought back rarely
exceeded Aus. $ 10 per person; useful things were
greatly preferred to money, wbich is no wonder
when the difficult conditions for trading on Bel
Iona are considered, together with the saving in
freight.

From the sample of fifty returns previously
mentioned, it was estimated that the average value
imported into BelIona by returning labourers per
annum around 1965-66 was about Aus. $ 30 per
individual. The amount has been found from an
estimate of value of the usual imported items from
a price evaluation made on BelIona - necessary
because some of the things were second-hand.

The yearly amount gained from Bellona was
increased during the period 1950-65, during
which the total number of people returning from
abroad can be seen in table 23.

From the number of labourers returned during
1950-65 it seems probable that the total amount
transferred to Bellona is about Aus. $ 6000, or
on an annual average of Aus. $ 400.

During 1965-66 about fifty persons returned
from abroad bringing money and goods back with
them. The total value of the import was thus ap
proximately Aus. $ 1,500.

Among labourers returned from plantations the
idea of making copra from their own palms on
BeIIona naturally emerged. A cooperative society
was formed to promote copra production and or
ganize its transport, along with other intentions.
Data on copra exported from BelIona by the co
operative society are available from 1961 onwards
(see table 24). Since generally very little was sold
otherwise, the data give a fairly accurate estimate
of the total copra export. Shipments of copra were
generally very small and showed no tendency to
increase before 1965. The tonnages were so small

Persons Persons
relUl"ned brin~~oodB

Coprs export rrom 8ellona (approx. figuresl·

(Figures have kindly been reported rrom

Coprs Board and Dlslrict Office, Honlor.).

$ 544.75

$ 1.812.30

$1,238.75

1.4

0.6

0.7

2.7

5.4

2.5

2.5

2.9

5.0

7.5

7.0

9.0

23.5 $ 2,749.50

10.0

4.0

4.0

16.0 $ 2.160.00

24.0

14.5

12.0

50.5 $ 6,565.00

7.4

7.0

0.4

4.8

21.6

12.9

tonnage value.
Aug. dollars

total

tolal

1.

2.

3.

4.

1.

2.

3.

4.

tolal

3.

4.

1. quarter

2.

lotal

lolal

4.

total

1966 1.

2.

a.
4,

1 965 1.

2.

3.

1963

1964 I.

2.

3.

4.

1962

1961

that they could possibly be produced in the time
between the advertisement of a sbip's arrival over
the radio and its actual appearance.

T. Monberg (1965) has given a detailed ana
lysis of the bankruptcy of the BeIlonese Coopera
tive Society; some causes were of a social kind,
others more technical. Social causes prevented
real cooperation and frustrated all planned pro
duction, and technical problems made attempts to
export even after the bankruptcy of the society a
very difficult affair. In 1965 to 66 the presumptive

16

15

33

49

96

50

195

Ghongall

Matanlll

B eHoM totnl

Sa1aiho
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TABLE 25.

Labour expenditure per annum

In producing copri1 from 1 hll.

To estimate inputs, copra production was ob
served in two areas, each about one ha. in area.
The harvest in each area was about 4,000 nuts per
ha., and the labour expenditure about 430 work
hours. Work distribution was approximately as
seen from table 25.

From the samples labour used in production of
the exported 18 t. of copra is found to be from
about 3,550 hours (at 2.2 1. per ha.) to about
7,500 hours (at 1 1. per ha.).

A few comments on the labour expenditure
figures should be given: 1) Weeding was sorely
neglected in the coconut groves on Bellona, caus
ing losses through germination of nuts and through
pest attacks. The high figure of weeding would
be decreased if management of the groves was
continuous. 2) Husking is done at twice this speed
on plantations where better instruments are avail
able (fig. 58). On Bellona husking is done with a
pointed, hard-wood pole (mangllka wood) stuck

individual exporter faced at least the following
problems: 1) lack of storage facilities, 2) un
predictable shipping opportunities, 3) uncertain
prices. The three link together: because of missing
storehouses copra could not be kept dry and free
of mould; it had often to be re-dried. This again
involved much transport as drying only could be
made at a few driers placed inland. Changing
shipping schedules were very discouraging as they
hindered real planning of production. 'Profits'
changed not only because of changing prices but
also because of the varying amounts' of work re
sulting from eventual re-drying and extra trans
port. Some of the problems connect with the
smallness of Bellonese production and the island's
inaccessibility and location remote from a major
port (fig. 3), others relate to a general lack of
communication between the British authorities
and the islanders for which it is hard to hold any
body responsible. There were signs of improve
ment in 1966; ships could, from then on be re
quested if a reasonable amount of copra was
ready for transport. A pre-announced price paid
on the beach would have meant a further incite
ment to increase production, but was considered
too risky by the administration.

If the normal Bellonese year from about March
to March is considered, the production 1965-66
was only about 18 1. of copra, worth about Aus.
$ 2,160. (The production was tripled during the
following year.) The income during the year ob
served was little higher than that gained from the
export of labour. But for such a comparison inputs
also must be considered.

3-4 weeding'S or brUShing's

husklng of 4. 000 nuts

splitting of nuts

drying in hot-air dri~r

(100-200 nuts a day)

collccUng firewood,
repair of drier

transport or llnhUEikcfl nuts
and copril

workhours

%

32

160

80

56

432

Fig. 58. Husking of coconuts by means
of a pointed hardwood pole. Both husks
and the hard inner shells of the "nuts"
are used for fuel when dry.
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Fig. 59. A local coconut drier. The modified Kukum
drier was made after instructions from government exten
sion officers. It is built from cheap materials, available
from Honiara. a: Longitudinal section to show the con
struction.

into the ground. (A steel tripod is used on planta
tions). 3) Splitting is amazingly fast; one strong
quick hit with a bush knife on the equator of a
husked nut is sufficient. 4) The primitive drier,
made of scrapped oil drums (see fig. 59 a and b)
demands most of the work in copra production.
The drier's capacity is limited, its fuel economy
bad, and much work is necessary to gather enough
firewood. A larger drier of improved type would
be more economical to run, although the question
of access to sufficient firewood would be ag
gravated. Depletion of nearby fallows is to be
avoided; this may involve long transport of wood,
even though empty coconut shells are usually
used as fuel. 5) Canying is a serious problem. A
form of wheeled transport could ease the health
threatening carrying very much.

The 110 ha. reserved for copra production were
evidently underutilized. The copra production po
tential estimated from the 22,000 bearing palms
is ideally about 250 to 2601. per annum. Another
probably more realistic estimate may be had from
the 110 ha. planted. According to R. Child (1964)
1.45 t. per ha. is a reasonable yield for unfertilized
palms; this gives a 'practical potential' of about
160 1. of copra per annum. Even the record-like
1966 yield of 50.5 1. can therefore possibly be
tripled.

To produce the actual export harvest only
slightly more than 8 ha. would be necessary. One
advantage with the very extensive Bellonese copra
production is obvious: little labour is wasted on

b: The whole arrangement is contained in a house of local
type.

the idle areas lying as a reserve for future's pro
duction; an increase can be made almost instantly.
Probably the labour expenditure in total copra
production only slightly exceeded the hours re
quired to produce the 181. of copra exported. As
mentioned in the paragraphs on subsistence pro
duction, by far the largest part of the coconut
groves were to be regarded as subsistence produc
tion areas in 1965-66. The inputs and outputs of
the monetary sector are shown in table 26.

It is tempting, but almost impossible, to com
pare export of labour and export of locally made
copra as ways to acquire a monetary income.
Plantation labour was salaried at about Aus. 10
cents per hour, excluding value of food and hous
ing. The latter may be estimated at about the same
amount, raising total salary to about 20 cents per
hour. On Bellona, helpers in copra production
were salaried at only 10 cents per hour. For a
landowner, local copra production rewarded him
about Aus. $ 120 per 1. or about Aus. $ 240 per
ha. if efficiently worked. The profit may be estima
ted as approaching $ 200 after deduction of salary
for 430 workhours at 10 cents. Normally the pro
fit was probably only half as much because yields
per ha. were lower and more transport involved.
Still, amounts from $ 100 to $ 200 per ha. per
annum were incredibly large to the Bellonese.
Assuming a Bellonese had surplus land to produce
copra from, he could apparently earn money very
advantageously, compared with the plantation la
bourer. With shortage of land, things are different.
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TABLE 26.

Monetnry sector: estimat.ed inputs <lnd outputs 1!:l65·19G6.

The expenditure of monetary income seems to
support the ideas presented above. Money is ge
nerally not spent on traditional articles. Money is
spent on 'replacement-articles': imports replacing
traditional goods, but only when advantageous.
Finally money is spent on 'innovative articles'
goods with no traditional counterparts, when they
are deemed attractive. No traditional articles were
said to have been traded among the local Bello
nese except on rare occasions. 'Replacement ar
ticles' found in every household included knives
and axes (estimated at a total island outlay of Aus.
$ 650). 'Innovative articles' were also frequently
met: most common were kerosene lamps (making
a total outlay of about Aus. $ 390, but annually
consuming kerosene for about Aus. $ 120). More
and more frequently seen were watertanks, bi,
cycles, sewing machines, and radios.

During the survey it was obviously easy to find
in what articles money has been invested, but how
much of the actual annual income invested was
not known. In fact it must have been a small
amount, as much of the money for copra exported
1965-66 had not been paid the producers at the
end of the period. Until the beginning of 1965
about Aus. $ 6,350 had been paid to the Bellonese
from the Copra Board since it was started 1960.
The income of plantation labourers had possibly
amounted to about Aus. $ 17,500 during the same
period. Of an estimated total monetary income of
about $ 13,850, about 40 % of the income had
thus been invested.

An unsolved problem is what the remaining in
come has been used for. It must first be remember
ed that the expenditure per person is quite low.
No enquiries were made, but it is felt that a pro
minent part was paid in taxes, tithes and school
fees.

To conclude this brief sketch of the monetary
sector of the Bellonese economy, its connection

\
Export of labour

nbout 1,500 Aug. S

ResultinG Income

nbout 2, 160 Aug ..~

1: about 3,700 Aug. $

nbout 50.000 w. h.

\Vork

aboul 3 j 550 w. h.

to 7, 500 w. h.

1: about 54-57.500 w. h.

210 persons

18 tons

(8.2to18ha.)

E:-o:port of cop ra

In 1966, 26 % of all men over 15 years of age
and 18 % of the women were working abroad; in
all, 210 persons were away, meaning 210 persons
less to provide for. If they had all returned to the
island, an additional 150 ha. of coconut groves
would have had to be cultivated, assuming they
would require proportionally the same amounts
of land as the residing population. Such an area
would have been difficult, if not impossible, to
find. For this reason it seems possible that people
without land on which to base a local copra pro
duction would be forced to or would prefer to
work on plantations abroad instead of accepting
the lower local wages.

The advantages of local copra production seem
so obvious that one may raise the question why
the production potential was inefficiently utilized,
at least for most landed Bellonese. Some of the
drawbacks were touched upon earlier, but another
may be added: the difficult terms of trade. If the
Bellonese want an imported article for which no
local equivalent exists, the price will be accepted
and hence the necessity to gain the equivalent
value in money by export. With an existing Bel
lonese substitute for imported goods the price in
terms of required work is worth considering. An
example may demonstrate this: A traditional tapa
loincloth (kongoa) required about two days' work
to produce locally. A pair of trousers cost approx
imately the income of two days' plantation work,
but as trousers are more comfortable to wear and
last longer, can be washed and mended, they are
preferred to loincloths. In fact loincloths have now
totally disappeared. Other examples of imported
goods which have substituted locally produced
ones are easy to find; it may suffice to mention
corrugated iron replacing pandanus thatching and
nylon line replacing sennit. With most foodstuffs
the decision is more difficult: locally an hour's
work may produce from 3 kg (sweet potatoes) to
22 kg (bananas) of food; reduced to dry matter
weights they shrink to about 1 and 7 kg. If im
ported food should be purchased in labour via
wages for copra production, one hour's work
would only buy about 1/2 kg of rice on dry matter
basis. (Rice has been taken as a relatively cheap
imported foodstuff.) From this it may be indicated
if not proven that imported foods must possess
properties not found in local foods, if they should
be attractive to import (keeping qualities is an
example).
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TABLE 27.

Monelacy .e~toc Tola! invesled capiial") 1%5 \966 (Esllrnaled inAu. $)-
--

MntahcnUil Ngolokilnilba PautiJ,. Ngangona Ghongau M~tangl Toto! ~D of lolal

Iron roofs a.nd wnter tanks 39 62 179 708 52 100 1139 20.2

Lamps 22 9 5 45 18 26 126 2.2

CuUery. polS, kniv<!s, 0"5, bvdding 105 36 J2 245 20 56 494 9.6

Sewing machines 339 112 112 10\0 on 112 1772 31. 5

Bicycles 1n6 36 1\0 852 30 100 1334 23.7

Radios 254 '54 34 380 - 46 7G8 13. G

Total 953 3\0 472 3240 216, 442 5633 100.0

*) Four operating copra driers are not included In U,e table.

Approximale valua 200 $.

with subsistence must be stressed; money and
subsistence are not to be seen as competitors, but
as supporting each other. On the other hand it
seems advisable that the monetary sector should
be developed only to form a basis for 'necessary'
imports, unless the island's carrying capacity shall
be unnecessarily decreased, assumed the existing
terms of trade.

years was lower because of lower wages; in mo
netary terms BeIlona was a poor island! Also it
should be kept in mind that the monetary invest
ment represents the equivalent of 56,000 work
hours at the normal salary of 10 cent an hour; it
is almost equivalent to the annual total work in
the monetary economy.

Capital invested, monetary sector, 1965-66
During house to house interviews lists of capital
goods possessed by the islanders were made. In
formation was freely given and usually the objects
were even demonstrated. The number of objects
are therefore believed to be nearly accurate, al
though the evaluation is not. The prices paid were
no doubt given correctly by the Bellonese - in
formations are very rarely intentionally falsified 
but it was impossible to assess the value of the
objects after wear and tear. It may be very much
less than 'the price paid for some objects. The
estimated values are given in table ,27. Bicycles
especially (24 % of total investment) last a few
years, mainly because of lack of repairs; also
radios (14 % of total) have a short life under the
tropical conditions of the island. On the other
hand iron roofs and watertanks keep well (about
20 % of the total investment). Sewing machines 
productive investments - make even more, namely
about 32 % of the total. The sewing capacity
seems to be too large for material needs. No
doubt possession of a sewing machine conveys
some status too.

The total monetary investment, only about one
half time tlle annual income, appears Iow. The
high depreciation is part of the cause, but it should
be remembered that the income from preceding

3.8 A crude survey of
the Bellonese economy
In many respects the BeIlonese economy is a ty
pical 'subsistence plus cash' economy: basically a
subsistence economy but extended by a hardly in
tegrated monetary one. From the preceding para
graphs the inputs and outputs of the various sec
tors may be found. It ifi evident that BelIona is
involved in an extreme 'dual economy': the sub
sistence part located on the island using most of
its area and about two thirds of its work force; the
monetary economy partly on the island but utiliz
ing only a fraction of its area and work force and
partly located abroad occupying about one third
of the effective work force, but none of the
island's areas.

A crude survey of the main flows in the econo
my is attempted in the diagram below (fig. 60);
inputs of work are used as a common basis for
comparisons. The total work force of all adult
BelIonese is estimated to about 835,000 work
hours annually. Of these about three fourths or
600,000 w.h. are available on the island, the re
maining fourth or 235,000 w.h. are exported, both
for plantation work or to schools abroad. About
half of the labour force on BeIlona is utilized for
subsistence activities. The other half is partly idle,
perhaps underutilized partly used for social activi-
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work hours

1..- governmentgardening
cultivated land

126,000 axes. knives

foraging 13,500 1"- laxes. scheol lees
reef, forest ....

fishing
reef, sea

21,600 I+- heoks. lines
.missions

food preparation 81,000 rt- .pels. pans ,
lithes. scheel lees

food production ...................................... 243,000
...~....

plaiting 2,000

I~
clothing

...
housing specific forest 24,200 roefs, nails ,_ private Irade _ ....
canoes products 6,000 I

I
implements 4,800. 10015 I 2,200$ 1,500$

I

. accessory subsistence production.............. _. 37,000 I
I copra board

subsistence services _............................. 25,000

total subsistence production ..................... 315.000 ...~

Monetary sector:
~ plantations

copra production cultivated land, 7,500
... •driers

forest labourers'
export of labour 235,000 consumption f--

1.1monetary sector services: school education, missions radios

Fig. 60. Diagram showing economic flows between Bellooa and tbe Solomon Islands. The subsistence sector is strengthened
by import of tools and a few otber items. By exporting labour and copra tbe monetary sector supplies tbe means to pay
taxes and imports.

ties. This results in no material production, but it
would be very unwise to regard it as wasted.

The newly acquired monetary income seems to
be utilized to a large part for substitutes in the
subsistence sector. To a great extent the money
is advantageously invested in goods; this results
in decreasing future work inputs or increasing
subsistence outputs.

One of the great questions to be solved in the

future is whether the present development can go
on. It seems tempting to develop a money econo
my via local copra production in preference to
export of labour. However, the local copra re
quires areas that must be taken from the cultivated
(or cultivable land). A future conflict between the
subsistence demands of a growing population and
the demands for greater monetary incomes locally
gained seems unavoidable.



4. The Bellonese in the subsistence context
4.0 Demand for food versus
food production
In the introductory chapter it was mentioned that
one of the important linkages between population
and the subsistence system evidently was the rela
tion between food demand and supply or in other
terms, the stress on 'carrying capacity'. This con
cept mainly following W. Allan (1958), is under
stood as the long-term ability of a food-producing
system to feed .a population. It is assumed that
the work required in food production is within
the working capacity of the population.

To assess the food requirements of the popula
tion, the size of population must be known, to
gether with its minimum requirements on a stan
dard basis.

4.1 The census, 1966
As no census with the relevant data eXisted, a new
census was planned. T. Monberg compiled a cen
sus almost simultaneously but with other uses in
mind. However, the two counts - although made
during the same period of time and both by inter
views - differed markedly in principle. Monberg's
count was made on the basis of recognized kinship;
the author's was organized as a household survey.
When they were finished on the last day of Sep
tember 1966, there was an excellent opportunity
to make a final check of the results. After correc
tions had been made, the counts differed only by
one person: a baby born either on the day of the
census or the day after. Counting on a kinship
basis by means of interviewing key persons as
heads of families proved a rapid method to deter
mine the total or de jure Bellonese population.
The household count involved difficulties in assess
ing the number of Bellonese abroad, but it gave a
reliable result for the population then present on
the island, the de facto population. It appears
that in a population which has such keen interest
in recognition of kinship as have the Bellonese,
a census on a kinship basis is the most economic
one to produce complete results. In principle the
household count is the most appropriate for the
present purpose, but two problems made it less
productive on Bellona than expected: many Bello
nese were not always established in the same

homestead, and neither the inhabitants nor the
homesteads were readily identified by name.

The three sources of error were overcome by
the friendly cooperation of the Bellonese. Possibly
the name problem is the reason why previous of
ficial estimates of population varied too much
from the 1966 census - to be accounted for by
actual population increase. The difficulties stem
from the fact that every Bellonese has many names,
and their use varies with the person calling them.
Only one name, the ingoa hakama'u, is fixed
throughout lifetime; often it is not used at all.
Usually the baptismal name, ingoa paputasi or
ingoa baptaisi, or additional names such as pet
names, nicknames, and honorific names are em
ployed. With the 1966 censuses all names, line
ages, villages and homesteads were aSked, and a
census number applied to each Bellonese for
future use. In table 28 some figures of the 1966
population are given.

The population present on Bellona included a
total of 17 'aliens', among whom the Melanesians
were considered by the Bellonese to be definitely
'non-BeIIonese', although much respected because
they were missionaires.

The difference between Rennellese and Bello
nese is so slight that no objections whatever were
given to listing Rennellese in the census, whereas
inclusion of Melanesians was strongly resisted. An
explanation is that intermarriage between the Ren
neIIese and the Bellonese people is commonplace,
while marrying Melanesians is generally not ac
cepted by either Rennellese or Bellonese. Rennel
lese women with Bellonese husbands are naturally
considered BelJonese, but it is more difficult to
decide if a RenneIIese man through marriage be
comes a Bellonese 'citizen'. If Rennellese men had
acquired land, they were listed here as Bellonese
(2 cases). A similar problem occurs with Bello
nese living abroad. They have been listed as Bel
lonese if still recognized as such by the population
of the island (such as unmarried women, children,
and all males) even if they definitely do not want
to return to their home island. No Bellonese man
was in 1966 known to have given up inherited
land; thus nearly all BeUonese men remain attach
ed to their island throughout their lifetime.

The basic information sought from each indivi-
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TABLE 28.

Population 01 Bellona oounted on households, September 1966 *)

Sa1niho Ghongau Matangi Bellona totnl

Number of households on Bellonn **> 27 72 19 120

Toto! Bellonese present
132 344 *) + 1 94 570*> 571

(de facto population) :

Bellonese abroad 39 140 31 210

Total Bellonese 17\ 464 + \ 125 780 781
(de jure population)

*l Excluding 6 Melanesinns nnd 4 temporary Rennellese residents (teacher's familles).

**l Households understood ilS one or more families occupying the same house. There were 36
unoccupied living houses.
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dual for the census was: 1) names (especially the
fixed name [illgoa hakama'll) and the name most
frequently used), 2) lineage, 3) age, 4) marital
status or status within a household, and 5) 'address'.
A few comments are necessary on these points.
The personal name as a means of identification
(1) was treated above; information on lineage (2)
also serves as a means of identification and is
further of great importance since kinship is the
most commonly used frame of reference for per
sons on Bellona. Assessment of age (3) was not
an easy task among people who care very little
about numerical age, but apparently prefer terms
referring to physical or social 'stages of develop
ment'.

As determination of age is of importance in
assessingoasic components in the description of a
population, the method in determining age will
shortly be referred.

In table 29 the local terms which proved useful
in assessing objective age are given. They can only
give the approximate age, and with varying ac
curacy at different ages. For age determination the
table was used in combination with the list of
'reference years' (see appendix E). The 'reference
years' have been objectively checked, since most
of them have been recorded in literary sources.
Unfortunately there are long periods without any
safe record in the list. It has therefore often been
used for checking a person's age in such a way
that more than one calendar reference point has
been applied. ('How old were you at the time of
the great hurricane (1910)?' 'How old were you
when Dr. Lambert first visited BeIlona [1930J?').
In some exceptional cases it was impossible to
make an independent determination of a person's

age; then it was found by comparison to other
person's age in the same age group ('atll haahine
for women, 'aW taangata for men), or to the
number in the sequence of brothers and sisters.
With six very old persons almost everything failed
and only an 'older than' determination could be
made. Usually accuracy was satisfactory. For
people born after 1930, the age could usually be
determined within a margin of one or two years
(except probably for some women), but for the few
old people mentioned the error was probably not
less than ± five years. For the following analyses
the margins of error in the data are insignificant.

With the margins of error in these approxima
tions, the sex/age composition of the population
is illustrated by the conventional 'population py
ramid', showing number and percentage of people
according to sex in 5-year age classes, see fig. 61
and 62. Both de facto and de jure populations are
shown; de facto population in this case excludes
resident Rennellese and Melanesians.

No attempt has been made to analyse popula
tion dynamics thoroughly. There is no ready know
ledge of birth and death rates locally and it proved
very hard to collect raw data extending more
than a few years back. Possibly the eminent me
mories of the Bellonese could be used for a re
construction of data that would be extremely in
teresting; there is scant available information on
pre- and early post-contact population develop
ment. Only a few conspicuous features observed
from composition of recent population shall be
mentioned here. The pyramid looks like a proto
type for developing countries; 0 bviously both a high
rate of birth and of death are operating. One of
the 'cuts' in the pyramid, in the 1936-41 group, is
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TABLE 29.

Relative n;:::e terms on Bellonn

Vernacular name Approximate age Approximale English term

t~ma mellmca 1 month newborn; lit. , red child

huahua tahnngil 1-6 monOls baby; lit. , naked child

kap.kapa [010""0 or
6-9 baby crawling wIth difficultyngapang.pa lotongo -

sehu totongo 1 year infant, crnwling

ngi1.k.a too 9-18 rnonUls small child, learning 10 walk. but
sometimes Callinl2'

sehu lor tama sehu) It-2 years child .ble 10 walk

hua hetengetengehaki 2-3 . child able 10 run fas t

.. .__. _.. _.. __.__ .__ .. -_ ..--_.. -- --'- . -
bangoJeaa tama 10- J 4 - child young

ban.E{oki1.i\ mnlu'n o.bout 19 - odolcscenL

uu hakahalu } teenagers; girls developing breasts
13-20 -

"""tu kengekenge boys, beard starling to grow
Ii t. , wilh dlrlv mouth

malu'n over 20 - grown up--
'atu1alu mntu1n .bout 40 - middle-aged, still sLrong

ponga lama approaching middle .ge

ponga rnalu'a latc middle age

sosolcil over 50 - old, but still working--
taumango ti'aki 60-70 - old, slighUy senile

ne:ncbc 80 - very old, senile--
matuta punge 0 te henua 100 - exceedIngly old, able 10 talk, but

not to walk

Notice:

Some 01 the lerms, especially for advo.nced age, arc overla.pping:.

Genera.lly terms refer to a person's tndividual dQyelopmcnt. Uley vn.ry slightly witll the

individual spellking.
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locally explained as a dramatic decrease in fertili
ty: 'The old gods denied us children because we
broke off our relations with them'. At least the
lack of people in the 25-29 age bracket was not,
according to local informants, caused by direct
losses from introduced diseases as has been the
case in other parts of Oceania. This gap in the
middle range of the reproductive class has not
prevented the population from being generally a
very young one. 50 % of the population is 16 or
younger.

Mortality seems to be greater for the young
age classes than for the old ones: from 30 years
and older survival is better. A considerable change
in sex-ratio is observed above the age group 40
49 years. The age class over 50 shows a 3:1 ratio

of women to men, whereas the one below displays
a 1:2 ratio. Possibly part of the change is only
apparent; age determination of women over forty
is difficult on Bellona because they traditionally
are extremely shy. Many 'did not remember any
thing'. Their birth years were therefore concen
trated unrealistically near the memorable years of
'the great hurricane' or other years of disaster.

The population absent from BeIlona amounted
to about 25 %, remarkably evenly distributed in
sex and age classes. Evidently BelIonese prefer to
take their families with them abroad. Married
couples migrate to work on plantations, which is
remarkable as workers on most plantations in the
Western Pacific normally are single males. Pro
portionally, old people migrate almost as much
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Sexi,ge composition 01 de jure POpulillion. Bellona 1966 Sex/age composition 01 de facio populatoon Bellona 1966

l5 ~ ~ 0 " ~a lS
.. or total dD luciD pcpula.t1cn on Ilvo_~Qa, classes

malo Ictal: 2ee 'DlTIolo tDlot 289

10101 de: lac10 581. Including to
ADnnollC5D A Mclol\csi.lln rosidlKlls

Fig. 62. Population pyramid showing de facto population
1966. From 1938 a sharp decline in size of year classes is
seen; after 1950 an increase started.
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Fig. 61. Population pyramid showing de jure population
1966. It may be noted that emigration encompasses people
of both sexes and all age classes.

as others, but their purposes are different. Some
are simply in Roniara to be treated in the hospital
or to see a dentist; others have been taken along
with young relatives. An amazingly high propor
tion of people of less than 20 stay abroad to re
ceive an"'education. Of the 20-24 year class, one
third of the women and half of the men seek some
kind of education, mostly in Roniara, and often
successfully.

The percentage away from BeIIona changes
considerably from time to time. Fluctuations may
be due to changes in employment; they are often
sudden changes as working contracts usually are
annual or bi-annual. BeIIonese like to travel and
to visit their people at home or abroad. An in
teresting material on migrations collected by T.
Mooberg and L. Christensen has not yet been
analysed, but it shows a great amount of migrating.
Also travels 00 Bellona itself are frequent. Children
and young unmarried people often wander about,
and occasions for visits are easily found for every
body. In the diary survey a remarkable high per
centage of time was found· to be used on 'social
contacts' and leisure.

4.2 Food requirements
OD a standard basis
The population present on the island at the time
of the census is illustrated in fig. 62; 6 Melane
sians and 4 Rennellese might have been included
in 'de facto' population together with 7 Rennellese
visitors. 1966 was a year of few migrations, and
it seems safe to assume that the number of people
residing throughout the year was of approximately
the same size as at the date of census. Disregard
ing deaths and births, the census population has
accordingly been taken as the number of people
living on island produce and working on the
island. (Deaths and births represent definitely
smaller changes in the number of residents than
do migrations).

No attempt was made to assess consumption of
the Bellonese population directly. Local assistants
were unable to cope with the problems of weigh
ing operations and bookkeeping. A nutritional
survey might yield interesting results, especially if
combined with an investigation of health, but it
must await future research. Here only general food
requirements in calories and protein are con
sidered.

8
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To obtain a satisfactory degree of accuracy
(± 10 %) in assessing requirements, a detailed
approach is necessary. FAO's Nutritional Studies
No. 15 (1951 and later edition) recommends that
one starts with a 'Reference Man and Woman',
These reference persons are defined as being 25
years of age, healthy, physically capable of active
work and weighing 65 and 55 kilograms respective
ly. Further they should live in an environment of
an average temperature of lOoe, have stable body
weights on balanced diets and perform specified
activities. From these reference persons the re
quirements of a total population can be determined
(FAO 1957, 11-12) after correcting for variations
in body weight, age, and different environmental
conditions. Having made these corrections and
others for lactation and pregnancy, it is evident
that the main source of error arises from the
assessment of the level of activity. Another, though
less significant error stems from differencies in
the digestive process, which differs according to
the type of food taken.

The energy required for work changes greatly.
Direct metabolic measurements could not be taken
during the field work. Instead some comparisons
with the FAO descriptions of typical work and
its corresponding energy expenditures and some
typical work on Bellona were made. It was felt
that the FAO reference figures 13,400 kJ/3,200
kcal for men and 9,600 kJ/2,300 kcal for women
per day) reflect the Bellonese activity level, except
that they should possibly be slightly higher for wo
men. It Dlust be admitted, however, that the esti
mate is rather weakly founded. Seasonal and indi
vidualistic working patterns dominate; uniformity
in daily activities is the exception rather than the
rule even when a number of people are engaged in
for instance 'digging a garden'. There seems to be
a tendency towards hard engagement in hard phy
sical work for short intervals of time only, follow
ed by long periods of rest and leisure; in fact work
and leisure are often very hard to distinguish.
'Sprinter'-type activities seem to be preferred; this
results in an endless putting off of tasks that in
volve prolonged hard work. The FAO tables avail
able lack relevant descriptions and figures of
energy expenditure for types of work other than
those of the Western world, which is regrettable
since the need for such material is much greater
outside the industrial world than inside where
measurements easily can be made. However the

figures on requirements already cited are thought
to be reliable within about ± 5 %, because more
than half the amount of the requirements are due
to non-activity dependent metabolism.

For the application of the FAO figures for re
ference woman and man the prescribed procedure
has been followed: the population was divided into
convenient age groups, and corrections for body
weights and environmental temperature were
made*).

Determination of the weight/age curves for Bel
lonese females and males proved to be difficult as
people were most reluctant to be weighed on the
swing-furnished spring scale employed. Only 69
people volunteered, but of these few were adole
scents. Although the sample obtained contained a
wide spread of ages and some of the more nu
merous classes in the population were also well
represented in the sample, the resulting curves
are only satisfactory as approximations because of
the under-representation mentioned.

The curves (fig. 63) show a considerable de
crease in weight for advanced ages, which is in
accordance with other observations. Also the high
body weights of both females and males at the
'reference age' (25 years) were in keeping with
our impressions, though they are high compared
with most European people. Here it might be add
ed that weighings were made in May 1965, at a
time of the year when food supplies are sump
tuous.

The errors introduced through inaccuracies in
age determinations are definitely much less than
those stemming from estimating level of activity.
25°e was chosen as representing environmental
temperature. Air temperatures are certainly higher
at the times when Bellonese are at work outdoors.
At night temperatures are mostly less than 25°C,
but not indoors.

To the daily and yearly calorific requirements
calculated from the population number and weights
an allowance has been added for the 11 aliens
present on the island (at 9,200 kJ/2,200 kcal per
individual per day). Allowances have not been
made for theBellonese visitors from abroad during
the yam harvest season; these requirements are
not only modest but also occur in a period of con-

*) FAO/WHO 1973 recommend a simpler proce
dure. The new tables have reduced requirements
somewhat.
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Fig. 63. Weight curves for Bellonese males
and females. Because of the few samples,
the curves are not very definite; especially
the rate of decline in weight after about
30 years of age is not firmly established.
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siderable surplus. Possibly visitors may consume
up to 4.2 X 103 MJ/1 X 103 Mcal per annum. If so
the total yearly calorific requirement of the Bel
lonese staying on Bellona is about 1996 X 103 MJ
or 477 X 103 Mcal (see table 30). Figures are given
non-rounded.

In addition to calorific requirements also the in
takes of protein need consideration. According to
different doctors who have visited the island over
a long period, starting with Lambert's visit to Ren
Dell in 1930 (Lambert 1936), there seem to be no
sigl15 of any specific malnutrition on Bellona, ex
cept for kwasiorkor-like symptoms among children.
If FAO's'-instructions for the estimation of protein
requirements (FAO Nutritional Study No. 16,
1957) are followed and body weights are assumed
to fit the curves presented, the daily and yearly
protein requirement is as in table 31.

The requirements for protein thus arrived at
are measured in 'reference protein'. To allow for
the different percentages of amino-acids present
in other types of protein, the weights of these have
to be enlarged to ensure sufficient supply of any
kind of amino-acid necessary for humans. FAO
has tabularized coefficients for important types of
proteiIl5: coefficients are for example for fish pro
tein 1.45, for sweet potato protein 1.25. With re
ference to the relevant coefficients the annual re
quirements of protein are calculated to about 8.9
9.5 t. for the resident population.

Assuming people gain their calories mainly
from roots (sweet potatoes, taros, and yams) adults
will get the proteins required with such food. For
8·

people with Iow caloric intakes, roots are insuf
ficient as protein sources. Especially among the
4-6 year group there is a great chance of protein
malnutrition since their diet tends to consist of
food less rich in protein than roots, as for example
bananas and papayas. The same tendency is found
for babies, especially for weaned children; for
tunately there is also a custom of feeding them
with pre-chewed fish foods. These have high pro
tein coefficients protein-rich enough to assure a
fair supply of reference protein, because the fish
are combined with protein of quite different amino
acid patterns. This is in accordance with findings
in New Guinea (Hipsley and Langby 1953), but a
further discussion is beyond the scope of this
survey.

The BeIlonese must for their sustenance provide
food containing 1996 X 103MJ and about 9.5 1. of
protein according to estimates based on FAO pre
scriptions. Approximately 50 % of the amounts
goes to the children and adolescents who are not
involved in production. At an average content of
25 % carbohydrates, about 566 tons net of root
crops must be produced to feed everyone. (Ac
cording to Coursey, 1967, and Ayenuga, 1955,
both yams, taro, and sweet potatoes contain about
25 % of carbohydrates).

The necessary gross production of root crops
is found by adding inevitable wastages: seed tubers
(about 5 % of the yam crop) and food processing
(about 10 % of the total crop). From this, neces
sary gross production is calculated to a minimum
of from 445-526 t., or 495 1. ± 50 1., depending
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TABLE 30.

Sofus Christiansen XIII

Estimate of daily and yearly requiremenls oC food energy for

Males

Age-group Average Daily req. :- corr . - COrr· Number Total result.
weight . for FAO for age [or temp. on Bc. daily req.

'Ref. Man'

kenl kenl keal Itenl
(I[J) (kJ) (I,J) (kJ)

I

0-1 - I. 1~0 - 1,036 1~ 12.432
I14,686) 14,335) (52,0\5)

1- 3 - 1,300 1,203 32 36,496
(5.43!1) (5,033) (161.067)

4-6 I - 1,700 - 1,572 31 48,732
, (7, 113) (6,577) (203,895)
;

7-9
I

- 2, 100 - 1,942 26 50,492
(8,786) (B, 12;;) (2\ I, 259)

10-12 I - 2,500 I - 2,312 2B 64, 736
(10,460) (9,673) (270,655)

13-15 - 3,100 - 2,867 10 28,670
(12,970) (11,995) (119,955)

\ 6 -19 . 3, BOI - I 3,516 19 66,80-1
(15,903) (14.711) 1~79, 508)

20-29 70,0 kg 3,379 0 3, 126 24 75,024
(14, 138) (13,079) (313,900)

30-39 72.5 kg 3,466 3,362 3,110 44 136,840
(14,502) (14,067) (13,012) (572.5391

40·49 72.5 kg 3,466 3, 258 3,014 30 90,420
114.502 (13,631) 112,611 ) (37B,3171

I50-59 69.0 kg 3,237 2,800 2,590 l'J 36,260
(13,544) (1 ',715) (\0.637) (151.712)

60-69 65,0 kg 3.201 2.529 2,339 9 21,051

I
(13,393) (18,581) (9,786) (88,077i

70 8 0

Totnl dnily requirements mnles: E 289 669,957
(2,803,100)

Aver~gE! daily requirements males: 2,310
(9,699)

TolaJ yeQ.rly requJI"ement6 Hellooese males: H4, 534,305
(1,023.131,500)

on the varying water contents of the crops. To the
minimum amount must be added a surplus (see
W. Allan 1958) large enough to ensure necessary
provisions in years of small harvest, or even
allowances for extreme natural hazards.

Even 526 t. of root crops are not sufficient for
a minimum supply of protein, because of the low
protein contents of these crops (1.12-2.78 %,
normally about 1.5 %). About 2 t. of extra 'com
plete' protein is necessary. Normally fisheries
ensure ample protein for the population, but it is
interesting that selection of root crops towards
protein-rich types might make a root crop diet
sufficient also with proteins,

4.3 Comparison between
food supply and requirements
Total supply estimated from the survey of land
utilization and the selected assessment of per hec
tare yields (chapter 3.1), and requirements as
estimated in the foregoing section of this chapter
are given in table 32.

The supply to be expected from the acreage
planted will, assuming normal yields, ensure the
Bellonese an overwhelming surplus on an annual
basis. Even when deductions are made for a pos
sible overestimate of cultivated areas, there is a
large surplus. It is, however, unequally distributed
on the island.
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BeHoncsc 'de facto' popu)alion 1966 (based on FAO-instructions)

Females Both sexes

AVel"agc Doil)' rcq. - corr.

I

- corr. Numbe .... Total resulL Total result.
weight for FAO [or age for temp. on Be. doily req. daily req.

'ReL Womnn 1

kcal kcol l\cal kcal kcaj

I
(kJI (k.l) (k.l) (k.l) (kJ)

i
1.120 - 1.036 n 13,460 25,MO

(4. GOG) (4.335) (5G.350) (IOO.J66)

1,300 - 1,203 33 39,699 78,195

I(5,439) (5,033) (IGG, 1DO) 1327,168)

1,700 - 1,572 30 47,160 95,092 I
(7, 11 J) (G,577) (197, 3171 (401,212)

2,100 I - 1,942 25 48,550 99,042
(6,786) (0, 125) (203, 1331 (414,392)

2,500 - 2,312 2S 57,600 122,536
(10,460) (9,673) (241,635) (512,691)

2,600 - 2, ,105 11 26,455 55, 125
110,878) (10,063) (110,680) (230, G43)

- 2.703 - 2,500 13 32,500 99, 304
(\ 1,309) (10,460) (1.15,980) (415,4BO)

65.0 kg ~,5!)!:l 0 2,404 39 93,756 168,780
(10,874) (10,050) PD2,275) {706,176}

67.5 kg 2,676 2, 596 :!,401 5 I 122,451 259,291
I11. 19G} (IO,8G2) (10,0461 (512,335) (1,084.874)

65.0 kg 2,590 2, H3 2,260 3G 01.360 \ 71,780

i
110,674) (10,222) (9,456) (340,410) (718,728)

57.5 kg 2,375 2,055 1,900 10 19,000 55,260
110,355) (8,598) (7,950) 1 P9,496) (231,208)

52.5 kg 2,223 1,7;;6 1,624 10 16,240 37,291
(9,301 ) (7. 347 1 (6,795) (67,948) 1156,026)

I - 0 0 0

femules: r: 296 590,439 I,268,J96
12,503,869) (5,306,969)

-
2/022

-femaLes: x X 2,168

" (8,460) (9,071 )

females: 210,430,235 462,964,540
(913,912,105) (1,937,043,605)

Total daily requirements Bel10nasc both sexes 1,260,396 (5, J06, 969)

Total daily requirements strangers both sexes {l7 x 2~OO) 37,400 (156,402)

1,305,796 (5,463,451)

'fotal yearly rcquircments BeHonesC' bOU1 sexes 462,964,540 (1,937,043,685)

Total yeorly reqUirements slrongers both sexes (17 x 2200 x 365) 13,651,000 (57,115,930)

Estimate on requirements ror 19G6 d(! facto population 476,615,540 (1,994,159,615)

~ 0.46 x 10
6

Mcal ~ I. 99 x 10
6

l\1J

From the horticultural calendar it is clear, how
ever, that the abundance is unevenly distributed
over time. In the 5-7 months of yam harvest pro
visions are plentiful: on an average 336 X 103 MJ
or 82X 103 Meal per month are available against
only 165 X 103 MJ or 40 X 103 Meal required.
Even half of the yam harvest is sufficient for the
supply, The problem is the traditional period of

scarcity. The perishable yams long harvested are
of little help in this; the crops depended on tra
ditionally were taro and bananas, but they yield
little during the period. Gathering even if concen
trated in these months yield insufficiently alone.
Obviously supplies have to be taken from many
unreliable sources. Sweet potatoes have been
found a useful crop for the period. They have a
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TABLE 31.

E6timate oC dally and yearly requirements of foad protein for Bellonese
--

Males

Age-group Average Req. per Req. per + 50~o Number of Group tot..l
weight kg weight individual individu.ls d.ily req.

0-1 10 kg I. 3· g 13.0 g 19.5 g 12 23·1 g

1- 3 13 kg 1.2 g 15.6 g I 23.4 g 32 7-19 g

~-G 19 kg 0.8 g 16.2 g 24.3 g 31 753 g

7-9 27 kg 0.7 g 18.9 g 28.4 g 26 738 g

10-12 35 kg 0.7 g 24.5 g 36.8 g 28 I 1,026 gI
13-15 52 kg 0.8 g 41. 6 g 62.4 g 10 624 g

\6-19 65 kg 0.6 g 39.0 g 58.5 g 19 1.012 g

20-24 70 kg 0.35 g 24.5 g 3G.8 g 1i 625 g

25-29 72 kg " 25.2 g 37.8 g 7 265 g

30- 39 73 kg
,.

25.3 g 37. 9 g H 1,668 g

40-49 72 kg " 25.6 g 38.4 g 30 I . I J.l g

50-59 70 kg " 24.5 g 36.8 g 14 515 g

60-69 65 kg " 22.8 g 34.2 g 9 30B g

.. 9.651 g

Sum of dally requirement rnilles:

+ corr. (x 'protein coefficienl' :;; 1. 45) 13.994g

yearly reqUirement males: 5, 107.8 kg

larger potential for vegetative propagation than
taro. A single cutting may yield several tubers,
whereas taro (top) cuttings only yield one corm
each. With such a modem crop combination scar
cities should be swiftly vanishing.

Normally a food surplus is observable during
the yam period, and undersupply is rare. The
normal surplus seems thus to be evident, as is
usually the case with populations living on a sub
sistence basis (W. Allan 1958). In other words the
insurance against natural hazards amounts to
about half of the normal food production. Another
random influence is probably considered too by
the Bellonese: the 'risk' that most kinsmen might
return. They could be supplied during a normal
year, but hardly during for example a year with
severe droughts.

4.4 Time expenditure necessary
for subsistence activities
In chapter 3.1 to 3.5 the inputs of labour to per
form the subsistence activities of Bellonese eco
nomy were estimated.

On Bellona in 1965-66 there were about 270
persons (121 Bellonese men, 146 women + aliens)
present in the age classes (according to Bellonese

concepts) obliged to work (20 years and over).
After 19 old people have been deducted, the total
number of people present to work the necessary
hours was about 250. About 300 days a year are
workdays, which means that the 250 persons were
obliged to work effectively for at little less than
3Y2 hour each day for strict subsistence purposes.
If transport is included, this means working about
half the day, which coincides happily with BeJ
lonese ideas of normal life, and is practical if one
wants to avoid work during the mlddle part of the
day with its intense heat. Clearly, however, an
even distribution of work is not possible. Heavy,
continuous work is essential during the planting
season for yams and at the peak of the fishing
season. Even if the work spent in monetary pro
duction is added (table 26) there is plenty of time
left for social enterprises and leisure.

In appendix J the expenditure of time for
female and male adults of two villages is shown.
Matahenua village is located with easy access to
the sea, Pauta farther inland and with a little more
difficult trail to the coast. Time expenditure has
been found from diaries kept by local assistants.
As only major tasks before and after noon are re
corded, the diaries give only a crude picture of
activities performed during each half-day. In the
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'de f~cto' population 1966 (based on FAO instrucllons for estimlltin"l

Females

Age-group Average Req. per ncq. per + 50Cfo Number of Group lotnl
weighl kg weight individual individuals daily req.

0-1 9. ~ kg I. 3 ~ 1~. 4 g 1B.6 g 13 242 g

1-3 1~. ~ kg l.:!g 1;;.0 g ~2. 5 g 33 743 g

4-6 18.0 kg 0.8 g I 14.·\ g ~1. G g 30 648 g

7-9 ~6. 0 k" O. i g ID.2 g 27.3 g :!5 6R3 g

, 0- \2 34.0 kg O.!J g I 33.6 g 50.4 g 25 1.1-18 g,
13-15 4~. 0 kg 0.6 g I 27.0 g -10.5 g 11 H6g

16-19 57.5 kg 0.35 g 20. I g 30.2 g 13 393 g

20-~-l 63.0 kg " 22. I g 33. 1 g 27 B94 g

25-29 67.0 kg " 23.·\ g 35.1 g 12 421 g

30-39 67.0 kg " I 23. <\ g 35. 1 g 51 1.790 g

40-49 62.0kg. " 21.7 g 32.6 g 36 \. 174 g

50-59 55.0 kg " 19.3 g 28.9 g 10 ~89 g

60-69 50.0 kg " 17.5 g 26.2 g 10 :162 g

9.133 g

Sum of dally requirement females:

+ corr. (x 'protein coefficient l = 1.45) 13.2-I3g

yearly reqUirement females: 4.833.6 kg

Sum of daily requirement both sexes: 18.784 g

+ corr. (x 'protein coefficient' : , . 45) ~7. 237 g

YcarJy rcquit-Cmcnl boU\ sexes 9.9·11.4 kg

+ allowance for slrangers (17 x 36.0" 365) 228.3 kg

IO,169.7kg

diagrams work within the major groups of activi
ties is shown on a weekly percentage basis. Sur
prisingl{enough subsistence activities occupy only
about one third of the active time, and social
enterprises and leisure more than half. One of the
main tasks of the diary survey was to find seasonal
distribution of work. From the diagram this may
be seen; the scarcity period with collecting/gather
ing, the main fishing period, and the yam season
are conspicuous. All activities seem to depend
heavily on the weather which can be seen by com
parison with the diagrams in appendix H.

4.5 Some comments
on the 'carrying capacity' concept
A definition of carrying capacity has been given
by W. AIlan (1958) as the number of people able
to live from a given area assuming natural con
ditions and food production techniques as un
changed. AIIan also included the production of a
normal subsistence surplus in his assumptions. It

seems that the carrying capacity concept has been
scientifically useful resulting in progress especially
for the research on African subsistence agriculture.
Still, the concept invites further discussion of some
aspects, for providing a sharper definition of its
individual elements_

The essence of the 'subsistence law' (yV. Allan
1958) is that local production equals consumption
plus 'normal surplus' for a given food-production
system.

In notions slightly differing from AIlan's this
can be expressed a· y = p (c + n), where a is the
area on which the system is based, Y is yield per
area unit, p the population, and (c + n) the con
sumption including 'normal surplus' per head.
Maximum population density, or 'carrying capa
city' is thus p : a = y : (c + n).

Discussion of the single elements may take two
leads. The whole concept of 'carrying capacity'
can be intimately linked with a given food pro
duction system (ad modum W. Allan) or the con
cept can be connected with the assumption of a
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TABLE 32.

Sofus Christiansen

Estimate of total annual food supply 1965 1966

XlII

I
s~~d dl'y matter total contents of

.sross material prepnrntton raw edible of amount protein
yield etc. losses supply ingesUble of (reference

material energy proteinl

lons tons lons tons tons 10
3

Meal lons
;

yams 635 32 64 539 145 575

la re Ibanann s 190 0 19 171 43 176

sweet-potatoes 104 0 10.4 94 24 96 13. 3

collec led food 40 0 4 36 !I 37

fishing catches 60 0 6 54 11 H 2.2

totals 1035 32 103.4 894 232 928 15.5

maximum biological production for a given area
regardless of exploitation.

Following ABan, population p must be counted
in standard Wlits. This idea is evidently sound but
instead of 'Oxford units', it might be preferable to
use reference women and men according to FAO
standards. Allan, curiously enough, does not in
clude the energy for cultivation in 'consumption'.

Allan takes for the element a the total area on
which the population group p is living. He has
consequently to introduce the expressions 'cultiv
able percentage' for reducing the total to the ex
ploitable area by the given agricultural technique.
Further he uses the 'land use factor' for the pro
portion of total cultivable area to cultivated area
per annum.

Yield per area unit, Y, is understood as the
long-term stable yield, and c + n is as previously
mentioned the average consumption per head in
cluding 'normal surplus'. Allan in fact defines
consumption more implicitly: 'acreage necessary
to feed one person' (= 'cultivation factor' = acre
age per capita).

If the 'carrying capacity' concept is used in its
universal sense it is advantageous to distinguish
between properties of the environment and of the
cultivative system.

With population, p, the distinction makes no
difference as to the two definitions: it can be given
in any of the standard Wlits. The area variable, a,
must be assessed with regard to its biological pro
duction potential. If so, it is assigned a productive
potential independent of the system of exploita
tion.

The yield per area unit, Y, assessed for the total
area at hand is thus conceived as an expression

for the efficiency of the food production system 
within the limits of the environmental potential.
By 'universalizing' the expressions for area and
yields combined, a measure of productive efficien
cy may be achieved.

There is little need to alter the expression for
consumption, so long as consumption is under
stood as a minimum consumption including the
'normal surplus' and possibly also the amounts of
energy for the normal productive work. Probably
the assessment of consumption is a most difficult
task because of its ill-defined nature; consumption
is heavily influenced by the aspiration level of the
population in normal life. To avoid unnecessary
difficulties a standard consumption must be de
fined, but this does not do away with the problem
connected with consumption caused by the work
necessary to produce the agricultural output
(which is again depending on capital investments
and other variables). In fig. 64 a curve for pro
duction is shown under the assumption that pro
duction is determined by inputs of labour and area
alone. Costs of labour in energy are depicted by
a straight line. As the distance between the line
and the curve shows the output available to feed
the population, 'carrying capacity' is marked by
the point x in the diagram, which corresponds to
the maximum surplus available.

According to Allan's concepts it is fairly easy
to find the 'carrying capacity' of BeIlona. The
present population must be reduced to standard
units: about 457 'reference people' could live on
the presently cultivated land. To this number must
be added the 'carrying capacity' of cultivable areas
presently used for non-subsistence purposes: the
coconut groves and the old fallows. If old fallows
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Fig. 64. Production curves (fully drawn) and cost curves
(dashed) under subsistence conditions. Output and input
are both given in energy units (as food calories).

The shape of the total production curve is thought to
be realistic though idealized. The total cost curve is here
assumed linear; this assumption seems realistic under nor
mal cultivation practices.

Production is normally confined to the input interval
between the lines A and B. At A maximum production is
attained; added inputs decrease the tolal output. From origo
to the line B there is a strong incentive to increase input as
every unit added increases average output.

At C distance between the total product curve and the
total cost curve is at maximum (marginal product and margi
nal cost curves intersect).

Net production is hence maximized al C. Maximum carry
ing capacity is advantageously defined as the number of
people that can be nourished by the production attained
at C.
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are estimated to be of only half capacity, these
two groups of areas add 190 and about 130 're
ference people' respectively. 'Carrying capacity'
amounts thus to 457 + 190 + 130 = 777 or
about 800 'persons'. In fact about 1000 persons
might be able to live off the island in a population
of composition similar to the present one. Those
people would live at a lower standard than that of

the present Bellonese; especially the scarcity
pe-riods would mean a serious frustration.

For the assessment of the 'carrying capacity' on
a basis of potential biological production informa
tion on climate and soil factors are necessary.
Our knowledge on these matters does not yet allow
an exact calculation of potential production; an
approximation is described in chapter 6.
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Fig. 65. Diagram showing the connection between subs
istence production and society.

5.1 Land tenure
In relation to subsistence production one of the
significant aspects of land tenure is the question
of how the necessary land areas for production
are acquired. The mainstay of Bellonese land
tenure is that land is individual property. There

5. The social nexus to subsistence production
5.0 Production system - social system are very few signs of 'the communal rights of the
Obviously subsistence production is regulated in primitive societies' (E. Terray 1970); but this
different ways by society, and by the same token could hardly be expected as the BeIIonese society
subsistence production sets conditions which so- is possibly derived from more differentiated cen
ciety cannot ignore. tral Polynesian societies (Bellonese 'Ubea and

In chapter 4 one of the major limitations im- Hutuna = Wa1lis and Futuna?). Also a Melane
posed upon a society was discussed that is, the sian influence is possible, but can hardly be distin
carrying capacity of the land base. Additional guished from the Polynesian one because of the
aspects of the nexus between subsistence produc- great similarities in systems of land tenure.
tion and society will briefly be analysed here: 1) The individual rights to land are more or less
land tenure as an institution regulating the avail- rigidly applied. Generally rights are most specitic
ability of land, 2) distribution of produce, the for permanent use. Planting of coconuts is only
means through which individuals share the sup- permitted on one's own land: such planting is
plies, 3) distribution of work, the problems of or- often used to demarcate a transfer of rights or a
ganizing and distributing labour, and finally 4) re- claim. Consequently coconut groves have bound
gulation of production (see fig. 65). It is greatly aries that are very well defined, often within centi
to be hoped that the sociological material already metres. The rights to a planted garden are also de
collected by other scientists will be analysed fur- finite: crops belong to those who grew them. But
ther and thus deal in greater depth with the topics garden land may be used for planting by many
briefly outlined here. more than the owner himself. After permission,

which is readily given, most of the owner's line
age can use his areas for annual crops. In the
remote parts of the cultivable areas even more
people may be allowed to plant crops, and in the
forest areas the areas themselves are ascribed little
value. Trees may be individual property, but ac
cess to timber resources are given to all friends
once they have asked for it. Specific rules govern
who may use beach areas, landing places, and the
trails leading to them. Within a lineage the rules
allow all members to use lands for their subsisten
ce; the individual owner gets as his special tribute
little except the honour of having the powers to
give rights to his kinsmen. From this should not
be implied that land property is of no importance;
rather on the contrary it is a central interest for
any Bellonese because recognition and acquisition
of status rank very high. The rules for acquiring
land are therefore important.

No 'foreigners' could obtain land on Bellona in
1966 because special laws of the Protectorate ex
pressly forbade outsiders to buy land on RenneII
and Bellona. For Bellonese there were three ways
for acquiring land: 1) by starting cultivation of
unclaimed land (toghinga), 2) by inheritance (he
suinga), or 3) by gift (tukunga). Toghinga is similar
for instance to 'landnam' in Scandinavian history.
Nowadays no unclaimed areas exist on Bellona, so
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KinshIp divisions Land divisions

English term dorinilion Bclloncsc term English term Hclloncsc t~rm---
clnn pa lrilinca I dcsc<:ndanls ·district' as;

from an origina.l WcslcI~n di6lrlc l $p,la1ho or Ngan~o district

immigrant sa't)
Ghong~u and lI1alnng\- sometimes together

I districts combined Sa1n Kailu'u, bUl usu~lly tho
!

two dislricts are mentioned
I

seporatoly:

Ghonsnu and Mnlnngi

Tlincilgc' palriHnc;\} dC.':ic~nt group mn naha 0 te hanahano lineage lnnd, land of an manahn 'antra = mnnaha soko

from Cl less rem oh' or original indepcndent (~l

anc~stol' manaha homestead hnd~pcndenthome-steads)

also manaha hakanohonga

family (part of) lino.ge, manaha homcsleLld !8cttlemcnt mannhll-- --
extended family. 0'· u6ually with attached

nuclear family hod

the toghinga rules can only be applied in a more
restricted sense, as when a man starts cultivating
a patch of soil in the forest of his own lineage.
The rules were applied in 1938 when former
taboo areas were desacralized. For instance, the
former highly sacred area Ngabenga in Sa'aiho
district was partly claimed by and cultivated by a
resident of Ghongau district. This could only be
done because Ngabenga was an all-island taboo
area, and not a temple area belonging to an in
dividua(lineage.

The normal way to obtain land is and was by
inheritance, Only patrilineal kin is entitled to in
herit. Although primogeniture included rights to
inherit the largest amounts and the best land, this
was certainly not without exception. Testators are
in principle free to give away land while they are
still alive and thus disinherit their sons; testators
can also decide the distribution of their land be
tween their inheritors. Some cases come readily
to mind where the eldest son's share was diminish
ed for the benefit of another. The Bellonese
public has an intense interest in such cases. If a
son has been misbehaving, as by neglecting his
duties to his father, public opinion seems always
to back up the father's decisions. Decisions about
inheritance are usually officially declared by the
testator. It can be done through apparently casual
remarks, as for instance on a Saturday when people
are assembled outside the church for service. The

testator may be sound and healthy, but decisions
about inheritance are usually made and discussed
when one feels death approaching. Often a large
part of a man's land has, however, been given
away to inheritors during the testator's life; he
may just keep one or two homesteads and some
useless tracts for himself when aged. Canoes, T 122,
discusses a case in which land is given away. Such
discussions are quite common on Bellona. The
system of inheritance has some important conse
quences. One of the most evident is that the map
of land tenure mainly becomes a graphical ex
pression of kinship; se plates 6 to 9. Although re
distribution of land has taken place as a result of
feuds, traces of the ancient distribution of land
from the first immigrants may be discerned. In
principle the land of an independent lineage (ma
naha soko tasz) seems as a minimum always to
have been a strip from the central path to the
coast, which encompasses all types of land form
ing the base of Bellonese subsistence. By later
subdividing, the strips were gradually narrowed,
and nowadays many BeIIonese men do not own a
full strip but just one or more smaller patches of
land. As a consequence of the correspondance be-
tween kinship and rights to land, there is also a
close relation between kinship divisions and land
units (see table 33).

Another important consequence of the inherit
ance system is that inequalities in distribution of
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TABLE 34.
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DistrictS' Sa1aiho Gllongau Malans:!

nllerage land area pC!r cnplta 'de faclo' 1. ~4 hn 2.8a ha 3.60 ha

avernge cultivated land per capita 'de facto' 1. 12 - 1. fiU - 1. 54 --
nvernge garden land per capHa 'de facto' 0.110 - 1. 47 - 1.24 -

estimated production from garden land available
1.2x10

3
Moal \ . 7 x 10

3
Meal 1.5 x 10

3
Meal

per cnpitn 'de faclo'

average l.a.nd area per capita 'de jure' 1. 47 ha 2.14 hn 2.71 ha

average cultivated land peT capita 'de jure' 0.86 - 1.24 - I. 15

average garden land per capita. lde jure' 0.74 - 1.08 O. ~4 -

estimated production from garden land availnble
0.0 x 10

3
Mool 1.3 x 10

3
Moal 1. 1 x 10

3
Moal

per capita 'de jure'

average per capita requirement ..... 0.84 x 10
3

Meal

land often are increased over generations through
fragmentation. In 1966 the land areas per capita
differed much from district to district, see table 34.
Figures are given both for the de facto population
and the de jure population. It is seen that avail
able per capita area is from 25 % to more than
41 % larger in Matangi and Ghongau than in
Sa'aibo, which again implies that Sa'aiho even in
good years - as 1966 - operates at a level of
provisons too low to be sufficient if all its in
habitants return. The differences between avail
able land per inhabitant are even larger on line
ages (table 35).

The giving away of land is one of the remedies
against too large differences in available land;
it operates largely within lineages. Most often
donator and the donated are closely related; in
fact the people receiving land are usually presump
tive heirs. But it is not always so. Also a close
friend or ally may be given land, and land is some
times given just for pity.

Traditionally great differences in population
pressure were the background for tensions that
often resulted in long wars. Characteristically the
last wars on BeUona, in 1938, had as background
a long chain of land strifes. The simple mechanism
was probably that if a lineage grew numerous and
its land hunger intensified, it might be tempted to
conquer extra areas from another, weaker lineage.
'Stealing land' was founded on the same principle
of force, but in such a case the side bereft of land

recognized its inferiority in power and refrained
from defence. This system is still operative on a
reduced scale and the reason why some Bellonese
have a strong desire for land registration.

Still another system for regulating the land
population ratio was and is operative. It was dis
covered by T. Monberg who wondered why so
many people in his first census in 1962 were
declared to belong to two lineages. The reason
was found to be that they had been adopted as
children into a new lineage. There seems to be a
close relationship between the number of adopted
children and the amount of family land that may
be inherited and naturally also between children
given in adoption (lama tuku or tama pusi), and
land poverty. No doubt this system is an im
portant safety mechanism for relieving tensions
stemming from differences in population pressure.
In fact one can almost speak of a redistribution
of children, as more than two thirds of all Bello
nese children were given out for adoption. Perhaps
the expression giving children out for adoption
leads to a false idea of heartless strategy. In all
reality children are accepted out of love as heirs
of an additional family.

The adoption system combined with the usu
fructus rights to land within lineages are most
important principles for giving people access to
cultivable land. Certainly there are still differences
between districts, but also on that level several
cases of borrowing land have been observed.
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TABLE 35.

Land nrf!.l1 p~r cnplln l on lineages.

(all figures approximate: ~rCilS arc estimated from schcmntic. uncorrecled maps:
LDnd Tenure 1965-1966, pI. 5-9),

total area in ha. cuIUvllble area ~.) cultivable area .in hn.
in ha. per de jure pers.

SA'AIHO district

Mntabningei HDOaJJc 72 51 0.0

Sauhakapoi - 127 70 I 2.8

Tongomninge - 52 32 , 1.3

;;-l ~*") DVUDgC ~**)

GRONGAU district

IAngohi - 17 1~ 1.:=1

Baitanga - 43 :.Hl 0.8

Ghongau - 120 51 1.:!

HDngekumi - 97 60 1.7

Muta1ubea I 51 27 2.7

- - Il - 11 11 0.1

NgikobDIcD 114 57 1.0

Nukuangoha 226 131 1.1

Palonu :17 23 7.G

Sa'ilpili n 57 1.3

Tangalcitonga -

I
78 41 0.7

Tongaba . I J2 93 2.2

'UbCil - \0 9 1.0

Hcnutlngolo (Council quarters) I - -
1039 ~"'I ~ .... ) **)overage 1.2

-
MATANGI district

AhenoEl lineage 55 17 0.5

Panganglu - 60 25 3. 1

Te'atubai - :!O I ~ 0.7

T.hakDpDlo - 190 90 1.5
-;;;; **) -;-;; *"1 average 1.2**)

*1 garden land, all (allows, and land WiOl perennia.l crops.

**1 incl. areas of alien lineages.
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When the BelIonese system for maintaining a
balance between population and land is analysed,
it seems much more crude than similar systems
from related Polynesian islands. Tikopia had its
famous 'takatQu ki te kai' system, according to
which the size of population was controlled so as
not to exceed the feeding capacity of the garden
lands (described in R. Firth's famous book in
1936). Possibly Bellona and Rennell were 'back
ward' in this respect, because their resources were
still less exploited or exploited with less predict
able results than Tikopia. (This island had for

instance irrigated taro patches with almost con
stant yields.)

5.2 Distribution of produce
It may be convenient to distinguish between the
distribution of a) foods, b) some of the non-food
goods closely bound to subsistence, and c) 'wealth'
in general.

5.2.1 Distribution of food

There is reason to believe that distribution of
garden produce played a much larger part in Bel-
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Fig. 66. A large sailfish, ika langi, caught by Temasu'u
May 1965.

lonese life before the advent of Christianity. Some
of the great distributional feasts connected with
the major rituals may have been useful for securing
a share in the food offerings ('illati) for even the
poorest of men on Bellona. Some limitations on
the distributions were evident, however. Only a
few of the rituals involving food offerings resulted
in general distributions. Most rituals were de
dicated to district or lineage deities, meaning that
distributions were mainly within the usual some
times narrow circles delimited by close kinship
and encompassed by the rules of land borrowing.
Another restriction was that in ritual distributions
status was taken into consideration, which usually
meant that high-status people - frequently also
the great landowners - received the most. Ap
parently distributions taking place at religious and
other feasts did not aim at an equalization of food
provisions. Still, if judged from the experience of
modem feasts involving distribution, everybody
receives enough, provided sufficient amounts are
available. The reason is that all people of high
rank are anxious to pass things to their dependents.

'Big men' acquire status by recelvrng food first
and tend to increase their status by being generous.
As is the case in many Polynesian societies, status
is acquired by being recognized as productive and
generous, whereas no status is gained by the ac
cumulation of wealth - rather to the contrary. At
feasts both on Bellona and Rennell it has been
observed repeatedly that everybody kept very little
and was anxious to see that all had enough.

A parallel of what is observed at feasts often
occurs in daily life, only the number of people in
volved is generally smaller. Close kin are never
left without food if some is available. Catches of
fish as well as garden foods are distributed. It
cannot be claimed that this is a principle necessary
for the viability of Bellonese society, but the prac
tical value of distribution especially for large
catches is evident among a people with little
mastery of the techniques of preservation. When,
for example, Temasu'u of Matahenua village land
ed a large sailfish (17th May 1965), it was brought
to his house where it was greatly admired by the
public because of its size (exceeding 110 kg). (See
fig. 66.) Within an hour it had been divided up so
that all the households in the village had a large
piece of meat, even the visitors from the neigh
bour village Ngotokanaba received some. Tema~

su'u evidently took great pleasure in giving away
his fish and kept just the head, tail, and some
smaller parts for himself. Most gift pieces he did
not hand over in person. The people who deliver
ed the fine pieces of fish to a house were usually
asked the following sort of question: 'Who is the
expert fisherman giving away this fine piece of
ika langi to us who have caught nothing?' Decay
usually sets in so fast that fish has to be prepared
within half a day, and it was! Temasu'u was the
name of that day, but he knew that somebody else
would be honoured another day from whom he
would expect to receive a share. The principle of
mutual help and mutual recognition of prestige in
return, resembles the reciprocal principle found
behind the religous practices as analysed by T.
Monberg (1966). Although the principle cannot
be considered to have developed directly from ne
cessity, it is certainly of importance in terms of
efficiency in the subsistence syndrome.

When travellers, whether from overseas (pengea
hongall) or just inland parties (malanga) are visit
ing a village, they are fed, a principle which held
throughout 'ancient' Polynesia. It has the advant-
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age of enabling travellers carry very little in the
way of provisions. Of course the continuity of tht:
principle lies in reciprocity, which is clearly re
cognized by the Bellonese. Sometimes the prin
ciple is violated, but usually the very slightest of
hints of annoyance are enough to make the no
longer wanted visitor leave. If this does not work,
there are other means. Nobody would dream of
denying food to even the most tiresome visitor.
But he runs the risk of being offered one day a
not quite cooked yam in which the remains of the
toxic contents are not completely destroyed. Usu
ally he discovers this before getting sick, and
leaves, otherwise he may !'tart vomiting much to
the amusement of the spectators.

It is very difficult to judge the extent to which
food supplies were equally distributed on Bellona.
In the old society provisions were probably evenly
distributed within lineages at the c1an/subclan
level, and thus fluctuations in supplies must have
been levelled.

This picture has changed only slightly up to the
present day except that coconuts are gradually ex
cluded from the food exchange sphere.

5.2.2 Distribution of non-food subsistence materials
Regarding the distribution of accessories to sub
sistence technology, these may logically be treated
with the distribution of work, because such items
are usually made by one individual or group for
the specific use of a single person or group. In
consequence most houses, canoes, and implements
have specific owners. Still such products are often
distributed by being given to others, when the
owner has had new ones made.

A special case of redistribution is seen in the
hemasi'inga relationship between two friends who
freely use each others goods rather unrestricted.

5.2.3 Distribution of monetary goods
The redistributional rules outlined above seem to
be valid with regard to money too, but they are
much less rigidly followed. In a paper on the
breakdown of the BeIIonese Cooperative Society,
T. Monberg (1965) described some aspects of the
rules for distribution, including monetary income.
At least in the first period of money-earning, mo
ney was distributed almost like food. Consequent
ly the Bellonese had great difficulties in accumu
lating capital. But there is a growing tendency,
mostly in the younger generation, to exclude mo-

ney and 'Western' goods from the distribution
rules. Possibly the exception of alien goods is
related to certain ideas about their dangerousness.
Initially, for example, iron tools are said to have
been considered harmful to yams, and even to
cause failure in the harvest.

In 1966 the exception of money from distribu
tional rules was already a threat to the viability of
the subsistence system. Sons often planted a good
part of their father's land with coconuts to gain a
monetary income solely for themselves. At the
same time less and poorer land was left for the
growing of crops for the sustenance of the family.
Evidently a development where obligations to re
distribute income are reduced can lead to an in
creased independency for the cultivators. Perhaps
this increases the incentives to produce more, but
the consequent loss of social obligations may be
fatal in a system of cultivation where natural
hazards mean a constant threat for the population,
and a system oE mutual assistance is one of the
few ways to reduce dangers.

5.3 Distributiou of subsistence work
Most types of work on BelIona are initiated by an
individual, or the decisions to work are, though a
large part of all enterprises imply cooperation of
more people. The definite leader of any job, the
hakahua, must generally make reasonable deci
sions; otherwise he may soon find himself unable
to assemble a faithful cooperating group. In fact,
even people of highest status experience severe
limitations to any exertion of power. The check
ing mechanism is simple: wrong decisions waste
work and result in less produce for distribution in
the working group and loss of prestige.

There are several possible explanations for the
dominauce of cooperative over individual work.
A few ecological indications may be mentioned.
One has already been pointed at in planting of
gardens it is important to inter the seed yams, taro
or banana cuttings within short time to avoid
damage to the planting material or to the soil.
Heavy rains are a constant threat as they may re
move the fertile ashes almost completely (see 3.2).
Similar 'bottlenecks' in operations are found with
many other types of work. When catching flying
fish it is advantageous to cooperate for utilizing
torch light effectively. Thatching of houses is
easiest when made almost at once, lest the in-
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b.i x,::
Fig. 67. Group of persons helping to thatch a new kitchen
for Kaipua 1965.

complete thatch may be damaged by wind (fig. 67).
In canoe building many people are necessary for
carrying the log; it is extremely difficult to make
a canoe single handedly. To prevent the finished
hull from changing form and cracking all re
inforcements must be rapidly installed. These ex
amples must suffice to illustrate that large work
ing parties are advantageously applied in several
tasks of Bellonese subsistence production. The
total output is increased when identical amounts
of working hours are delivered within a short in
terval of time instead of a long one: output de
pends on effect (work per unit of time), as well
as on amount of work alone.

Aside from the above consideration, coopera
tion seems to have other positive effects on pro
duction. Work in groups involves competition be
tween the members. Cooperative work tends espe
cially to stimulate efforts when all the members of
the group perform exactly the same job, as making
thatch panels. Group work is also important for
teaching the young some of the elementary parts
of subsistence production. They can observe the
operations repetitively, and are at the same time
highly motivated to follow the group. In for in
stance canoe building there is much less repetition
in operations and the group is more rigidly or
ganized as assistants under the direction and strict
supervision of an expert, the mataisau, who is at
the same time an efficient teacher in canoe build
ing.

Of course combined work also has drawbacks.

It may cause quarrels, and the loss of time in
social interactions involved in group work may
seem considerable. (possibly the consideration
'loss of time in social interactions' is completely
un-Bellonese. It cannot be precluded that the so
cial side of work is regarded just as important as
that of production.) Nevertheless from an eco
nomic point of view there is no doubt that some
subsistence works are advantageously performed
in groups.

Of course the necessity of cooperation for the
successful completion of a job does not presume
any special type of organization within the groups.
On Bellona the groups vary in composition ac
cording to the task to be performed, and for
whom, and are thus of little permanency; also the
leaders change constantly. This was observed in
garden mainly, but also in more casual observa
tions of fishing and house and canoe construction.
A few principles are distinguishable in the compo
sition of work groups. They are organized follow
ing the lines of recognized kinship. They imply
reciprocity or a rotation of jobs.

Usually work groups consist of a nucleus en
compassing men of equal status and mostly of the
same lineage; each of these are followed by a
fringe of members of their nuclear families and
representatives of in-laws, friends, or dependents.
The principle of reciprocity obliges the 'nucleus'
to assist in similar works; hence there is a certain
constancy in work groups for gardening, whereas
the 'fringe' varies considerably both in numbers
and consistency. When a big leader (lzakahua)
starts work, more than fifty may join willingly
when they hear rumours about where and when
(fig. 68). In garden work the reciprocity obligation
must usually be fulfilled soon; grown-up men and
family fathers usually plant at least one garden
cooperatively per year. With canoe and house
building fulfilment may take several years. Large
canoes for catching flying fish (baka 'eha) are often
built by a closed circle of men of each village,
each in turn (see paragraph 2.5.2).

As already mentioned, the amount of work per
formed by each participant is by no means ne
cessarily equally as large as that of others. Status
is acquired by working long and hard. To ensure
a proper judgement of the amounts of work to be
done and possibly also to establish a measure for
the performance of each, the garden divisions of
cooperatively planted gardens (potu 'umanga) are
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Fig. 68. Group of persons assisting R. Puia
in weeding a coconut grove before planting
sweet potatoes.

useful. Generally one potu is a grown-up man's
share of the work, which means a limitation to
the struggle for status. A strong man may work his
division faster than others, which is usually no
ticed with favour, but a slower man may have
produced a more neatly arranged division that is
noticed with equal favour. It appears from this
that the combined effect of competition and limi
tation of work obligation is just that the work to
be done is swiftly finished and standardized, but
severe frustrations for the less effective workers
are avoided. After all, digging of a garden is done
in few hours, so people may enjoy their rewarding
meal almost simultaneously. In passing it may be
noticed that there is no direct connection between
material rewards and work performed in coopera
tive gardening. On the other hand everybody is
forced to participate effectively; otherwise a loss
of prestige, so vital for any BeIIonese, may occur.
To stress the last point, a reference may be made
to the local custom of applying honorific names;
these refer often to the bearer's cultivative abilities,
as Ngima'usi (lit., green hand), Haikiutango (lit.,
maker of thousand taros). Also a number of
common names refer to skills in production as
Sanga'eha (lit., great planter), Haikiu (lit., maker
of coconut groves).

5.4 Regulation of subsistence production
Too little is yet known of the problem of how
subsistence production is regulated in quantity
and time, the 'cybernetics' of production. Some
crude features for timing of food production have
9

been described with the agricultural calendar
(chapter 2.6). But how are quantities to be pro
duced decided upon?

A large surplus of food is usually produced
during the yam harvest period. (See chapter 4.3.)
Of course the production target is planned to be
sufficient in subnormal years. In gardens with
divisions the size of the cultivated area is normally
decided upon from the start and it remains con
stant. A family head usually makes one or two
divisions for each person of his household. Un
divided gardens seem to be determined as to size
in a similar way, but their area is often changed as
work procedes. Sometimes a part is left unplanted,
sometimes extra area is cleared and added to the
garden area. Other types of gardens are planted
according to less fixed schemes than yams; often
two taro gardens are planted annually per family
but extra ones may be added. Similar arrange
ments are found with sweet potatoes. Bananas and
kape are following a cultivation model more like
that of yam with fairly rigid areas and seasons.
Summing up, it seems that a thorough planning is
difficult. Some universal approximate rules are
used to decide upon areas of crops like yams,
bananas and kape. but the system has many pos
sibilities for regulations over time. This is ad
vantageous, since it may save labour and areas,
but it compensates only partly for the weak point
in Bellonese food production: the high variability
of yields stemming mainly from changing weather
conditions.

The main problem in the planning of Bellonese
fishing is naturally to have large enough catches.
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During the flying fish season the problem is less
than usual: the fleet is large enough to occupy all
hands, and extra canoes are hence not needed.
Further the catches are at times almost too large
to be cornumed; higher efficiency is therefore only
in demand when catches are small. Increased effi
ciency is difficult to acquire. Better equipment
like better lanterns is expensive, as is an increased
radius of action for the fleet. Instead another
strategy is used, namely to apply a variety of other
fishing methods for a variety of kinds of fish. It is
tempting to view the array of fishing methods as
a means of obtaining a certain amount of fish
during a long period although the cost of catching
is much larger than with application of few spe
cialized methods during advantageous periods: a
strategy tending to maximize the smallest outputs.
Possibly this is the explanation behind the ap
parent conservatism regarding Oceanic fishing
methods (see B. Anell 1955). If so, the 'corner
vatism' should be most prominent on small islands
and more so with less varying resources.

For other parts of subsistence production regu
lation presents less of a problem. It is foreseeable
how many houses and canoes have to be built
during a year. The rules for building large canoes
have been touched upon previously, and every
grown man has normally his own small canoe. So
far canoe building presents no planning problems
as the lifespan of a canoe is fairly fixed, but two
remaining points present difficulties. One is the
resource problem of accessible canoe logs, the
other the unpredictable losses at sea or on the
beach, mainly caused by high winds.

With housing one of the problems is that people
move from village to village. Within every district
there are at least two churches of different con
fessions operating. Religious affiliation is some-

what unstable; at least social ternions often have
the consequence that a family moves quite abrupt
ly and becomes members of the church of the new
village. From this reason more than twenty houses
were empty on BeIIona in 1966, and new houses
had to be built suddenly.

Summing up, it seems that production is re
gulated to meet the demands as accurately as pos
sible. One of the general problems is the high
variability for the outcome of the production. This
has possibly lead to an application of less ad
vantageous methods. Two ways to improve these
conditions come easily to mind: to improve storage
possibilities and to increase productivity. The first
point means that new probably untraditional tech
niques must be introduced. The second one has no
easy solution: water for irrigation is almost un
accessible; fertilization is too expensive, and so on.

From the above is seen that a strict regulation
of population to make it fit available resources is
not easily perceivable for the islanders, as it would
have been if production were more predictable.
Perhaps this explains why a population planning
policy has not been practised on Bellona as it has
for example on Tikopia. In traditional BeIIona
there were few ways to do away with surplus po
pulation; wars and emigrations are those best re
membered.

Perhaps BeIIonese regulations exemplify Wiss
ler's explanation: 'the tribal group expands until
it reaches the limits of its food supply. Then, if it
does not succumb or remain static, it evolves a
new mechanism for feeding itself, only to repeat
the phenomenon over once more!' (Wissler, 1923.)
In chapter 7, the development on BeIIona is ana
lysed to see if other phenomena are involved or
not.



6. Subsistence in environmental context
6.0 Limits to production.
Efficiency, stability
The connection between societaI man and physical
environment has always been an important subject
matter of geography. In early thinking it was as
sumed that human activities were largely deter
mined by the physical environment. This 'environ
mental determinism' was during the first two de
cades of this century gradually transformed into
less rigid concepts of the milieu as opening certain
possibilities for human life; in other words, that
activities could be explained only with certain
probabilities. H. H. Barrows (1922) stressed the
importance of studies concerning the ecology of
societies, but bad few followers. The explanation
is possibly that his period was one of great op
timism: the inventiveness of technological man
was thought to have broken the bonds of natural
conditions. At least it was almost impossible to
quantify most of the connections between environ
ment and society beyond the most trivial as 'agri
culture is mainly in the lowlands' and the like.
Daryll Forde (1934) stated: 'The study of the re
lations between cultural patterns and physical con
ditions is of the greatest importance for an under
standing of human society, but it cannot be under
taken in terms of simple geographical controls to
be identifiable on sight ... '. After the 'quantitative
revolution' in geography the significance of en
vironmental influence is still a major subject of
many geographical studies; the importance of
environmental limitations of societies, especially
for primitive economies, has been admitted by
several modern geographers (P. Haggett, 1966).

The environmental influences may occur more
or less predictably and cause prohibiting or limit
ing effects on one or more phenomena in societal
life. The effects on society are either direct, as
for instance the influence of climate on thermal
comfort, or indirect, as production of food on
health.

Although the importance of direct environ
mental influences must be admitted, they are not
to be dealt with here. A study of bodily thennal
comfort along the lines of P. O. Fanger (1970)
would be of great concern, as, for instance when
assessing the hours of the day utilizable for heavy
9·

work. The Bellonese idea that it is dangerous to
work hard in gardens around noon seems to be
scientifically sustainable because of the combined
effect of heat and humidity.

The influences on the productive apparatus
shall be dealt with in more detail. Most environ
mental effects on society are transmitted through
biological production, as this is a basis both for
production of food and of accessories to sub
sistence. The environmental factors of concern
here are therefore primarily those on which photo
synthesis is based. Light, temperature, carbon
dioxide, water, and mineral nutrients are all nec
essary. From some plants, enough is presently
known about the effects of production factors on
photosynthesis to allow a rather detailed calcula
tion of the net production of dry matter with given
conditions. This is not to say that calculation is
easy, nor that it is applicable for any crop under
real-world conditions. De Wit (1968) advocated
simulations of crop growth on the basis of hourly
photosynthesis, accumulated through the period
of growth, taking into account respiration, trans
location, and the growth of leaf, stem, and root as
conditioned by environment; such a state of refine
ment in calculations bas not yet been achieved.
Jen-hu Chang (1968) states more modestly that it
might be possible to estimate 'potential photosyn
thesis' as determined by radiation and temperature
alone, all other factors optimal. Some of his results
were published in 1971. The approach is interest
ing because it can result in estimates of the maxi
mum obtainable yield under ideal management
that usually encompasses regulation of water and
fertilization. Hence the only factors left to nature's
control are radiation, temperature, and carbon
dioxide pressure; control of these growth factors
is too uneconomic in normal agriculture (and car
bon dioxide pressure generally varies little in na
ture). 'Potential photosynthesis' calculated on ra
diation and temperature may therefore be appli
cable as a measure of the agricultural possibilities
of a region, these are of great concern in agri
cultural geography. The most important plant
growth factors are separately treated in the follow
ing to trace their influence as constraints to the
Bellonese system of exploitation.
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Fig. 69. Insolation curves for Bellona. The top curve is
drawn according to figures from Smithsonian tables. The
curve below is partly observed, partly estimated. For com
parison, curves for Copenhagen are shown.

felt. The actinographer tried has a further draw
back in its need for corrections since it actually
registrates the thermal-active part of radiation
alone, and has to be calibrated for an estimate of
total radiation.

Clearly it is possible without appropriate mea
surements to arrive at even a crude estimate of
primary gross production. The procedure used
here must be revised; still it may be useful to con
sider the transition from solar light to harvested
yield briefly.

Solar light annually received 'at the outer atmo
sphere' amounts to 129.1 X 106 MJ/ha or 30.9 X
10° Meal/ha, as can be found from Angot's the
oretical values in Smithsonian tables. During 113
days only about 40.5 % of the theoretical figure
was received at the earth's surface on Bellona. If
this figure is taken as representative for the year,
a total of 52.3 X 10° MJ/ha or 12.5 X 100 Mcal/ha
is received per annum (fig. 69). The "low figure
can be explained by cloudiness; it is supported
by published estimated figures (Landsberg 1961:
120-140 kcal/m2/year).

For calculation of gross photosynthesis incident
radiation at surface is less suitable; it is preferable
to use photosynthetically active radiation, which is
usually about 25 % of incident radiation (D. Ga
tes, 1962). On Bellona, this means that about 13.1
X 10° MJ or 3.13 X 10° Mcal. of radiation is con
vertible into primary photosynthesis rougWy esti
mated.

According to the literature, the efficiency of
radiation utilization by green plants varies. Often
no reference is made in the literature as to on which
basis the conversion 'efficiency' is calculated. 'Ef
ficiency may be either gross photosynthate or net
photosynthate in percent of either incident radia
tion or visible light (almost: photosynthetically ac
tive radiation). Usually net photosynthesis amounts
to 3-5 % of energy contents of incident radiation
or from 7-14 % of the energy received through
visible light. At an 8 % efficiency at the conver
sion of photosynthetically active light into net pho
tosyntate, Bellonese production may achieve about
61 1. of carbohydrates per ha. With a crop such as
yams the maximum edible harvest is thus about
151. of dry matter per ha. since the top/root ratio
is about 4 to 1. If the water contents of yams are
considered, the maximum harvest obtainable may
amount to 60 1. of roots - that is about three times
the present level.
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6.1 Radiation and temperature factors
Both radiation and the carbon dioxide pressure as
ultimately limiting climatic factors in plant growth
are normally beyond the power of influence of
agriculturists. Gross photosynthetic production is
directly related to intensity of the visible (photo
synthetically active) part of solar radiation receiv
ed at the earth's surface; an estimate based on this
factor was therefore desirable. Unfortunately ra
diation is difficult to observe. Because of this no
regular series of observation have been made on
Bellona or on any nearby locality. Other methods
for acquiring the desired estimate were therefore
considered.

J. N. Black (1955, 1956) used observations of
duration of sunshine or of cloudiness. But even
such observations were unavailable on Bellona;
also convenient instruments were not at hand. An
attempt was therefore made to correlate observed
precipitation with the readings of a Robitsch
actinographer used during two periods (15/3
25/5, 1965 and 12/9-23/10, 1966). The correla
tion was significant at the 1 % level, but explain
ed only less than 20 % of the variations of radia
tion. No doubt correlation could have been im
proved if precipitation had been measured hourly;
but this was not possible. The method was there
fore abandoned. Originally it was planned to keep
the self-registrating Robitsch actinographers oper
ating throughout a year, but they proved to be
too difficult for local surveillance and had hence
to be withdrawn. The lack of a self-registrating,
robust yet accurate photometre for measuring
photosynthetically active radiation is still strongly
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Monthly precipitation lolals (mm)

mm
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(Animals and humans alike were too strongly at
tracted by the water!). Still, a few conclusions may
be drawn concerning water as a limit for crop
growth.

From raw data on precipitation it is tempting
but erroneous to assume that water is available in
adequate amounts throughout the year: the annual
amount of precipitation was in excess of 2;;2 m. of
water. The distribution is remarkable however
see fig. 71 and appendix H. Several heavy rain~
exc~eding 100 mm per day occur annually, as do
perIods of drought. The latter were sometimes
considered very harmful in spite of relatively short
durations. Water retention capacity of Bellonese
soils varies, but is generally amazingly low, often
in the vicinity of 100 mm of water.

.D~g .a period of dryness, the beginning of
wIthenng m some crops was observed. Just eight

Fig. 70. The meteorological station, Bellooa 1965-66.
The Steveoson screen is seen to the left, then a pole for an
anemometer and, to the right, the Robitsch actinographer.
In front one of the observers, Sengeika Tepuke.

Eslimates of ma.'C;mum hot th i

TABLE 36.

The total process with the maximum figures are
shown in table 36.

Total conversion ratio sunlight to net photo
synthesis is thus 0,405 X 0.25 X 0.08 X 0.0081;
that is only 0.8 % of the light is utilized at best.

The widely varying figures for net production
reveal clearly that the basis for using 'efficiency
rates' is weakly defined. Many reasons account
for the wide range of the figures. Firstly, it would
be preferable to observe the appropriate plants
on location. Secondly, if a calculation has to
be used, it must be divided into well-defined
stages. Hourly figures must be calculated for gross
primary production from which must be deduced
loss from respiration, both figures obtained from
well-defined functions showing how production
depends on radiation and how respiration follows
temperature. Foliage must be defined throughout
the period, and assumptions made on biomass
(respiration follows accumulation of biomass). On
BeUona respiration losses are probably of the
magnitude of 60-75 % (see e.g. D. Muller, 1965).
In the high temperatures of the BeJ]onese nights
most of the modest amount of energy captured
~hrough the photosynthesis of the cultivated plants
IS lost through respiration.

p Dsyn es s.

Solar light received at

limit of outer atmosphere 30. 9 x lOG Meal/ha/y!"

(Angol's values)

( loss 59. 5<f, )

Sola.r liShl received at
lOG Mcal/ha/yr

earlhls surf~ce (estimate)
12.5 x

(loss ;lbout 7. 5~a

Pholosynthetical1y active light
10

6

- visible light
3. 1 x Mcal/ha/yr

(loss min. 920/0 )

Net photosynthesis
10

6
Meal/ha/yr

"" resulting biomas6
0.25 "

500

6.2 The water factor
Precipitation (and temperature) was measured on
Bellona for about two years (fig. 70); apart from
this few observations were made relevant to water
(see appendix H). Observations on evaporation
from a free surface were started, but had to be
given up because of ~ period of severe drought.
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Fig. 71. Two years' observations of precipitation.
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TABLE 37.

consecutlve days of we.ljdry weather in two years' obscrvLlllons on BcllonaOccurrences of 1 2 J .....

'Wet. periods': 'Dry periods' :

> 10 10 !) 0 7 6 5 4 J 2 1 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 0 !) 10 > 10

Jnnuur")' .16 .10 .04 .15 · , J .16 .OJ .09 .06 .09

February .13 . I 0 · 1 ~I · 1J .19 .04 .06 .07

March .20 · 13 .10 .06 .08 .16 .10 • OR

April . 17 · 12 .15 · 14 .03 .07 .10 .05 .07 .10

Mny · 25 .21 · 14 .05 .0·1 .09 .07 . 14

June · 13 · DO .06 .08 .02 .08 .04 .06 . 17 .20

July .15 .09 .04 .03 .10 .07 .06 .04 .09 .13 .1 B

AUlnl61 . 12 .06 .06 · OB .00 .03 .09 .47

September .17 .07 . 15 .13 · 13 .13 . 13 .10

October . 17 .10 .12 · DB .06 .04 .12 .17 .12

November .17 .07 .05 .07 · DO .05 .07 .05 .07 · DO .10 . \ 5

December .12 .10 · OB .06 . 10 .1 B .00 · ID .18

':'. 1.57 2. B6 3.05 2.27 6.0 3.4 4.3 4.6 6. ·1 U.3 U.3 10.4 G.D 6.0 5.1 2.0 5.1 5.1 8.2
~

cum. <;. 1.6 4.5 0.4 10.7 \6.7 20.1 24.4 20.0 35.4 43.7 52.( 62.4 GO.4 74.4 79.5 01.5 86.6 91. 7 DD. 0

days of drought damaged taro, and a few days
later bananas were hanned. It was said, but not
observed, that 14-20 days will ruin yams. In ac
cordance with what one would expect from their
texture, malanga (silty) types of soil offered least,
and kenge (loamy) types most resistence to drought
(see Dalsgaard 1970). Long before withering, re
duction in production was indicated; for example
taro is said to 'sleep' after a few days without rain.

To estimate the loss of productive days a 'fre
quency table' of consecutive days of dry or wet
weather was compiled (table 37). Taro may be
liable to damage for about 8 % of the year espe
cially during the 'dry' months of June to August.
Possibly about 20 % of production time of taros
is lost annually, not including the almost daily
hours after noon with too little available water.
Normally yams appear to be a very reliable crop,
but even here the losses during noon periods are
no doubt experienced. Seventeen days of con
tinuous sunny, dry weather were reported to have
been disastrous to young yam gardens on porous,
light malanga soils. The reason why greater dam
age is not done to yams is no doubt the fact that
yams are not cultivated during the driest period of
the year. On the contrary this period is utilized for
clearing and burning new gardens and is thus in
dispensable in the total process of yam cultivation.
Yam seems to be a risk-minimizing crop to grow

but requires a slightly higher input of work than
some alternative crops. Nevertheless yams are a
crop well adapted to the climate; approximately
10 % of the growing season is lost for production
because of dryness (six- to nine-day periods of
droughts). Being a crop cultivated in fixed yearly
periods, yams lose probably half of the year as
potential growing period, because the growing
period can only be extended to about 10 months.
To estimate losses through damage by droughts
available data are too incomplete. Even with de
tailed data there is presently bardly a theoretical
basis for a detailed estimate of losses caused by
insufficiently available water, though there has
been much progress in recent years, especially for
the crops of industrialized agriculture.

To reduce the danger of the soil drying out, the
BeIIonese employ some traditional practices. Gar
dens are kept at a moderate size, thus increasing
shade and improving wind shelter, but sometimes
more direct measures are taken to prevent drying.
On several occasions in 1966 it was observed that
coarse mats of coconut leaves were spread in
young gardens (fig. 72), and cut off branches of
other trees were employed similarly. Normally
mulching has not been observed on BelIona.

Taro is usually grown beneath 3-4 m high
shelter trees killed by burning. The effect of such
shelter trees may be seen in the humidity profiles
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Fig. 73. Humidity profiles over various types of ground
in Ngotokanaba. The low humidity of the sunny day 12
Oct., and the high one of the cloudy day 25 Oct. are noticed.

(figs. 73). Such areas suffer least from fluctuations
in humidity, but still the profile reveals a reversal
after midday because of the heating of the soil. It
seems that the humidity conditions in gardens are
greatly influenced by the reduced movement of
the surrounding air. At least the conditions cannot
be explained solely by a shading effect, because
the highest temperatures develop in the layers of
air next to the soil surface resulting in low air
humidity. Anyway the shading effect is limited as
the trees have no leaves. The early loss of our
soil thermometres limited the chances of docu
menting this characteristic phenomenon better.
Probably'1emperature and humidity conditions of
the two main types of gardens, the shaded and the
the sun-open types, are the most important man
made environmental changes employed in Bello
nese horticulture. There is evidence that taro is
vulnerable to excessive soil temperatures. Stanhill
(1965) found that soil temperature over 33°C
can be inhibitive to germination. Possibly the ex
tensive use of shade for taro, except on swampy
soil, is explained by this vulnerability. (For com
parison the cultivator inflicts only small changes
in soil properties; see chapter 3.) Humidity con
ditions are known to interfere markedly with plant
growth both on BeIlona and Rennell. Consequent
ly the better drought resisting yams are grown on
drier ground and always in much more open gar
dens. If yam is cultivated on 'cold' soil, the area
is often totally cleared; not even trees to support
the yam vines are left. Instead the tripod-like type
of supports is used. This type of garden is much

~:.if.<
Fig. 72. During a period of excessive drought the soil of
some taro gardens were covered with coarse coconut leaf
mats.
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Fig. 74, Map showing occurrences of phosphatic soils and sites for the sampling described in appendix G and in text.
Map partly after White and Warin. and K. Dalsgaard.

more used on Rennell than on Bellona. Rennell
has generally more wet soils, including swamps
(hllSl) used for the cultivation of taro.

To conclude about humidity conditions: there
is no doubt that potential yields on Bellona are
reduced by excess or lack of water. Though ir
rigation and draining are not employed by the
Bellonese, several measures are taken tending to
decrease wastages caused by the unsuitability of
the humidity factor.

6.3 The soil factor
Only some properties of Bellonese soils related to
crop production will be briefly treated here. For a
general description of Bellonese soils see K. Dals
gaard (1970). The indirect influence of soils on
plant growth via the water factor has been men
tioned above; the soils as providers of important
nutrient elements will be considered in the follow
ing.

At the outset of field work Nye and Green
land's fundamental book (1960) was fortunately
available as a background. Very little was found,
however, on soil-crop relations, especially in
respect to crops such as yams, taro, and bananas,
so important on Bellona. Our main interest was to
elucidate the changes in soil during the normal
cultivation-fallowing cycle. One of the pertinent
questions was to discover if normal cultivation
practices avoid a reduction of soil fertility, and
another concerned the general level of 'fertility' of
soils.

During the field work period more than 200 soil
samples were collected with the energetic assist
ance of K. Dalsgaard. The samples were air-dried
and packed for later analysis in Denmark. This
procedure was necessary because of the difficulties
in carrying out laboratory work in the field. Un
fortunately the method made it impossible to in
vestigate the role of nitrogen in the soil; the ni
trogen content is subject to changes during the
procedure. As deficits most likely would develop
in. macro nutrients because of the burning tech
nique, an analysis of these was of great concern.

Samples of about 150 g were taken to a depth
of 20 cm from selected places where gardens were
surrounded by fallows representing different
stages of regrowth; see fig. 74. An attempt "was
made to sample each of the major types of soil
in places where 'complete cycles' were found. The
purpose was to obtain information on fallow re
covery without introducing errors from local soil
variation and to discover how soil type influenced
recovery after cultivation. Samples were further
taken from within a single garden to assess the
variations of soil properties within a small area.
These samples showed later that variations within
limited areas were so great that much of the col
lected material was too scanty to produce statistic
ally significant results. Of course observations on
a given area during a full garden cycle exceeding
six years would have been more advantageous.

To find out whether variations in samples
could be explained by the action of individual
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plants, an additional set of soil samples was taken
in lines between yam hills. The pattern used was
triangular~to allow for a check on the analyses,
the results of which are shown in fig. 75. Except
for pH and sodium, there appears to be an in
crease in plant nutrients at almost an equal rate
as one moves away from the planting sites, reach
ing a peak almost exactly midway between the
plants. This indicates an extraction of ions by the
roots, but it may also be partially explained by the
horticultural technique of digging up and mixing
the top soil layers with material from beneath;
this is done only where the plants will be placed.
This digging, however, encompasses only a fraction
(about 25 cm) of the area under consideration
and is thus not likely to cause the degree of vari
ations found. The variations within a plant bed
are still large enough to make a careful sampling
necessary before any conclusions can be justified.

With generous assistance from the Institute of
Botanical Ecology at the University of Copen
hagen, which has developed routine procedures

for large quantities of soil samples, both the
samples mentioned above and the 200 samples
from the gardening cycle were analysed. The
analyses encompassed most of the more prominent
elements for plant nutrition: Magnesium (Mg),
Calcium (Ca), Sodium (Na), and Potassium (K),
(ad modum Kolterman 1952, modified; Truog
1930; Jeffries and Thomas 1960). Simultaneously
acidity pH (Reed and Cummings 1945) and con
tent of organic matter were determined (oxidizable
organic content after Walkley and Black 1934,
and Walkley 1947).

Averaged results from the analyses are shown in
appendix J, and some further examples of coarse
textured malanga type of soils in fig. 76. The
figure shows how decreases occur in the immediate
root zone of the growing plants. Development
from the garden stage to the following fallow re
veals a significant decrease in both K, Na, and
Mg-contents in the soil (a Hest shows it to be
significant at the 0.001 level.) Since this drop also
occurs in the humus content it must be ascribed to
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A~erages of all samples. Bellona 1965
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Fig. 76. Average ion contents (K, Na, Ca, Mg), humus and
pH for all samples. There is a significant increase in ion
contents with increasing age of fallow, except for 6th year.

a general removal of matter, probably by a mi
neralization of humus combined with a strong
leaking out of ions during the period of re
establishment of vegetation.

The most important effect of fallow vegetation
seems to be its capability of 'pumping' most of
the nutrient elements back into the top soil from
deeper layers. Most of the preferred fallow plants
develop deep-going roots - which supports this
hypothesis. The development during the fallow
years reveals an increase in the soil's content of
ions; however 'old fallow' samples are too few to
support firm conclusions. For example the first
three years' development in organic matter and
K ions is generally significant at the 0.01 level. A
few of these 'old fallow' samples show a decrease
in the soil's ion-content. If the total soil vegetation
system is considered this may be explained by the

fact that the storage of ions in the vegetation at
that stage is reaching a maximum in the normal
fallow cycle. When this stage is reached, the lower
store of the fallow has usually disappeared, killed
by competition from the dominant fallow trees.
This fast changing of fallow regrowth may also
partially explain why soil conditions in young
fallows vary so much; they vary more than garden
soils under crops and more than soils in old
fallows.

From the analyses it can further be deduced
that there is a significant difference between ma
langa and kenge types of soils (sandy loams and
silty clays); see figs. 77 and 78. Contents of any
element are greater in the fine textured kenge than
in the malangQ, which is in accordance with the
Bellonese ideas of the inherent fertility of these
soil types. The development from garden to fallow
does generally not reveal, even with regard to
organic matter and K, a significant aecrease in
'fertility' (even at a 0.5 level of significance). This
was to be expected because the removal of ions
by crops from the soil is almost impossible to de
monstrate even in the much better known soils of
the temperate zone.

Only few references to soil analyses under a
shifting cultivation system have been found in the
literature. One of the first and most thorough is
probably CowgiIl's analyses of Maya agriculture
(1962). Everywhere she found lower nutrient ion
content than is present in Bellonese soils except
for K. She claimed that differences in Ca and Mg
during the agricultural cycle are of low significan
ce, while differences in pH, organic matter, total
N, and K are more highly significant. These find
ings are in agreement with the results from Bel
Iona, except that pH in the Bellonese 'rendzina'
type of soil developed on limestone in the tropics
bardly changes during the agricultural cycle. Or
ganic matter in Bellonese soils compares roughly
with Cowgill's scheme in which nitrogen was not
analysed. In all it may be said that Cowgill's
results are consistent with findings from Bellona
except for the higber fertility of Bellonese soils.
The importance of the vegetation as a 'bank' for
nutrient ions is underscored by the low content of
the nutrient contents of the soil, even when more
fertile types are considered. As will be shown later
for K, the fallow vegetation accumulates on an
average double the amount usually found in
normal Bellonese soil. Even on the fertile Bello-
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Fig. 77. Soil analysis from the sampling sites Beungu and
Baingau, both with malallga type of soils. Such soils seem
generally to be poor; compare with fig. 78.

Soil analyses: Beungu and Baingau 1965
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Fig. 78. Soil analyses from the sampling site Okota with
kenge soil. It has generally higher contents of plant nutrition
ions and shows fast recoverage during the agricultural
cycle.
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nese soils, vegetation's share of nutrients are much
more important than soil contents.

The sufficiency for crops of the macro nutrients
available in soils is difficult to estimate because
so little is known about the requirements of Bel
lonese crops. (There is scarcely any knowledge
available about yams, see Coursey 1967, and al
most nothing about taro. But good data are avail-

able for banana requirements, especially cultiva
tion in plantations; see Sinunonds 1966).

In table 38 some approximate figures have been
collated, mostly from the sources mentioned above;
for yams most figures are estimated from com
parisons with other crops of similar composition,
which obviously involves a certain risk. It appears
from the results that a deficiency of P, Mg, and
Ca is unlikely to occur in BeIlonese gardening re-

TABLE 38.

The removal of macro nutrients from Bel10neae soils by yams and bananas.
nt a production of 5 tons of dry ma-lter per ha

removal by Liverage remov:::..l by bo.nnna crop
yam crop

a.mount 3vnilable (5 tons dry matter) (5 tons dry matter)

N not known app. 100 leg/ha.*> ? app. 50.120 kg

P 2-7 t/ha .. J t/ha. average app. 7 kg/ha."') app. 1-10 kg

S not known app. 2 kg/ha.*1 "pp. 3 kg/ha.

K 00-550 kg/ha. 220 kg/ha. aver'age app. 110 kg/ha .*l 250-425 kg 1)

Mg 1.6 t/ha. .pp. 110 kg/ha .*> 9-15 kg/ha.

Ca 0-32 t/ha .• 14 t/ha. average app. 1. S kll/ha."'> 3-11 kg/ha.

1) von Loeschlce 1950.

*> estimate.
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TABLE 39.

Sofus Christiansen

Potilssium contents in ilshes of burnt fallow \'egelation

XIII

Age in yenrs Weighlor Weight of Soluble *) K of K Tolal kg/ha Ac:ccssiblc**") go Total kg/ha Tola] K kg/ha:
01 fallow ash fraction chO:J.r"coal per g of sample soluble K K/ g of sampl e nccessibl£l K soluble +
samples ashes; charcoal: ashes: charcoal: 'accessible (raction'

I 1690 g 10aO g 13.88 I. 98 15.% 19.27 2.04 21.91 37.87

2 770 g ***1 535 g 15.66 I. 57 17.23 18.95 3.14 22.07 39.30

3 750 g 920 g 25.03 5.40 29.43 56.91 11.99 68.90 98.33

-w-) lE'oluble' means here soluble in water of about 20"C.

**) 'accessible' refers here to a. standnrd laboratory procedure, here used to extract the ions previously not dissolved in water- to
similar extent llS done by liVing plants.

'*"'as less litter was burned with this than with the other two .amples. the figures arc probably loo small.

gardless of the crop cultivated. Some caution,
however, must still be exercised. Although enor
mous amounts of P are available (as may be seen
from a previous investigation of Bellona as a pre
sumptuous phosphate mining area (White and
Warm, 1965), P may be largely inaccessible to the
plants. However, in the analyses cited only ac
cessible elements are given. With respect to the
remaining nutrient elements S is usually consider
ed to be available in sufficient quantities because
of the marine location of Bellona. However, it
seems very likely that low amounts of K and N
may limit the yields of Bellonese crops. Both N
and S can be stored in fallow vegetation, but they
are largely removed as gases when this is burnt
and can thus be transferred to the crops only to
a very limited extent. With N which is so important
for any crop, this raises the question of how the
necessary amounts can be acquired at all. No
doubt some N compounds are carried down with
precipitation; the amounts of N contained in rain
water in the tropics is probably greater than found
in measurements from temperate regions. StilI, the
amounts necessary for crop growth would be suf
ficient only if accumulated in vegetation or soil.
Of these two possibilities, vegetation must be dis
missed, because of the burning. The storage of
N in soil is most likely via an organic mechanism.
To explain how sustained yields have occurred
over the centuries on Bellona, one must probably
look for a hitherto undescribed way of N fixation
utilizing inactive N2 from the atmosphere. No
plants were found with the usual nitrogen-fixing
root nodules.

To investigate the role of fallow vegetation in
the cycling of K, three trial spots each of 10 m2
and with vegetation of different stages of regrowth

were cleared of over-ground vegetation. After
wards the vegetation was burnt on an iron plate,
and the ashes were collected for analysis. The
burning of young fallow growth was especially
difficult, but with the help of local assistants it
was finally accomplished. In the Labofatory for
Agricultural Chemistry of the Royal Danish Agri
cultural College, the ashes were analysed for K
following standard procedures (see B. Kjrer, 1969).
Before flame photometry could be carried out, the
ash samples were homogenized. Charcoal was
removed by sieving, and after pulverization was
burnt to ashes. K contents were determined both
as a water-soluble fraction and as 'extra' exchange
able potassium. The results are shown in table 39.

Overall a large increase in K content of the
vegetation is evident. The increase from the garden
stage exceeds 60 kg K per ha. but as the storage
in 'weeds' of a garden is very low the total in
crease is probably near 100 kg, which is the total
amount of K accumulated. It is interesting that the
magnitude of this storage capacity is about that
required by a normal crop. Among the macro
nutrients, K is the only one (except for N) likely
to be insufficient for and thus limiting crop
growth. The importance of the vegetation store is
thus evident, as is the importance of a proper ad
ministration of the fallowing system. The normal
inclination of the BeIlonese cultivator to avoid a
premature felling of fallows is thus understand
able, because it may deprive him of an easy extra
yield. It is regrettable that a further investigation
of the increase of ion content in older fallows had
to be abandoned because of the difficulties in
herent in it. The hypothesis is still that the margin
al increase is diminishing after five years of fallow,
and is almost nil after twelve years. It must be
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Fig. 79. Theoretical diagrams, describing
changes in "fertility" of garden areas du
ring agricultural cycles with some impor
tant crops. Bananas have high fertility re
quirements; taros have low ones. Recovery
is proportionately faster to the low ferti
lity levels (but this advantage is offset by
relatively high demands of labour).
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noticed that the Bellonese are aware of the fer
tilizing effect of ashes, cf. the use of ashes to
promote growth of bananas and pandanus near
kitchens.

To check if some of the macro nutrients under
discussion were actually limiting crop growth, a
small fertilizer trial was run. In two gardens three
types of commercial fertilizers were applied (po
tassium-sulphate, a triple-phosphate, and ammo
nium-sulphate) kindly put at our disposal by the
Department of Agriculture in Roniara. Divided
gardens (tohitohl) were used, as these offered an
oportunity for a natural arrangement of control
beds. The results were later inspected by Bellonese
friends and reported by letter (unfortunately ma
king a quantitative determination of increase in
yield impossible.) As might be expected, the appli
cation of (NH4)2S04 gave strong response, as did
K2S04 (the strongest, it was reported), whereas
the superphosphate was reported to result in al
most no change. From another trial run it was
discovered that combined 'NPK' fertilizers and
also locany acquired wood ashes gave fine respons
es.

It seems probable that the effect of ammonium
sulphate is due to the content of ammonium main
ly; therefore the effect of K2S04 is almost certain
ly to be ascribed to the K content. Unfortunately
no K fertilizer with neither S nor N could be pro
vided except the local ashes that may yield
responses from unconcentrated contents, hence no
conclusive proof of the importance of potassium
could be established. The positive results of both
K and N fertilizer under conditions similar to
those on Bellona are supported by the experience
of others (such as Simmonds, 1970).

To check K relationships more closely, the soil
profiles, corresponding to the fallow areas inve
stigated, were analysed to find the distribution of
exchangeable K content with depth. Further, an
attempt was made to find how the K ions were
retained in the soil. The cation retention capacity,

the 'T value', (Piper's method, modified) was found,
and the humus content were determined to dis
cover whether these or colloidal constituents were
responsible for cation absorption.

The results of this investigation which was also
carried out with the helpful staff of the Laboratory
for Agricultural Chemistry, were as follows: 1)
contents of K decrease markedly with depth in
profiles; the difference seems largest in newly cul
tivated soil. 2) 'T values' of a magnitude 35-70
meq.val./lOO g of dry soil were high enough to
explain values of 'bound' K ions. 3) Values for
humus contents - found through losses on ignition
after removal of carbonate - varied from about 16
to 27 %, enough to suggest that K ions may be
bound to humus. One source of error is that char
coal contents produced by the swidden techniques
used in cultivation may have increased the values
slightly. But since visible grains of charcoal were
removed before ignition, the increase is probably
only slight. Summing up, it can be said that no
thing is found to contradict the importance of
good housekeeping with available K in BeIIonese
gardening.

Although it has been demonstrated that macro
nutrients in all probability are limiting the yields
of Bellonese gardens, little is known concerning
the quantitative reduction. It is clearly perceived
by the Bellonese that a prolongation of fallow up
to about twelve years (the baD matu'a stage) in
creases yields. There are two alternative principles
to follow for the BeIIonese gardener: he may
employ horticultural cycles with long fallows and
a high level of fertility for a given plot of land,
or he may use short tenn cycles \vith less fertile
conditions (see fig. 79). This is in accordance with
findings for African systems by Nye and Green
land (1960). If there is land enough, the Bellonese
takes the advantage of long fallows, thus reducing
his work for a given yield. Presently it appears
that the Bel10nese gardener has reduced his fallow
periods to a length for each crop at which the fer-
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TABLE 40.

Conn~ctlon b~tw~~n

soil deplli ond cultivation

deep soil shallow soil

cultivated 2765 (82%1 313 (3'l'.) 3078

non-cult.i .... .a.Lcd 603 (l B'!ol 9270 (97'l'.) 9873

336U (100%) 9583 (I 00'1'.) 12951

tility achievement per time unit is near maximum.
He is possibly reluctant to reduce fallows further,
because he experiences a sensible decrease in
yields; most interviews indicate this.

A pertinent question is now whether a further
reduction in fallow periods would infer damage to
the soil/vegetation system. There are several in
dications that this is the case. If fallows are
shortened, the regrowth has increasing difficulties
in establishing itself. Burning clears away most
of the humus contents, which again decrease the
humidity and cation retension capacity. It seems
that the ion contents of the soil are increasingly
determined by the storing capacity for cations of
the clay mineral fraction of the soil. As this is
very small, 'fertility' may be reduced gravely Oess
than one third of the original). There are striking
examples to demonstrate an evolution along these
lines on other Pacific islands, where historical
evidence proves grass steppes to have developed
such as Honiara plains and areas in Fiji. From
Bellonese experience it appears that if the soil is
misused, the humus will be removed. If this is the
case, as it may be under permanent cultivation, the
maximum ion retention is reduced to the amount
retainable by the clay minerals alone. Old village
sites from which weeds have constantly been re
moved seem to prove that normal fallow vegeta
tion will never invade again. Possibly the same
danger will develop although more slowly with the
cultivation of sweet potatoes after yams and with
the cultivation of tobacco. There is fortunately a
growing awareness of these dangers among the
Bellonese.

Apart from the problems just mentioned, sta
bility in land use seems to be maintained by
normal Bellonese practices. This does not preclude
the possibility that specific resources may run Iow.
Canoe trees (ghaimenga, tabai, suaso) are now al
most unavailable in one district, and threaten to
become scarce generally. No doubt growing inter
est in fishing partly explains the greater exploita-

tion of these trees, but still the shortage of such
timber displays an imbalance not observed before.
A certain 'rationing' of such timber by placing a
taboo on them may help, but further, more
stringent steps may be necessary to preserve a
sufficient number of these trees. A gross count
of available ghaimenga trees revealed that the
large BeIlonese land owners, hakahlla, still possess
an enormous number of trees, although many of
them are undersized. Better distribution of timber
would be the first way to lessen the shortage and
this, in fact, is already occurring since more and
more hakahua allow people without suitable trees
to use their timber.

Soil depth as a limitation for cultivation
Bellonese horticulture is highly dependent on soil
depth as demonstrated by the sample showing the
planting procedure for a garden (see chapter 2.1.4).
Soil with a depth of less than 20-25 cm, ghina
ghina soils, are seldom cultivated; this is also true
for soils with a large fraction of coarse material.
It was therefore interesting to find the approxi
mate extent of soil of the limiting depth, and pos
sibly exclude areas with coarse material.

Two of the geologists prospecting phosphate on
Bellona, White and Warin, published a map show
ing areas with a soil thickness exceeding one foot.
The map was partly based on interpretation of
aerial photographs, partly based on samples taken
in regular traverses as in Ghongau district. An
attempt was made in 1966 to see whether the
areas with deep soil found by the geologists coin
cided with cultivated areas as interpreted from the
aerial photographic map.

'Cultivated land' distinguished from 'non-cul
tivated' (secondary or primary forest) deduced
from the photographs was compared with 'deep
soil' and 'shallow soil' on the geologists' map. In
Ghongau the connection was (on 1000 m2 squares)
as shown in table 40.

The contingency coefficient is highly significant,
even though the Bellonese look for a soil depth of
more than 15-20 cm, even if found in small areas,
whereas the geologists probably strive to find the
maximum extension of a possible mining area. In
practice the two areas are almost identical.

From analyses of the different aerial photo
graphs taken of Bellona it is clear that the central
part (lino henua) has been continuously cultivated,
but that the cultivation of the more isolated
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pockets of soil (abaaba) has been much less stable.
Possibly the explanation is not only their remote
ness but also their shallow soils, requiring a pro
longed fallow period to rebuild fertility, or some
times resulting in abandonment of cultivation after
one miserable test. It appears that the only areas
where soil thickness is not restraining cultivation
are the central areas, totalling about 420 ha.

Even 420 ha. represent a fairly high amount of
potential production, namely about 4,200 t. of dry
matter annualJy or, theoretically, enough to feed a
population approaching 15,000 persons. With the
present system of cultivation the fallow period re
quired reduces harvested area to about one sixth,
and the actually acquired yields make only two
fifths of the potential. The actual carrying capa
city thus arrived at is slightly less than 1,000 in
dividuals.

6.4 Natural hazards and subsistence
Natural hazards interfere strongly with the lives
of the Bellonese. It has previously been touched
upon that targets for food production must be
planned at a 50 % safety margin, also that the
whole gardening strategy aims at a minimization
of risks inflicted by droughts or excessive rains. In
fishing, maximum. catches cannot solely be set out
for, but a diversity of methods are necessarily
applied to increase chances for at least some
catches (as similarly described from other societies
by P. Gouid 1963 and W. Davenport 1960). Co
operation, so prevalent on Bellona, implies also a
spread of risks. Although very few or no data
exist on the hazards of living on Bellona it might
be useful to mention some of them.

In food production there is always the risk of a
failing harvest. UsualJy this stems from droughts.
These occur at unperiodic intervals, but much
more frequent than should be implied from the
near-equatorial location of Bellona. Traditions tell
about severe droughts in 1910, of one in the early
thirties, and one in 1943. At all these occasions
some people died from starvation; in 1943 many
fled to Rennell tQ avoid hunger and thirst. Less
fatal droughts, cutting but not annihilating yields,
have occurred much more often. Also hurricanes
represent a reoccurring threat. They seem to strike
on an average of from 3 to 5 years. Often they
accompany droughts. Hurricanes destroy gardens
and carry off canoes. They also inflict death at

sea, but not so often as might be expected. In daily
life the risk of high winds are taken lightly as can
be seen from the very elementary staking of yam
gardens on Bellona. A thorough staking as used
on Rennell would require only about 5 % extra
work, but tIns is regarded as a waste of effort. Of
course no staking helps if a hurricane hits directly,
but now even distant hurricanes cause damage to
Bellonese gardens.

The worst threat to Bellonese lives nowadays
are probably illnesses, most of which are recent
imports. From the collected diaries, it seems that
people are suffering from illness in about 10 %
of their normal working hours. No data have been
collected on infant mortality, still undoubtedly
high. During two years of observation 1964--66,
tuberculosis and pneumonia accounted for more
than 80 % of the deaths. Pneumonia seems to be
the main 'occupational disease' which is probably
incurred and worsened especially by night fishing
and accidents at sea. Tuberculosis seems to hit
the less well-fed people exceptionally hard. During
the period observed, only a few cases of malaria
were diagnosticised. All were people returning
from plantations. Prior to European contacts,
malaria seem to have been totally absent. In spite
of the foregoing, general health appears to be
good on BeUona(Lambert, 1934, and later reports
from medical assistants). Infectuous diseases were
rare on traditional Bellona; they have definitely
increased with the breakdown of traditional mea
sures of quarantine. Remedies against cuts and
wounds are fortunately much more efficient in
modem times.

6.5 LocalizatioDs as an adaptation
to the environment
The general and controversial question of how the
Bellonese adapt their activities to the local situa
tion cannot be answered solely by analysing avail
ability of resources. Also the question of access
ibility of resources must be considered because it
influences the operational costs of all activities.
Localization is here viewed solely with regard to
resources for food production and localization of
settlements. For subsistence production rational
localization is vital, which is not to say that it is
not influenced by non-subsistence activities (see
chapter 7 for the changes in settlements 1938-66).

Bellonese food production relies on a number of
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TABLE 41.

Resource bilses' for BCrne subsistence activities.

Horliculturl' Collection of
vegetable produce

Fishing Collection of
m arine produce

I'(ouse and canoe
building

Non-subsist~ncc

activities

Copra production

forest 11mber stands, coCOnut groves. ktu
mouku and
~an~il. trllils, angil

fertile: 90il of
pecessilry minimum
areil :J

gnl:"denlilnd, 'umLlnf!<l

f.a Uow garrJcnland I

rnn1angn

seconda.ry growth,
ng.J.oa.1anga

ror~st. mouku

canoe -launching
area, ilbatai

and trail,
anga ki lni

red nrca, ngota

coastal trail.
nnga id lai

light forest,
mafanga.:

pn ndanus groves,
manlu

fi t"cwood from
rallows and forest,
malnnsa, mouku

[!] settlement [[] trail to the sea

Fig. 80. Hypothetical development of landholdings on
Bellona. The original immigrants probably divided the
land in coast to coast strips, yielding fine opportunities for
fishing (a). Possibly subsequent divisions mainly aimed at
giving access to gardening land (b). Recently, only some
holdings include forest areas and coastal trails (c).

resources: 1) fertile soil covering a certain Dlllll

mum area for horticulture, 2) a quantity of diverse
trees and other wild plants for collecting and gath
ering, 3) a variety of timber trees for house and
canoe building, and finally 4) access to the sea for
fishing and collecting of marine produce. Most of
these resources are of limited distribution and
cannot be treated as resources specific for separate
kinds of production; housebuilding involves, for
example the use of products from forest (long
timber), and from cultivated areas (for thatch).

As could be expected, there is a strong tendency
to incorporate the necessary resources within each
unit of utilization. With the type of resource lo
calization usual on islands, this gives rise to a
'radial or strip type' of holding each encompassing
the diverse area classes necessary for the muIti-

sea

resource-dependent production. Cases illustrating
this can be found in all parts of the world: from
the African 'huza' farms (G. Benneh 1971), and
the Fijian farms CL. Thompson 1949) to the Old
World Danish farms (V. Hansen 1964). For a good
survey of this problem, see A. R. H. Baker 1969.
The idea that an independent homestead must
command all the necessary classes of land was ex
pressed by J. Brunhes and C. O. Sauer as early
as in 1923 and 1925. A similar concept is deeply
rooted in Polynesian culture. The word kainga
from Futuna, for example, means 'property shared
by a kindred' and usually consists of all the dif
ferent area classes from the mountains to the sea
(E. Burrows, 1936). Such patterns are found in
almost all islands of Western Polynesia.

Once the idea of building up holdings that en
compass all the necessary resources has been ac
cepted (on BeIIona this is done more on a lineage
than on an individual basis), the shape of holdings
will depend on the distribution pattern of resour
ces. P. Haggett (1965) sketched some possible
resultant patterns; the linear one fits the Bellonese
pattern nicely. The central ribbon of good land is
no doubt the cause to this, combined with the
'economic sense' of the Bellonese. Since horti
culture is the most time consuming subsistence
activity, it is not surprising that settlements are
located in this central ribbon as pearls on a string.
Two parallel lines of settlements would also have
been a solution to the problem of 'least effort'. It
seems in fact to have been partially used earlier
on the two side trails (onga panga) north and south
of the pennanent trail (angatu'u).

Initially landholdings were probably strips from
coast to coast across the long axis of the island,
Ca' in fig. 80).

When land was distributed among heirs, the
strips were fragmented during centuries, often in
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